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MEf\,1QRANDUM: 

TO: Commissioners 
Legal and Research Staff 

.FROM: Suzanne. B. Conlon ~ 
SUBJECT: Public Hearing on Plea Agreements 

On Tuesday, September 23, 1986, the Commission will hold a public hearing on 
issue relating to plea agreements. Testimony r"rom witnesses and additional written 
responses are being circulated as received. An.agenda and brief summary of the 
issues for the public hearing issues are attached. · 
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AGENDA 

United States Sentencing Commission 
. Hearing on ·Plea Agreements 

·September 23, 1986 

·Chairman William W. ·wilkins, Jr. 
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Professor Stephen J. Schulhofer 
University of Chicago Law School 

Mr. Edward F. Marek 
Federal Public Defender, Northern District of Ohio 

Ms. Phyllis S. Bamberger 
·Attorney-in-Charge, Legal Aid Society, New York City 

Mr. William J. Garber 
. Attorney at Law, Washington, D.C. 

Hon. Frederick B. Lacey 
Attorney at Law, New York City 

Mr. John Volz 
U.S. Attorney, Eastern District of Louisiana 

Mr~ Anton R. Valukas 
U.S. Attorney, Northern District. of Illinois 

Mr. William F. Weld 
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division 

Chairman Wilkins 
Closing Rema-rks 



Issues .for. Sentencing Commission's September 23 Hearing 

GUlL TY PLEAS 

Approximately 90% of federal criminal cases are presently disposed of by 
guilty pleas. Empirical studi~s show that sentencing judges generally imposes lower 

·.sentences after a guilty ·plea for a number of philosophic and practical reasons. 
Should the sentencing guidelines provide a downward sentencing adjustment for 
defendants who plead guilty? ·Or should the guidelines make no distinction between 
a defendant who pleads guilty and one who stands trial and is subsequently found 
guilty? 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

Congress has directed the Sentencing. Commission to promulgate guidelines or 
poticy statements that give sentencing judges ·guidance regarding the acceptance of 
plea agreements urider RuJe 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. The 
legislative history of the Sentencing Reform Act demonstrates Congressional concern 
that plea agreements· not be used to circumvent the sentencing guidelines. What are 
the appropriate limits of judicia] scrutiny of negotiated plea agreements? What 
standards should a sentencing judge apply in evaluating whether a plea agreement is 
acceptable according to the letter and spirit of the sentencing guidelines? H:ow 
does the Sentencing Reform .Act impact on "charge bargaining" under Rule ll{e){l )(B) 
and "sentence bargaining" under Rule ll{e){l)(C)? To what extent can prosecutors 

· and defense attorneys stipulate to the underlying facts of an offense and the 
offenders behavior when such factors mandate a certain sentencing result? 

COOPERATION 

What recognition, if any, should the sentencing guidelines give offenders who 
co.operate with authorities? What public policy considerations are involved in 
encouraging offenders to cooperate in investigations and prosecutions? Should 
different levels of cooperation be objectively identified and given relative 
downward adjustments from the otherwise applicable sentence? If so, who should 
decide the app~opriate level or downward adjustment: the sentencing court, the 
prosecutor in ·a written certification to the court or the prosecutor and defense 
attorney in a written agre.ement? How should disputes regarding the level or quality 
of cooperation be resolved? 
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·' FEDERAL DEFENDER POSITION PAPER ON PLEA AGREEMENTS, 
GUILTY PLEAS AND COOPERATION 

September 16, 1986 

INTRODUCTION 

.Th~s pos~tion paper is submiited -in -res~onse to questions 

raised in Judge Wilkins' letter of August 20, 1986, to various 

Federal Defenders in preparation for the Sentencing Commission's 

hearing on September 23, 19 8 6, covering plea agreements, gui 1 ty 

pleas, and cooperation under guideline sentencing. The topic 

headings used below for the most part correspond to the inquiries 

mentioned in Judge Wilkins' letter. 

In this paper the Federal Defenders continue to embrace 

the position that all forms of plea bargaining under Federal Rule of 

Criminal Procedure 11(e) are permissible under guideline sentencing 

and may permissibly produce sentences different from those embodied 

in the guidelines. We direct the Commission's attention to our 

previously submitted position paper on plea bargaining under guide-

line sentencing, which contains arguments that are not repeated 

herein. The Federal Defenders also believe that "fact bargaining," 

a form of plea bargaining, should be permitted and that the 

Sentencing Commission should request that Congress amend Rule 11(e) 

to include fact bargaining. We think the proper role for the 

Commission in regard to plea bargaining is to issue general policy 

statements pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §994(a) (2) (D) to assist judges in 
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using their power under Rule 11 to accept or reject all forms of 

plea agreements. If properly used, judicial discretion, as guided 

by the Sentencing Commission's policy statements, can serve as a 

means of assuring that the plea bargaining process is not abused and 

that there is reasonable justification for plea agreements resulting 

in sentences outside the guidelines. 

We take the position that cooperation should be rewarded 

in appropriate cases, and that the specific downward sentence 

adjustment for cooperation should be determined through plea 

bargaining with judicial oversight, or by the sentencing judge. We 

believe it is neither feasible nor just to institute a system of 

graduated discounts for fixed, objective levels of cooperation built 

into the guidelines. Disputes regarding cooperation should be 

resolved by sentencing judges at the sentencing proceedings. 

Admissions of guilt should not be considered a form of· cooperation. 

Finally, almost all Federal Defenders feel that an 

explicit~ automatic guilty plea "discount" should not be provided 

for in the guidelines because it denigrates the fundamental right to 

a jury trial. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS· 

1. Legislative History 

The Sentencing Reform Act directs the Sentencing 

Commission to promulgate "general policy statements" concerning, 

inter alia, "the appropriate use of • the authority granted 

under rule 11(e) (2) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure to 
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accept or reject a plea agreement entered into pursuant to rule 

11 (e) (1)." 28 U.S.C. §994 (a) (2) (D). The evolution of this 

particular provision of the Act is explained in the Senate Judiciary 

Committee Report, which comprises the chief source of legislative 

history of the Act: 

The prov1s1on of subsection [994] (a) (2) (D), 
concerning the issuance of policy statements with 
regard to plea acceptance, is especially important. 
The guideline sentencing provisions of S.1437 in 
the 95th Congress were criticized on the ground 
that, while structuring and rationalizing the 
exercise of judicial sentencing discretion, they 
did not also address the exercise of prosecutorial 
discretion at the charging and plea agreement stages 
of criminal proceedings. As a result of this omis
sion, it was claimed'· prosecutorial decisions -
particularly decisions to reduce charges in exchange 
for guilty pleas -- could effectively determine the 
range of sentence to be imposed, and cou·ld well 
reduce the benefits otherwise to be expected from 
the bill's guideline sentencing system. 

One approach that has ·been suggested for dealing 
with this situation is to have sentencing judges review 
charge-reduction plea agreements to ensure that such 
agreements do not result in undue leniency or 
unwarranted sentencing disparities. Subsection (a) 
(2) (D), in combination with the bill's modifica
tion of Rule 11(e) of the Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure (to clarify that the Rule covers with
holding of charges as well as dismissal of charges) 
and the addition of subsection (q) of section 994 
(to require careful attentioQ by the Sentencing 
Commission to the effects of plea agreements on 
sentencing under the new act),[*] is intended to 
implement this suggestion. It would require the 
Sentencing Commission to promulgate policy state
ments for use by a sentencing court in determining 
whether, pursuant ·to Rule 11(e) (2), to accept a 

* This Senate Report was based on a bill that was amended before 
it was finally passed by both Houses and enacted as the Sentencing 
Reform Act. In the final ·version, Rule 11(e) was not amended as 
described, and the reference to §994(q) is instead contained in 
Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-473, §236 (a) (2), 98 
Stat. 1987, 2033. 
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charge-reduction agreement described in Rule ll(e) 
(1). This approach is intended to provide an 
opportunity for meaningful judicial review of 
proposed charge-reduction plea agreements, as well as 
other forms of plea agreements, while at the same time to 
guard against improper judicial intrusion upon the 
responsibilities of the Executive Branch. 

S. Rep. No. 225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 167 (1983) (footnote omitted; 

emphasis added) (hereafter "Senate Report").* 

This explanation for §994(a) (2) (D) makes even more sense 

if one considers it in context, that is, in light of the current 

practice with regard to Rule 11 (e) plea bargaining. Under Rule 

* This explanation is contained in the detailed section-by-section 
analysis of the Senate Report. It is also summarized in an 
earlier portion of the Report that highlights several important 
provisions of the Act: 

Some critics expressed the concern that a 
sentencing guidelines system will simply shift 
discretion from sentencing judges to prosecutors. 
The concern is that the prosecutor will use the 
plea bargaining process to circumvent the guide
lines recommendation if he doesn't agree with the 
guidelines recommendation. 

The bill contains a provision designed to 
avoid this possibility. Under proposed 28 u.s.c. 
994(a) (2) (D), the Sentencing Commission is directed 
to issue policy statements for consideration by 
Federal judges in deciding whether to accept a. 
plea agreement. This guidance will assure that 
judges can examine plea agreements to make certain 
that prosecutors have not used plea bargaining to 
undermine the sentencing guidelines. Professor 
Stephen J. Schulhofer, who initially raised the 
question. of whether sentencing guidelines would 
shift too much discretion to prosecutors, has 
stated that judicial review of plea bargaining 
under such policy statements should alleviate 
any potential problem in this area. 

Id. at.63 (footnotes omitted). 
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11 (e) (1), the prosecutor and the defendant can agree that in 

exchange for the defendant'~ plea of guilty the prosecutor will: 

(1) move for dismissal of other charges (charge-reduction plea· 

agreement); (2) make a non-binding recommendation, or agree not to 

oppose the defendant's request, for a particular sentence 

(sentence-recommendation plea agreement); and/or (3) agree that a 

specific sentence is appropriate (sentence-agreement plea 

agreement). The court has the power to accept or reject any of 

these three forms of plea agreements. Fed. R. Crim. P .. 11 (e) (2) , 

(3), (4). In practice, however, judges often review and many reject 

the two forms of sentence plea agreements, but it is rare for a 

judge to reject a charge-reduction plea agreement, perhaps because 

the decision as to what to charge is considered peculiarly within 

the prosecutorial province. As a result, some witnesses who 

appeared before Congress, and ultimately the Senate Judiciary 

Committee as well, were concerned with the lack of judicial 

oversight of charge bargaining and the consequent potential for 

pr~secutorial circumvention of the goals of guideline sentencing 

through manipulation of charge-reduction plea ·agreements. In the 

above-quoted portions of the Senate Report, the Judiciary Committee 

takes note of this potential problem and directs the Sentencing 

Commission to ensure that there is appropriate oversight of charge

reduction plea agreements "as well as other forms of plea 

agreements," meaning sentence-recommendation and sentence-agreement 

plea agreements. 
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Several conclusions are clear from this legislative 

history. First, Congress -envisioned a sentencing system in which 

prosecutors and defense counsel would continue to enter into Rule 

11 (e) ( 1) charge-reduction, sentence-recommendation and sentence

agreement plea agreements which could result in sentences different 

from those indicated by the guidelines. Second, if all Rule 

11(e) (1) agreements were uncritically accepted by sentencing judges 

as a matter of course, prosecutors could abuse the plea bargaining 

practice in order to supplant guidelines sentences with their own 

personal preferences. Third, Congress decided to prevent potential 

prosecutorial abuse through exercise of the judicial authority in 

Rule 11 to accept or reject plea agreements rather than by outlawing 

Rule 11 plea bargaining altogether. Therefore, the Sentencing 

Commission is to formulate general policy statements to aid 

sentencing judges in distinguishing between the appropriate exercise 

of prosecutorial power under Rule 11 and the inappropriate abuse of 

that power. 

2. Limits of and Standards for Judicial Scrutiny 

With this background in mind, the answers to the questions 

concerning plea bargaining posed by the Commission in Judge Wilkins' 

letter follow naturally. The "appropriate limits of judicial 

scrutiny of negotiated plea agreements" (Judge Wilkins' letter) are 

determined by the purpose of such scrutiny -- to check potential 

prosecutorial abuse by ensuring that plea agreements do not result 
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in "undue leniency or unwarranted sentencing disparities." This 

does not mean that no leniency or disparity. is permitted. As 

Congress has said: 

The key word in discussing unwarranted sentence 
disparities is "unwarranted. n· The Committee does 
not mean to suggest that sentencing policies and 
practices should eliminate justifiable differences 
between the sentences of persons convicted of 
similar offenses who have similar records. 

Senate Report at 161. 

Thus, the proper role or limit of judicial scrutiny of 

Rule 11 plea agreements is to distinguish "justifiable differences" 

between the sentences of similarly situated offenders from unjusti-

fiable differences. General policy statements should direct 

sentencing judges to ascertain whether there is some reason for the 

difference between a sentence. resulting from a plea agreement and 

that resulting from application of the guidel'ines. If there is some 

legitimate justification, the agreement should be accepted; on the 

other hand, if the sentence resulting from the agreement is "unduly" 

lenient and there is no reasonable justification for it differing 

from the guideline sentence, it should be rejected. This standard 

can be used by sentencing judges in evaluating whether plea 

agreements are "acceptable according to the letter and spirit of the 

sentencing guidelines" (Judge Wilkins' letter). 
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As for specific justifications which would warrant 

acceptance of a plea agreement, the first portion of the Senate 

Report quoted above provides an important .clue. It cautions against 

"improper judicial intrusion upon the responsibilities of the 

Executive Branch". Senate Report at 167. Thus, acceptance of a 

plea agreement could be justified by such appropriate Executive 

Branch considerations as the proper allocation of prosecutorial 

resources and the desire to conserve such resources for other, more 

serious offenders. Prosecutors might also justify a plea agreement 

based on an assessment of the probability of conviction. This 

assessment would depend upon the strength of the Government's case, 

including such factors as the potential unavailability of important 

witnesses, the quality of the Government's witnesses, the potential 

unavailability of evidence (e.g., due to loss or suppression), or 

the quality of the Government's evidence (e.g., all circumstantial 

or requiring numerous inferences to prove guilt), and on the 

strength of possible defenses, such as duress or coercion, the 

defendant's limited intelligence, or the defendant's impaired mental 

condition. Other prosecutorial considerations that might justify a 

plea bargain· include the importance of obtaining a defendant's 

cooperation, the desire to avoid disclosure of the identity of 

informants, the need to protect the secrecy of information relating 

to national security, or a concern for the victims or witnesses who 

would have to undergo the ordeal of examination at a public trial 

concerning traumatic events. 
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These examples are illustrative only. They do not con-

stitute a catalogue of permissible justifications for plea agree-

ments. Any attempt to formulate an exhaustive list would be futile 

because of the numerous factual variations in each case. Hence, we 

believe that the policy statements establishing standards for 

acceptance or rejection of plea agreements should be general, with 

specific examples provided for purposes of illustration, and that 

the policy statements make clear that the list of examples is not 

rigid or exhaustive.* 

3. Impact of Act on Charge and Sentence Bargaining 

In accord with this analysis, we believe that the 

Sentencing Reform Act impacts on charge bargaining under Rule 11(e) 

(1) (A) and on sentence bargaining under Rule 11(e) (1) (B) and (C) by 

encouraging judges to subject both types of plea bargains to 

meaningful review before accepting them. There are several factors 

built into the Act to guide judges in this review and thereby 

protect against abuse. Judges will now, for the first time, have a 

standard against which to measure the sentence that would result 

from the plea bargain. This standard of comparison is contained in 

the applicable guidelines themselves. In addition, under the policy 

statements we advocate to be promulgated pursuant to 28 u.s.c. 

§994(a) (2) (D), judges would have to determine whether there is some 

legitimate justification for entering into plea agreements for 

sentences different from those recommended by the guidelines. 

* For an ex.ample of the format that could be used to set forth 
the general rule and the list of illustrations, see Fed. R. Evid. 
901. 
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We would suggest that the policy statements also require 

sentencing judges to include a statement of their reasons for 

accepting a plea agreement. This statement could include, but need 

not be limited to, the considerations cited by the prosecutor as 

leading to his decision to enter into the plea agreement. By having 

prosecutors and judges justify extra-guideline plea bargains on the 

record, those responsible for monitoring the system (including the 

press and the public, as well as those responsible under the 

statute) can evaluate the propriety of individual plea agreements to 

ensure that Rule 11 is not being abused at the expense of the goals 

of guideline sentencing. Indeed, the Act requires that all 

sentences and relevant sentencing information be reported regularly 

to the Sentencing Commission, 28 U.S.C. §994(v), and it directs the 

Sentencing Commission to report to the General Accounting Office, 

the courts, the Department of Justice, and Congress four years after 

the guidelines go into effect on several issues, including the 

i~pact of the guidelines on prosecutorial discretion and plea 

bargaining. Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-473, 

i236 (a) (2), 98 Stat. 1987, 2033. These newly formalized record

keeping and oversight requirements will permit the Commission and 

other interested parties to track plea bargaining practices and to 

take steps to correct any abuses, both individual and ~ystemic, that 

might occur, including, if necessary, adopting amending legislation. 
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In addition to these built-in safeguards contained in the 

Act, there are other factors that will mitigate against potential 

prosecutorial abuse of the plea bargaining ·process after the guide-

lines are adopted. One inherent check is provided by the fact that 

prosecutors will continue to have a strong interest in maximizing 

convictions and penalties; they have little or no incentive to make 

unwarranted sentencing concessions. Also, the Department of Justice 

will have a vested interest in assuring that plea bargaining does 

not undermine the guideli~es because it was the Department of 

Justice that essentially sparked the movement for federal guideline 

sentencing. As a primary advocate of guidelines, 

it is likely the Department will take steps to see that its 

prosecutors do not unreasonably circumvent them. 

In short, we see the Act impacting on charge and sentence 

bargaining by subjecting both to standardized review by sentencing 

judges and ·to a system of regular, formalized reporting and 

oversight, all geared toward preventing abuse at the expense of the 

goals of guideline sentencing. 

This analysis assumes, as we believe Congress assumed, 

that both sentence bargaining under Rule 11(e) (1) (B) and (C) and 

charge bargaining under Rule 11 (e) ( 1) (A)· will continue and may 

result in sentences below those indicated by the guidelines. We see 

no reason to distinguish between charge bargaining and sentence 

bargaining in terms of the effect each will have on a guideline 
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sentencing system. Both involve prosecutorial discretion that can 

be used to achieve extra-guideline sentences and, if unchecked, can 

be abused. However, both can be properly subjected to judicial 

control through the same mechanism. 

4. Fact Bargaining 

Despite what we believe to be a position soundly based 

upon Congressional policy and consistent with reason and logic, we 

understand that the Sentencing Commission may disagree· and may 

promulgate policy statements pursuant to 28 u.s.c. §994(a) (2) (D) 

which focus only on fact and charge bargaining and express the 

Commission's view that sentence bargaining is no longer appro-

priate.* Particularly if that is don~, but even if it is not, we 

would advocate amendment of Rule 11 to deal with aspects of "fact-

bargaining," as described below. 

There is nothing in the law generally or in the Sentencing 

Reform Act in particular that would prohibit prosecutors and defense 

attorneys from stipulating to the underlying facts surrounding an 

offense and offender. But there is also no statute or rule of 

criminal procedure governing judicial acceptance or rejection of 

such a stipulation. We believe Rule 11(e) (1) should be amended 

formally to permit prosecutors and defense attorneys to enter into 

fact stipulations that may be accepted or rejected by sentencing 

* We note that policy statement differ from guidelines in that 
violations of policy statements do not give rise to a right to 
appeal. 18 u.s.c. §3742; see also Senate Report at 167. Thus, 
policy statements are more advisory in nature than guidelines. 
The Commission's mandate with regard to plea bargaining is limited 
to promulgating policy statements •. 28 U.S.C~ §994(a) (2) (D). 
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judges in the same manner, and subject to the same policy statement 

standards, as other Rule 11 plea bargains. Rule 11 should also be 

amended to provide that if the sentencing judge rejects a negotiated 

fact stipulation or seeks to sentence based on facts outside of the 

stipulation, the defendant would have the right to withdraw his 

plea, as is the case with Rule 11 (e) ( 1) (A) and (C) plea bargains. 

This withdrawal provision is vital, as the Probation Department's 

presentence investigation and report may contradict the negotiated 

stipulation or may reveal facts that go beyond the stipulation. 

While the Sentencing Commission has the authority to 

promulgate policy statements in this area, we think it preferable to 

embody these principles governing fact bargaining in the Rules of 

Criminal Procedure. As noted above, the defendant's right to with

draw his guilty plea when it is based on a. fact stipulation that is 

rejected should have the force of law; policy statements, unlike the 

Rules of Criminal Procedure, are ~dvisory only and do not have the 

force of law. Also, because we see fact bargaining as another form 

of plea bargaining just like charge and sentence bargaining, we 

think all three should be treated alike; fact bargaining should be 

included with charge and sentenci~g bargaining in Rule 11. 

In addition, policy statements like those governing charge 

and sentence bargaining should apply to fact bargaining. Thus, 

courts should examine fact stipulations that will result in 

sentences different from guideline sentences to ascertain whether 

there is some reasonable justification for the fact bargain. Policy 

statements could also outline the scope of facts to be contained in 
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negotiated stipulations. These would include: ( 1) facts made 

relevant by the guidelines or policy statements to sentencing for 

the crime(s) and offender under consideration, and (2) facts related 

to the crime(s) and offender under consideration which are relevant 

to a request to sentence outside the guidelines (i.e., special 

aggravating or mitigating circumstances or factors not adequately 

addressed in the guidelines). 

5. Relationship of Charge, Sentence and Fact Bargaining 

At the Sentencing Commission's workshop for defense 

counsel on August 18, 1986, there appeared to be a possibility that 

the Commiss.ion might reject sentence bargaining while accepting 

charge and fact bargaining. We wish to stress that we view charge 

bargaining, sentence bargaining and fact bargaining as all standing 

on an equal footing with regard to guideline sentencing. All three 

are forms of plea bargaining that can be used to arrive at sentences 

different from those indicated by the guidelines. If there is 

potential for improper circumvention of the guidelines through one 

approach, there exists the same potential for improper circumvention 

of the guidelines by the other two means. Becaus~ all present the 

sam~ potential for abuse, a position against sentence bargaining but 

in favor ·of other forms of plea bargaining is inconsistent. We 

think it clear that Congress did not intend to prohibit any of them 

but, rather, to enlist judicial and Sentencing Commission oversight 

to ensure that they are used in an appropriate manner. 
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COOPERATION 

1. Recognition and Public Policy 

The guidelines should permit but not require reduction of 

the presumptive sentence below the guideline range for offenders who 

cooperate with law enforcement authorities. Cooperation can be of 

significant assistance in criminal investigation and prosecution. 

In appropriate cases it should be rewarded. However, cooperation 

does not always reflect positive social values. There are 

individuals who cooperate for loathsome motives, and others who 

refuse to cooperate due to respectable, principled ideals or 

well-founded apprehension. For these and other reasons discussed 

later in this section, the Federal Defenders believe that the 

complex question of the appropriate level of recognition for 

cooperation in any individual case should be left to the discretion 

of sentencing judges to be guided by policy statements on the 

subject and, perhaps, to be limited to a certain maximum amount. 

2. Objective, Fixed Discounts 

We believe that it is neither wise nor ·possible fairly to 

identify objective levels of cooperation that will reflect the 

extent and significance of the defendant's cooperation in individual 

cases. This can be illustrated by using an example suggested by the 

Commission's staff at an August 18, 1986, workshop for defense 

counsel. In the example, the guidelines would state that level 3 
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cooperation consists of providing information to the authorities 

that leads to the arrest of other alleged offenders, level 4 involves 

openly testifying against such offenders to obtain their convictions, 

and level 5 cooperation requires affirmatively placing one's self in 

a dangerous investigatory situation, such as by working undercover 

wearing a recording device. The guideline range would be reduced by 

fixed, automatic percentages which would increase from level 3 to 

level 5. 

The difficulty with this proposal is that it does not 

necessarily lead to the intended result when applied in individual 

cases. For instance, it could be more dangerous to supply 

information against violent offenders who may relatiate than to put 

one's self in the middle of a securities scam with a hidden camera. 

In these cases, the level 3 co~peration against the violent offender 

would represent a more significant effort on the defendant's part 

than the level 5 cooperation in the securities fraud, yet, under the 

proposed system, the level 5 cooperating defendant would receive the 

greater reward. We use this example to demonstrate that we believe 

there are too many varying fact patterns involved in individual 

cases to establish an objective description of levels of cooperation 

that would fairly reflect the significance or extent of the 

defendant's cooperative effort. 

Objective levels of cooperation fixed in the guidelines 

would also give rise to problems in assessing the value of the 

defendant's cooperation to law enforcement authorities. Again using 

the sample levels described above, it would be far more important 

for the authorities to have an organized crime underling testify 
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against his bosses than to have the leader of a commodities fraud 

conspiracy testify at the trial of his secretary, who may have made 

a phone call in aid of his fraud. Yet, with fixed levels of reward 

like those described above, both these offenders would fall into 

level 4 and receive the same sentence discount. This illustrates 

the difficulty, indeed, the impossibility, of establishing fixed, 

objective levels of reward for different levels of cooperation which 

fairly represent the value of the defendant's cooperation in each 

case. 

In addition, the greater the reward for cooperating the 

greater the incentive to fabricate in order to obtain the higher 

level sentence reduction. This danger exists because the desire of 

an individual-to avoid incarceration or to reduce the time he must 

serve is enormous. If automatic, objective levels of cooperation 

are included in the guidelines with descriptions of behavior or 

factors that will result in specific sentence reductions, 

cooperating defendants may he motivated to supply · information, 

whether accurate or not, which meets the standard for the higher 

discount. For example, if turning in a narcotics distribution 

ringleader is identified in the guidelines as resulting in a greater 

sentence discount than turning in a street level narcotics 

distributor, a cooperating offender can falsely accuse one of the 

latter of being one of the former. 

In short, because such factors as the defendant's motives 

in cooperating, the significance and extent of the defendant's 

cooperative effort, and the value of the defendant's cooperation to 

the authorities. cannot be accomodated appropriately in a fixed, 
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objective discount system, we believe an individualized, case-by-case 

assessment is necessary and is the only proper method of providing 

just recognition for cooperation. 

3. Who Decides 

There should be two avenues available for assessing the 

appropriate downward adjustment ·for cooperation. In some cases, it 

is particularly important to the prosecutor to obtain a defe·ndant' s 

cooperation. In these instances, the prosecutor should be able to 

bargain with the defendant for that cooperation in exchange for a 

specific sentence reduction. These bargained-for cooperation 

agreements should be treated in the same manner as other 

bargained-for pleas, that is, they should be subject to judicial 

scrutiny under the Rule 11 principles set forth above. Thus, if the 

prosecutor presents to the sentencing judge reasonable justification 

for a specific negotiated sentence reduction based on cooperation, 

the judge should accept the cooperation agreement and impose the 

agreed upon sentence; however, if the agreed upon cooperation 

discount is unduly lenient and there is no legitimate justification 

for such a departure from the guideline sentence, the .sentencing 

judge should reject it. 

Some cases will arise in which the prosecutor has not 

entered into a cooperation plea agreement or has entered into such 

an agreement but has not agreed upon a particular sentence recommen

dation. In these cases, the sentencing judge should evaluate the 

nature and extent of the defendant's cooperation and should decide 

what, if any, downward sentence adjustment is appropriate. 
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In both these instances, whether the judge is deciding on 

a specific cooperation discount or deciding whether to accept a 

specific negotiated cooperation discount, he should be guided by 

policy statements that direct him to assess at least the three 

factors noted above: the_ significance and extent of the defendant's 

cooperative effort, the value of the cooperation to law enforcement 

and to society, and the defendant's motives in cooperating. 

4. Resolving Disputes 

Disputes concerning the nature or quality of a defendant's 

cooperation should be resolved by the sentencing court at the 

sentencing proceedings. Each side should have the opportunity to 

pres~nt evidence supporting its claim and refuting the other side's 

position, and to argue for or against a particular cooperation 

discount, pursuant to procedures which satisfy the requirements of 

due process appropriate at sentencing (see Federal Defenders' 

position paper on Fact~Finding in Guideline Sentencing). 

5. Admission of Guilt 

At the Sentencing Conunission' s workshop for defense 

counsel on August 18, 1986, it was suggested that the defendant's 

admission of guilt, whether through a guilty plea or post-trial, be 

considered the first level of cooperation and occasion a consequent 

reduction in sentence. The Federal Defenders oppose this 

suggestion. An admission of guilt does not in and of itself aid law 

enforcement. Moreover, sentencing judges are not apt to look kindly 
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upon a de~endant who admits his guilt after having gone to trial. 

Judges may punish such defendants by, for example, sentencing them 

at the high end of the guideline range before taking into account 

the discount for an admission of guilt. In addition, rewarding an 

admission of guilt will tend to chill the defendant's exercise of 

his right to appeal his conviction. In many instances, an admission 

of guilt will make it impossible to raise a substantive appellate 

issue or will lead to a finding of harmless error. Furthermore, 

should the conviction be reversed on appeal and a new trial ordered, 

the admission of guilt would become evidence at the new trial. 

Also, with a built in discount for admissions of guilt, admissions 

will sometimes be entered solely in anticipation of receiving a 

reward rather than for the socially laudable purpose of 

acknowledging genuine contrition. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

Almost all Federal Defenders oppose the concept of the 

guidelines containing an explicit, automatic reduction from the 

guideline sentence for defendants who plead guilty. Such a 

mechanism denigrates the right to a jury trial which enjoys a 

position of particular prominence in our system of justice. Placing 

the explicit imprimatur of the Sentencing Commission (and of 

Congress, through its approval of the work of the Commission) on 

such an inducement to forgo a constitutional protection is offensive 
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to the reverence with which society purports to treat this cherished 

right. Even though an explicit guilty plea discount is couched as a 

reward for those who plead rather than a penalty for those who elect 

to go to trial, the reality is that those who plead guilty (approxi

mately 90% of federal defendants) will receive lower sentences in 

comparable circumstances than those who exercise their constitu

tional right (approximately 10% of federal defendants). We can only 

conclude that this will result in at least the appearance, if not in 

fact the reality, that those who exercise their constitutional right 

are penalized. 

If the automatic guilty plea sentence reduction is minimal 

(e.g., 10% below the guideline range), it will have little practical 

effect in terms of encouraging guilty pleas in order to prevent 

excessive numbers of criminal trials. In that case, it will 

constitute an essentially gratuitous affront to the fundamental 

right to a jury trial. On the other hand, if the automatic guilty 

plea sentence reduction is substantial, it will induce defendants to 

plead guilty even when they have a viable case and/or are not guilty 

of the offense charged. Consequently, whether the discount is large 

or small, it does violence to our system of justice and impinges 

upon an esteemed constitutional right. 

A number of judges who currently reward guilty pleas with 

a reduced sentence reason that a defendant who pleads guilty acknow

leges his responsibility and displays remorse, and that he has 

thereby taken the first step toward rehabilitation. But a guilty 
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plea is not always an expression of responsibilty and remorse; it 

will be even less likely to indicate-genuine remorse and consequent 

amenability to rehabilitation if it is rendered within a system that 

guarahtees an automatic reward just for pleading. In addition, 

under the new sentencing philosophy embodied in the Sentencing 

Reform Act, rehabilitation is only one of four sentencing 

objectives. 18 u.s.c. §3553(a) (2). The other three would not be 

served by a guilty plea discount. 

We understand that a sentence reduction for a guilty plea 

is viewed as a means of encouraging defendants to plead in order to 

prevent the backlog of cases that would result if criminal defendants 

had nothing to lose and everything to gain by going to trial. But 

thi~ practical consideration should not override the apparent burden 

an explicit, automatic guilty plea reduction would place on the 

right to trial. Moreover, there are other, preferable means of 

addressing the potential caseload problem that could result und~r 

determinate sentencing. These include Rule ll(e) plea bargains and 

sentencing based on the offense of conviction rather than on the 

totality of the defendant's alleged conduct, both of which would 

provide sufficient inducement to plead in appropriate cases. 

We recognize that some courts have held that rewarding a 

defendant who pleads guilty in an individual case does not impose an 

unconstitutional burden on the right to a jury trial. We do not 

think that.an explicit, system-wide, automatic discount which would 

apply in 90% of all cases would necessarily be viewed in the same 

manner by the courts. But even if it is, this does not mean that it 
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is good public policy. The Sentencing Commission has the authority 

to set standards greater than a constitutional minimum. In many 

instances, Congress has granted rights more extensive than those 

guaranteed in the Constitution. It is sound public policy not to 

destroy the illusion that we do not penalize criminal defendants for 

exercising their constitutional right to a trial. Therefore, the · 

notion of an explicit, automatic guilty plea discount built into the 

guidelines should be rejected. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the Federal Defenders support 

the continued use of all forms of plea bargaining, including charge, 

sentence and fact bargaining, following adoption of the guidelines. 

The Sentencing Commission should direct judges to require 

justification for extra-guideline sentences arrived at through plea 

bargaining in order to prevent abuse and circumvention of guideline 

goals, and it should use its own oversight function to the same end. 

The Federal Defenders also support recognition in sentencing for a 

defendant's cooperation in appropriate cases, and feel that the only 

fair and feasible means of rewarding cooperation must be through 

plea bargaining or through judicial discretion applied on a 

case-by-case basis. Finally, almost all Federal Defenders oppose an 

automatic sentence reduction in the guidelines for defendants who 

plead guilty because of the negative effect they believe it would 

have on the constitutional right to a jury trial. 
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This statement is submitted to the U.S. Sentencing Commission in response 

to a letter of August 20, 1986, from its chairman to Ms. Laurie Robinson, 

Director of the ABA Section of Criminal Justice. It was prepared by members of 

the ABA's Ad Hoc Committee on the u.s. Sentencing Commission. 

The statement is. a summary of official positions of the American Bar 

Association, as set forth primarily in volumes I and III of the second edition 

of the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice (1980). The statement includes 

references not only. to the standards themselves, but also to the· commentary 

accompanying them. The commentary is not itself a statement of the ABA's offi-

cial positions. However, it.is often helpful in understanding the standards. 

The chairman's letter asked a series of questions about ·the significance of 

g~ilty pleas, of negotiated pleas in particular, ·and of offenders' cooperation 

with authorities. The first two questions were these. Should the sentencing 

guidelines provide a downward sentencing adjustment for ·defendants who plead 

guilty? Or should the guidelines make no distinction between a defendant who 

pleads guilty and one who stands trial and is subsequently found guilty? 

According to ABA standard 14-1.8: 

(a) The fact that a defendant has entered a plea of 
guilty or nolo contendere should not, by itself alone, be 
considered by the court as a mitigating factor in imposing 
sent~nce. It is proper for the court to grant charge and 
sentence concessions to defendants who enter a plea of guilty 
or nolo contendere when consistent with the protection of the 
public, the gravity of the offense, and the needs of the 
defendant, and when there is substantial evidence to 
establish that: 

. (i) the defendant is genuinely ·contrite and has 
shown a willingness to assume responsibility for his or 
her conduct; 

(ii) the concessions will make possible alternative 
correctional measures which are better adapted to 
achieving protective, deterrent, or other purposes of 
correctional treatment, or will prevent undue harm to 
the defendant from the form of conviction; 
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(iii) the defendant, my making public trial unneces
sary, has demonstrated genuine consideration for the 
victims of his or her criminal activity, by desiring 
either to make restitution or to prevent unseemly public 
scrutiny or embarrassment to them; or 

(iv) the defendant has given or offered cooperat-ion 
when such cooperation has resulted or may result in the 
.successful prosecution of other offenders engaged in 
equally serious or more serious criminal conduct. 

(b) The court should not impose upon a defe~dant any 
sentence in excess of that which would be justified by any of 
the protective, deterrent, or other purposes of the criminal 
law because the defendant has chosen to require the prosecu
tion to prove guilt at trial rather than to enter a plea of 
guilty or nolo contendere. 

The history of the development of this standard underscores the limited 

scope of the four exceptions it contains. An earlier version had authorized con-

cessions to the offender when the guilty plea had "aided in assuring· the prompt 

and certain application of correctional measures. n Pages 14.40-.41. 

The current version omits that exception, on the ground that· it was too broadly 

applicable and did not, standing alone, justify lesser punishment. Id. 

Another former exception, which likewise has been deleted, sanctioned con-

cessions for offenders whose guilty pleas "aided in avoiding delay (including 

delay due to crowded dockets) in the disposition of other cases and thereby • 

increased the probability of promp~ and certain application of correctional 

measures to other offenders." Page 14.41. The theory on which the ABA deleted 

this exception was that "the solution for crowded criminal dockets is the 

availability of sufficient personnel and other resources • n . . . Id. 

Even the four exceptions that do exist in the current version of the stan-

dard are relatively narrow. The earlier version had identified a defendant who 

"has acknowledged his guilt" as one deserving charge or sentence concessions. 

Id. This exception is· tightened in the current version, so that it reaches only 
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one who "is genuinely contrite." Id. A similar narrowing of a previous excep

tion has given us the present provision for concessions for offenders who are 

genuinely considerate of their victims. Page 14.41-.42. A third exception in 

the current version approves concessions for offenders who cooperate in prosecu

tion of others engaged in "equally serious or more serious criminal conduct." 

. Standard 14-1.8(a) (iv). The fourth one approves conces_sions that make possible 

more appropriate correctional measures than would otherwise be legal, and con

cessions that prevent "undue harm to the defendant from the form of conviction." 

The commentary makes it clear that this exception is designed· for charge reduc

tions and dismissals to avoid stigma and legislatively-required, severe sen

tences. Pages 14.47-.48, 14.70. 

If the history of this standard underscores the narrowness of its excep-_ 

tiona, then the commentary to the standard supplies an exclamation point. "[I]t 

is important," says the commentary, "that the trial court interrogate the defen

dant carefully in order to determine whether the defendant's guilty plea truly 

reflects repentance. • " Page 14.46. Likewise, "this standard requires the 

court to judge whether the defendant's plea is motivated by genuine concern for 

the victims." Page 14.48. If, instead, the offender is pleading guilty solely 

to take advantage of an attractive plea offer, no concessions should be made, 

according to the commentary~ 

The ABA approved this standard, forbidding charge and sentence concessions 

for guilty pleas subject only to narrow exceptions, in the face of much broader 

arguments for plea bargaining. Several portions of the commentary discuss the 

benefits of guilty pleas, or quote with approval from other discussions of 

them. These benefits are said- to include quite a catalog of practical advan

tages to the offender, the prosecutor, and society as a whole: "enabling an 
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oversupply of cases to be processed through an underfunded criminal justice 

system," page 14.68 ,· promptness and finality of disposi tiona of cases, 

page 14.69, limitation of confinement pending trial, id., protection of the 

public from crimes committed by defendants released on bail, id., sparing 

defendants the ordeal of trial, page 4.71, certainty of conviction, id., 

avoidance of "the tensions of conflict," id., and confidence that those con~ 

victed are actually guilty, id. 

Obviously, many o.f these benefits exist in a much broader category of 

cases than the exceptions to our standard cover. Nevertheless, the Association 

decided that charge and sentence concessions for pleas should be limited to 

cases involving one or more of the four exceptions~ The commentary to this 

standard includes a statement that these exceptions will apply "frequently." 

Page 14.49. Whatever that frequency may prove to be, the standard clearly 

does not provide a source of support for federal sentencing guidelines gener

ally offering lower sentences to 'those who plead guilty than to other offenders. 

The chairman's letter next referred to congressional concern that plea 

agreements not be used to circumvent federal sentencing gu~delines. It asked a 

series of questions about judicial acceptance or rejection of such agreements, 

and about the interrelationships of plea agreements and sentencing guidelines. 

The ABA standards are replete with expressions of approval of plea 

bargaining, and with instructions for the conduct of bargaining by prosecutors 

and defense attorneys. 

Standard 3-3.9 sets the stage by approving prosecutorial discretion not to 

present at the outset of a prosecution all charges for which there is evidence 

sufficient for conviction. The commentary to that standard indicates that "a 

prosecutor ordinarily should prosecute if, after full investigation, it is found 
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that a crime has been committed,-the perpetrator can be identified, and there is 

suffi6ient admissible evidence available to support a verdict of guilty." 

Page 3.55. Even under those circumstances, however, the standard and commentary 

approve the withholding of charges, and they list illustrative factors that can 

influence the exercise of prosecutorial discretion. Among the exemplary factors 

are some that would also be relevant to charge or sentence negotiations or to 

sentencing itself, such as "the extent of the harm caused by the offense •. " 

Standard 3-3.9(b)(ii). 

The .standards then repeatedly approve of negotiations aimed at fur~ 

ther reducing the charges or influencing the punishment to be imposed. 

Standard 4-6.1 states that a defense lawyer may engage in plea discussions 

with the prosecutor. Indeed, the commentary to that standard advises defense 

counsel that "plea discus~ions should be considered the norm •••• " Page 4.72. 

Standard 14-3.1 permits the prosecutor to attempt to reach a plea agreement with 

defense counsel. It approves his agreeing, as dictated by the circumstances of 

the individual case, "to make or not to oppose favorable recommendations as to 

the sentence ••• [, and] to dismiss, to seek to dismiss, or not to oppose 

dismissal • " of particular charges, in exchange for a plea of guilty or nolo 

contendere. See also page 3.94. 

However, this encouragement .of negotiations is clearly not intended to 

undercut standard 14-1.8, which disapproves of judicial charge or sentence con

cessions for guilty pleas in the absence of the four exceptions quoted above. 

The commentary to the standard that endorses prosecutors' participation in plea 

negotiations explains that prosecutors must themselves consider "such factors as 

those contained in standard 14-1.8." Page 14.70. More importantly, one of the 

standards provides that "the prosecutor should assist the court in basing its 
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sentence on complete and accurate information for use in the presentence re-

port," standard 3-6.2(a), and should disclose to the court "all information in 

the prosecutor's files which is relevant to the .sentencing issue," standard 

3-6.2(b). The judge should "order the preparation of a preplea or presentence 

report, when needed for determining the appropriate disposition .. ··" 
Standard 14-3.3(b)(i). The commentary is even stronger on this point. "There 

is much to be said for a court deferring acceptance of the plea and its response 

to a plea agreement until preparation of a preplea report. Postponing accep-

tance until all relevant information is available assures the most intelligent 

_exercise of the court's ·sentencing discretion" and of its power to accept or 

reject a plea to a lesser charge. Page 14.81. Of course, the defendant's writ-

·ten consent is needed for judicial examination of a preplea report, under 

Federal Rule 32(c)(1). 

The language summarized above is found in the standards for the prosecution 

and defense functions and for guilty pleas. The commentary to the standards 

for sentencing is even more emphatic that judges should possess full information 

before passing on a negotiated disposition. 

[R]ational and consistent sentencing decisions cannot be 
achieved without a reliable informational base that provides 
the sentencing court with both an accurate and a relatively 
uniform volume of information about all offenders •••• 

These standards are unwilling to accept the proposal 
• that the presentence report be dispensed with. in cases 

where the sentence is negotiated, since such a "reform·" would 
once again transfer discretion from the court to the prosecu-
tor.. • • 

Pages 18.335-.341. "Frequently, plea bargaining results in the offe~"se of con-

viction being less severe than the 'real' offense, and it provides a desirable 
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check on plea bargaining practices for the court to be given an independent eval

uation of the facts of the case." Page 18.350. See also standard 18-6.3(d); 

pages 18.430, .436-.437. 

The standards thus contempiate that the judge should be equipped with 

complete and accurat~ information before deciding whether to accept or reject 

negotiated charge concessions and, certainly, sentence concessions. ABA policy 

is clear as to the role that the court, being so informed, should play in re

viewing the agreement. According to standard 14.3.3(b)(ii), the court should 

"give the agreement due consideration, but notwithstanding its existence reach an 

independent decision on whether to grant charge or sentence concessions •••• " 

The commentary to that standard states that the judge "will want to consider the 

criteria in standard 14-1 • 8 for granting .charge and sentence. concessions." 

Page 14.82. The commentary to standard 14-1.8 itself is still .stronger. It 

states that the ban on charge and sentence concessions for gu·ilty pleas, with 

its four exceptions, "applies whenever a plea is entered; it is not dependent on 

whether the parties have arrived at a plea agreement." Page 14·.44. Thus the 

standards and commentary treat negotiated and non-negotiated guilty pleas 

alike, and disapprove charge and sentence concessions except for cases within 

the four exceptions. 

The commentary appears to contemplate even fewer such concessions for 

guilty pleas under a guideline system than under a more traditional sentencing 

scheme. There are two indications of this. 

First, the commentary to standard 14-1.8 draws a contrast between "broad 

judicial discretion under indeterminate sentencing laws," on the one hand, and 

"sentencing guidelines and fixed or presumptive sentences," on the other • 

. Page 14.44. It states .that the four exceptions to the ban on concessions for 
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guilty pleas are suitable in the former type of sentencing, but "probably not 

suitable" in the latter. Pages 14.44-.45. The commentary suggests tha~ applica

tion of the exceptions would inject considerations of rehabilitation that are 

inconsistent with the_ philosophy of determinate sentencing statutes; and would 

create more discretion than such statutes typically permit. 

The other indication that guilty pleas should earn even fewer concessions 

under a guideline system is found in the commentary accompanying one of the four 

exceptions. Paragraph (a)(ii) of standard 14-1.8 approves of charge and sen

tence conce·ssions for guilty pleas when "the concessions will- make possible 

alternative correctional measures which are better adapted to achieving protec

tive, deterrent, or other purposes of correctional treatment, or will prevent 

undue harm to the defendant from the form of conviction • • " The commentary 

discussing this p~ragraph justifies it entirely as a device to avoid applica

tion of "a high mandatory minimum sentence," a prohibition on probation, or the 

label of felon, sex offender, "alcoholic, addict, or dangerous person." Pages 

14.47-.48. Charge reductions are justified, the commentary argues, "where the 

judge's power is severely limited by high legislative minimum sentences, fixed 

maximum sentences, or frequent absence of probation as an alternative •• ··" 

Id. It appears likely that the United States Sentencing Commis_sion will adopt 

guidelines that will generally prevent imposition of excessively severe sen

tences, or at least not require their imposition. If so, then the Commission 

will ameliorate one of the grounds on which the ABA based even its quite limited 

approval of concessions in return for guilty pleas. 
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When a court does accept a guilty plea to a less serious offense than the 

defendant really committed, perhaps because of a plea bargain, should the 

offender be sentenced under a guideline for the offense of conviction, or under 

one for the "real" offense? If the _former, does the commission of the "real" 

offense tend to justify a sentence harsher than the guideline provides? These 

are key·issues covered by the questions in the chairman's letter about the 

interrelationship between charge and sentence bargaining, on the one hand, and 

the federal sentencing act and guidelines, on the other. 

The commentary notes that the issue of "real offense" sentencing is "not 

specifically addressed by these standards," but is "at least tangential" to the 

statement in standard 18-3.1(c)(iii) that "guidelines should focus on more than 

the offense of conviction alone n . . .. Page 18.214. According to the commen-

tary, 

policy arguments can be advanced to support such a system of 
upgrading the-offense to its "real" level in order to mini
mize sentencing disparities that otherwise are caused by pros
ecutorial practices in charging and plea _bargaining •••• 
Nonetheless, as a matter of policy, these ·standards should 
not be read as an endorsement of "real offense" sentencing 
as presently conducted. There is encroachment on the con
cept, if not yet the case law, of due process when an 
offender convicted for one offense is sentenced under.the 
guidelines for another, more serious offense. Thus, in cases 
where the offense of conviction is significantly below the 
actual offense behavior as indicated in the sentencing 
record, it may well be preferable for the court to consider 
this disparity as an aggravating factor •••• Thus,. the 
court would be more able to impose a sentence in excess of 
the guideline level. As hazy as the distinction may seem 
between the recommended use of the "real offense" as an 
aggravating factor and its disfavored use as the operative 
guideline indicator, the defendant will be marginally more 
protected in the former case by the higher burden that exists 
to justify a sentence outside the guidelines • • •• More 
important, a practice is not institutionalized that risks 
infringing the appearance of justice and downgrading the 
operative significance of the trial stage by pushing back the 
resolution of material factual issues to the sentencing 
stage •••• 
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• • • Given· the lack of experience with "real offense" 
sentencing, these standards express no formal opposition. It 
is recognized that the need to control prosecutorially caused 
disparities may justify experimentation with this and other 
options •.• 

Pages 18.215-.217. 

This portion of the commentary is addressed to potential disparities that 

are caused either by plea agreements or by prosecutorial decisions in charging. 

It thus treats the relationship between plea agreements and sentencing guide-

lines as part of this more general question: to what extent should the .identity 

of the crime of conviction control sentencing, under a system of guidelines? In 

standard 18-4.8, the ABA has dealt with that general question in another con-

text. Given the commentary's unified approach to disparities, regardless of 

whether they result from charging discretion or plea bargains, this standard is 

worthy of review by the Commission. It provides: 

If the defendant has been convicted of a felony, and if 
the court, considering the nature and circumstances of the 
offense and the history and character of the defendant, 
concludes that exceptional circumstances are present which 
would make it unduly harsh to sentence the defendant to the 
term normally applicable to the offense, the sentencing court 
should be authorized to reduce the offense • • • and to · 
impose sentence accordingly. In jurisdictions where a guide-
'line drafting agency has been established, it should address 
the problem of defining the circumstances in which such a 
reduction is appropriate~ • 

The commentary to this standard states that "particularly in jurisdictions 

employing a guideline system, it [offense reduction] should not be used as a 

means of circumventing decisions made by the legislature or the guideline 

drafting agency." Page 18.323. It also states, as a partial justification for 

giving a judge this exceptional power, that the prosecution would be "authorized 

to appeal the reduction of the conviction to the same extent as if the court had 

simply sentenced the offender to a sentence below the applicable guideline range 
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for the original felony." . Id. After that standard and commentary were written, 

·however, the ABA changed its policy from approval to. disapproval of government 

appeals of lenient sentences. See page 18.324 n.•. By so doing, the·Associa

tion eliminated part of the stated justification for standard 18-4.8. It is 

therefore difficult to say what significance, if any, standard 18-4.8 now has 

for the relationship between sentences and offenses of conviction in a guideline 

sentencing system. Considering this standard and its commentary, alongside the 

explicit refusal elsewhere in the commentary to take a position on "real 

offense" sentencing, one probably should conclude only that the Association 

views these issues as worthy of thoughtful experimentation. 

Whatever position the Commission may adopt on these substantive issues, 

there is a procedural issue on which the ABA's views are crystal-clear. The 

chairman's letter asked to what extent prosecutors and defense attorneys should 

be able to stipulate to the facts about an offense or offender that under the 

guidelines may influence or even largely determine the sentence imposed. The 

Association disapproves determination of sentencing facts by mere stipulation of 

the parties to a criminal case. 

This statement identified above most of the general principles that 

underlie the ABA's position on this· point. Under standard 14-3.3(b){ii), the 

court should make an "independent decision on whether to grant charge or sen

tence concessions" on which the parties have agreed. Before doing so, the 

court should receive a complete and accurate preplea or presentence report. 

Standard 14-3.3(b)(i) and pages 14.81, 18.335-.341, and 18.350. If that re

port is somehow incomplete or inaccurate, the prosecutor should disclose to the 

court any information in his or her file that is relevant to sentencing. 

Standards 3-6.2, 18-6.3(d). 
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The commentary explains the most basic reason for these requirements. 

[S]entencing is a judicial responsibility, one in which the 
court fundamentally supervises an independent inquiry through 
its probation staff, rather than simply monitoring the clash 
of competing adversaries. 

Page 18.430. In addition, the commentary addresses the specific subject of 

judicial fact-finding in the face·of a negotiated plea. 

A. degree of tension could develop between the require
ment that the prosecutor honor sentencing agreements • • • 
and the obligation imposed here on the prosecutor to disclose 
to the court all relevant sentencing information in the pros
ecutor's possession. Obviously, a plea agreement would be 
illusory and perhaps fraudulent if the prosecutor, while 
recommending a specific lenient sentence, were also to inform 
the court that special facts were present justifying an 
extended term on the grounds of the defendant's dangerous
ness. There seems little doubt that appellate courts would 
not tolerate such deceptive conduct on the part of the 
prosecutor. • • • But equally dubious is the opposite 
extreme of the prosecutor agreeing as part of a plea 
agreement to withhold facts showing that relevant guidelines 
would normally require a longer term than that recommended 
because of some special characteristic (~, possession of 
a weapon during the commission of the crime). To withhold 
such information is to preempt the court's role in 

.sentencing •••• 

The dangers thus stated involve two extremes: while the 
duty here imposed on the prosecutor to present an objective 
factual picture of the defendant could be used.to present a 
disguised form of sentencing-recommendation undermining the 
plea agreement reached earlier, the prosecutor may be tempted 
to protect a plea agreement by withholding pertinent infor
mation that, if disclosed, could cause .the court to reject 
the agreement or deny sentencing concessions that the prose
cutor believes are desirable to offer. As with other 
questions of proper conduct, the lines here may be hazy in 
their application to some cases. Nonetheless, the 
controlling principles stated in paragraphs (b) to (d) [of 
standard 18-6.3] are sufficiently clear: the prosecutor 
should present all relevant information .even if it may 
dissuade the court from granting the recommended sentence, 
and correspondingly, the prosecutor's presentation of such 
information should be specific and factual, avoiding pejora-· 
tive or nonessential characterizations. Where evidence 
suggesting the need for an extended term £because of special 
characteristics of the defendantl is known to the _prosecu
tor, it should be specially conveyed to defense counsel [by 
a formal noticeJ • • • • In all cases • • - • 1 t is the prose-
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cutor's responsibility not only to apprise the court of the 
existence of such information but to develop a factual case 
for presentation at the [sentencing] hearing •••• 

Pages 18.436-.437. 

A principal intent of the ABA standard_governing presentence reports used 

in jurisdictions with sentencing guidelines is, according to the commentary, 

to minimize the danger that a new and highly questionable 
form of plea bargaining may develop under a guideline system: 
agreements betw~en the parties to hide information given 
express weight by guidelines from the sentencing court's 
attention. Although the institution of plea bargaining is 
recognized by these standards as legitimat·e, it must be sub
ject to judicial oversight. That oversight is lacking, and 
indeed the operation of a guideline system become potentially 
unaccountable when the court is denied access to pertinent 
sentencing data. • • • For example, if guidelines gave 
weight to such factors as whether the offender was in 
possession of a weapon at the time of the crime or used nar
cotics, it would be inappropriate for the prosecutor to agree 
to withhold this !~formation • • • in order to obtain a plea 
of guilty. • • • Situations will, of course, arise in which 
the prosecutor will be forced to concede that aggravating 
factors cited in the presentence report and challenged by 
the defendant cannot be sustained at the sentencing 
hearing •••• Considerable discretion will no doubt remain 
in the prosecutor's hands, but the critical distinction is 
that the court will be on notice. In general, courts have 
adequate resources at their disposal where issues are in the 
open to prevent the parties from manipulating their discre~· 
tion. 

Pages 18.356-.357• ·"If discretion is to remain with the court rather than with 

the prosecutor, it is essential to minimize 'fact bargaining' -- that is, tacit 

agreements between the parties to withhold relevant factual information." 

Page 18.467. 

Finally, the chairman's letter asked a series of questions about sentencing 

concessions for offenders who cooperate with law enforcement authorities. The 

ABA clearly supports the granting of such concessions. Standard 3-3.9 ·approves 

consideration of such cooperation in .a prosecutor's initial dec-ision not to 
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file the most serious charges that can be proven. See also pages 3.57-.58~ In 

addition, standard 14-1.8(a), in one of its four exceptions discussed above, 

approves a court's granting charge and sentence concessions in appropriate cases 

for offenders. who plead guilty or nolo and who have "given .or offered coopera

tion when such cooperation has resulted or may result in the successful prosecu

tion of other offenders engaged in equally serious or more serious criminal 

conduct." Information about such cooperation thus comes within the provisions 

instructing both prosecutors and defense attorneys to inform the court of . 

information relevant to sentencing and favorable to the offender. Standards 

4-8.1(b), 18-6.3(d)(i)-(ii), (f)(ii). 

The rationale for these concessions, as expressed in the commentary, is 

that "· •• prosecutors often are unwilling to grant immunity to certain poten

tial witnesses because of the seriousness of their conduct or their criminal 

record," page 14.48, and that the lesser reward of charge and sentence con

cessions is justified by the direct and indirect benefits to society. "Whatever 

is lost by the reduced punishment of the offender is gained by the resulting 

conviction·of one or more other offenders." Id. "[Ilt is in society's interest 

to reward the offender in order to induce others to behave similarly •••• " 

Page 18.506. 

Standard 18-6.9 adds the caveat that "· •• it is inappropriate for the 

court to take the initiative in seeking to obtain • • • [a confession of guilt] 

or to induce cooperation with the prosecution." However, both the commentary to 

that standard, and .a passage in the 1986 supplement amending that commentary, 

make it clear that this standard disapproves only judicial initiatives to 

induce the defendant's cooperation. Pages 18.496-.498; 1986 Supp. to pages 

18.496-.498 and n.5. The standard does not detract from the ABA's approval of 
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judicial concessions to reward cooperation that the defendant has offered or 

given. 

The chairman's inquiry about rewards for cooperation ended with these 

questions. Should different levels of cooperation be objectively identified and 

given relative·downward adjustments from the otherwise applicable sentence? If 

so, who should decide the appropriate level or downward ·adjustment: the sen

tencing court, the prosecutor in a written certification to the court, or the 

prosecutor and defense attorney in a written agreement? How should disputes 

regarding the level or quality of cooperation be resolved? 

The standards and commentary do not discuss the feasibility, much less the 

wisdom, of reducing the wide variety of kinds, degrees, and consequences of 

cooperation to objective levels with matching adjustments in sentences. Neither 

do they address the questions, as specifically as the chairman has framed them, 

of who should evaluate a particular offender's cooperation and choose the reward 

for it. 

However, the generally applicable provisions that are quoted and sum

marized above, in which the ABA specifies the respective functions of prosecu

tor, defense attorney, and judge, do apply in this context. After all, the 

principal provision in which the Association approves charge and sentence con

cessions for cooperating offenders is one of the four exceptions to the general 

ban on rewards for guilty pleas. Standard 14-1.8(a)(iv). Other standards and 

commentary specify, as was mentioned above, the roles of the respective par

ticipants in the sentencing process as a whole, and in the application of the 

four exceptions in particular. The court obtains a complete and accurate 

preplea or presentence report. Standard 14-3.3(b)(i); pages 14.81, 18.335-.341, 

.350. The prosecutor and defense counsel supply information to correct any 
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omissions or errors in that report. Standards 3-6.2, 4-8.1(b), 18-6.3(d). The 

court then makes an independent decision within the confines of the applicable 

exception, even when-there is a plea agreement. Standards 14-1.8, 14-3.3(b)(ii), 

pages 14.44-.48, 14.70, 14 .• 82. 

Under these general· rules, the preplea or presentence report should 

describe the cooperation and its results. The parties should contest or endorse 

its accuracy as their vi~w or views of the facts require them to do. When the 

court has been thus fully informed, the court should determine the kinds, 

extent, and consequences of the offender's cooperation, and choose the kinds and 

extent of concessions to be approved. 

On behalf of the ABA, the committee is gratefu~ for the opportunity to fur

nish this information to the Commission. We hope it will be helpful, and would 

welcome the opportunity to be of further service. 



U.S. Department of Justice 

Antitrust Diyision 

Office of the Assistant Attorney General Washington, D.C. 20530 · 

SEP 2 3 1986 

The Honorable William Wilkins. Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W .• Suite 1400 
Washington. D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

By letter of August 22. 1986. you requested the .views of 
the Antitrust Division of the United States Department of 
Justice on the proper role of plea agreements in a sentencing 
guidelines system .. You asked us to address questions on three 
general subject areas: guilty pleas. plea agreements and 
cooperation. This letter responds to your request for our 
views on these issues. 

A.. GUILTY PLEAS 

Approximately 90\ of federal criminal cases are 
presently disposed of by guilty pleas. Empirical studies 
show that sentencing judges. for a number of philosophic 
and practical reasons. generally impose lower sentences 
after a guilty plea. Should the sentencing guidelines 
provide a downward sentencing adjustment for defendants who 
plead guilty? or should the guidelines make no distinction 
between a defendant who pleads guilty and one who stands 
trial and is subsequently found guilty. 

It is appropriate in the Guidelines to continue existing 
sentencing patterns in which defendants who plead guilty 
receive lesser penalties than those who stand trial and are 
convicted. A guilty plea avoids the necessity for a trial and 
results in earlier. less costly resolution of criminal cases. 
Creating an incentive to plead guilty. through an offer of 
lower sentences. thereby conserves limited judicial and 
prosecutorial resources. The benefits of cr·eating such an 
incentive have been recognized by the courts. which have found 
that the creation of this incentive to plead guilty does not 
interfere with constitutional safeguards. Corbett v. New 
Jersey. 439 u.s. 212. 219-221 (1978) .. 



Further. a guilty plea both refiects a recognition of 
responsibilitY. and indicates remorse for the crime on the part 
of the defendant. Under such circumstances. a lesser sentence 
may be adequate to rehabilitate the defendant or deter future 
criminal conduct .by him. 

Ideally. such less~r sentences should be related to 
the amount of the anticipated reduction in judicial and 
prosecutorial costs and reflect the reduced need for 
rehabilitation and deterrence of the defendant. This generally 
could be accomplished by imposing sentences toward the lower 
end of the sentencing range for each crime established by the 
Commission on individuals who plead guilty. Imposing a lesser 
sentence to reflect a guilty plea may not be appropriate. 
however. where the defendant has entered into a plea agreement 
rather than simply pleading guilty and as a result has already 
received other benefits for his plea. such as the dismissal of 
counts or any agreement not to prosecute the defendant further. 

B. PLEA AGREEMENTS 

Congress has directed the Sentencing Commission to 
promulgate guidelines or policy statements that give 
sentencing judges guidance regarding the acceptance of plea 
agreements under Rule 11 of the Federal ~ules of Criminal 
Procedure. The legislative history of the Sentencing 
Reform Act demonstrates Congressional concern that plea 
agreements not be used to circumvent the sentencing 
guidelines. What are the appropriate limits of judicial 
scrutiny of negotiated plea agreements? What standards 
should a sentencing judge apply in evaluating whether a 
plea agreement is acceptable according to the letter and 
spirit of the sentencing guidelines? How does 
the Sentencing Reform Act impact on "charge bargaining" 
under Rule 11(e)(l)(B) and "sentence bargaining" under 
Rule 11(e)(1)(C)? To what extent can prosecutors and 
defense attorneys stipulate to the underlying facts of an 
offense and the offender•s behavior when such factors 
mandate a certain sentencing result? 

We do not anticipate that the nature or scope of judicial 
scrutiny of negotiated plea agreements will vary significantly 
under the new sentencing guidelines from current Rule 11(e)(2) 
practice. In negotiating a plea agreement under Rule 1l(e). 
the prosecutor may in some circumstances be making decisions 
concerning which offense or offenses to charge or dismiss. 
These decisions are essentially committed to the discretion 
of the prosecutor under our criminal justice system. The 
prosecutor is in the best position to evaluate the strength of 
the case against a defendant and the cost of prosecuting the 
case. as well as how the prosecution of a particular defendant 
will affect the ability of the prosecutor to prosecute 
successfully other defendants. Such decisions necessarily 
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entail consideration of the limited resources available to any 
law enforcement agency. the potential value of the defendant's 
cooperation and prosecutorial strategy in building cases in an 
effective overall prosecutorial effort. Furthermore. the 
prosecutor has the responsibility to decline prosecution of a 
given defendant when. in his or· her judgment. the interests of 
justice so require. The exercise of this responsibility should 
not lightly be inhibited by the legislature or the courts. just 
as it must be carried out with great care by the prosecutor. 

The standard that the judge should use in reviewing 
charging decisions reflected in plea agreements is the standard 
that regularly applies to the review of decisions of a co-equal 
branch of the government. when the decision is committed 
largely to the discretion of that other co-equal branch.· A 
judge should assume. in the absence of clear evidence to the 
contrary. that a plea agreement reached by the prosecutor was 
a good faith effort to reconcile the prosecutor's duty to 
faithfully execute the law with the goals of the sentencing 
guidelines. and as such that decision should be accorded 
substantial deference.· In essence. we agree with the decision 
of the Court of Appeals in United States v. Ammidown. 497 F.2d 
61S. 622 (D~c. Cir. 1973): 

[T]rial judges are not free to withhold 
approval of guilty pleas ... merely 
because their conception of the public 
interest differs .from that of the 
prosecuting attorney. The question is not 
what the judge would do if he were the 
prosecuting attorney. but whether he can say 
that the action of the prosecuting attorney 
is such a departure from sound prosecutorial 
principle as to mark it an abuse of 
prosecutorial discretion. 

To the extent that a plea agreement encompasses not the 
crime for which the defendant should be convicted. but what 
sentence the defendant should receive for having committed 
the crime. i.e .. the "sentence bargaining" aspects of an 
ll(e)(l)(c) agreement. the prosecutor and the judge will be 
more narrowly constrained by the sentencing guidelines. Where 
the prosecutor ha~ properly understood and followed the 
sentencing guidelines. the government's sentencing agreement 
will provide for a sentence within the appropriate guideline 
and should be acceptable to the court. Nonetheless. as the 
final interpreter of the sentencing guidelines. the judge has 
tb~ right to decide that the guidelines require a different 
sentence than the one agreed to by the prosecutor for the crime 
charged. That authority. however. must be exercised with due 
regard for the need of the prosecutor to resolve criminal 
charges efficiently and expeditiously. 
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With respect to the issue of stipulation of underlying 
facts by prosecutors and defense attorneys to be utilized in 
the sentencing process. where facts are noncontroverted. or are 
in some doubt but litigation to resolve those doubts would 
require the expenditure of resources out of proportion to the 
importance of those facts·. it is appropriate for the parties to 
stipulate. 

Stipulations as to facts between prosecutors and defense 
attorneys that coincidently have the effect of mandating a 
certain sentencing result should not be considered inherently 
suspect by a judge. Such stipulations are often necessary to 
resolve disputes without unduly complicating the sentencing 
process. On the other hand. it would be inappropriate for a 
prosecutor to stipulate to facts that are clearly untrue for 
the purpose of having a defendant sentenced within one 
sentencing range under the guidelines rather than another. 
Should the judge become convinced that a stipulation has been 
made to untrue facts for the purpose of drawing a sentence 
inconsistent with the letter and spirit of the sentencing 
guidelines. it is the judge•s duty to determine the true facts 
and to sentence the defendant accordingly. 

C. COOPERATION 

What recognition. if any. should the sentencing 
guidelines give offenders who cooperate with authorities? 
What public policy considerations are involved in 
encouraging offenders to cooperate in investigations and 
prosecutions? Should different levels of cooperation be 
objectively identified and given relative downward 
adjustments from the otherwise applicable sentence? If so. 
who should decide the appropriate level or downward 
adjustment: the sentencing court. the prosecutor in a 
written certification to the court or the prosecutor and 
.defense attorney in a written agreement? How should 
disputes regarding the level or quality of cooperation be 
resolved? 

It is very important that the sentencing guidelines give 
recognition to cooperation by antitrust offenders involved in 
conspiratorial crimes. Such cooperation is often critical to 
the prosecutor•s ability to detect. indict and convict other 
conspirators. 

In antitrust conspiracy crimes. there·are seldom any 
non-culpable eyewitnesses. Often the victims themselves are 
not aware that a crime has been committed. Only through the 
cooperation of immunized or convicted co-conspirators can the 
prosecutor develop cases against other co-conspirators. 
Because these co-conspirator witnesses are themselves 
culpable. prosecutors strongly prefer to obtain cooperation \ 
after conviction rather than through the grant of immunity. 
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Not only does this serve the interest of justice in seeing that 
all offenders are punished and the interest of deterrence by 
making conviction and punishment more likely. but convicted 
co-conspirators frequently have more credibility as witnesses 
·than those immunized since they have "paid the price" for their 
crimes. Unless cooperation is recognized in the sentencing 
process. however. those convicted of antitrust conspiracy 
crimes will not have the appropriate incentives to cooperate. 
and enforcement of the antitrust laws will be impeded. 

Given the unique circumstances surrounding each defendant. 
e.g .• the nature of that defendant•s involvement in a 
conspiracy. the status of the investigation and prosecution of 
other members of a conspiracy. the quality of the defendant•s 
recollection of events surrounding a conspiracy. etc .. it would 
be extremely difficult to adopt definitive standards for levels 
of cooperation. Rather than promulgate such standards. we 
recommend that the Commission identify sentencing ranges for 
each category of offender and defendant. lower than th·e ranges 
otherwise promulgated by the Commission for that crime. to 
'recognize cooperation. Prior to sentencing. the prosecutor 
should make an evaluation of the defendant•s cooperation and 
file a report with the sentencing court that sets forth the 
nature and level of defendant•s cooperation along with a 
specific recommendation for a sentence within the range that 
reflects cooperation by a defendant in the particular defendant 
and offense category. If the recommendation is consistent with 
the guidelines issued by the Commission. this recommendation 
should then be accepted by the judge unless the judge makes a 
specific finding that cooperation was not at the level 
identified by the prosecutor. 

I hope that these comments have been of assistance to you_. 

IJ;ir-"~~~ 
Douglas H. Ginsbur 

Assistant Attorney General 



FRANCIS X. BELLOTTI 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 

.. THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

ONE ASHBURTON PLACE. BOSTON 02108 

September 22, 1986 

William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

I am pleased to have this opportunity to register my 
thoughts and comments on the important work being conducted by 
your Commission. I hope they are helpful. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

The risk in not codifying within the sentencing guidelines 
a downward ~djustment for those defendants offering guilty 
pleas, is that when such adjustments are made (which your 
empirical studies suggest is the usual practice), ·they may be 
viewed as violating the spirit of the sentencing guidelines. 
In particular; one of the factors the sentencing judge must 
consider under the provision of 3553(a)(6) is 0 the need to 
avoid unwarranted sentence~disparities among defendants with 
similar records who have been found guilty of similar conduct._n 

The obvious risk in creating.a downward adjustment for 
pleas is that in many circumstances that adjustment may not be 
appropriate. In fact, it could inequitably reward the least 
deserving of defendants by providing a means of mitigating a 
sentence where none ought to exist. 

The safer course would seem to allow sentencing judge~ to 
continue to operate within the present framework which provides 
ample opportunity to make downward adjustments within the 
discretionary confines of sentence ranges. This position can 
be reconciled with the mandate of Sec. 3553 in a number of 
ways. With regards to section (a)(6), the decision to plea 
may~ in appropriate circumstances, warrant the disparity 
created by the downward adjustment. Further, (a)(6) may be 
read to ·apply only to defendants who are 0 found guilty" as 
opposed to those who plead guilty. Additionally, Sec. 3553(a) 
enumerates a number of factors which are to be considered in 
imposing sentences, many of which may be read to allow for 

_mitigation in the circumstances of a plea. Also, Sec. 3553(b) 
specifically provides for further mitigation outside the 
sentencing guidelines, should such a sentence be appropriate. 



One final alternative to be considered is that offered by 
Sec. 3553 (a)(5) which requires the sentencing court to 
consider "any pertinent policy statement issued by the 
sentencing commission ..• " Rather than amend the guidelines to 
require a downward adjustment in instances of guilty pleas, the 
Commission may consider issuing such a policy statement 
detailing the ways in which a court may elect to mitigate a 
sentence when pleas are being considered. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure governs 
the tender and acceptance of guilty pleas. The rule 
specifically exempts the court from the participation in the 
negotiation process and further provides that nothing 
negotiated by the parties shall be binding on the court. Under 
Rule 11(1), any negotiated plea must fall in one of three 
categories: 

A) The government agrees to dismiss or diminish some of 
the charges pending: 

B) The government agrees to make a specified nonbinding 
sentencing recommendation (or agrees not to oppose the 
defendant's recommendation): or, 

C) The parties jointly agree on a sentence they consider 
appropriate. 

Of course the court may also consider a plea offered without 
any agreement between the parties. 

In any event, the court is bound to provide the defendant 
with an opportunity to withdraw a plea offered under either A 
or c, should the court refuse to accept the terms, and the 
court is further bound to advise a defendant offering a B type 
plea that he may exceed the recommendation without providing 
the defendant an opportunity to withdraw. In other words, the 
parties cannot enter into a binding agreement that would 
circumvent the sentencing guidelines because any plea (whether 
by Agreement or not) is subject to the court's review and · 
acceptance. Thus, absent an amendment to the guidelines or a 
policy statement (as discussed above), the limits of judicial 
scrutiny to negotiated pleas are precisely those imposed by 
Sec. 3553 and which are applicable to any sentence imposed by 
the court. 

With regard to pleas being offered under Rule ll(l)(B) and 
(C), where a particular sentence is being recommended or has 
been agreed to by the parties, the role of the court prior to 
accepting such a plea is to insure that the parties can 
articulate the suggested disposition in terms of the framework 
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of Sec. 3553 and Sec. 3559 (Sentencing Classification of 
Offenses). The court's ability to evaluate the appropriateness 
of a negotiated plea could be enhanced by requiring the parties 
to submit a memorandum considering: (1) the nature and 
circumstances of the offense and the defendant's history and 
character: ( 2) the need for the sentence (punishment, 
deterrence, public protection or rehabilitation>: (3) the kinds 
of sentences available: (4) the range of the giv~n sentence 
category: and (5) the reasons for the recommendations. 

Unlike the pleas negoiiated under Rule ll(l)(B) and (C), 
which seek the imprimatur of the court to a specified sentence 
recommendation, the court is invited to exercise its sentencing 
discretion when presented with an ll(l)(A) plea. However, the 
parties are seeking to limit that discretion by reducing 

. through dismissal, the charges to which the defendant stands in 
jeopardy. Since this may frequently involve an attempt to 
dismiss the most serious charged offense, the court must pay 
particular attention to the facts which the government alleges 
it could prove. 

The practice in Massachusetts, although patterned after the 
Federal Rule, differs in two significant respects. Under our 
practice (Massachusetts Rules of Criminal Procedure 12(c)(2)), 
a judge may elect to inform the defendant, prior to accepting 
his plea, whether he will reserve the right to exceed the 
sentencing recommendation even if the parties have agreed to 
it. If the court declares its intention to reserve the 
opportunity to exceed the recommendation, and the defendant 
thereafter offers a plea, it may not be withdrawn as a matter 
of right. Under that scenario, the plea would proceed in the 
same manner as a Rule ll(c)(l)(B) plea on the federal side. 

In practice however, most Massachusetts judges do not 
exercise that option; they inform the defendant that they will 
not exceed the recommendation without providing an opportunity 
to withdraw the plea. If the judge thereafter does refuse to 
accept the recommendation, he may nevertheless inform the 
defendant what sentence he would impose (Massachusetts Rules of 
Criminal Procedure l2(c)(6)). This differs from Federal Rule 
ll(c)(4) which provides only that the court inform the 
defendant of its intention to impose a 0 less favorable 
disposition than that contemplated by the plea agreement.n The 
Commission might consider issuing a policy statement endorsing 
such a procedure, as a means of salvaging pleas which may 
otherwise fall apart. 

Although there is nothing in the Act which prohibits or 
curtails the parties' ability to stipulate to the underlying 
facts, the court is never bound to accept the proffered guilty 
plea. In this light, the ultimate impact of the Act may be 
more on the government (and to some extent, the defense bar). 
Surely, it will require a greater deal of circumspection in the 
initial decision to indict, and if so, for what crimes. While 
the Act retains a significant range for the exercise of 
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discretion, the framework of that discretion is significantly 
constrained by factors which seek to categorize defendants, 
histories, sentences and their objectives with an eye towards 
uniformity. 

COOPERATION 

In the limited context of offenders who are awaiting 
trial/plea or pending charges, cooperation is seldom an act of 
contrition or a sign of rehabilitation: it is typically an act 
of self-interest. The public policy consideration is evident. 
None of the mitigating circumstance relative to the defendant 
or t6 the nature of his offense are present. Without some 
incentive however, cooperation will surely disappear. 

The need for, and use of, such cooperation is uniquely in 
the province of the prosecutor. Levels of cooperation are 
ephe~eral and impossible to weigh or categorize. The private 
disclosure of a name, place or item may be worth infinitely 
more than a week's testimony, depending on the facts of a 
particular case. 

Like the tender of plea, the value of cooperation is 
something best weighed on a case-by-case basis. The guidelines 
should perhaps recognize by means of a policy·statement, that 
cooperation has a value in the sentencing process, and then 
allow the parties to negotiate its worth with the knowledge 
that it is subject to the court's 

Very 

FRANCIS X. BELLOTTI 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
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CHAMBERS OF 

JOSEPH H. YOUNG 
JUDGE 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 21201 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

September 22, 1986 

Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Your letter dated October 20, 1986, was received 
while I was on vacation and I have just now had an opportunity 
to review it. 

I apologize for the delay but I thought I would 
write to you in any event. 

I strongly believe that the guidelines should 
make no distinction between a defendant who pleads guilty 
and one who stands trial and is subsequently found guilty. 
I readily recognize that a plea may indicate that the 
rehabilitation process is underway, but I also think 
this should be left to the discretion of the sentencing 
judge to evaluate that factor. 

I do not share the concern regarding the acceptance 
of plea agreements as long as it is clear that the agreement 
is between the United States Attorney and the defendant 
and that the sentencing judge is not a part of it. I 
do believe the sentencing judge has sufficient discretion 
at the present time to evaluate fairly and thoroughly 
the propriety of the plea agreement and, in my experience, 
I have never had an occasion where I thought it was an 
effort by prosecutors and defense counsel to avoid the 
sentencing guidelines. As a matter of fact, in my experience, 
I follow the plea agreements in approximately 75% of 
the cases and fashion my own sentence in the other cases. 

Delving into an attempt to give cooperating 
offenders consideration for their cooperation can be opening 
_a can of worms. Again, I strongly urge the Commission 
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to allow this portion of the sentencing process to be 
resolved by the sentencing judge who will have heard _ 
of the extent of the cooperation, the benefit of the 
cooperation and whether or not it is simply an attempt 
by a defendant to sell himself for a lesser sentence 
or that he has truly recognized the wrong of his prior 
activities and has started on the path of rehabilitation. 

Good luck in your most important efforts. 

Judge 

\ ~ 



MELVIN C. SMITH 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

PROBATION OFFICE 

September 19, 1986 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
The United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C •. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

U.S. COURTHOUSE 

BOX 3327. GREENSBORO 27402 

91 9-378-534 1 

Reply to: 
P. 0. Box 108 
Durham, NC 27702-0108 
919-541-5494 
cc: Greensboro, NC 

In response to your letter of August 20, 1986, my opinions are as follows: 

GUILTY PLEAS: 

I agree with the empirical studies that sentencing judges generally impose 
lower sentences after a plea of guilty and, therefore, agree that 
sentencing guidelines should provide a downward sentencing adjustment 
for defendants who plead guilty. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS: 

I, too, am conce~ned that plea agreements could seriously jeopardize the 
directed mission of the Sentencing Commission. Consideration should- be· 
given to all charges and sentencing bargaining should not undercut the 
certainty of a sentence. I strongly oppose the prosecutors and/or the 
defense attorneys stipulating to the underlying facts of an offense and 
the offender's behavior. If this is allowed, then we might as well stay 
with the present system that we have and, therefore, continue to have 
the tremendous problem of disparity in sentencing. 

. \ 

COOPERATION: 

The issue of cooperation is a real "can of worms." I, personally, have· 
problems with people telling on other people and being given the credit 
for the telling. However, I understand in doing investigations and for 
further prosecutions it is sometimes necessary for law enforcement 
agencies and/or prosecutors to "deal." I do believe, however, that before 
someone should be given any consideration that the· cooperation should 
lead to a prosecution. The person that is prosecuted should be a "bigger" 
offende"r and in the case of codefendants or coconspirators, a more 
culpable individual. In no circumstances should the most culpable person's 

'sentence be minimized below that of a less culpable per.son that he or 
she implicates. I feel that the sentencing court should settle disputes 
regarding the level or quality of cooperation after an investigation has 
been done by an objecti~e third party such as the Probation Officer. 
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September 19,' 1986 

I think the Sentencing Commission must be very careful in all three areas 
covered iii. ·.this ·letter. If not, the judges power and discretion will 
be taken away and given to the United States Attorneys 'and all we would 
do would be to substitute.one system of disparity for another. 

I ·appreciate the opportunity to respond on these issues. Again, please 
be a~sured of my continuing support of the Sentencing Commission. 

SFC/pg 

cc: CUSPO, Greensboro, NC 

Sincerel:y, 

STEPH~ F. CONRAD 
·u.· S. Probation Offi~er/ 
Offi£er In Charge 



UNITE:D STATES DISTRICT COURT 

GEORGE BECOUVARAKIS 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

ROBERT B. AUL T 

DEPUTY CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 
PROBATION OFFICE 

September 23, 1986 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
The United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennslyvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 · 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

WAL TE~ E. HOFFMAN U.S. COURTHOUSE 

600 GRANBY ST. RooM 124 
NORFOLK 23510 
(804) 441·6673 
FTS: 827·6673 

This letter is sent in response to your inquiry concerning the proper role 
of plea agreements in a sentencing guidelines system. 

It is my feeling a guilty plea in itself should not necessitate a downward 
sentencing adjustment as every individual has a right to be tried and is 
presumed innocent until found guilty. On the other hand, if a defendant chooses 
to cooperate with authorities, there should be provisions for a downward 
sentencing adjustment. Cooperation can occur before or after sentencing; 
each should be considered. Cooperation, for whatever purpose, is essential 
in assisting authorities in ferreting out others involved in criminal 
activities. Different levels of cooperation could and should be objectively 
identified and ascribed proportionate downward adjustments. The ultimate 
decision concerning the appropriate level of downward adjustment should remain 
under the purview of the sentencing Judge~ 

Disputes regarding the level of quality of cooperation should ·be addressed 
with the Court; the Court should make the ultimate decision following a review 
of the matters in dispute. One must always be cognizant that cooperation 
with authorities can create life threatening situations for those individuals. 
Assistance to individuals in this predicament has been proffered in the past. 
If the new sentencing guidelines make this cooperation readily identifiable, 
some form of protection may need to be considered. 

The sentencing Judge should have the authority to accept or reject any p 1 ea 
agreements between defense counsel and prosecutors. The Judge should consider 
the overall offense, the potential depreciation of the seriousness of the 
offense, the .defendant's participation and culpability, and the impact of 
said agreement on the Justice System, the individual, the community and the 
public at large. This would include weighing factors such as punishment and 
deterrence with consideration of the individual as well as mitigating and/or 
aggravating circumstances. · 

Certainly the Sentencing Reform Act would have impact on Rule 11(e)(1)(B) 
and Rule 11(e)(1)(C) in that specific sentences will be ascribed for specific 
criminal offenses. However, if flexibility is permitted through carefully 
scrutinized plea bargains which will be evaluated by the Court and consideration 
for one's cooperation can be included, there should be a balancing of justice 
available within the sentencing guidelines. 

PSH/bmw 

Si4·~~ 
Mrs. P. S. Hale, Supervising 
U. S. Probation Officer 
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September 8, 1986 

Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman · 

· United States Sentencing. Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

_Suite 1400 
washington~ D.C~ 20004 

J• 

Dear Judg~ Wilkihs: 

I am responding to your letter of August 20, 1986. First 
of all, let me say that I appreciate the opportunity to 
comment on the various subjects which the Commission is 
considering. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

1 do not b~lieve that the guidelines should make any 
distinction between a defendant who pleads·guilty and one 

·who stands trial and is found guilty.· Such provisions 
would·' in my ·judgment, have a chilling effect upon an 
accused in asserting his right to trial by jury~ 

PLEA AGREEMENT.S 

The authority for counsel for the government and defen-se 
:..counsel to negotiate plea ag~reements is not only essential 
but is, in my judgment, critical to our criminal justice 
system. I believe that Rule 11 in it$ pres~nt· form bas 
worked well and has served the inte.re.s_ts of justice. 
I have great difficulty conceiving how workable guidelines 
could be developed in this. a.rea .• · The variables in each 
situation~ the nature of the offense, the degree of 
culpability, the resources required for trial-and many, 
~any other factors cause me to believe that broad 
discretion. is necessary. 

I could cite case after case in which plea bargaining, 
under the preserlt rule, has been of great value to the 
JuStice:Department, the Judiciary, the public and the 
a,ccused. In a nutshell, it works. I have held co\]rt in 

.. _= . ..__...:'·,. · •. '\r·• • ,• '/'. 
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oistJ:"icts in which gove.rnment trial attorneys had little 
authority to bargain. The result was substantially more 
trials and more appeals without significant difference in 
the eventual out,eome· •. Unfortunately, I do not believe the 
~ublic understands the real value and function of plea 
bargain agreements, but I believe that the vast majority of 
experienced trial judg~s, United States Attorneys and 
defense lawyers will agree with my views. 

COOPERATION 

I have similar views on this subject. Every case is 
different. If the government can crack a major drug 
enterprise only with the cooperation of an accused, 
the ability to bargain with the accused should not be 
impaired • 

Again, I appreciate the opportuni.ty to comment. Please 
feel f~ee to call upon me at any time for any Service that 
I can render to the Commission 

J: ... 

' ~ ' .,_ 
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NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
INSTITUTE FOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION 

1600 RHODE IsLAND AvENUE, N.W. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 

Willi~m W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsyl vanta Ave., N. W., 'SuTte 1400 
Washington, D~c~·· -20004 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

September 16, 1986 

Thank you for your letter of August 20. I am pleased to give you our 
thoughts on the issues you raise, as they relate to the field of firearms 
violations and sentencing. 

The NRA supports the full imposition of consecutive mandatory penalties 
for the use of a firearm or other deadly ·weapon· in the commission of a violent 
crime, as mandated by the Federal Gun Control Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-617 as amended 
by P.L. 99-308; 924 (c)(2)). 

When an individual .is found carrying a firearm without a license on federal 
property, however, and absent criminal intent or action, we believe that individual 
should be a.llowed to enter a guilty plea in the expectation of a reduced sentence: 
probation or a fine. In these cases, the individual is guilty of ignorance of 
the law, rather than malice aforethought. 

An earlier communication from the National Rifle Association presented 
evidence that. firearms violations in violent criminal cases are being plea
bargained away under mandatory sentencing laws that are being craftily circumvented 
in the name of prison overcrowding. Poll after poll confirms that law-abiding 
Americans would prefer the expense of increased prison construction to the danger 
of early release of convicted violent feloris. If leniency is given to non-dangerous 
offenders, there is room aplenty for violent armed offenders in federal prisons. 

Cooperation is known to be a major factor in the· successful prosecution of 
many large criminal cases~ Cooperation shoul~, perhaps, be recognized iri the 
same manner as are gu.i 1 ty p 1 eas, i.e., downward sentencing guide 1 i nes may be 
appropriate. It may, however, be beyond the scope of this Commission to identify 
different levels of cooperation. That ·task may be better left to the prosecutor's· 
written certification to the sentencing court. 

Thank you for you·r interest in our views. ~le look forward to the publication 
of your gui.delines and appreciate the excellent work of this Commission. 

~lY~--
Wayn~ La;ierre, Jr. 
Executive Dir~ctor 



L. RALPH MECHAM 
DIREC1DR 

JAMES E. MACKUN. JR. 
DEPUTY biREClDR 

Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

·DONALD L. CHAMLEE 
CHIEF OF THE 'DIVISION 
OF PROBATION 

I write in response to your lette~ of August 20, 1986, on the 
role of the plea agreement in a sentencing guideline system. I 
shall respond to your questions in the order in which you asked 
them. 

Guilty Pleas 

Qtiestiort: "Approxima~ely 90% of Federal ~riminal cases are 
presently disposed of by guilty p+eas ~ · Empirical studies show 
that sentencirig judges generally impose lower sentences after a 
guilty plea for a number of philosophic and practical reasons. 
Should the sentencing guidelines provide a downward sentencing 
adjustment for defendants who plead guilty? or should the 
guidelines make no distinction between a oefendant who pleads 
guilty and~one who stands trial and is subsequently tound 

·guilty?" · · 

Response: Because defendants who plead guilty have generally 
been allowed to plead to a lesser charge or to fewer counts of 
the indictment, they have already been given some adjustment of 
their sentence. Therefore, there is no need to grant an 
automatic sentence reduction. The guilty plea, however, is 
fundamental to an efficient management of the judiciary's time 
and resources; therefore, we recommend that a Sentencing 
Cqmmission policy statement provide that the court consider 
imposing the lower end of the guideline range for those offenders 
who plead guilty. We recommend that individuals not be 
automatically granted a reduction in their sentence, e.g. 
reducing a sentence by a set percentage. 
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Plea Agreements 

Question: ·"Congress has directed the Sentencing Commission 
to promulgate guidelines or policy statements that give 
sentencing judges guidance regarding the acceptance of plea 
agreements under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. The legislative history of the Sentencing Reform Act 
demonstrates Congressional concern that plea agreements not be 
used to circumvent the sentencing guidelines. What are the 
appropriate limits of judicial scrutiny of negotiated plea 
agreements? What standards should a sentencing judge apply in 
evaluating whether a plea agreement is acceptable according to 
the letter and spirit of the sentencing guidelines? How does the 
Sentencing Reform Act impact on "charge bargaining" under Rule 
11(e)(1)(B) and "sentence bargaining" under Rule 11(e)(1)(C)? To 
what extent can prosecutors and defense attorneys stipulate to 
the underlying facts of an offense ~nd the offender's behavior 
when such factors mandate a certain sentencing result?" 

Response: There should be no limits on judicial scrutiny of 
negotiated plea agreements. u.s. attorneys and defense counsel 
along with law enforcement agents should also be directed to 
provide all of the available guideline facts to the probation 
officer. The officer should act as an independent investigator 
who compiles the complete facts of the case. Rule 11 provides 

.that the court has the option, in most circumstances, to defer 
accepting the plea agreement until the judge has read the 
probation officer's presentence investigation report. There 
probably is ~o strong basis for concern that negotiated pleas 
will be used to circumvent sentencing guidelines. The court has 
the option described in rule 11(3)(2), under which it may be 
apprised of all of the guideline factors before accepting a plea. 
If, after reviewing the presentence·report and finding that the 
negotiated ·plea does not meet the guidelines, the court will have 
a sound basis for rejecting the ple·a if the negotiations include 
an agreed upon sentence. If ihe negotiated plea does not include 
an agreed·upon_sentence (FRCP rule 1l(e1(1)(B)), the court may 
accept the plea after finding_ a factual basis for it, and impose 
sentence at a later date after reviewing the presentence report. 
Rule 32 currently reqtiires ~hat the defendant consent to the 
court reading the presenterice report prior to its acceptance of 
the guilty plea~ · It would b~ usef~l to amend Rule 32 in plea 
agreement cases to allow the court access without restriction to 
the presentence report. 

Finally, prosecutors and defense attorneys could be 
encouraged to stipulate to the underlying facts of an offense and 
the offender's behavior, but they should not be permitted to 
agree to ignore or deny facts which impact on the sentence. The 
guideline should state that "negotiated pleas shall not be used 
to circumvent th~ sentencing guidelines." 
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Cooperation 

Question: "What recognition, if any, should the sentencing 
guidelines give offenders who cooperate with authorities? What 
public policy considerations are involved i~ ·encciuraging 
offenders to cooperate in investigations and prosecutions? 
Should different levels of cooperation be objectively identified 
and given relative downward adjustments from the otherwise 
applicable sentence? If so, who should decide the appropriate 
level or downward adjustment: the sentencing court, the 
prosecutor in a written certification to the court or the 
prosecutor and the defense attorney in a written agreement? How 
should disputes regarding the level or quality of cooperation be 
resolved?" 

Response: Since the early 1970's, the United States 
Government has granted protected witness status to over 300 
individuals a year. Most of these individuals were themselves 
defendants in a case, who agreed to provide prosecutorial 
info·rmation. The majority of these individuals were given some 
form of reduced sentence. 

It is critical to both the prosecution and the defense that 
the sentencing process allow consideration for those offenders 
who provide valuable information and cooperate with the 
gov·ernment in the prosecution of others involved in illegal 
activities. The question is how much recognition should be given 
and are there varying degrees of cooperating defendants? First, 
there should be different degrees of cooperation and they should 
~be defined. The lowest level of cooperation might be providing 
identifying information to a law enforcement officer. Higher up 
on the scale, one would expect to find more active involvement 
such as introducing law enforcement agents to persons engaged in 
criminal activities, recording conversations and working 
undercover. At the top of the scale would be testimony provided 
in a court of law. The scale should include a determination of 
the degree of danger the individual was exposed to, for example, 
did he have to move his residence, did relatives have to move, 
were verified threats made? The Sentencing Commission should 
devise a scale for going below the guidelines. The reward for 
the defendant's cooperation should be determined by the 
sentencing judge. , 

The information that the court uses to assess the worth of 
the individual's cooperation should come from a variety of 
sources. In most cases the two most knowledgeable persons, other 
than the defendant, are the prosecutor and the defense attorney. 
The prosecutor is best able to provide the court with a 
description of the cooperation in the matter before the court as 
well as companion cases. Often prosecutors are not aware, 
however, of cooperation provided by the individual to other 
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Federal prosecutors and, in particular, state and local 
authorities. The defense attorney usually will have played a 
role in these negotiations or will at least be aware of them. 
The court would be well served to have the probation officer 
investigate information regarding the individual's cooperation in 
other jurisdictions. Disputes arising regarding the extent, 
nature, or value of the cooperation should be decided by the 
court. 

Thank you for inviting our comments. 

Sincerely, 

o~t.~ 
Donald L. Chamlee 

cc: Honorable Gerald Bard Tjoflat 
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September 22, 1986 

Judge William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400 
Washipgton, D.C. 20004 

:_~~ 

RE: Plea Bargaining 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

NACDL concurs with the position set forth by the 
Federal Defenders in their position paper on "Plea 
Agreements, Guilty Pleas and Cooperation" dated 
September 16, 1986. We believe that the analysis set forth 
as well as the recommendations ·contained in the paper 
submitted on behalf of the Federal Defenders is persuasive 
and should be adopted by the Sentencing Commission. 

NACDL does take a strong position against a "discount" 
for guilty pleas. We urge the Commission to seriously 
consider the opposition set forth in the Federal Defender 
position paper at pages 20 through 23. Our strong position 
against the "discount" for guilty pleas developed after 
having had an opportunity to review and consider the 
discussion which occurred at the August 18, 1986, defense 
attorney workshop in Washington, D.C. Alan Ellis followed 
that conference with a letter to you retracting his support 
for such discounts insofar as they would operate as 
alternatives to sentence bargains. After further 
consideration and discussion with·other defense counsel, it 
is now the po~ition of NACDL that such automatic discounts 
are inappropriate. and denigrate the right to a jury trial. 
There are less onerous means to accomplish the movement of 
cases including those set forth in the Federal Defender 
position paper. 

SUITE 550 • 1815 H STREET NORTHWEST • WASHINGTON, DC 20006 
(202) 872-8688 
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We thank you for the opportunity to be heard and for 
involving NACDL Board Member Alan Ellis in the defense 
attorney workshop. 

JCC:teh 

cc: Bruce Lyons, Esq. 
President, NACD~ 

Alan Ellis, Esq. 

Very ~y your~ 

JUDY CLAR:; 
NACDL Plea Negotations Subcommittee 
Sentencing Commission Liaison 

Vice President, NACDL 

Edward Marek, Esq. 
Federal Public Defender 
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THE 
UNIVERSITY 
Of 
ILLINOIS 
Jtr 
CtDCAOO 

Department of Criminal Justice (MIC 141) 
Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680 
(312) 996-5290 

October 1, 1986 

Mr. William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

The enclosed response to the Commission's request of 
August 20, 1986 is submitted for the American Probation and Parole 
Association. Mr. McDonald, President of APPA, asked me to serve 
as special liaison to the Commission for the Association. This 
response is done in that capacity. As I have mentioned in earlier 
submissions, the positions taken are my own and do not reflect 
policies of the Association. They do, however, reflect my own 
reading of the Association and its membership. 

If there is any material which the Commission sends out 
to readership, I would appreciate receiving ,it. Thank you. 

Sir4~ 
Pa~:k D. M~Anany 
Special Liaison of American Probation and Parole Association 

Enclosure 

Pt·1cA/ jc 
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I. Introduction 

Consistency with principles of desert would point away from allowing 
sentences to differ based .on whether conviction resulted from plea or trial. 
Admittedly, there are factors which explain disparity in accord with desert. 
such as personal culpability elements about defendant that come out at trial. 
But as. a general rule, to create disparate sentences based solely on relin
quishment of trial rights remains problematic. Further problems arise on 
constitutional grounds /}ee Corbett v .• New Jersey, 439 U.S. 212 (1978D which, 
I take it, the Commission has resolved on its own. 

This response will reflect a view of the plea process from the perspective 
of probation. As such, it will include those features of plea bargaining which 
impact on the role of probation both at sentencing and in supervision of con
victed offenders. 

Plea bargaining is a practice that has obvious salience in both federal 
and state criminal justice systems. If upward of 90% of all cases, even the 
most serious, are determined by plea and end in conviction, then the practice 
cannot be written out of existence for sake of consistency with theory, no 
matter how compelling.the theory may be. Of course, no one knows exactly the 
dynamics of the practice, whether the 90% plea/conviction rates are the result 
of inducement,.bargain and compromise controlled chiefly by the attorneys, or 
whether in fact the judge and his sentencing habits have a great deal to do 
with outcomes. "Implicit bargains 11 are often thought to have as much impact 
as the activity of the attorneys and defendants. But what the Commission faces 
is the value---indeed, the need---of making an invisible practice public and 
prominent without drastically changing the flow of cases through the courts. 
Even if the Commission can resolve this dilemma, the problem of reconciling 
pleas practice with desert-based guidelines is considerable. How all of that 
will affect probation is the final question addressed in this response. 

II. Guilty Pleas and Discount Rates 

The fear of many experts over the introduction of guidelines or other 
desert determinants, is that the discretion taken away from judges and parole 
boards would be transferred to prosecutors. This, they argue, is the worst 
place to put it because the office of prosecutor. is least accountable to the 
system and least likely to abide by predetermined guidelines and norms on its 
own. One solution is to legislatively prohibit all pleas bargaining by pro-
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s·ecutors. Another is to create various controls on· prosecutor discretion, 
from int~rnal ones, :such:as self-imposed and administered rules, to external 
controls placed in the hands of the judiciary or other administrative bodies 
such as the Parole Commission .• ~ Each.of these proposals has. its pluses and 
minuses... The. alternative suggestion by the Commission: of explicity stated 
discount rates for pleas falls into the external control _variety. •. Under such 
a system, it would be up·to the court to.determine whether the rate offered 
accorded with the guidelines. This necessarily requires·the court to review 
the pleas agreement.under criteria applicable to the facts of the case. 

Ho~would such ·a system affect probation and .what might their reaction be 
to it?. Probatinn:ts very sensitive to plea bargai·n·practic~ generally because 
it represents a· source of decision-making about defendants over.which they have 
almost no control. Ideally, ·conviction turns on legally relevan~ proof deter
mined by law-trained persons or ·by juries guided. by them. Sentenc.ing is a 
process in which ·law-tra_ining and leg·al norms are less relevant. Judges, guided 

·by probation, .. make sentencing decisio-ns· which reflect broader· human values of 
justice, public .protection and correction~- When·the attorneys collapse both of 
these decisi-ons of. gu.ilt determination and sentenci:ng :into· a single process and 
determine it outside of.the courtroom·without the' input and·scrutiny of judges 
or probat.ion;· probation·officers.·.feel .uncomfortable. What do the attorneys 
know about corrections,·or even about public safety? ·Furtner, can··adversarial 

. positions. gtve detached' judgement about facts relevant .in·· the case?· Even fur
ther,. what resources do the attorneys have· to gather ·the· facts on·. which to base· 
a Judgement? 

It is true. in the federal system as in some states··that judges will not 
accept-a plea agreement without a PSI·prepared· on· the case.·: But one need not 
be,exces~ively skeptical to sense the futil.ity. of-this· input after the fact of 
an ag~eement.~ What~the attorneys· offer the· judge is time-saved as well·as a 
reconciliation:of.adverse interests· by. th~ parties~ The judge ts hardly likely 
to turn this-agreement down even if the probation-officer produces information 
pointing to. ·a d i~fferent. sentence .• · The pressure to· approve -the p 1 ea agreement 
results in a 1 ot of defendants. being placed· on· probation case loads- without 
probation~s~consent. 

Would explicit discount.rates.remedy.this? ·:·Perhaps they'would~ Under a 
guidelines· system,· the prosecutor would not. be free. to deal·with~·a·wtde range 
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of penaltt~s.D Guidelines would limit sentence according·~to seriousness and 

past ~ecord~and within that·~range-~a plea could result in .a narrow but signifi-

.cant reduction; Defense attorneys and clients would be aware of these ranges 

and .could decide .. whether .to. forego trial· or. not·.· What :then would ·probation• s 

role be? 

The .practice under. discount rates .. would. require moni"tor.ing _by. the court, 

and probation would be a tritical .source.of.information~. If' discount tates 

depend· on offense level, probation officers ·would have·to verify facts of the 

crime and;i.ncl.ude all tithe~ rate-related.information:in·a. PS1 repott issued 

for the court~. Qf,course,.this· raises the issue· of: what the judge•s role 

should be in the pl~a. process.if·the probation officer has no authority 

independent of the court~ This·new~role would.not, 1·think, fit comfortably 

with probation!s: present- image of·staying~out of plea·-bargaining process. 

Whether such a. d i.sco·unt rate· practice. caul d ·be :reconc i 1 ed: with desert 

sentencing is another. question. Certainly, a.-.di scount.· is preferable to a 

. penalty· for- going to-trial---clearly unconstitutional~on its face. But is a 

reduction for a plea· not. itself .also· a. penalty for~ going· to trial·? Further, 

a discount ra.te tied .:to· the range· and rate determined . by· desert pri nc i pl es is 

preferable to no.control at·all.on plea bargaining. - But.when·you--get down to 

it,.what-desert pr.inci.ple could be.invokedto support this·-practi'ce? Unless 

there .is something about pleading .. (but only in return· for.a·discount).-which 

~·~-relates to seriousness·, treatfng the .plea· .vs-_·~ trial-determined ·convicti'on 

differently for sen~encing.makes.no desert sense ... 

Two rationales·.--have been suggested to justify-:pleas·.on .the-basis of serious

ness.... -First, plea. bargaining ·involves. the defendant· in :his'. own case in a. 

most direct way- a.nd thus makes him more accountable for.·:the crtme. · The give 

and .. take: between prosecutor .and ~deJense attorney· forces·:_ the. -d~fendant to 

realisti.cally assess the probabilities of·.guilt and convict'i-on~_- This "ownershi"p 11 

process, some .,agree ,>makes· defendants more· acco·untable·· than does. tr.ta 1, duri'ng 

. which .the defendant·· assumes: the .position of formaL-dental :of 1 iabil tty • 

. The second rationale presumes~ that. a plea of guilty"not~only_-foreswears 

thts position. of·nonl iabi-lity. but ·expresses.· remor~e.. . This·· explanation· has been· 

assailed-as. unrea.li.s.tic~.and worse, .because most· defendants act·only out of a 

sense of fear.and:of .. foreshortening .. risk·to.thetr interests •. - Thisdebunking 

may-itself· be unrealistic .•.. -. The psychology: o.f accountabi li"ty· which a defendant 
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undergoes is not a 11 to 1 d in 11 a rat on a shi nki ng ship'!·. Being faced with a 
stigmatizing process whose point is made in the painful way of criminal sen
ten~e, many defendants can become genuinely.enlightened on their responsibility. 
Probation knows this from long exposure to an insider's view of the process. 
For desert, the seriousness of the offense must account for individual elements 
of culpability. Thus a plea may well represent a diminution of desert. 

III. Specific_I~sues 

Thus, my response to the specific questions posed by the Commission is as 
fo 11 ows: 

1. Expljcit Discount Rates 

For reasons stated above, explicit rates within the ranges established for 
the offense should be offered for pleas entered. 

2. Role of. Judge in Accepting Pleas 

.. . 

Because attorneys for the parties have pressures to distort the limits of 
the guidelines, the judge should review facts of offense seriousness and record 
prior to approval of the plea. Probation should serve an investigative role 
independent of the parties and be able to inquire into facts under control of the 
prosecutor, as well as make investigations of its own. The judges should assess 
those facts prior to accepting or rejecting a plea agreement. When the parties 
challenge the facts presented by probation, the judge must hold a hearing to 
determine the accuracy of the account given by probation. 

3.. Discount for.Cooperating Defendants 

Generally discounts for cooperation should be in the control of prosecutors 
at the charging stage. If defendants cooperate, ordinarily this means they also 
will plead to charges brought against them. Under those circumstances, 
cooperative defendants can receive the same type of discounts available to 
defendants who plead. Probation should undertake its review of guideline
related factors, but for those factors directly relating to cooperation of 
defendant with the prosecution, the prosecutor should prepare and present an 
additional report. Both reports would be subject to review by the sentencing 
judge. The moving party would bear the burden of establishing proof of any 
alleged factual inaccuracy. 
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The Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

I had occasion to be in private conversation with The 
Honorable Robert J. McNichols of the United States District 
Court here in Spokane and he called to my attention the 
meeting of the Sentencing Commission and its preparation of 
the tentative draft of senten~ing guidelines. I have practiced 
some 35 years in the State of Washington and appeared on 
frequent occasion in federal court. I have also been the 
chairman of the Criminal Law Section Committee for the 
Washington State Bar Association in the past and played an 
active role debating the Uniform Sentencing Guidelines that 
we presently have in the Superior Court of the State of 
Washington. 

I would like to suggest early up in this letter that 
the sine ~~of the United States Judicial System is 
itself an 1ndependent judiciary. 

We have now experienced the effects of the Uniform 
Sentencing Guidelines in Superior Court since July, 1985. 
Since that time we have had an independent study funded by 
the legislation, a copy of which is enclosed for your advice 
and guidance. The study was conducted by two eminent scholars 
at the University of Washington and it already indicates that 
one of the main concepts of uniformity has been throughly 
breached. The initial argument was advanced that it would 
provide uniformity and that the rich and poor would be treated 
the same -- that the divergence that existed between whites 
and minorities' sentencing would be abolished. 

WEST 1303 BROADWAY SPOKANE. WASHINGTON 99201 (509) 326-0338 
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Needless to say, the ~tudy indicates that throughout 
the State of Washington there has been the same disparity and 
discrimination in sentencing habits of our State Judiciary as 
there was prior to the Uniform Sentencing Guidelines. It 
might further be called to your attention that we had used 
the Uniform Sentencing Guidelines in the Juvenile Court System 
prior to its adoption in the Adult Criminal Justice System. 
Studies particularly conducted in King County, which is 
the largest populated county in the State of Washington, 
clearly evidenced that there were the same injustices in 
sentencing patterns between the White and rich as there were 
before with the poor and minorities. so, I would be hopeful 
that the federal judges would be awfully slow to recommend 
uniformity of anything~ 

I suppose the most clariant example of which I speak 
was the unseemly behavior of both the Senate and House last 
week in the debate on the new drug legislation. They are 
willing to provide punishment anywhere from life to death as 
they felt it would appeal to their political constituents 
without the slightest concern for administering a sensible 
resolution as the constitution intended. 

I speak briefly to: 

Guilty Pleas 

I would hope that there never would be a distinctiori 
made of a defendant who pleads guilty and s'tands trial and be 
subsequently found guilty. While a person should get some 
special consideration for entering a plea of guilty one should 
not be penalized by exercising his right to trial. The record 
is replete with persons who have been sent to the penitentiary 
who are in fact innocent and there are various.degrees and 
shadings of guilt, all of which can come to the attention of 
a judge when a trial is fully had and. should in no way be a 
deterent-as to the type .of sentence unless in trial the 
defendant has resorted to deception. 

Plea Bargains 

A plea bargain is something that almost all of 
us lawyers who practice in the criminal courts use with great· 
frequency. It provides a large element of freedom and the 
interests of justice is best served by the allowance of bargaining. 
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We have a tendancy to forget there are cases which 
embrace every conceivable possibility and that evidence can 
be frequently interpretted one way or the other. In a sea of 
uncertainty the defense lawyer and the United States Attorney 
should have the full exploration of the use of a plea bargain 
and in the end justice has a likelihood of receiving th good 
fruits of those bargains. It diminishes the likelihood of 
trial and creates an environment where correctness of sentencing 
is more assured than a trial itself. Obviously, the courts 
in our jurisdiction requires and gets usually a full explanation 
as to why a plea bargain is made and they certainly are in no 
way bound to accept the same. But, if the plea bargain is 
compelled to be within the sentencing guidelines it seems to 
me that it would straight jacket plea bargains to the point 
that its use would be too restricted. From a practical 
standpoint nothing has effectively reduced the caseload of 
the court·yet maintained the dignity as well as well administered 
plea bargaining. 

Cooperation 

I think cooperation should be a consideration in 
administering any sentencing guidelines. but should not in and 
of itself be the sole determinate factor. In the State of 
Washington, we have always had the provision for an exceptional 
sentence, either up or down, from the.standard range depending 
on circumstances. I am enclosing a copy of that statute for 
your advice and guidance. Our Supreme Court recently held in 
State v. Oxborrow, 106 Wn. 2d 525 (August 14, 1986), that 
once a judge e1ther lowered or raised the penalty under the. 
special circumstances that the sentence could not be reversed 
unless there was·a manifest abuse of judicial dis~retiori. 

The fear comes from adding time above the standard 
range, more so than from granting leniency under the standard 
range in that public and passion compel situations where 
judges are more constrained to go up than they. are willing to 

·go down. It harkens back to my original observations about 
t·he death penalty vote by the United States Senate and Congress. 
When the public is on a quest ·we have had witch hunts. One 

·would need to go no further back than the days of the McCarthy 
hearings. and those infamous decisions on cases of alleged 
communism, the loyalty oath cases, the McCarran Act cases and 
I think the early days of the War in Vietnam. Most all 
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federal judges were giving the full five years to CO's.and I 
recall specifically one judge in Ohio who openly boasted that 
no one tharged with a draft evasion case has received less 
than the full five. So, the temper of the times does affect 
the sentencing patterns. 

I hope my observations have been somewhat helpful and 
I thank you for allowance to communicate. 

CM:ddd 
Enc. 
cc: The Hon. Robert J. McNichols 

Sincerely, 
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Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

RE: Sentencing Guidelines 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

In response to your letter of August 20, 1986, 
concerning the proper role of plea agreements in a sentencing 
guidelines system, I have tried my best to answer the inquiries 
made: 

1. Gui 1 ty Pleas 

The sentencing guidelines should not provide a 
downward sentencing adjustment for defendants who plead guilty. 
No distinction should be made between a defendant who pleads 
guilty and one who stands trial. There is a right of every 
defendant to stand trial, and the courts have held that it is 
improper to give that consideration. Obviously, from the data 
which you mentioned in your letter, sentencing judges have 
apparently imposed lower sentences after a guilty plea, but they 
should not do it as a matter of policy. 

2. Plea Agreements 

The court should be careful in insuring that 
negotiated plea agreements, if they are 11 sentence bargaining 11 

under Rule ll(e)(l)(C), should be within the guidelines set out. 
If they are not, the court should make certain that any reasons 
the parties give for going outside the guidelines should be valid. 
I do not think that there will be any impact on 11 charge 
bargaining 11 under Rule ll(e)(l)(B), as the defendant will then be 
convicted on only one charge. So long as the court finds that 
the prosecutors and the defense attorneys are acting in good 
faith, I believe that the court can allow counsel to stipulate to 
the underlying facts of an offense and the offender's behavior 
when those factors mandate a certain sentencing result. 

3. Cooperation 

Sentencing guidelines should definitely give 
recognition to offenders who cooperate with authorities. Publi~ 
policy should also encourage offenders to cooperate, as they 
sometimes take a genuine risk by doing so. 
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I believe that different levels of cooperation should be 
objectively identified, if that is possible, b.ut I am not certain 
that there are objective factors which can be set out. If that 
is found to be possible, relative downward adjustments should be 
made from the otherwise applicable sentence. The decision of the 
appropriate level for downward adjustment because of cooperation 
should be up to the prosec~tor or the prosecutor and defense 
counsel together. I do not believe that this is a court function. 
If there is a dispute regarding the level or quality of 
cooperation, that could only be resolved by the court after each 
party is allowed to introduce evidence or argue the extent of 
cooperation. 

Eugene E. Siler, Jr. 
Chief Judge 

I 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA 

PROBATION OFFICE 

Atlanta, Georgia 
September 18, 1986 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chainnan 
U. S. Sentencing Comnission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Dear Honorable Wilkins: 

ROME 30161 

331 FEDERAL BLDG. 

P. 0. BOX 49 

GAINESVILLE 30501 

126 U.S. COURTHOUSE 

Fo:rwa.rded are responses from our district regarding the proper role of plea 
agreements in a sentencing guideline system. 

Guilty Pleas 

Should the sentencing guidelines provide a downward sentencing adjustrrent 
for defendants who plead guilty? No, however, the Judges should be given 
the discretion to impose lower sentences if such is warranted. 

Plea Agreerrents 

The judiciary's invol verrent in the scrutiny of negotiated pleas should extend 
only to the assurance that the agreerrent is within constitutional bounds and 
that it adheres to local rules regarding the acceptance of negotiated pleas. 

In evaluating a plea agreerrent, the sentencing judge nru.st first detennine 
that there is a factual basis for the plea. Further, the judge should make 
sure the plea agreement is not oonstructed in such a manner so as to circum
vent the spirit or intent of sentencing gui~lines. 

The Sentencing Reform Act will have same irrpact on. the "charge bargaining" 
urider Rule 11 (e) (1) (B) . It would seem that the government \\Ould wnat to be 
careful in not bargaining to dismiss charges that might preclude the Court 
from imposing a sentence within the guidelines. Since the ·"guidelines" will 
be predicated on certain known or given factors, the charge bargaining process, 
if handled lirproperly, could circumvent the spirit and intent of the deter
rrdnant sentencing process. 

The issue of "sentencing bargaining" under Rule 11 (e) (1) (c) will have the 
same concerns under the Sentencing Refonn Act as stated above~ Certain! y, 
the Court will look with a jaundiced eye at a plea bargain that would agree 
to a sentence above or below the guidelines. 
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Given that certain "underlying facts" of an offense and . an offenders behavior 
may mandate a certain sentencing result, it would appear a stipulation by 
prosecutor. and defense counsel may not be sufficient. It would appear that 
since such "f~ctors" play such a significant ·and ove:rwhel.ming role in the 
sentencing process under the Sentencing Refonn Act, these "facts" should be 
spelled out and substantiated in such clarity as to unequivocally support 
any sentence agreement or sentence ultimately imposed by the Courc. 

Cooperation 

The sentencing guidelines· should not give recognition to offenders who 
cooperate. However, if cooperation is to be recognized at any point, it 
should be ·included in the plea agreement between the government and defense 
attorney. 

FR:ph 

Sincerely, 

JJ:l. ~4~~ c:z;-
FREDRICK RCXiERS . ~ 
Supervising U. S. Probation Officer 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
PROBATION OFFICE 

DAVID A. MASON 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

JOHN B. MARTORANA 
DEPUTY CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

September 17, 1986 

United States Sentencin.g Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washin~to~, D.·C.· 200_ 04 

. ' 

Attention: :.Mr; William W .. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 

Dear Mr. Wilkins; 

527 U.S. POST .OFFICE 8c COURTHOUSE 

P.O.BOX 459 

NEWARK 07101-0459 
!201l 645·6161 

In response to your August 20, 1986, letter I have offered 
the following comments as they apply to .the questions you 
h~ve raised concerning guilty pleas, plea agreements and 
cooperation. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

Given the dramatic increase of criminal intake in the 
Federal Court. System, and the general expectations that this 
trend will continue, the acceptance of ·provisioned guilty 
pleas seems ·to be. most realistic and practical. Hence from 
the point of view of the Criminal Justice System, (not 
withstanding the fact that it is assumed that all defendants 
who plead guilty are guilty), given their entry of a plea, 
there should be some inducement and some benefit ·to them. 
As is the custom now, pleas of guilty are entered to lesser 
statutory penalty exposure, nevertheless, the Court is and 
should be apprised of th~ defendant's r9le in the total offense 
behavior. Hence at this point, penalty exposure is usually 
limited by the entry of a guilty plea. Given .these factors 
and the approval of the Assistant U.S. Attorney, defendants 
who enter guilty pleas should benefit by having the guidelines 
adjusted in a downward trend of not more than one-third to 
one-fourth of the appropriate sentencing guidelines. Although 
some may argue that this is m'inimum adjustment to the 
guidelines, I believe that it is a fair and equitable approach, 
given the fact that by pleading guilty most defendants have 
already limited their statutory penalty exposure dramatiball~. 
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PLEA AGREEMENTS 

My exposure to plea agreements has been solely within 
the District of · New Jersey. ·The plea:· ;'qgreement's usually. 
cite the following areas of comments: 1 )'. the defendant's 
cooperation if any, 2) the agreement· that the government 
will dismiss outstanding counts ~. of · the ;. indictme~t _c or 
information and 3) that the plea ·agreemertt is not .bi~ding 
upon other federal and state agencies,_ and finally that the 
United States would stand· mute · at time ·of sentenc.e other< 
than to correct any factual inaccuracies contained within 
the presentence report. For most district· judges have accepted 
the plea agreements and it ·seems rare when such . an agreement 
is not accepted by the Court. Given the upcoming sentencing 
guidelines requiring . mandated sentences, I am not quite sure 
how effective and critical_plea agreements would be. Although 
I have always felt the United States Attorney should take 
a stand in Court by expressing or recommending to the Court, 
a particular sentence, I do not view this as utterly critical, 
now that the new sentencing guidelines will be mandated. 
I would have little else comment in this area other than 
to suggest that the judicial officer still have the authority 
to scrutinize the plea agreement and to be the final say 
as to whether it is appropriate and in the best interest 
of justice. · 

COOPERATION 

It is my belief that this is an essential ingredient 
in the successful prosecution of many defendants. It should 
be a realistic concern on the part of the government to offer 
a practical recompense to those who cooperate. This cooperation 
should be expressed both publicly and within the plea bargain 
content. I believe there should be a distinction made between 
the cooperating citizen within the community and the 
cooperating co-offender. I embrace the Commission's suggestion 
for various levels of cooperation and credit for offenders 
therein. The difficulty, however, may lie in the rewards 
system. The more serious the crime the more serious the 
penaity, if a defendant is charged with espion~ge decides 
to cooperate against his co-offenders then that particular 
level o·f cooperation should not result in a wide span of 
lesser penalty exposure for the cooperator. The other end 
of the spectrum would reveal that a "cooperator" in a crime 
of far less magnitude, say theft of treasury che.cks (under 
$100) should be able to be exposed to a greater lesser penalty 
limit than one who cooperates in a more serious crime. 
Although it is acknowledged that this is a confusing area 
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to evaluate, the worth of one's cooperation I believe it 
is an essential part of the Criminal Jus~ice System, and
those who do should therefore be rewarded. 

1 hope my comments may :be helpful to you. If you require 
any additional information, please let.me.know. 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
William P. Carroll 
Super~ising U.S. Probation Officer 

WPC:md 
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September 15, 1986 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Trea.suTer 
Carol D. Erichsen 
Grand Rapids, MI 

Re: Plea Agreements in a Sentencing Guidelines System 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Reference is made to your letter to Robert Thomas, President, 
Federal Probation Officers Association, dated August 20, 1986, 
regarding the proper role of plea agreements in a sentencing 
guidelines system. Mr. Thomas asked me to submit a response 
on behalf of the Federal Probation Officers Association. 

Regarding guilty pleas, it is believed that the guidelines 
should make no distinction between a defendant who pleads 
guilty and one who stands trial and is found guilty. To do 
otherwise violates not only the "presumption of innocence" 
premise upon which our criminal justice system is predicated, 
but imposes a gentle judicial persuasion to plea guilty. An 
equitable model such as the Sentencing Commission is develop
ing should not discriminate by virtue of the method of 
conviction. 

Regarding plea agreements, it is suggested that the Sentencing 
Commission promulgate policy statements responsive to the Con
gressional intent that plea agreements not be used to circum
vent the sentencing guidelines. However, by their very nature, 
negotiated plea agreements and charge bargaining are designed 
specifically for that purpose. It seems important that dis
cretion be afforded the Court particularly, to allow for 
unique circumstances calling for an unorthodox disposition. 
It is paramount that discretion remain with the Court rather 
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than the prosecutor. Responsibility for the ultimate sentence 
must remain with the sentencing Judge who is in the best 
position to see the "large picture" and to balance conflicting 
concerns. 

In the area of cooperation, it is believed strongly that the 
sentencing guidelines not give recognition to offenders who 
cooperate with authorities. It is anticipated that the 
prosecutor, in filing charges, and the Judge, in plea nego
tiations, will take into consideration an offender's 
cooperation. Also, sentencing guideline adjustments favoring 
cooperating offenders will become common knowledge within the 
institution and could pose some danger for those identified 
offenders. 

Again, we hope the foregoing observations will be of assistance 
to the Sentencing Commission in examining their mandate and in 
preparing a comprehensive and equitable sentencing guidelines 
document. 

CLS:de 

cc: Mr. Robert L. Thomas 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Ms. Susan I. Smith 
Richmond, Virginia 

Respectfully submitted, 

(A, M~l\ ~ ~·0, L 

1:~ L. STEARNS, Supervising 
U. S. Probation Officer 
Vice President 
Federal Probation Officers Association 



WILLIAM T. FOSTER 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTH ERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

PROBATION OFFICE 

September 18, 1986 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W ., Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

U.S. COURT HOUSE 

219 S. DEARBORN STREET 

CHICAGO 60604 

312·435·5700 

We are pleased for the opportunity to respond to your request of August 20, 1986 
pertaining to the proper role of plea agreement in a sentencing guideline system. This 
response was prepared with the assistance of the Chief and Deputy Chief U.S. Probation 
Officers in this district. A brief introduction will provide the framework in which 
we have attempted to respond to the Commission's questions. 

Of the many issues which we have considered, none in our opinion deserves more careful 
analysis, consideration and assessment than the issue of the role of plea agreement. 
This is so because to a great extent the effectiveness of the guideline system to promote 
a more uniform sentencing practice, which can be executed in a fair and equitable 
manner, rests with the key policy decision of whether a sentence reflects the degree 
and seriousness of the offense. A guideline system purports to decrease unwarranted 
disparities by establishing narrow sentence ranges. If the guideline system simply 
transfers the discretion from one judicial party to the next, then the task of creating 
an effective guideline system would, in our view, accomplish very little. 

Our position is that plea negotiation is a "necessary evil." It is not a mechanism that 
promotes justice, but rather, a mechanism that responds to some practical limitations 
of the criminal justice system. Historically, arguments have been presented attempting 
to show that abolishing the plea bargaining system would be disastrous. Studies that 
have demonstrated that this may not be accurate have, so far, not received much 
support. 

We believe the Commission must deal with the greater policy issue with respect to 
the status of a plea bargaining system. If the Commission, by definition, accepts the 
view that plea negotiation is a "necessary evil," then the Commission's policy would 
focus on reducing plea bargaining practice to the extent this is practical or feasible. 
If, on the other hand, the Commission views plea bargaining as not "a necessary evil" 
but as a process that is complimentary to the adversary system, then the Commission's 
policy may, therefore, incorporate a continued plea bargaining system. We believe 
the Commission should make a clear distinction from a policy point of view with respect 
to the process of plea bargaining. When this has been accomplished, we believe the 
issue as to the role it will play in the process will be clearer. 
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In our analysis, we find a significant relationship between the decision to adopt a 
guideline system based on the total offense. severity versus a system based on the offense 
to which the defendant has pled guilty. We believe that it is this decision that will 
determine the role of plea bargaining in a guideline system. In previous submissions 
to the Commission, we have supported a guideline system which is based on ·the total 
offense severity. ln. the absence of a Parole Commission (which currently considers 
the overall offense severity), if the guideline system is based on the total offense 
severity, it is expected that a plea bargaining process will be diminished. There is 
simply not much to bargain for. It is for this reason that we believe the decision to 
adopt tne guideline system, based on the total offense severity versus a system based 
on the offense as pled to, will effectively limit plea bargaining. If the guideline system 
is based on the offense as "pled to," the plea bargaining process will be catapulted 
into the most powerful variable in the administration of justice. It would effectively 
transfer discretion from judges to the prosecutor's office. 

We believe that the public does not understand the practical needs of the criminal 
justice system and, consequently, has not supported "making deals with offenders."
This contributes to the perception that the criminal justice system suffers from lack 
of credibility, effectiveness and public support. Eliminating the perception of "dealing 
with offenders" would promote the perception of the system being effective and just. 

In summary, we feel the issue of the balance between the interest of justice 
(eliminating/reducing plea bargaining as a necessary evil) versus supporting the practical 
concerns of the deficiency of the system, is essential to this discussion. 

Guilty Pleas. In our view, the issue of making a distinction between defendants who 
plea guilty and those who do not is almost a rhetorical question .. We believe that such 
systematic distinction would violate specific constitutional principles of justice which 
provides that defendants have the right- to a trial. To reward those defendants who 
pled guilty (although they spared the government the expense of a trial) is, by 
implication, denying some privileges to defendants who exercise their constitutional 
right. 

Our experience indicates that defendants and their attorneys consider carefully the 
preponderance of evidence against them, their ability to prove their innocence, and 
the cost of a trial, and- on the basis of this analysis, decide whether to plead guilty 
or stand trial. 

Many defense str~tegies come to play in this decision. A ·trial brings out many issues 
that defendants would prefer to remain in the dark. Sometimes a trial gives the 
defendant an opportunity to bring out issues in a dramatic fashion which he/she believes 
will work to his/her advantage. To merely develop a system that gives credit to those 
who plead guilty would be to deny the serious decision reached on a case-by-case basis 
"to plea or not to plea." 

we· recommend, therefore, that the guideline system should make no distinction between 
defendants who plead 'guilty and those who elect to stand trial and. are subsequently 
found guilty. 
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Plea Agreement. As stated in our introduction, the limits of plea agreements will 
be based on whether a guideline system is founded on the overall offense severity or 
the counts to which the defendant pled or is found guilty. If the system adopts the 
overall offense severity mechanism, such as is currently utilized by the Parole 
Commission, plea negotiations will not be an important factor and its impact on the 
system will be reduced. In support of our position, it may be helpful to summarize 
our experience with plea negotiations in the Northern District of Illinois. 

For some time, the Northern District of Illinois has had an extensive procedure for 
han~ling plea agreements. A consistent format is used which carefully follows the 
requirement of current law: Summarizing the official charges, stating that the 
defendant is pleading guilty because the defendant is in fact guilty, including the 
maximum penalty, what would. be involved if a trial was elected including the privilege 
against self-incrimination, and advising that the defendant waives all rights as is set 
forth in the documents if the plea of guilty is accepted. Furthermore, the defendant 
is apprised that the court and the probation officer will be advised of the extent, nature 
and scope of the defendant's conduct, including all matters of aggravation and 
mitigation. Finally, the defendant is warned that the sentencing judge is neither a 
party to nor . is bound by the agreement and is free to impose the maximum penalty 
as set forth in the document. The document provides for the signature of the United 
States Attorney, the Assistant United States Attorney, the defendant and the defendant's 
attorney. · 

It is our experience that the above· comprehensive plea agreement procedure, only 
in rare instances, effectively influences the sentencing outcome. These agreements 
usually provide for the prosecutor to make no recommendation as to the appropriate 
finding or sentence, or not to oppose the imposition of a probationary sentence, or 
reference to restitution or a fine. Instead of influencing the sentencing decision, we 
believe that the plea bargaining effectively controls the prosecutor's behavior. It 
is our experience that what . is being bargained for in most instances is the position 
the prosecutor will take at the time of sentencing, and what he will say or not say. 
This is significant for studies have confirmed that the prosecutor's behavior during 
sentencing hearings can be a significant determinate of the sentencing outcome. Judicial 
officers tend to follow prosecutor's recommendations for a number of reasons. These 
reasons include the prosecutor's credibility in the respective court, the method of 
presentation and what is emphasized. 

With respect to the appropriate limits of judicial scrutiny of the. negotiated plea 
agreements, we believe that based on our experience in this district, there will be 
little activity requiring judicial involvement. Again, we believe this would depend 
on the role plea bargaining will pay in the process, depending on the policy decision 
as to whether the guideline system will be based on the overall offense severity or 
to the counts to which the defendant pled or is found guilty. 

This policy decision will also have an impact on the extent to which prosecutors and defense 
attorneys can stipulate to the underlying facts of an offense in deciding which guideline 
sentence should apply. Under a system of "charge bargaining" the stipulation between 
prosecutor and defense attorney will become intense, subject to abuse and manipulation. 
We are concerned that in this respect defendants with little resources and status will 
not be able to bargain effectively, while white collar offenders with adequate resources 
will successfully reduce the charge to fit the mandatory guideline sentence that can 
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be negotiated between prosecutor and defense counsel. This is due to the fact that 
-many white collar offenders retain private counsel months prior to indictment and 
bargaining begins at that early stage. Many indigent defendants do not obtain counsel 
until actual arrest or after the indictment has been returned. We envision that, stepwise, 
the process will involve determining what sentence is appropriate in the view of the 
pros-ecutor and defense counsel. When this decision has been r~ached, the charge will 
be accommodated or reduced accordingly to reflect the previously agreed upon sentence. 
This could result in the system's failure to operate in an effective and just manner 
which was the justification for developing guidelines in the first place. 

Cooperation. We envision similar problems in dealing with the issue of cooperation 
as in dealing with plea agreements.- From the practical side, without ·cooperation by 
some defendants, it would be impossible to effectively prosecute other more culpable 
defendants in some instances. Yet, we believe it is more important to consider the 
overall public policy consideration. This is based on our conviction that the perception 
of the criminal justice system can be an effective tool in the crime control mechanism. 
It is important for the public to perceive the system as rational, effective and fair. 
We believe that the present law provides for sufficient flexibility to accommodate 
a reward system for defendants who cooperate with the government. This can be done 
through the 25% range between the· top and bottom of the sentencing range. 
Specifically, defendants who cooperate could be given the bottom range. We suspect 
also that judges will be inclined to. give sentences below the guidelines as provided 
by law for mitigating circumstances. On a practical level, if such a sentence should 
fall well below the guidelines, only an appeal by the prosecutor could effectively 
challenge such a judicial decision. Obviously, if a defendant cooperates with the 
prosecutor, there will be no challenge and the reasons provided by the court as mitigating 
circumstances would remain valid and unchallenged. 

Not withstanding the practical-contribution of giving credit to defendants who cooperate, 
we find significant proble~s that would support a rejection of any further identification 
or adjustment consideration. These problems are: 

1) · The issue of deciding what is "cooperati.on" and the extent of cooperation. 

2) The unfairness to defendants who would like to cooperate but have nothing to offer. 

3) One-defendant indictments involving isolated matters would discriminate against 
such defendants where cooperation is not applicable. 

We hope the above information will assist the Commission. 

GFA:bz 

Respectfully, 

~~~;;#I-
G. frederick Allen, Ph.D. 
U.S. Probation Officer 
Tel: FTS: 387-572.6 
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OFFICE OF THE 

PROBATION OFFICER 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA· 

719 13TH ST .. N.W. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005·3982 

EUGENE WESLEY, JR. 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER September 16, 1986 

U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1200-A 
Washington, D.C. ·20004 

MEMORANDUM 

FROM: Tobin P. Sullivan 
U.S. Probation Officer 

SUBJECT: Plea Agreements. 

The following is provided as a response to the issue. 
regarding the proper role of plea agreements in a sentencing 
guidelines system. ~gain, I appreciate an opportunity 
to provide input on this subject mat~er. 

Recognizing that approximately 90% of federal criminal 
cases are presently disposed of by guilty pleas, the 
preservation of this procedure for practical reasons is 
essential to an expeditious handling of the volume of 
cases confronting the feder~l criminal system. Accordingly, 
in this officer's opinion, a plea disposition should carry 
incentives set forth in the guidelines which would reflect 
in some way the defendant's election to plead to a 
particular offense. This would serve to encourage pleas 
thereby removing the Government from the obligation of 
prosecuting a particular· case which often results in a 
significant expense for the taxpayer. In addition, a 
downward sentencing adj.ustment for defendant • s who plead 
guilty would also serve to recognize the defendant's 
admission of responsibility for his behavior and level 
of remorsefulness. 

With respect to a plea agreement, recognizing that 
the legislative history of the Sentencing Reform Act 
demonstrates congressional concern that plea agreements 
not be used to · circumvent the sentencing guidelines, it 

() 
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would necessarily follow that some level of judicial 
scrutiny exist regarding negotiated plea agreements. With 
regard to specific standards, in this officer's opinion 
the plea agreement should not serve- to minimize the 
particular offense behavior or prevent the Court from 

_ ~onsidering all elements of the offense i.e., the various 
"harms" which are of an aggravating significance. As 
an example, the entering of a plea of guilty or nolo 
contendere to a charged offense or to a lesser or related 
offense should not prevent the Court from fashioning an 
ultimate disposition which would consider the entire offense 
behavior. However, as previously indicated, the sentencing 
guidelines should provide a downward sentencing adjustment 
for individuals who fully acknowledge their culpability 
and remorsefulness which is demonstrated through a plea 
disposition. 

~vi th respect to "charge bargaining" under Rule 
ll(e)(l)(B), while th~ United States Attorney may make 
a recommendation, or agree not to oppose the defendant's 
request for a particular sentence, this position should 
only be in the form of a recommendation to the Court and 
should -once again not prevent the Court from considering 
the ·totality of the offense which would include various 
aggravating circumstances. Relative ·-to "sentence 
bargaining" under Rule ll(e)(l)(C), the· United States 
Attorney'-s recoiilltlendation with regard to a specific sentence 
would· again serve only as a recommended disposition. 
Generally, the Court should retain- a level of judicial 
scrutiny promulgated through specific guidelines and policy 
statements sufficient to the extent that the end result 
reduces sentencing disparity which is an objective of 
the Sentencing Reform Act. Finally, the plea agreement 
should not represent a format for Government or defense 
attorneys to be used to circumvent_ the sentencing 
guidelines. 

With regard to an offender's level of cooperation 
with authorities in investigations and prosecutions, it 
has long been recognized that this practice is an accepted 
and fruitful tool to prosecutors. As in the case of plea 
agreements, various levels of cooperation should be 
objectively identified and given relative downward 
adjustments in this officer's estimation. However, strict 
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guidelines should be applied when assessing an individual's 
lev~l of cooperat~on with regard to an investigation. 
Again, any downward incremental adjustments with regard 
to a sent~nde should not depreciate the particular offense 
behavior.· When ~ssessing the appropriate level of downward 
adjustment, the sentencing Judge should have the ultimate 
decision making authority. However, this decision should 
be -based upon information provided by the prosecutor arid 
defense attorney. 

TPS:dlr 

1.n P. llivan 
.S. Probation Officer 

Phone: 633-0440 
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September 18, 1986 

William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
u. s. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave. N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20004 

Re: Your letter August .20 

Mr. Wilkins: 

In response to your letter regarding topic 
of the Commission's September 23 hearing--the 
proper role of pl·ea agreements in a sentencing 
guideline system--the Courts & Convictions Committee 
of the Mayor of Dallas Criminal Justice Task Force 
met yesterday and took the following positions 
regarding the- questions you posed: 

1. 

2. 

GUILTY PLEAS: We would oppose sentencing 
guidelines providing a downward sentencing 
adjustment for defendants who plead guilty. 
We would make no distinctions between a defendant 
who pleads guilty and one who stands trial 
and is subsequently found guilty. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS: To impose. restrictive guidelines 
on the process of plea bargaining is to destroy 
the ability of the prosecutor and defense 
attorneys to negotiate the best results. 
We do not see this process as being the purview 
of the judge. To make him a viable player 
would require virtually trying the case for 
his benefit and background. This is impractical. 

3. COOPERATION: Virtually the same answer is 
used here as in Plea Agreements. In the 
shortest statement, "It's not now broken 
so don't mess with it." To impose any new 
restrictions or "guidelines" is to simply 
complicate an already u~necessarily complicated 
process. To attempt to grade "levels or 

EDITORIAL BOARD 
PROFESSORS OF ECONOMICS: DR. FRIEDRICH A. VON HAYEK, University of Freiburg, W. Germany•DR. S. CHARLES MAURICE, Texas A&M University •DR. ROGER LEROY 
MILLER, Clemson University•DR. THOMAS R. SAVING, Texas A&M University•DR. RICHARD H. TIMBERLAKE, JR., University of Georgia•DR. ROBERT TOLLISON, George 
Mason University• DR. GORDON TULLOCK, George Mason University 
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quality of cooperation" is to impart more knowledge 
of human nature than we believe the judges now have 
and we're quite sure the attorneys and prosecutors 
do not have. · 

We have necessarily tried to keep our comments as 
brief as possible but e~ch reflects protracted discussions 
with a group of qualified observers. 

SEE:sz 

Very truly yours, 

~17,~ 
Sherrill E. Edwards 
President 



DAN W. STOWERS 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

PROBATION OFFICE 

September 19, 1986 

The Honorable. William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W ., Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

517 E. WISCONSIN AVE. 

620 FEDERAL BUILDING 

MILWAUKEE. WI 53202 

PHONE: 414-291·1425 

FTS: 362-1425 

r am pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the issues raised in 
your letter of August 20. I took the liberty of sharing your letter with each 
of our District Judges. One of the Judges has responded with a few of his candid 
thoughts and has authorized me to make them available to you. His letter is 
enclosed. . We are all watching the ·work of your Commission with great 
appreciation for the task before you and equal concern over the importance 
of your work. 

As to the questions posed in your letter, please accept the following, which 
. is for the most part the product of my discussions. with other probation officers 
in our district and my own views on the subjects. I cannot, of course, speak 
for the court. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

You noted empirical studies which have shown Judges impose more severe 
sentences after jury or court verdicts. There are, of course, a number of reasons 
which contribute to this, not the least of which is the attitude of the defendant. 
It is our experience the level of cooperation and expressions of remorse are 
usually much more limited with defendants who have received a guilty verdict. 
This intangible quality is quite often the common thread which links these 
defendants. As. one of our Judges has suggested, we are all impressed with 
a defendant who admits his wrongdoing and steps forward to accept his 
punishment and begins the rehabilitation process. To what extent the court 
or others involved in the sentencing process are . influenced by a defendant's 
decision to exercise his constitutional right to trial is, at best, uncertain. I 
see insurmountable problems with any guideline for downward sentencing 
adjustments for defendants who plead guilty. Much like the plea bargaining 
process, it seems efficient and streamline. However, to do so would give the 
government a bargaining chip which would, I feel, conflict with the sanctity 
of the court. I urge you to make no distinction between a defendant who pleads 
guilty and one who stands trial. 
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PLEA· AGREEMENTS 

No limitation should be placed on the discretion of the court as to the kind 
of plea agreements which can be acceptable or rejected beyond the existing 
Federal Rules. . To cite a practical reference, just this week in court one of 
our Judges, in accepting a plea of guilty, placed the defendant on the stand 
and after questioning her at length, the Judge dismissed the plea agreement 
because essentially the defendant had failed · to acknowledge, inspite of the 
written agreement, her wrongdoing. Were the Judge not to have discretion 
in confronting the defendant as to what actually happened in the offense behavior 
in. a non...:.threatening, non-technical manner, the system would lose a very 
important ch~ck and balanc.e~ We are also concerned over limitations plea 
agreements often place on the needs of the victim. This, of course, goes to 
the much broader question 'of overall offense severity and the probation officers 
dilemma with providing a complete picture to the sentencing Judge of exactly 
what happened in addition to what is· charged in the Indictment or even admitted 
to in the plea agreement. We hope you will not promulgate standards which 
will limit our ability to . incorporate overall offense severity into the sentencing 
process. 

On the other hand, issues are frequently raised at the sentencing stage which 
unduly complicate the sentencing process and could have been resolved in the 
plea negotiations.· Restitution is a typical area where concrete figures should 
be agreed to prior to the sentencing hearing or at the very least, at the change 
of plea hearing. As you suggest in your letter, we see internal contradictions 
with a system which permits negotiations which could exclude information 
essential to the uniform and accurate assessment of offense and offender ranking. 
We . cannot envision a system· which would· place any limitation whatsoever on 
the nature and quantity of information provided to the court in carrying out 
the sentencing function. 

COOPERATION 

To some extent, the matter of cooperation goes to my earlier comments 
concerning the defendant's attitude. Both human nature and common practice 
suggest that one's level of cooperation and attitude at all stages of the criminal 
justice system influence the decisions being made. I urge you to leave the 
prosecutor· with the widest. latitude in extending to defendants credit for 
cooperation through limiting their sentencing exposure. Given the very nature 
of the sentencing process, I. cannot fathom a guideline system which could 
adequately quantify the extremes in levels of cooperation. Downward and upward 
adjustment is a fact of life in the present system. Continuity and disparity, 
to what extent they can and are being controlled, are now the exclusive domain 
of the prosecutor. I cannot suggest a manner in which the court could or should 
be placed in a position to grant specific levels of credit or to withhold credit 
based on the defendant's level of cooperation. Regardless, this human quality 
cannot be removed from the sentencing process. The defendant's level of 
cooperation as a factor in sentencing is here to stay regardless of what you 
may promulgate. 
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I hope you will find these suggestions useful. We are looking forward to 
receiving the earliest possible draft of your guidelin·es as we are anxious to 

. begin what we perceive as the awesome task of implementing the product of 
your work. 

DWS/vlh 
Enclosure 

Sincerely yours, 

~ l.._ Q.J'--. 0 .. ... ... .. 
·~w;ri, . 

Chief U. S. Probation Officer 

- =-·--;;;;;;. 
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September 3, 1986 

Mr. Dan W. Stowers 
Chief Probation Officer 
Eastern District of Wisconsin 
517 E. Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202 

Dear Dan: 

With reference to your memo requesting comments on the 
Sentencing Commission's inquiries, I have the following thoughts 
to offer on these very complex_ issues. 

Guilty Pleas As stated, there are a number of philo
sophic and practic~l reasons why judges impose ·lower sentences 
after a plea of guilty. For one, I am much more impressed with a 
defendant who evidences remorse after his arrest· and proceeds to 
enter a plea of guilty, than the defendant who is struck with 
remorse after the jury returns a verdict of guilty. Either the 
sentencing guidelines should provide a downward sentence adjust
ment for a defendant who pleads guilty or an exception to the 
guidelines should be recognized where pleas of guilty are 
received. In other words, this could be one of the fac-tors that 
would justify a trial judge dropping below the guidelines in 
cases where pleas were entered. Caution of course has to be 
exercised to avoid setting up a policy which discourages legiti
mate defenses to criminal charges. 

Plea Agreements I don't know of any judge who considers 
himself bound by the recommended sentence in any plea agreement •. 
In fact as you know, in this district it's a rarity when the plea 
agreement contains any specific recommendation. I realize that 
this is customarily done in state court but hopefully that will 
never come to pass here in the Eastern District. For some time 
now I have been deeply concerned about the court's role in 
accepting plea agreements, especially when the summary of the 
facts presented by the Assistant United States Attorney fre
quently includes all the elements of the other charges pending 
against the defendant which the agreement provides are -to be 
dismissed. Up to now, with one exception, I have gone along with 
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the plea agreement. Other judges argue that counsel for the 
government and defense are in a much better position to make the 
evaluations and to determine the strengths and weaknesses of 
their various positions than the judge is and therefore we should 
be able to rely upon their agreement. That comes very close to a 
rubber stamp approach in my judgment. I really don't see where_ 
the new sentencing guidelines are going to change that or make it 
any more difficult. Maybe I've overlooked some of the provisions 
that the Committee is considering, but on the surface it appears 
that we're still going to have to apply the same standards as 
before. 

Defendant's Cooperation This has always been a diffi
cult matter to assess. I dislike numerical evaluations but, for 
lack of a better approach, I wondering if a score could not be 
assigned to the defendant based upon (a) the· value of the 
information submitted; (b) the voluntariness of the information; 
(c) corroboration of existing facts; and (d) whether such 
information would have been obtained with or without defendant's 
cooperation. There may be some other factors that prosecutors 
would like to have included in the formula but then attach five 
for the highest in each of the categories and lesser amounts as 
you go down the line. Allow the defendant's counsel to object to· 
the evaluation submitted by the United States Attorney and let 
them refer to it in their in-court statements at time of sen
tencing. I see no need for an evidentiary hearing but merely an 
opportunity to alert the court as to any disagreement that might 
exist between prosecutor and defense counsel and the specific 
area of dispute. 

For what it's worth, these are my off the top of the 
head comments. Thanks for keeping us informed. · 

Very truly yours, 

TJC:bf 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO 

PROBATION OFFICE 

September 18, 1?86 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, u. S. Sentencing Commdssion 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. c. 20004 

~ar Judge Wilkins: 

This is in reply to your letter dated August 20, 1986 requesting our 

input on guilty pleas, plea bargains, and 90operation. 

Guilty Pleas 

P.O. BOX 1994 

FARMINGTON 87401 

50!5-325-7506 

U.S. COURTHOUSE 

LAS CRUCES 88001 

!505-523-8223 

U.S. COURTHOUSE 

ROSWELL 88201 

505-622-2658 

P.O. BOX 2 246 

SANTA FE 87501 

505-988-6638 

The sentencing guidelines should provide a downward sentencing adjustment 

for defendants who plead guilty. Plea bargains are designed to benefit 

.both the defendant and the U. S. Attorney. The defendant is allowed 

to plead to a lesser charge or to few counts and the U. S. Attorney 

saves the e}{pense and t.ilre- necessary .to try the individual, or he 

receives a plea on a case in which his evidence is somewhat dubious. 

It could be ar_gued that the defendant has received his just reward for 

his guilty plea by facing a lesser sentence which, on occasion, is 

substantial. However, practically thinking, plea bargain agreements 

do help in the processing of some cases more efficiently. 

Plea Ag:reenents. 

The Court currently has the power to accept or reject plea bargain 

agreements. However, the Court usually has limited infonnation regarding 

the crime at the t.ilre of the plea. The Sentencing Commission could 

suggest that the Courts require that at the t.ilre of plea, the prosecution 

provide the Court a prosecution version and a viet~ impact statement 

agreed upon by both the defense and the prosecution. The Court, with 

this infonnation, could more objectively make a decision on the proposed 

plea bargain~ The Sentencing Comrndssion should direct the Court to 
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closely· sciutinize the plea bargain for indications that depreciates 
the seriousness of the crirre or that it. is being used to circumvent · 
the sentencing guidelines. If it appears that this is occurring, the. 
Court should be_directed to reject the plea and to indicate to the 
pros~cution or the defense the spe.ci~ic concerns. 

As indicated in the prior section,, plea bargaining is .a'.necessary part
of the judicial system. However I with sorre careful review by the Court I 
charge bargaining under Rule 11 {e)( 1) {B) e.an ° be adequately controlled. · _· 
As to sentencing bargaining under Rule- 1l{e) { 1) {-C), this has· never been· 
a problem in our· district since our judges on only a very rare occas-ion 
will allow this kind of bargaining. -·However, the· :U.. s.. Sentencing · 
Commission could make a policy staterren_t to the effect that the 
sentencing Courts should have a complete presentence·report prior to 
accepting any sentence bargaining. 

To what ~xtent can prosecutors and defense attorneys stipulate to the 
. underline facts of an offense and the offender'.s "behavior when such 
factors rrandate a certain sentencing result? This .ts the portion that 

· appears to be the loophole in the U. S.. Sentencing -Commission's 
sentencing format. The U. S. Attorney could use plea bargaining to 
control the sentencing process through a series of stipulations with 
the defense concerning the aggravated and mitigating factors·. Since 
the Court is not privy to all the information surrounding the offense, 
this would allow for- the U. S. Attorney to be placed in a ve:ry secure 
position in controlling the sentencing process. 

Cooperation 

The U. S. Sentencing ·Commission and their policy staterrent should · · 
basically state that cooperation is a necessary aspect ·in solving cases. 
They have placed themselves in a· precarious and sometimes dangerous 
position. -

In the past, individuals who have cooperated with investigators 
{inforrrants,_ victims, witnesses, etc.) or the prosecution, have faced 
either repercussions from the defendant, codefendants, or other 
individuals associated with the case in one form or another. 
Consequently, to encourageJ a cooperation which is necessary in a high 
percentage of the criminal l.nvestigations, the cooperating parties 
should be corq;)ensated coil'IIEnsurate to the level or degree of cooperation. 

Offenders who have cooperated should be given .a relatively downward 
adjustment from the otherwise applicable sentenc~. The appropriate 

_downward adjustrrent should be deterinined by the prosecutor since he 
is in the position to know the true and potential value of the 
cooperation. This information, on many occa,sions, would not be disclosed 
because of pending or ongoing investigations using the. cooperation. from 
the offender or the information that he provided. 
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.r hope that my respond to your :inqu1.r1.es ·are helpful. If you need any 
further information, please do not hes.l.tate to contact rre. 

t 

V1 

/mlm 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

PROBATION OFFICE 

BEAL KIDD 
CHIEF PROBATION OFP'ICBR 

September 19, 1986 
POST OFFICE BOX 547 

POST OFFICE BUILDING 

LITTLE ROCK 72203 

AREA CODE &01 

378-8748 

Mr. William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
U. S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

FTS: 7~0-15748 

In response to your letter of August 20, 1986, I would
like to provide the following response: 

GUILTY PLEAS 

We, in the Eastern District of Arkansas, feel the sentencing 
guidelines should not provide a downward sentencing adjustment 
for defendants who plead guilty. We feel no distinction 
should be made at the time of sentencing concerning a plea 
of guilty or a jury trial. By giving a lesser sentence for 
a plea of guilty a defendant·is being penalized for requesting 
a trial. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

We feel plea ~greements should not be binding on the Court. 
,The entire offense behavior should be taken into account 
by the sentencing Judge and the defendant should be sentenced 
accordingly. The sentencing Judge should be able to sentence 

_above the guidelines if the Court feels a plea agreement 
is being u~ed to circumvent the sentencing guidelines .. 

COOPERATION 

Any cooperation given to the Government by the defendant 
should be noted in a written statement to the Court and 
furnished to the Probation Office prior to the preparation 
of the presentence~report. We feel no distinction should 
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be made in the range guidelines allowing for booperatlon 
by the defendant. If a downward ·adjustment i~:r ·rriade· "in ;tpe 
guideline range because of a def~ndant's coo~ei~tion~ ortl~· 

. the sentencing Judge should be able to make th.is . downward 
adjustment. 

Please feel free to contact me at any. time if you d~sire 
additional information. 

Officer 

GWD: gc · 

'\:. 

· .... : ~ 
•.'•, 



LEWIS D. FRAZIER 

CHIEF PROBATION OFFiCER 

253 U.S. COURT HOUSE 

811 GRAND AVENUE 

KANSAS CITY 64106 

816·374·3921 

C FTS: 758·3921 J 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

PROBATION OFFICE 

September 15, 1986 

Springfield 
REPLY TO:------------

Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, Northwest 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

SUITE 415 

300 SOUTH JEFFERSON 

SPRINGFIELD 65806 

417·831·4494 

I FTS: 754·2704 J 

Re: Proper Ro·le of Plea Agreements 
in- a Sentencing Guid~l·ines 
System -. September 23, 1986, Hearing 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

This is in response to your letter of August 20, 1986, requesting 
input ·regarding the consideration of guilty pleas, plea 
agreements, and· defendant's cooperation in the development of 
sentencing guidelines. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

In theory, defendants should not be subjected to more severe 
punishment for exercising their legal rights to go to trial. 
In practice, the plea ba.rgaining process almost always results 
in reducing defendant's exposure tb sentencing penalties. 

In writer's opinion, sentencing. guidelines should be developed 
so they are "practical." Therefore, they should reflect the 
practice of a downward sentencing . adjustment in cases where 
defenaants "admit" their guilt and save the government and 
taxpayers the expense of trials. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

In writer's opinion, there should be no limits placed upon the 
Court's scrutiny of negotiated plea agreements except for those 
noted in Rule 11 and the sentencing guidelines. In addition 
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to the s_tandards of Rule 11, the Court should advi_se the defendant 
of the sent~ncing guideline which applies and of the possibility 
of ~entencing above or below the guidelines. The impact of 
the Sentencing Reform Act on Rule 11'( e) ( 1) appears to be 
significant. The impact on "charge bargaining" will not be 
as significant as_ the impact on "sentence bargaining .. " However, 
it is · .conc~ivable the government. attorney could agree not to 
appeal i£ the·court sentences the defendant below the guidelines. 
The extent to which prosecutors and defense attorneys are· able 
to stipulate to underlying facts of an offense will probably 
be little different under the Sentencing Reform Act than the 
extent to which they are able ·to stipulate· under the present 
statutes. This will probably be a major part of the plea 
agreement process in the future. Unfortunately, the Sentencing 
Reform Act provisions may very likely place too much of the 
judiciary's present a~thority over the sentencing process in 
the hands of the executive branch. The sentence will be 
determined to a large degree by the charge -that is filed by 
the attorney for the government. 

COOPERATION 

The sentencing guidelines should recognize cooperation with' 
authorities, in addition to recognizing guilty pleas, when the 
cooperation results in the successful prosecution of other 
defendants. Different levels of cooperation should be objectively 
identified and result in variable downward adjustments. The 
sentencing court should decide the appropriate level of adjustment 
after reviewing a written agreement between the prosecutor and 
defense counsel. The Court should also resolve by a preponderance 
of the evidence any disputes regarding the level or quality 
of cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Charles L. Cla~k, Ph.D~ 

Senior U. S~ Probation Officer 

CLC:skt 
(Typed 09/19/86) 
cc: Mr. Lewis D. Frazier, Chief U. S. Probation Officer, 

Kansas City, Missouri 
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WILLIAM D. GRAVES 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER PLEASE REPLY TO: 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

PROBATION DEPARTMENT 

September 19, 1986 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
U. S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

C-122 U.S. COURT HOUSE 

DENVER 80294 

303-844-4155 

P.O. BOX 3066 

HIGH MAR STATION 

BOULDER 80307 

303-497·5371 

2040C N. ACADEMY BLVD. 

COLORADO SPRINGS 80909 

303·574-8615 

P.O. BOX 3508 

GRAND JUNCTION 81501 

303·245-5396 

Thank you for again allowing me to commeht on ·those important 
policy issues that the Sentencing Commission must address before 
it completes its draft on sentencing guidelines. My responses, 
which have incorporated comments from a number of court officials, 
will address those specific issues requested in the same order 
that you have posed them. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

An argument could possibly be made for a downward sentencing 
adjustment for those defendants who enter pleas of guilty as they 
have, ostensible, made the first step toward their rehabilitation 
by admitting guilt. A more forceful argument, however, must be 
made for not enhancing penal ties simply because that individual 
elected to exercise his constitutional right to a trial on the 
issues. My observation is that those individuals who enter guilty 
pleas generally do so to reduced charges and that in itself is 
a "downward sentencing adjustment." My strong recommendation 
here is there not be, must not be, any distinction in guidelines 
between an individual who pleads guilty and one who stands trial 
and is subsequently found guilty. 

PLEA AGREElwlENTS 

The U. S. Supreme Court [Santobello v. New York, 404 US 257, 260 
92 S.Ct 495, 498, 30 L. Ed.2d 427 {1971)] has indicated that plea 
bargaining is an essential component in the administration of 
justice and, if properly administered (emphasis added), it is 
to be encouraged. Properly administered is the operative phrase 
in that opinion. Plea bargaining must be consistent with· achieving 
justice, and the appearance of achieving justice, and must not 
be solely for the sake of expediency. As I indicated in my July 
3, 1986 letter on sentencing alternatives, I ·firmly believe that 
most disparity occurs long before the Court is involved in 
sentencing. I am not aware of any empirical studies on this issue 
but I believe that greater disparity occurs as a result of plea 
bargaining than because of decisions of sentencing judges. 
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There are many reasons that a prosecution ends with a plea agreement 
and many of them are not in the ·public. interest. , 'Although· the 
,following is not based in fact, 't:he reality' is th.at some prosecutors 
are lazy and ·some fear disclosing the government's improi)rieties 
during an investigation. Others p~tronize prominent. defense lawyers 
for possible future employment advantages: .and some ··c1o.· incompetent 
investigations. A proper plea agreement ihould allow the def~ndant 
the. opportunity to confront his guilt and begin the rehabilitative 
process but must also serve to protect the public from the 
unconscionable plea that creates _·a disrespect .for the ~udicial 
proc~ss. One of the principal obje~tives 6f the criminal justice 
system is to develop respect for the law among -those who choose· 
to viola-te it. To generate that respec·t, there must . be both the 
appearance,: and the reality, of integrity in the process. 

The plea negotiation process itself distorts the public's perception 
of the judicial system. The focus is now removed from what the 
accused did to defense counsel's role as a "broker", looking for 
the best deal for his client. That is not in the best interest 
of the defendant, who is cheated in the rehabilitative process 
by never having to come to grips with his· behavior, and is not 
in the best interest of the administration of justice. The public's 

·confidence in the judicial system has suffered because of the 
publicity surrounding "plea bargain" abuses. 

Judges in this district have not accepted plea bargains under 
Rule 11 (e) ( 1) (C). Their view is that the Court must retain full 
sentencing discretion and they have often requested full 
explanations before . accepting any "charge bargaining" under Rule 
ll(e)(l)(B). That approach has avoided some of the negative reasons 
for pl~a bargaining noted earlier. It is obvious that plea bargains 
will be used to circumvent the sentencing guidelines. Plea bargains 
are manipulated now with an eye to the ParoleCommission Guidelines. 
There is a need for more judicial control over the acceptance 
of plea agreements and to that end we would recommend the following 
mechanisms: 

1. The Court must be able to take into account total offense 
behavior in determining an appropriate sentence and the 
Sentencing Commission must take that same information into 
account in arriving at an appropriate offense severity level. 
The fact that the Sentencing Commission will consider total 
offense behavior must be made known to defendant at the time 
of arraignment; 
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2. The· Court needs to exercise its discretionary: authority to 
accept or reject plea agreem~nts, either· at· the time of 
arraignment or after the pre~entende report is completed. 
The Court must look at each plea agreemerit carefully and 
accept only those that meet the ends of justic·e {a free and 
voluntary admission of guilt that is in the puhlic interest) 
and reject those that do not meet that standard. Appellate 
courts have held that neither the Go~ernment nor the defendant 
have the right to have 2. ·plea agreement accepted and they 
have allowed the Court a reasonable discretion in rejecting 
iridividual agreements. 

3. The prosecutor should be required to make a full explanation 
of the reason for the plea agreement at the time the plea 
is tendered and should include in that explanation a statement 
about the prosecutor's view of relative culpability of 
codefendants and associates. 

To permit prosecutors and defense attorneys to stipulate to the 
underlining facts of an offense, and the offenders behavior, and 
thereby control the sentencing results would be wholly unwise. 
That would only serve to magnify the flaws and faults in the 
existing plea bargaining system. The sentencing judge is the 
one person in the process who can make an independent and unbiased 
judgment. 

COOPERATION: 

It is extremely difficult for a sentencing judge to consider 
cooperation in arriving at a sentencing decision. The Court must 
be careful to maintain its role as an objective and unbiased finder 
of fact. A judge has a solemn obligation to -provide a fair trial 
for all defendants who appear before him. A defendant who 
cooperates with the government by providing testimony in the 
sentencing of a codefendant compromises the judge who must sentence 
the accomplice against who~ testimony has been given. The judge 
could then·be seen as part of the prosecution team. That obviously 
corrupts the Court and that, in turn, corrupts justice. There 
should not be any_ consideration of cooperation by the Court. 
The Department of Justice has means of rewarding cooperation without 
involving·the Co~rt and it should remain that way. Unfortunately, 
the reality is that cooperation often leads to, or includes, 
perjury, entrapment and a condoning of new criminal conduct. 
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I trust that this information will. be of assistance to the 
Sentencing Commission. I do appreciate the oppo~tunity and freedom 
to make this type of response. 

Probation Officer· 

WDG:plu 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO 

PROBATION OFFICE 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

746 U.S. POST OFFICE 
AND COURT HOUSE 

5TH AND MAIN STREET 

CINCINNATI 4 5202 

I am writing in response to your letter of August 20, 1986, 
wherein you requested input on the proper role of plea agree
ments in a sentencing guideline system. 

At the onset, I have to say that of all the letters you have 
sent, and all the questions posed in the past several months, 
this most recent one has caused me the most difficulty in for
mulating a response. In attempting to analyze my problem in 
responding to your questions, I have finally determined that 
there is no clear cut resolution of the issues raised. The 
issues you will discuss·at your September 23, 1986 hearing on 
plea agreements are difficult because they spring from a classic 
confrontation between the functions of the three branches of 
government. Congress has passed a law, and in so doing, has 
created the Sentencing Commission to formulate guidelines which 
will be applied throughout the Judiciary. However, it is the 
Justice Department, an executive branch agency, which must bring 
the charges to the Judiciary. How can the Sentencing Commission 
then have strong impact on the way the Justice Department brings 
their charges? This is the overall dilemma I faced in trying to 
answer the specific questions of your letter, and perhaps that 
dilemmcf will become more clear as I examine those problems. 

Guilty Pleas 

I believe that since most guilty pleas result from a plea agree
ment, where the defendant has already received some reward or 
benefit by being permitted to plea to a lesser included offense, 
or to reduced charges, that the Court should not be required to 
give credit again automatically through the sentencing guidelines. 
I do think, however, that the Court should have the ability to 
give credit where a defendant pleads guilty without benefit of a 
plea agreement, as this shows contrition for his criminal act. 
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Since our legal system is based partially on a premise that 
guilt must be proven and everyone is entitled to trial; it is my 
opinion that the guidelines should not make a distinction between 
defendants who plead guil-ty, and those who choose to go to trial. 
On the other hand, however, there are defendants who obviously 
go to trial for the purpose of raising frivolous defenses, or 
attempting to get judicial error; and where those tac~ics can be 
demonstrated, I believe the Court should have the ability to 
enhance the penalty it would otherwise impose. 

Plea Agreement 

Rule 11 precludes the participation of Judges in the plea bargain
ing process, but other than that, I do not think the Court should 
be limited with regard to its power to either accept or reject 
plea· ~greements. In other words, I believe the Court should 
have absolute discretion on whether or not a plea agreement is 
in the be~t interests of justice. One objective test that can 
be applied to the validity of a plea agreement is whether or not 
it compromises the integrity of the sentencing guidelines. For 
example, let us assume that a probation officer completes a pre
sentence investigation and determines the overall offense behavior 
of the defendant. He then applies the sentencing guidelines and 
the Court approves this application. However, through the plea 
agreement, the U.S. Attorney has placed a ceiling, or "cap", on 
the sentence, which .is less than what the guidelines call for~ 
In those instances, the Court should reject the plea agreement 
and require one where it can sentence within the guidelines or 
force trial. 

Now, I fully realize the difficulty in the scenario just presented. 
It assumes that the U.S. Attorney and/or the case agents have 
provided full disclosure of the defendant's participation in the 
offense. While my experience leads me to the conclusion that 
full disclosure probably occurs in 90% of the cases, I am still 
concerned about the 10% where, for whatever reason, full disclosure 
is not made. The crux of the problem lies here. It is also 
here where we get into the issue of charge bargaining, which 
again dovetails with how the stipulated fact pleas should be 
handled. And since the Constitution separates the powers of the 
Judicia~y from the powers of the Executive Branch, I cannot 
think of how the Court can effectively control what the Govern
merit chooses to tell the probation department. 

I am of the opinion that the Court should defer approval of plea 
agreements in every case until after it has received and reviewed 
the presentence investigation report. This would give the Court 
some advantage, depending on the ability of the probation officer 
to find overall offense behavior, to determine whether the plea 
agreement is in keeping with the applicable sentencing guide~ines. 
Along those same lines, the U.S. Attorney and the defendant should 
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not be permitted to enter into stipulated facts agreements which 
are inconsistent with the sentencing guidelines ·for overall 
offense behavior. Sentence bargaining, which is authorized by 
Rule ll(e)(l)(c), should be banned. I do not think that the 
Government and the defense should possess the authority to 
negotiate a plea which is based on a specific sentence outcome. 
Stipulated facts agreements lead to the same end as sent~nce 
bargaining. 

Cooperation 

Cooperation from criminal defendants is crucial to successful 
enforcement of the law, particularly in the present climate of 
public concern over the national drug problem, and the prosecu
tion of perpetrators in that area. 

I have numerous considerations on how this cooperation should 
fall into a sentencing guideline scheme: (1) Cooperating de~ 
fendants are generally rewarded by a generous plea agreement, 
and so long as that plea agreement does not attack the integrity 
of the guidelines it should be approved, as stated previously. 
(2) Outstanding cooperation should be rewarded at sentencing by 
the Court as an inducement for others in similar situations to 
cooperate and help the authorities. (3) The cooperating defend
ant may be cooperating because of remorse, or may be cooperating 
just to "save his own skin", but in either event, by crossing 
the bridge t6 cooperate with the authorities, he .is generally 
burning that bridge behind him that linked him with the criminal 
sub-culture .. (4) The Court should decide upon the significance 
of the cooperation of the defendant using the U.S. probation 
officer and his presentence investigation as. a guide. The pro
bation officer will need to rely on obj.ective facts supplied to 
him by the Government and the defendant. (5) Does the openness 
of rewarding cooperation by the Court within the sentencing 
guidelines, and through the sentencing process, create more 
potential harm to the cooperating defendant by drawing more 
attention to his deeds? (6) We must remember that the more 
deeply involved criminal has more knowledge and probably 
greater culpability; yet makes the best informant. 

The Sentencing Commission may-attempt to develope objective 
standards to measure the level ·of cooperation offered by defend
ants~ This can be looked at in at least ·two ways. How big a 
crime, or how much loss in terms of money, did the defendant 
prevent by his cooperation? Secondly, cooperation could be 

· viewed simply as an act by an individual which puts him at 
certain risks. The risks may be the same whether he is co
operating against another mailbox thief, or he is cooperating 
against the president of a corporation. 
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Certain facts about the nature of his cooperation can be delin
eated. Did the cooperation provide only intelligence informa
tion, which may lead to future prosecutions? Did he testify 
only before the Grand Jury, or in the priva~y of a case agent's 
office, or did he testify in open court? Did his cooperation 
result directly in aiding prosecution of defendants already 
known to the Government, or did his cooperation uncover new 
defendants for the Government to prosecute? Did the defendant 
participate in overt acts, such as use of a telephone, or the 
making of purchases of drugs from other defendants, putting him 
and his family at a greater risk as a result of his cooperation? 
These questions, and perhaps many others may help the Commission 
in determining how to quantify the issue of cooperation. 

It is .clear_that the intent of Congress was to create a senten~ing 
system which removes disparity and sentences defendants based on 
overall offense behavior. Guideline sentencing will go a long 
way toward standardizing the Judiciary in that regard. 

However, it is equally clear that our governmental system of 
separation of powers will inevitably continue to allow for some 
disparity to exist. This will occur so long as the Attorney 
General operates under a selective prosecution system. The 
Commission recognizes this impurity, r am sure, .as well as it 
acknowledges the political sys·tem of which we are all a part. 
We also must not overlook the effective utilization of limited 
judicial resources and not impose added time constraints on the 
system. · 

I.come back to where I began this letter. The sentencing guide
line system is going to effectively limit judicial dispari~y in 
sentencing. To the extent that prosecutors operate in the day-
light regarding overall offense behavior and their plea negotiations, 
it will approach a perfect system. 

Thank you for the chance to have input on these important issues. 

Sincerely, 

~~~ 
David E. Miller 
Supervising U.S. Probation Officer 

DEH:nm 



CHARLIE E. VARNON 
CHIEF U. S. PROBATION OFFICER 

5777 MADISON AVENUE, SUITE 240 
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 
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680 CAPITOL MALL, RM 8588 

SACRAMENTO 95814 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

PROBATION OFFICE 

BOO TRUXTUN AVE.. RM 205 
BAKERSFIELD 93301 

<805l 861·4203 • FTS 961·4203 

REPLY TO Sacramento 

S~ptember 12, 1986 

Honorable Willia~ W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States $entencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvariii Ave., N .. w., Suite-1400 
Washington, D. C. - 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

1130 "0" ST., RM 4001 
FRESNO 93721 

<209l 487·5221 · FTS 467·5221 

1135 PINE ST., RM 215 
REDDING 96001 

<916l 246·5350 • FTS 450·5350 

401 N. SAN JOAQUIN, RM 219 
STOCKTON 95202 

<209l 946·6321 • FTS 463·6321 

P. O.BOX 367 
VISALIA 93279 
(209) 734·03.17 

I offer· the following comments in r~sponse to your letter 
of August 20, 1986. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

I believe it is practically and philosophically appropriate 
to provide for a downward adjustment on the sentence of a defendant 
who pleads , guilty. To ·varying degrees, · this has been a fairly 
common practice in courts throughout the country . for many years. 
I am not· sure the Judiciary or the constitution will approve 
formalization of this practice, -but I sincerely hope so. 
Naturally,. defendants must not be punished for exercising their 
right to trial, but it should not automatically follow that to 
protect that right to· trial, no notice must be taken of defendants 
who admit their guilt and ac~ept responsibility for their criminal 
actions. · 

I believe formal adjustments provided for in the guide! ines 
will reduce disparity in the amount of credit defendants already 
get for pleading guilty. Frankly, I believe this formal procedure 
may provide even greater protection of the rights . of certain 
defendants. Ev~n as I now write, there is a file sitting on 
my desk involving a defendant who is about to plead guilty to 
misprison of a felony. Our pre-plea investigation suggests a 
strong probability that the defendant is not guilty of the crime. 
With advice of counsel, he is expected to enter a plea of guilty 
in hopes of getting a .lenient sentence rather than risking three 
years in prison by going to trial. As a practical matter, based 
on the extremely 1 imi ted involvement of this defendant and his 
unblemished prior social and criminal record, it is almost assured 
that he would get ·a probation disposition even if he went to 
trial. Under the guidelines system where a fixed rate of 

_ adjustment is established for gui 1 ty· pleas and there is 
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much-increased certainty as to sentence hased on ·circumstances 
·.of the crime and the characteristics of the defendant, thi~ 

particular defendant would be in a ciuch-improved positiori to 
exercise inf6rmed judgment regarding the plea bargain offered 
by the ·government. I honestly ·believe a formal adjustment for 
admission of gui 1 t · would ·not result in fewer and could . pass i bly 

· r~s~lt·in more jury trials. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS :. 

Before respon~ing to this inquiry, I must share ~y·obs~rvation 
that .as the Commission gets closer to finalizing the guidelines,· 
questions get much more d~fficult. 

In response to your inquity_ regarding plea agreements, I 
belie~e, absent a major chang~ In at le~st the philosophy if 
not the legality of the judges' duties, few guidelines and little 
cha.nge . in the judge's roll , in the plea ne·go.tiation process will 
be n~tessary. · · 

·-By severe1l years of observation and careful review of Rule .11 
and the Advisory Committee notes to that rule, I am convinced 
by practice and probably by· .. intent of· the rule, the judge's primary 
function . is· to insure that the·. plea is knowledgeable, voluntary, 
and has a bas._is in fact. · Except for consideration of the views 

·.of the :parties and the. int~rest of the. ·public in nolo contendere 
. pleas, the judge .is ·only required·. to see that the .rights of. the 
defendant. _are not abridged whe,n. a guilty plea is entered. In 
our advl.~ary system, it :is· the 'government :and not the court which· 
is primarily respons.ibi:e for . _rept~senting the ·interest and the 
rights of·. the \public whic-h· has be·en and· may well . again be the 
victim of· the crimihal defendant. The court ·determirie~ the 
threshold issue·· that. there ·is a factual basis at least for the 

, crime to. which the defeildant offers to plead guilty. It _has 
·not been. a common practice· nor may it even be. practical to expect 
the. court· to make sufficient inquiry so as to determine that· 
th~re is_. not a. factual basis ·to suppbrt the belief th~t the 
defendant is· guilty of a much more serious .crime or of a whole 
lot more c_rimes ·than that. to .which he is offering to plead guilty. 
The manner . in which your question is. posed suggests that judges . 
may be _expected to disapprove plea·. agreements because they ar·e 
inappropriat;ely· favorable to .the· defendant and do·. not adequately 
protect the c9mmunity thereby. circumventing the gui_delines 
sentencin~ system~ I am not·sure a guidelines system of sentencing 
can achieve that goal. I think we must rely on the pros~cutor 
to protect the interest. of the public and as· I recall ·his· oath 
of office ~entibns,_ at least in passing, that duty. 
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. Uhder our pres~nt sistem, plea agreements are not 
except~ortally .ttoublesb~e~ ~ The government may agree to accept 
a ple~ ·. to Count One on ·the c~ndi tion that the ~emaining counts 

·be· dismissed and · upon· the- furthe.r e_ondi tion that ·the government· 
will offer. a· not?--binding recommendation .as to a .spec.ific sentence. 
Frequently, . the··· .: single-count .· convict·ion carri~s a penalty of 
15-20· years. · The judge is. free to :impose a sentence within the _ 
range .of ·zero· to fifteen or t~enty ... years. . As a result of the-

. operatiO.n .. · of . 'our pcirole. laws-, . a 15-year sentence ·_m~y. result in 
no mor~-.-ti~e actually served i~ prison than· a 30 br 45~year 
~entence~ .. depend~ng on. the parole eligibility fixed by the coutt~ · 
Under the system, .. there i.s lit.tle infringement upon the discretion 
of the c'ourt, ·the go.vern·men_t "may :riot .be giving up anything .. in 
real prison}:~im~, and the d~fense attorney saves face by informing 
his client · that· he tut the possible maximum ·s~nten~e from 60 
to.-20 y~ars. · 

. As I understand the Sentencing Reform: Act and -the present 
draft of . th~. ·guidelines system, the plea ag~eement will have· 
substantially· more real 'impact on sente11ce Ut:lder .. th~ -gl.lidelines. 
For _eiam~le, under our present plea-negotiation syst~m if a 

·defendant pleads gui 1 ty to one bank robbery and two more bank. 
robberies· .are dismissed as conditions of that plea ··agreement·, 
the- ·parole guidelines for ·a poor risk are 78 to . 100 months, .. 
assuming the weight of the evidence shows he committed the other 
.two· robberies. ·If t.he same defendant pleads guilty to all three 
bank robberies, the· parole guideli.nes are still .78 to 100· months. 
Under the new system, if the first bank·robbery carried a mid-range 
guidelines sentence of approximately eight years, the . defendant 
would pick up another four to -five years for· the two additional 
robberies under the multiple-related harms' table. Conversely, 
if tho~e~ other two· counts are dismissed, the ·defendant· would 
save four to five years in real time in ·pri$on as . a result of 
the plea· ~greement. 

·As· I indicated above, it may not· be practical ·to expect 
the cour·t to examine t~he factual basis for all. three bank robberies 
~nd t·herafter determine that the defendant ·should be p-rosecuted 
for ail· three and· based on that determi~atiori· disapprove the' 
pl~a agreement. That would require the court to give.consideratiori 
to the evid~nce ava-ilable; the credibility of witnesses, and 
a whC?le variety of o-ther issues which the court should probably 
not be considering outside the scope of ·suppression motions o'r 
other formal pretrial proceedings~ Further, Rule 11 ·currently 

·prohibits the court.'s .parti'cipation 1n any plea agreement 
discussions and seems to. limit the court's involvement to the 

· acceptance or rejection of the ·plea agreement as set forth on· 
the record. There is· a _third option, i. e.- delaying the decision 
as to acceptance or rejection until. the court has had an 
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opportunity to consider the presentence report. The guidelines 
may provide. some mechanism by which the third option could be 
used by the court in evaluating the appropriateness of offered 
plea agreement, but I do not think it is appropriate for the 
court to examine directly the defendant regarding factual basis 
for charges the government proposes to dismiss. 

I believe the most direct approach to the possible 
. circumvention of guidelines sentencing by way of plea agreements 
·would be, through ·the Department of Justice, to establish· 
guidelines for prosecutors. · There is potential in the new 
sentencing system for placing a great deal of influence and 
responsibility with the Department of Justice in the sentencing 
process. That influence and responsibility has always existed 
.to some .degree, but it has never been quite as visible as the 
judge's sentence in open court. I believe it is entirely 
appropriate that the government be held accounta~le for its plea 
negotiation decisions, and those decisions should.be very visible 
to ·the public which the government represents. So long as the 
government has the authority to authorize prosecution in the 
first place and to select charges to be filed, the influence 
of the Department of Justice on sentencing alternatives will 
be an inherent part of our system. I believe we should recognize 
that fact and rely on the competence and professionalism of the 
Department of Justice to ensure the laws of this country are 
not circu~vented through the plea-bargaining process. To require 
increased scrutiny from the court at the plea-bargaining stage 
would seem to impinge upon the neutrality of ·the court. I believe 
public scrutiny would be more effective anyway. 

Regarding the specific questions as to how the Sentencing 
Reform Act will impact on "charge bargaining and sentencing 
bargaiping" under subsections (B) and (C), respectfully of 
Rule ll(e)(l), I offer the following observations. Unlike my 
comments above relating to plea agreements involving dismissal 
of counts under subsection (A), I believe the court has the right 
and responsibility to scrutinize very closely specific sentence 
recommendations under the present system as well as the new 
guidelines systems. Charging and indirectly; dismissing charges, 
tends to be an Executive Branch function whereas sentencing is 
exclusively the business·of the Judiciary. As a general principle, 
I believe no court should accept a plea agreement under 
subsection (C) · prior reviewing a presentence report. Since 
subsection (B) is not binding, such a conditional plea could 
be accepted·without reviewing the report~ 

It seems to me that under the ne\v system specific sentence 
recommendations· must be W·ithin the limits fixed by the guidelines 
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that we ~ormaliz~·this adjustment but in a m~ltiple count situation· 
where ·co.unts are dismissed as part of the plea agreement, . there 
will already. ·be· a signi.ficant reduction in the sentence. It 
may be appropriate .for the Commission to limit downward reductions 
for gbilty_ple~s to only those cases in which the defendant pleads 

. guilty as charg·ed and receives no other reductions. ·by way. of 
plea· -negotiation. It· does ndt seem fai~ that a bank robbery 
cha-rged · i.n one count should receive a. reduction of only a few· 
months. when a . bank robber charged in three. counts pleads guilty 
to ·Count One, has -two counts dismissed,· and. gets a reduction 
of several yea~s. 

R~garding the issue of compensating goverh~ent witriesses, 
I am pleased to see the Commission take this issue on directly. 
For many years, · at lee1st in this district, plea agreements. have 
includ.ed. a commitment from the government to make the deferidan:t 's 
cooperatiori ·known to . t·he court at the time of sentencing. 
P~obation officers and judges are left to struggle with the · 
decision regarding the degree and the means by which this 
cooperation wi~l be rewarded. I have always had a fundamental, 
philosophical problem ·with the court: . rewarding assistance to 
the government because that seems tb .. tarnish the imp~rtiality 
9f the court .. · Defense witnesses receive no reduction in sentence 
no matter how· valuable or truthful their testimony may be.· Unless 
the. cooperating· witness has testified before the sentencing judge, 
the court must · rely solely upon the United States Attorney for 
a statement· of· .. the . value .. of the defendant's ·assistance to the 
government~· ~Even .when that·. cooperation _has been fairly evaluated, 
the judge.. ha·s 1 i ttle guidance · in the. appropriate amount of 
reduction for ~he coop~ration. I believe the procedure set forth 
in the . c.urtent dr~ft. of · the sentencing guideline manual is 
reasonable ·.and. appropriate. I believe varying levels of reduction 
are · appropriate for diff~r·en·t . levels of cooperation and the 
goverriment ·should ~er~ify to the· cqurt, in writing, that the 
degree of cooperation .. justJfies a specific downward adjustment . 

. As. a control mechanism,· t:he Commission may wish to require the 
U. · S. · Attorney t·o obtat.n approval from the Department of Ju~tice 
before these cer~ifications are submitted to the court. 

There are . probably two . mechanical ··approaches to these 
adjustment,.s-. · Fi rsf, the guideline ra~ge could be establ i s·hed 
py the ·.court · and the fact o.f coopera.tion. could be offered as 
ju.stification. for imposing a sentence below .the ·guideline range. 
o·n the other harid, as· is set forth in the present 'guideline manual 
draft, the· adjustment c~uld . be applied as part of the formula 
thereby ·lowering the entire guideline range. I would tend to 
favor the ·second .alternative since statement of reasons for 
sentencing below the g·uidel ines would be required, and: . tbe fact 
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of ·the defendant • s a~justment would be set . forth on the judgment 
and ·order -of . -commitment. This may present: security problems 
no matter how careful Bureati of Prisons' personnel are in 
safegua~ding their files. 

In summary, I believe any effort to increase judicial scrut.iny 
over plea bargains· involving dismissal of counts would· meet with 
little s~~cess. The iovernment has the discretion of filing 
the charges in. the first .place and even if· the court directs 
that th~ ~overnment pro~ecute· on all .counts, the court cannot· 
realistically enforce the quality· of the prosecution on counts 
which the --government wishes t9 dismiss .. I believe public scrutiny. 
would be effective. in ensurin~ that · the guideliti~s are not 
cirtumvented by plea· agreeme~ts if the government· is required 
to stat~ · on the r~cord its · ~stim~te of the ·reduction in ti~e 
served as. a result"' .'of the . plea agr"eetnen-t to dismi.ss some of .the 
counts. Regarding specific recommendations· offered by the 
government as part . of .plea· agreements, I believe those 

· recominendations sho·uld ·be wj thin the guidelines or· speci fie reasons 
for going below· th~- guidelines should be offered the court at 
ihe· time the plea is entered. Finally, I strongly urg~· the 

. Commi_ssion ·;to· aqopt the ·policy that harms will be excluded_· from 
the ·sent-ence. computation for· .charges .which are dismissed ·as part 

-of· a .. plea agreement when those· charge~ are unrelated· to an offense 
for which the offender is convict~d. To do otherwise; in my 
0p1n10n, would. a·dd - intolerable complexity to the sentencing 
~roc~dures under this syst~m. 

·:Respectfully subm"itted, · · 

.·· .. ~~ 
CHARLIE E. VARNON 

Chief· U. S~ Probation Officer 
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PREAMBLE 

One has heard on many occasions and from any number of sources that, 

"While the American Criminal Justice .·System is not one hundred percent 

( 100%) perfect, it is at least the best system ever devised and put into 

practice." This system is continually undergoing change and more recently 

.through the Comprehensive Crime Control Act of 19~4, the Congress of the 

United States has provided for further change in our system. 

Under the changes provided by the Congress, a United States 

Sentencing Commission has been established and the Commission, in going 

forward with its designated work, is committed with being a balancing force 

within the system. They are charged with trying to serve and please the 

injured public, a specific victim, the court system, prosecutors, defendants 
I 

and others. 

I 

In carrying out its mission of establishing sentencing guidelines'for 

imposing punishment, the Commission is charged with establishing a set of 

guidelines that is fair to all of these interests, assuming a described set 

of conduct. 

In establishing these guidelines, the interested parties generally 

ascribe to the principle that accountability for a particular described 

conduct is what ·is to be basically considered in determining punishrrient .. 

These interests feel that there is a minimum penalty and/or punishment that 



goes with the conduct irrespective of whether a person has plead guilty to 

the particular conduct or not. 

Thus, in establishing a set of guidelines, the Commission is faced 

with the unique responsibility of recommending to the Congress limits of 

punishment for a particular defendant's conduct. Under these guidelines, he 

should not be held entirely accountable for the conduct of a group with whom 

he may have been associated. 

Under the present guideline system established by the United States 

Parole Commission, more often than not, every participant in a crime is 

placed into the same offense category level. This practice came about as a 

result ·of their ·earlier experience with placing defendants into different 

category levels when considering them for parole. A great deal of 

litigation resulted from the fact that the United States Parole Commission 

would place co-defendants in different category levels. Later, when 

separate co-defendants were called before the Commission for parole 

hearings, the aggrieved co-defendants would take· their complaints of 

disparity to ·the District Courts complaining that they should be placed into 

a lesser category level, alon9 with perceivably less culpable co-defendants. 

Because ·of the large number of cases that were filed seeking relief on this 

basis, the Parole Commission just found that as a practical matter, they 

could put everyone into the same offense category level and then deal with 

the ~ulpability issue by assignment within the suggested guideline range, or 

below and above. 
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Consequently, ·all co-defendants in a conspiracy are placed into the 

same category level by the United States Parole Commission and this results 

in unfair treatment to those with much less culpability. For example, there 

are many cases where an l.ndividual should have proper guidelines of 14-20 

months based upon his particular conduct, but due to the fact that he has 

been thrown in with the other co-defendants/co-conspirators, he is placed 

into a 40-52 months guideline range or even higher. The .. Commission, in 

conside,ring his parole application, can either place him at the bottom of 

the guidelines or below. It is almost impossible to get someone a two year 

below the guideline treatment, thus, a defendant under this practice gets a 

36 months parole date when :really he should get one at 14 months. Th~ 

present system neglects individual consideration. 

The original. premise of the United States Parole Cominission, in 

adopting guidelines, was that the panel of examiners would go to the parole 

hearing, interview an inmate, consider his case without regard to the parole 

guidelines and then make a parole recommendation. In practice, however, the 

panel of examiners now go into the parole hearing room, open the guideline 

manual, look at the described conduct, state that the inmate is in a 

particular category level, compute the salient factor (parole prognosis 

score) and · say these are your guidelines and pretty well_ close · the book. 

The individual treatment contemplated in a parole system and the personal 

mitigating factors offered as an. explanation for the violation 'or why an 

early ·release is warranted or dictated, are more often than not, completely 

and totally overlooked. The Parole Commission, under their adopted 

pr.ocedures, finds within its guideline range at least 85% of the .time. 
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By doing-so, the Parole Commission has abandoned its paroling concept 

and has· become a "term setting" agency, really the function of the 
I 

Sentencing Commission. If one gets parole in the present parole system, it 

is only incidental to the guideline process for all individual · parole 

consideration has long since been abandoned. 

The Sentencing Commission is charged with the burden of creating a 

variation to the guideline system of the United States Parole Commission 

which does not adopt, compound or carry forward these iniquities. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

The guidelines established by the Sentencing Commission should not 

make a distinction between a defendant who 1pleads guilty and one who stands 

trial. This process would be giving an undue reward to those who plead 

guilty for whatever reason over those who elect to take advantage of their 

constitutional right to stand trial. Our present system of jurisprudence 

states that, "every man l.s innocent until proven guilty by the government", 

and I personally feel that you should be able to exercise this right of 

trial, thereby forcing the government to prove its case, without 

expectations of being penalized for making this. election. United States v. 

Hutchings, 757 F.2d 11, 14 (2nd Cir.) cert. denied u~s. __ (1985). 

United States v. carter, 795 F.2d 1460 (9th Cir.) decided July 31, 1986. 
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Generally in a plea situation there has been a plea bargain agreement 

process. The court, when called.upon to accept the plea, is to some extent 

acting in a vacuum as it . relates to many of the basic underlying facts 

concerning the case .and the individual defendant's particular activities. 

The court relies upon the statements offered by the. Probation Department 

through the Presentence Investigation Report, the prosecutor, the defendant 

and his attorney to determine ·these facts. To the contrary, when a 

.defendant elects to go to trial, the prosecution is able to develop a full 

set of facts concerning the offense and the particular defendant's offense 

behavior. More often than not, the government is able to introduce into the 

record other prior acts of the defendant's, whether charged or indicted or 

not, and also prior similar acts. The court, thus having this additional 

and extra knowledge, can fully determine in the sentencing process the 

proper term to impose. 

The risk of going to trial and having these aggravating circumstances 

made known to the court, is_ more than off-setting whe'n a defendant is 

' considering a plea. A better way to handle the lesser penalties for those 

not having plead guilty would be the imposition of a harsher penalty because 

of the aggravating factors learned by ·the court at trial. 

·one can certainly look at either side of the coin, that is, you can 

give credit for the plea, or you can aggravate because of the aggravating 

circumstances at the trial. The defendant certainly should not be 

penalized, per ~, for electing to go to trial. 
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PLEA 

A. With Cooperation 

B. Without Cooperation 

A. With Recommendation(s) 

B. Without Recommendation(s) as to Counts, Time, Money 

COOPERATION 

A. Prior to Plea and Sentencing 

B. After Sentence 

1. Trial 

2. Plea 
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COOPERATION 

Some reward should .be given to those defendants who cooperate with 

the gove·rnment. Public policy encourages cooperation and the Criminal 

Justice System should . be the first to take advantage of and encourage 

persons to cooperate by rewarding them for their cooperation. 

A. One of the difficult things for a defendant who is considering 

cooperating is that he is concerned that some of the information that he 

gives to the government while cooperating under the plea bargain/debriefi~g 

process, will be later used against him. For example, under present 
I 

policies, if a person is arrested in a particular jurisdiction and 

cooperates in that jurisdiction, then he finds that he can be later indicted 

and put to the burden of defending himself in another jurisdiction even 

though he has given information . about matters in that particular 

jurisdiction. 

The prosecutors, in many cases, feel that they cannot restrain the 

prosecutors in these other jurisdictions from filing cases. The same is 

true for indictments in State Courts. Thus, while the Sentencing. Commission 

is faced with somehow rewarding cooperation, .they should also concern 

themselves with how to go about protecting those who have cooperated. While 

it can be successfully argued that this is a ~ubject beyond the scope of the 

Sentencing Commission, the Commission is certainly not blind to other 

proble~s within the Criminal Justice System. 
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B. Under the present system, there are other areas where a defendant 

relates to an agent of the government some facts in addition to those for 

which he has been arrested, tried and/or found guilty. In particular, a 

defendant will relate additional conduct to a probation officer or a member 

of the United States Parole Commission even though he has never been 

indicted, tried or convicted. These agencies will penalize and punish him 

for this conduct. The defendant's feel that they are being asked to 

cooperate with the government by making a clean sweep of all of their past 

conduct and if in the event that they do not tell everything that they know, 

and admit to other conduct that they have· been involved in, and the 

government later' finds out through some source that there has been an 

omission, then the defendant is faced with a claim or charge that he has 

failed to cooperate and tell all that he knows and runs the risk of a breach 

of plea bargain situation. 

C. On occasions a defendant, in · order to protect himself, will 

inform the interviewing government agent that he wishes to invoke his Fifth 

Amendment rights. Even though a defendant m~y not be guilty of any illegal 

conduct, the government, under these circumstances, will treat him in a 

fashion as though he has committed some crime. Accordingly, some system 

needs to be arranged whereby cooperating defendants can cooperate without 

any fear whatsoever of being penalized for his cooperation. 

D. The recognition and protection of further prosecution is not a 

reward for cooperation in and of itself. Thus, the Sentencing Commission 
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can establish a policy of awarding cooperation. It should be the court who 

should decide how to award those who are cooperating. Unfortunately, left 

to the devices .of the United States Attorney's Office and/or the defense 

attorneys, the system will soon get tortured and prostituted. The court, 

the third branch of the government, is the proper agency to determine the 

awards. 

E. Should a particular defendant feel that he has, in any way, been 

mistreated by the court and not given an adequate • reward for his 

cooperation, then he can be given appeal rights. The appeal rights can be 

established similar to those that are contemplated under the new Rule 35. 

In fact, it would seem that the failure to be given adequate recognition and 

reward for cooperation is a proper complaint under Rule 35 and to be 

implemented under the Crime Control Act. 

As a practical matter in investigating a case and attempting · to 

dispose of a case, the investigating agent, probation officer, United States 

Marshal, United States Attorney, and any others who are connected with 

enforcement will promise many, many things to a defendant just to get him to 

cooperate. Then in final analysis under the present system one often finds 

that these promises have just been mere promises, and that they are not able 

to deliver the promised reward~ All too often a defendant is back before 

the court requesting consideration for ~is effort. 

The court system is primarily static but all too often there· is a 

change in the inve'stigating agent, prosecutor, etc. Once the case· has been 
.I 
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initiated and/or disposed of, then the person who made the promise to ·the 

defendant is no longer available. Then too, the persons making the promises 

are not properly trained and informed about the law and/or procedures by 

which the cooperation is to be rewarded. Additionally, these other parties 

have limited experience in handling cooperation situations while the courts 

will see these kin& of matters every day~ 

Accordingly, it is my opinion that the court should be the proper 

agency to handle the question of reward for cooperation. 

F. It should be further considered by the Sentencing Commission in 

establishing rewards for cooperation that many times co-defendants in a case 

have no information to give. Because of this lack of information, many 

times these lower and lesser involved individuals receive longer and harsher 

penalties and punishments than those who are the major participants in the 

violation. While it is not suggested that the major participants should not 

get some major reward, this is merely a statement which states that the 

lesser individuals should, during the sentencing process, be given some 

consideration both in guideline assessment for culpability, as well as a 

reward for cooperation. He should get the double benefit of reward for 

cooperation though his offering is significantly less. 

The thi_ng basic~lly to be, rewarded 'is cooperation. Certainly, the 

value of the intelligence and the value to the government is to be 

considered. The guidelines should make some efforts to properly reward each 

and every defendant who cooperates. 
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PLEAS 

The Congress was properly concerned about turning the Criminal 

Justice System over to the prosecutors. 

The subj.ect of plea bargain agreel'Il:ents gets back to the CJU.estion of 

who is to control the Criminal Justice System, the prosecutors or the 

cou~ts? This question has existed and does exist under the present system. 

At present the prosecutor controls what charges are to be filed, the number 

of charges to be fil~d, nature of the charges, etc. 

In the plea ,bargain process it is then up to the prosecutor to 

bargain with the defendant as to what counts of the information or 

indictment that ·he is to plead guilty to. Whether he is to plead guilty to 

one or more counts, the nature of the counts, etc. It is for this reason 

that the Sentencing Commission should attempt to establish a balance between 

the charges that are brought and the plea bargain agreement. The courts in 

the dispositional phase of the case should have great latitude in learning 

the underlying facts and circumstances about the particular case and the 

particular defendant before the court is required to accept or reject a plea 

bargain agreement. 

The court should not be bound by a stipulated set of facts that are 

proffered to the court by the prosecuting attorney and defense attorney. 

This practice would tie the hands of the courts and quite often the court 

-11-



would find itself quite frustrated in dealing with the case where the court 

feels that the interests of the public are not being adequately protected. 

The Sentencing Commission in establishing and re_commending its 

guidelines should n·ot make "guidelines" an idol to be bowed down to by the 

court, prosecutors and defendants. This is exactly what the Parole 

Commission has done and guidelines have been found to be a millstone around 

the neck of the Parole Commission. By using terms like "appropriate limits" 

one immediately senses that the Sentencing Commission is allowing this 

idolatry to creep into the efforts of the Sentencing Commission. This is 

counter productive to the complete and total efforts of the. President, the 

Congress and the courts. 

-12-
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Hon. William W. Wilkins~ Jr. 
Chairman 

September 22, 1986 

United States Sentencing Commission 
1 3 31 Pennsylvania Avenue , N. W. , S u it e · 14 0 0 

·washington, D.C •. 20530 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

I am writing on behalf of the Subcommittee on 
Sentencing Guidelines of the Association of the Bar of the 
City- of New York in response·to your letter of August 20, 1986. . 

Guilty-- :E>ie-as 

We believe that guidelines should give the sen
tencing judge some discretion to adjust the sentence down
ward to reflect the fact of a guilty plea, in the range of a 10% to 25% reduction of the sentence that would otherwise 
have been imposed. 

Our position is based upori a widely reported 
belief on the part of judges and practitioners in the 
Southern and Eastern Districts of New York that some inducement to plead guilty is necessary for the practical working of the criminal justice system in th~ federal courts. 
Absent a substantial number of guilty pleas, the already 
overburdened courts, in the New York metropolitan area at 
least, would be un~ble to provide th~ vast numbers of trials that would be requir~d to dispose of the current volume of cases. We can only expect the burdens on the courts to 
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increase as concern over the drug problem escalates through
out the country. 

In addition, a guilty plea often reflects con
triteness by a defendant and brings finality and certainty 
to the criminal process. In these respects guilty pleas 
help to reinforce public confidence in the criminal justice 
system and should be encouraged in structuring the guide
lines. 

A defendant who chooses to go to trial should not, 
of course, be penalized for doing so, and should receive the 
appropriate sentence under the guidelines without any con
sideration of his refusal to plead guilty. 

In order to assist the Commission in its continu
ing monitoring role, we recommend that in guilty plea cases 
a record be kept of factors such as the percentage of down
ward adjustment used and the reasons, such as the promptness 
of the plea with the concomitant savings of the court's 
time, for the adjustmerit. The compilation of this informa
tion by the Commission would help it to develop a set of 
uniform standards and to refine the guidelines in the light 
of experience. 

- - . . - . ~ ... 
Plea Agreements 

We believe that agreements under Rule 11 should 
continue to be available to the parties and that the Cou~t 
should continue to have discretion to accept or reject 
Rule 11 charge and agreements. 

Just as in the case of guilty pleas, plea and 
sentence bargaining serves the useful purpose of avoiding 
unnecessary trials and is essential to the orderly function
ing of the criminal justice system in the federal courts. 

Because departure will almost never be available, 
Rule ll(e)(i)(B) and (C) agreements must, in the vast major
ity of cases, result in proposed sentences that are within 
the prescribed range. Hence there is little likelihood 
that such agreements would be used to circumvent the guide
lines. 

With respect to charge bargaining under Rule 
ll(e)(l)(A), the Court would be free to reject a proposed 
dismissal of charges that would be inappropriate in light of 
the seriousness of the underlying facts. Thus, through 
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judicial supervision, the use of charge agreements to cir
cumvent the guidelines can be controlled to some extent. 

The parties should be permitted to enter into 
stipulations which the Court should have discretion to 
accept or reject, on the basis of the presentence report and 
other facts that may be called to the attention of the 
Court. 

We recognize that in some instances plea agree
ments have been used by the parties to substitute for the 
true facts their own incomplete or fictitous versions of the 
facts, in order to obtain a pre-determined sentence they 
have agreed upon. We do not believe this will be the 
general rule under the guidelines, as long as prosecutors 
are not overwhelmed by a large volumes of cases and thus 
maintain their ability to go to trial when necessary. The 
normal process of negotiation between prosecutor and defense 
counsel involves the exchange of a substantial amount of 
information, and is itself a fact-finding process. This 
process can be more reliable as to the underlying facts than 
the presentence investigation. Given judicial supervision, 
the plea and charge bargaining process should produce an 
appropriate disposition in most cases. 

There are certain districts, such as the Southern 
and Eastern Districts of New York, where as a matter of 
general policy Rule 11 is not used by the u.s. Attorney's 
office. In such districts plea agreements are worked· out 
between the parties, who agree on the charge or charges to 
be the subject of a plea of guilty, and who then defer to 
the Court in the imposition or sentence. Adoption of the 
guidelines system may result in a wider preference for such 
informal plea agreements, since under the informal non-
Rule 11 procedures the parties have more !attitude to 
structure the plea independently of the Court. Hence under 
the guidelines the parties may be more inclined to use the 
informal method to reduce charges to the bare minimum, in 
view of the limited discretion permitted the Court to tailor 
a sentence to the particular case, once the offense of con
viction has been established. 

Because the opportunities for departure from the 
guidelines are virtually non-existent, mandatory prison 
sentences may become commonplace even in the case of non
violent first-offenders. Therefore there is reason for 
concern that in general, plea agreements will be less fr~
quently reached and that a far greater number of defendants 
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will go to trial than at present. This prospect would not 
be greatly diminished by the availability of downward 
adjustments for guilty pleas, because there are many defend
ants who would opt for a trial if a mandatory prison sent
ence of any length were to be applicable upon _a plea of 
guilty. 

We believe that cooperation by defendants is 
clearly in the public interest and should be encouraged by 
some degree of leniency in sentences, consistent with the 
needs for proportionality of sentences among co-defendants 
and for integrity of the fact-finding process. Thus, we 
believe that cooperation by a defendant should be a basis 
for a downward adjustment of sentence, to a degree that is 
within the discretion of the court. Since the downward 
adjustment for cooperation will be in addition to the down
ward adjustment for a plea of guilty, it will probably be 
necessary for the guidelines to include a special departure 
mechanism to permit sentencing at below the bottom of the 
range for cooperating defendants. 

The parties should not be encouraged to determine, 
agree to or certify to the Court the extent of downward 
adjustment, because such involvements by the parties would 
impair the credibility of cooperating witnesses. Indeed, a 
prosecutorial practice of making specific sentencing recom
mendations to the Court would motivate each cooperating 
witness to seek some specific benefit in return for coopera
tion. This would make plea bargaining a unseemly process, 
with defendants seeking a precise quid pro quo for their 
testimony. The extent of benefit from cooperation, if any, 
should be determined solely by the the Court. 

Disputes as to the extent of cooperation should be 
resolved by the Court upon a hearing, if necessary. 

We do not believe that different levels of cooper
ation can be "objectively identified" because there are many 
variables such as the defendant's demeanor as a witness, the 
relative importance of his testimony to the government's 
case, risk to his life because of cooperation, and his rela
tive culpability. Thus no "flat discount" should be pre
scribed for the element of cooperation. 
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Naturally, we will be pleased to respond to any 
additional questions the Commission may have for·us on the 

·above points. 

Respectfully yours, 

~~ ~. P!Jo<-f"-e_;({f/ 
~hn H. Doyle, III /f:.... 

JHD:ct 

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS 
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CHIEF .JUDGE 

~niteh ~hrles ~istrid Oiourt 
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~niteb ~tntea Cl!ourt~ouue 

915 1fizd!tlJdh ~oule&nrb 

~ribgeport, <llonn. 06604 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

September 18, 1986 

I hope the-following comments will prove useful to you in 
your September 23, 1986 hearing on sentencing guidelines. 

GUILTY PLEAS 
A defendant cannot be penalized for going to trial. The 

sentencing guidelines, ho~ever, should provide a possible 
downward sentencing adjustment for defendants who plead guilty 
before trial and should further provide that the sentencing 
judge has discretion as to whether such an adjustment is 
appropiate _in a given case. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 
The tr1al judge should scrutinize negotiated plea 

agreements only to the extent necessary to determine whether 
the- defendant has entered into the agreement· knowingly, 
voluntarily, and understandingly. I, myself, refuse to be 
bound by the sentencing aspects of any plea agreement. 

In response to your final question in this category, the 
prosecutor decides what charges are to be brought and whether 
reduced charges should be brought. The prosecutor can 
influence the sentencing resul~, then, to the extent he or she 
has discretion to make these decisions. A prosecutor, for 
example, might stipulate with the defendant to the underlying 
facts of a continuing criminal ente-rprise, thereby removing 
any trial court discretion to impose a sentence short of the 
mandatory ten-year period of incarceration. 

COOPERATION 
The sentencing guidelines should provde that the 

sentencing judge may adjust a sentence downward in any 
appropriate case where a particular defendant has cooperated. 
The sentencing judge - should decide the. appropriate level of 
downward adjustment based upon th~ extent of cooperatio·n. 
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The major policy consideration involved here, as any 
prosecutor well knows, is that many major cases are 
successfully made only when ah insider decides to cooperate. 
I might also add that cooperation · is often the first 
indiGation of rehabilitation. 

If I can be of any further assistance, please ·let me 
know. 

TFGD :jmb· 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, The United States Sentencing 

Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.-
Suite 1400 · 
Washington, D.C. 20530 
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ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30303 

September 18, 1986 

Mr .. William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
U.S .. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 · 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

NEW YORK OFFICE 

OF COUNSEL: 

BARRY IvAN Su>TNICK. P.C. 
225 BROADWAY. 21sT FLOOR 

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10007 

Thank you for_the opportunity to voice my opinions on-the 
proposed sentencin~·regulations, pursuant to your letter o£ August 
20, l986. I wish ~o address both issues of guilty pleas and plea 
agreements tog~ther~ .as I feel that the two are inextricably 
meshed. 

Although in a practical sense, the defendant who pleads 
guilty will usually receive l.ess time than one who goes to trial 
and is convicted,. it is my belief that guidelines with a downward 
adjustment for a plea would not pass a test for constitutionality. 

First, it must be noted that the Sixth Amendment to the 
Constitution guarantees the absolute and unobstructed right to a 
full and fair trial by a jury of one's peers, and therefore, set 
guidelines.which automatically granted lower sentences for a plea 
of guilty in effect penalize one for choosin~ to go to trial. 

If the defendant faces potentially less ·time for a p·lea than 
for a trial, the constitutional problems seem to abound. While I 
acknowledge the fact that trial judges often justify the higher 
sentence of a. convicted-by-trial defendant for a) conviction on 
more counts than the plea defendant; or because b) the brutal 
circumstances of a crime may be vividly portrayed if there is a 
trial; c) the judge may be convinced the defendant committed 
perjury in th~ course of his defen~e; or d) the judge may f~el 
the defendant has presented a frivolous defense; (see comm·ent, 66 
Yale Law Jocirnal 204, 218, 1956), to statutorily mandate the 
imposition of a lower sentence on those who plead guilty would be 
violative of.the equal protection clause. Before mentioning equal 
protection however, let me expound a bit on the issue of 
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disparities and .number of counts disparities and number .of counts. 

· The guidelines on a plea defendant may differ from that of 
·the trial de·fendant by virtue of the statutes of conviction. For 
example, a defendant indicted in a drug conspiracy case, with 
substantive counts following the consipracy count, may plead to a 
telephone count only. That defendants guidelines for that statute 
would differ from a trial defendant's who may be convicted of the 
conpiracy and substantive drug counts (21 U.S.C. § 841, 846). If 
the sentencing guidelines are to be set up like the parole 
guidelines. Then the defendant pleading to the telephone count 
(facilitating the conspiracy by use of the phone) may have the 
same guidelines ~s the trial defendant based upon the underlying 
offense theory. If the guidelines are NOT like the parole 
guidelines, then the choice of the counts of the plea could lower 
the guidelines, depending upon the statute of conviction. 

Both federal and state courts have traditionally and 
uniformly held that a guilty plea is, in effect, a conviction and 
the equivalent. of finding of guilty by jury, [see State v. Battle, 
365 A. 2d 1100 (Conn. 1976), U.S. v. L'aquarius, 418 F.$upp. 887 
(D.C. Okl. 1976) ,, Osborne v. Thompson, 481 F.Supp.l62, (D.C. Tenn. 
1979), People v. Palmer, 595 P. 2d 1060, (Colo. App. 1979), and 
People v. Hardin, 414 N.Y.S. 2d 320 (N.Y.A.D. 1979)]. Because a 
plea of guilty is the same as a jury conviction, it seems 
inherently unjust to have two different standards based upon 
pleas. 

Any plea negotiation system must have some sort of incentives 
to offer defendants if it is to comport with the criminal justice 
system; however, these should be determined through existing 
judicial discretion, and NOT made into a mandatory rule, 
applicable in all cases. 

The Supreme Court of Michigan has squarely addressed the 
issue of whether the fact that the defendant has pleaded guilty 
should have any legitimate bearing on the punishment he receives 
in People v. Snow, 386 Mich. 586, 194 N.W. 2d 314 (1972). In that 
case, the defendant was tried and convicted of prison escape by a 
jury, and received a sentence of 2 to 5 years. On appeal, he 
showed that of 234 prison escape cases in the county over a 26 
month period, 207 pled guilty and received minimum sentences of 
one and a half years or less, while 13 were tried by a jury and 
received sentences of two-years or more. In remanding the case, 
the court ·condemned the system in practice and answered in the 
affirmative to the question of whether the "sentence of a trial 
court is illegal if it was made harsher as a result of appellant's 
exercising his constitutional right to trial by jury, and right 
not to plead guilty." Snow, at 317 (see also People v. Earegood, 
173 N.W. 2d 205 (1970), which held that "it is impermissible for a 
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judge in imposing sentence to take into consideration as a factor 
in determining the term of the sentence the fact that defendant 
·pled or waived a jury .•. '', at 207) These cases illustrate the 
judicial concern that one not be penalized for exercising·his 
constitutional right to a trial by jury. 

In Snow the court determined that the defendant was similarly 
situated with all other prison escapees, that is, in the same 
class, thereby making disparate disposition of his case illegal. 

The Fourteenth Amendment commands that no person shall be 
denied equal protection of the law. This requires that 
individuals be treated in a manner similar to others; which 
certainly extend to the criminal justice context. In his 
Constitutional Law Treatise, Profe.ssor Nowak states: "When the 
government takes actions that burden the rights of a 
classification of persons in terms of their treatment in a 
criminal justice system, it is proper to review these laws under 
the strict scrutiny standard for equal protection," Nowak, at 
818-19. As you know, a regulation may survive strict scrutiny in 
the face of a compelling state interest. However, it is generally 
accepted that the utility of plea arrangements is essentially 
administrative convenience; (" The most commonly asserted 
justification of plea bargaining is its utility in disposing of 
large numbers of cases in a quick and simple way", Enker, 
Perspectives in Plea Bargaining, in President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: The 
Courts 108 (1967) at 112). Certainly, administrative convenience 
cannot justify penalizing a defendant for choosing to try his 
case. 

Again, thank you for this opportunity to express my views, 
and please let me know if I can be of any further assistance to 
you or the commission. 

LSS/kmc 
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United States Sentencing Commission 
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Dear Mr. Wilkins : 

PROBATION OFFICERS 
KIRK KAVANAUGH 

DENVIL P. MEADOWS 
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1300 S. HARRISON STREET 

FORT WAYNE. INDIANA 48802 
(219) 423-1375 

The following is my response to your letter dated August 20, 1986. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

There should not be a specific distinction made for a defendant who pleads 
guilty and one who is found guilty in trial. However the guidelines themselves could 
have a range that would allow the judge to consider this as a mitigating factor 
in some cases. 

I agree, in part, with the philosophy of less t~e for those who plead guilty. 
However, too many factors tip the scales of justice to say this could apply in all 
cases. 

The consideration has merit, but it should not be an absolute reduction in 
the guidelines and I do not feel the right people will always benefit or suffer 
across the board. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

This topic is appropriately in the middle of this discussion. It is felt that 
plea agreements by definition can take into account a plea of guilty versus trial. 
Th~ United States Attorneys can also make a subjective decision on the amount of 
cooperation. 

I have heard from agents and Assistant U.S. Attorneys that they need some in
centive to encourage the pleas and cooperation. If the guidelines were broad enough, 
then there could be roam for recognition of pleas and cooperation, while not taking 
c:May significantly from the judge's discretion. A ceiling could be placed within 
the guidelines for such recognition. 

The number of counts charged and pled to is another variable which has been 
used by the U.S. Attorneys Office. The Commission may wish to consider mandatory 
consecutive sentences and time for some areas of crime. Thus the defendant would 
see the dismissal of counts as being more important to his future. 

Today I the defense counsel knows the meaning of salient factor and severity 
ratings. They soon realize that in many cases it does not make any difference how 
many counts they plead to, except in the area of fines. What defense attorneys and 
defendants look at the rrost, is how much time they will spend inside. 
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A prosecutor and defense · attorney ·can speak to the defendant's role in what 
has been known as total offense severity. This is one of the areas ·we have had dif
ficulty with minor players in major cases. Presently the Co~ssion allows for one 
lower level for peripheral involvement. In some cases this has not been enough for 
the defendant who has had less involvement. The sentencing guidelines could define 
four (4) different levels of involvement. EXample: Peripheral, supporting character 
but not necessary, involved but not an initiator and prime mover. 

I would suggest that the ranking of many drug cases by amount and purity alone 
has proven inappropriate in many cases. In addition, the clarification of a defen-· 
dant's role should be defined prior to a plea of guilty. 

New information in the presentence investigation, material to sentencing, can 
be cause for the judge to deny a plea agreement. Otherwise the guidelines should 
be broad ~nough for each offense. 

COOPERATION 

Cooperation can be credited similar to pleas, but I believe this is even more 
subjective. The variations will change from agent to agent and AUSA to AUSA. In 
addition, ·no one can predict· the results of such cooperation. I believe the only 
factor. that can be used is if _the defendant -is truthfully telling all he knows. 
I have seen the leader and instigator of conspiracies tl,Jrn around and cooperate 
and get less time since he knows the most .. One case I have dealt with has made this 
part of his criminal strategy. 

In short, I do not believe we can. come up with a scale that would be fair in· 
all cases and with ali defendants. The u.s~· Attorney can give consideration for 
this cooperation at the time of the plea agreement as described in my above para
graphs. Primarily; I would prefer to leave this as a· mitigating situation for the . 
sentencing judge with a recomnendation by the _U.S. Attorney. 

I wouid state that the same cooperation should not receive favor at the stage 
of the plea agreement and then additional consideration at the t-ime of sentencing . 

. Respec~fUlly sutmitteq, 

~o{:LY~ 
Joseph L. Wiley · / 
Supervising U.S. Probation Officer 

JLW/sh 
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Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
United States Sentencing Commission 
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Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

ROBERT C. HUGHES, JR. 

SUPERVISING PROBATION OFFICER 

U.S. POST OFFICE 8: CoURT HOUSE 

P.O. Box 13. MACON 31202 

912-743-6376 

Macon REPLY TO _____ _ 

This is in response to your letter of August 20, 1986, regarding the proper 
role of plea agreements in a sentencing guidelines system. The questions 
raised in your letter are quite interesting, and I suggest that substantial 
points of disagreement would exist between various members of the United 
States District Court family as well as within each office of the Court family 
member. 

For the purpose of our response ~1e have addressed the questions concerning 
guilty pleas and cooperation jointly as we view this post-offense conduct 
somewhat interrelated. First, \\fe would argue that the sentencing guidelines 
should not provide an automatic downward sentencing adjustment for those 
defendants who plead guilty to an offense for which they have been charged. 
It is also argued that we should not allow the defendant to be placed in 
a position that if he ·or she pleads guilty, the maximum possible penalty 
under statute may be avoided. Based on experience at the local level, it 
is suggested that a plea of guilty is not a totally valid measure of the 
defendant's "sincere or genuine remorse". ·It is hypothesized that the majority 
of guilty pleas result as a result of some promised consideration or leniency 
from the Court as ·a result of the plea. It is also suggested that one who 
exercises his constitutional right to a jury trial and is. subsequently found 
guilty would in effect be penalized for going to trial as the defendant would 
not receive the downward sentencing adjustment. It is our opinion that 
penalizing one for exercising their constitutional right involves a much 
greater philosophical/legal issue~ · 

From a practical standpoint, we must admit that guilty pleas do expedite 
the judicial process, therefore we feel that the Court should take into 
"consideration" the fact that the· defendant has entered a plea ·of guilty. 
This plea combined with other indicators, i.e. a contrite spirit, cooperative 
attitude, etc., should be considered by the sentencing court in the final 
crafting of the sentence as the ·Court is determining appropriate forms of 
sanctions in satisfying an offender's total sanction units for sentence 
purposes. 
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It is suggested that the sentencing guidelines should provide a downward 
sentencing adjustment for those defendants who 11 cooperate 11 with authorities 
prior to their sentencing date. Cooperation is a rather broad term, and it 
is suggested that the guidelines must establish a system-wide definition 
of the concept of cooperation. It is suggested that the Court, United States 
·Attorney's. Office and the Probation Office have joint responsibility in 
defining a particular defendant's cooperation and affixing the appropriate 
downward adjustment. The prosecutor is the individual who . possesses the 
detailed facts concerning the criminal offense. It is his responsibility 
therefore to furnish these facts to the Court through the United States 
probation officer, and it is suggested that the Court and probation officer 

-should work together to determine the appropriate downward adjustment. Candor 
concerning this process must be the rule, and it is suggested that both the 
defendant and the defense attorney should be made aware of the deta i 1 s of 
this process. Disputes concerning the level or quality of cooperation must 
be dissolved by the sentencing Court based on facts presented by the prosecutor 
through the United States probation officer. It is suggested that disputes 
shou.l d be reso 1 ved in the presentence process in accordance with Rule 32 
procedures. 

It is suggested that cooperation should be heavily weighted in the defendant's 
favor as cooperation with authorities tends to expedite the investigative 
as well as the judicial process. Again, we caution however that the suggestion 
that cooperation is indicative of a remorseful or a rehabilitative spirit 
is misleading as it is felt that much cooperation is generated from the fact 
that the defendant is facing an imprisonment sentence and possibly views 
cooperation as an avenue to lessen the inevitable 11 Sting 11

• 

Concerning the a rea of p 1 ea agreements, we share the Congress ion a 1 concern 
that p 1 ea agreements not be used to circumvent the sentencing guidelines. 
Unfortunately, it is suggested that much of the public harbors a negative 
image of· plea bargainning, and certainly this image will continue to erode 
if plea agreements are used to circumvent prison sentences. Judicial scrutiny 
must be a part of any negotiated plea, however, the Court must avoid any 
action· which would tend to be viewed as an usurpti on of the prosecutor's 
or defense attorney-'s role. Hopefully the Court would retain an impartial 
objective role insuring that veracity and candor concerning the offense 
behavior are standards applied in evaluating whether an agreement was 
acceptab 1 e acc_ordi ng to the 1 etter and spirit of the sentencing gu'i de 1 i nes. 
Of grave concern is the issue that plea agreements may be used to present 
to the Court for application of sentencing guidelines a 11 Sanitized version .. 
of the offense. This in effect would pro vi de the defendant an avenue of 
manipulation to escape accountability for his actions. It is therefore 
recommended that the Court should not be bound by any sti pul ati on of fact 
especially if the _Court becomes aware of additional facts. The Court should 
a 1 so have the power to require the United States Attorney's Office through 
the United States Probation Office to disclose all facts concerning the case. 
The rule should also require that if there has been any stipulation of fact 
between the prosecutor and the defense, then the Court, United States probation 
officer, and significant others should be put on notice. In recent years, 
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appellate decisions have defined the fact that Courts may take into account 
total offense behavior for sentencing purpose, and we feel that the Courts 
must continue to consider all aspects of the offense as wel.l as the offender 
in the application of the sentencing guidelines. To do any less in our opinion 
would undermine the integrity of the sentencing process. 

The opportunity to respond to these issues is greatly appreciated. We 1 ook 
forward to a reviewing of the tentative draft of the sentencing guidelines 
in the near future. 

Officer 

RCHjr/tla 

\ 
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September 16, 1986 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE 

110 EAST PARK AVENUE 

TALLAHASSEE. FLORIDA 32301 

The Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

This replies to your August 20, 1986, letter. I will attempt to 
answer in the same sequence you posed the questions. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

The sentencing guidelines should provide an option for the 
sentencing judge to reduce the length of sentence based upon a 
defendant's guilty plea. I stress that this should be an option 
with the sentencing judge, inasmuch as some guilty pleas warrant 
a reduction and others do not, and the sentencing judge is in the 
best position to make that determination. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

Here we should recognize that the traditional concept of 
separation of powers still has some vitality. In short, the 
Executive, operating through the United States Attorney, should 
make the determination of who and what to prosecute, leaving to 
the Judiciary the sentencing decision for the crimes to which the 
defendant has pleaded guilty. 

The Attorney General of the United States could issue guidelines 
to his prosecutors throughout the country, putting limits on 
their plea bargaining authority. This would do more to eliminate 
disparity in sentencing than interfering with the independence of 
the judiciary. In other words, a prosecutor in California could 
"cut a deal" with a defendant's attorney on the same basis that a 
u.s. Attorney in Georgia could, resulting in the district judge's 
sentencing options being the same in both jurisdictions. 
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During my nearly six years as United States Attorney, and my 
eleven years as a district judge, this district has never engaged 
in "sentence bargaining." We do accord to the United States 
Attorney almost unbridled discretion to negotiate on counts, that 
is "charge bargaining." It is the position of our judges, 
however, that to agree on a sentence in advance, without knowing 
anything about the defendant or his background, is like shooting 
in the dark, and to have the probation office go to the time and 
expense of doing a detailed presentence investigation before the 
court determines whether to accept the plea or not is, in our 
judgment, a waste of resources. I recognize that "sentence 
bargaining .. is expressly authorized under Rule 11, but mention 
our practice so that you may understand the frame of reference 
from which I approach your questions. 

You also ask how can the prosecutors and defense attorneys 
stipulate to the underlying facts of an offense and the 
offender's behavior to reach a desired result. It has been my 
practice to refuse guilty pleas if the defendant is unwilling to 
admit to the truth of the facts that underlie the charge brought 
by the United States Attorney. It is certainly within the u.s. 
Attorney's discretion to obtain a superseding indictment or file, 
with the defendant's consent, an information charging a lesser 
included or different offense from which the defendant was 
originally indicted. Any set of facts could conceivably amount 
to a violation of several sections of the United States Code, but 
I would absolutely refuse to take a plea if counsel manufactured 
the factual situation to fit a particular offense. 

COOPERATION 

A defendant who cooperates is entitled to some consideration by 
the sentencing court. This serves the prosecutorial function, 
and can be some evidence of a defendant's first step towards 
rehabilitation, recognizing, of course, that the defendant is 
looking for the most favorable deal he can obtain. 

I agree that there are different levels of cooperation, and they 
should be objectively identified, with the primary determiner 
here being the prosecutor. The defendant should have an 
opportunity to dissent from the prosecutor's assessment of his 
cooperation. If the sentencing court is willing to accept a plea 
agreement calling for cooperation, then it seems to me that the 
sentencing court must, in case of disagreement, make the ultimate 
determination as to whether in fact there has been cooperation 
and the extent of it. 
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THE FLORIDA EXPERIENCE 

I have sent to you several articles concerning the rather 
disastrous results sentencing guidelines have caused in 
Florida. There is general dissension among the trial judges, but 
a new concern has arisen, and it may be of interest to you in 
your new position on the Fourth Circuit, as well as to your 
fellow appellate judges nationwide. 

The five district courts of appeal in Florida are the 
intermediate courts of appeal, but except for capital cases and 
other state-wide issues, are in reality the courts of last resort 
for most criminal cases. One of those courts of appeal sits in 
Tallahassee, and the judges on that court remark that they are 
seeing more and more appeals to the sentencing guidelines. I 
have no reason to doubt that the other four district courts of 
appeal in the state are likewise experiencing the challenges to 
the sentences imposed by our state trial judges. A new body of 
law is consuming the appellate docket. 

Thank you so much for your interest in our district meeting. We 
look forward to having your representative Mr. Burris join us, 
and I welcome the opportunity to see you in Clearwater in 
October. This comes with my best wishes for success in your 
endeavors. 

Respectfully, 

William Stafford 

WS/jj 



ROBERT K. SIBILLE 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA 

PROBATION OFFICER 

September 17, 1986 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

847 MAIN STREET 
BATON ROUGE 70801-1998 
AREA CODE &04 389·0494 

FTS: 887·0494 

I am responding to your letter of August 20, 1986 r~quest
ing my thoughts on the following topics: 

GUILTY PLEAS 

I believe the sentencing guidelines should make no dis
tinction between. a defendant who pleads guilty and one who 
stands trial and is subsequently found guilty·. In the early 
1970's, in a ·rural Georgia courthouse, !.listened to a District 
Attorney announce to criminal defendants who were to be arraigned 
that he would consider probation for any defendant who pled 
guilty, but any defendant who chose to insist on his right 
to a trial and who was found guilty would receive only a prison 
sentence. The announcement occurred prior to court had the 
desired effect. A defendant should not be punished for insisting 
on his constitutional rights. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

I stated in a previous letter sentencing guidelines would 
have the effect of decreasing the discretionary power of the 
sentencing judge and increasing the power of the United States 
Attorney. I do not know how the Sentencing Commission can 
develop guidelines or policy statements to control the United 
·states Attorneys who will use the guidelines in negotiating 
plea agreements. The U. S. Attorneys are already · considering 
the parole guidelines used by the United States Parole Commission 
in determining which charges will be prosecuted. 

The individual sentencing judge, when presented with a 
plea agreement, tan only judge each agreement on a case by 
case basis. Standards do not appear to fit in these iristances 
with one exception. · Judges should not accept any plea agree
ment which attempts to narrow the judge's discretionary authority 
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within the sentencing guidelines as a plea under Rule 11 (e) 
(c) might do. 

The increased discretionary powers given tQ the prosecutors 
under the Sentencing Reform Act will manifest itself under 
Rule ll(e)(l)(a). The prosecution will hold out the carrot 
of a charge which carries a shorter sentence within the guide
lines. Rule 11 (e) ( 1) (c) which calls for a specific sentence 
should be rejected by the sentencing judge or at least deferred 
until the judge has been provided a presentence report. I 
do not see a big impact by .the Sentencing Reform Act on this 
type of plea agreement. The prosecutors .know Rule ll(c)(l) 
(a) is their big stick. 

COOPERATION 

Cooperation should be the concern .of the. government pro
secutors in developing their plea agreements relating to dis
missal of certain charges. on·ce the defendant has pled guilty 
the sentencing judge should be able to consider the level of 
cooperation in determining: a sentence within the guidelines. 
I see no usefulness in formally identifying levels of coopera
tio.n to be used by the judge. The prosecutor ·and the defense 
attorney can in whatever manner appropriate inform the judge 
of the · defendant • s cooperation. Such ·information should also 
be included in the presentence report. If there is a disagree
ment over the· level or quality of the cooperation the judge 
will simply have. to make an evaluation based on the informa
tion provided him. The judge can choos·e to ignore the co
operation altogether believing the defendant's· actions were 
only self-ser~ing. To get involved in a hearing over the level 
of cooperation would be counter productive. 

Sincerely, 

~?~ 
John D. Powers 
U. S. Probation Officer 

JDP:jj 
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UNI"rED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
~~~,;ft SOUTHERN'. DISTRICT~ OF T·EXAS ~·:,.;.tj.,,:.,~~ 

LAREDO. TEXAS 78040 

CHAMBERS OF 

.JUDGE GEORGE P. KAZEN 

Honorable William W~ Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 

September 15 1 1986 

United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N~W. 
Suite· 1400 
Washington, D. c. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

This letter responds to your.s of August 20, 1986,. inviting 
comment. on guilty pleas and plea agreements. I confess at the 
outset that my comments are influenced by a very strong feeling 
that the entire idea of sentencing guidelines is highly 
questionable. I am not convinced there is a legitimate problem of 
sentence disparity on, a systemic basis nor that guidelines are the 
solution. Further., it is of questionable value to endeavor to 
standarize sentences when there is no e-ffort to standarize what 
charges are filed in a given situation among various jurisdictions. 
I fear we ate about to open a Pandora's box of giantic proportions 
which will have a sev·ere impact on the work .of dist·r ict courts, 
appellate courts, court reporters, probation officers, prosecutors, 
·defense lawyers, and everyone else. I also fear that the Congress 
will :make few, if any., provisions to assist~ I foresee ~guilty plea 
cases becoming mini-trials, with evidentiary hearings on the 
accuracy of the presentence report. followed by appeals on the 
issues of what guidelines are applicable and whether they have been 
followed. 

If there is a legitimate concern with disproportionate 
sentencing, why does the Congress pass statutes calling for a range 
of sentencing from, for example., zero to twenty years? Why is the 
Cong·ress presently seriously considering legislation in the 
nar·cotics area allowing a sentencing range of twenty years to life 
imprisonment? 

It would seem that a far simpler approach would be that now 
being proposed in ·the so-called "tax r~eform" l·egislation, where the 
Congress is considering eliminating all but a few tax rates. 
Similarly, there could be two or three categories of offenses, such 
as "Less serious,~ "serious" and "very serious,~ carrying allowable 
maximum~sentences of three years, six years, and ten years, with no 
parole. The judge would then fix a. sentence based on al.l of tbe 
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historically applicable factors, such as age, prior record, extent 
of cooperation, etc •. We would thus eliminate a new bureaucracy, a 
fertile new field of endless litigation over guidelines, and the 
mushrooming of appeals from sentences. Most importantly, we would 
cease the self-delusion that we can quantify, standarize and reduce 
to formulas situations as infinitely variable as human life 
itself. 

With that preamble, I now attempt to respond to your 
particular questions. 

Guilty Pleas 

I do not consciously impose a lower sentence simply because a 
defendant pleads guilty. Many a defendant has pled guilty before 
me in the face of overwhelming evidence of guilt while still 
denying or rationalizing away his culpability. It is clear that he 
has entered the plea simply to lower his exposure through the plea 
bargain. The charges may have been reduced or modified by the 
prosecutor to such an extent that there is no room left for further 
leniency. I generally look for other signs of genuine repentance, 
such as efforts to make restitution, cooperati6n with the 
Government, changes in lifestyle, or at a. bare minimum, candidness 

.concerning the offense. 

Without seeing the guidelines, it is difficult to answer your 
precise question. It has been suggested that the ultimate 
guidelines will call for a very narrow range between the minimum 
and maximum sentence. If this is true, I would question a 
reduction in sentence purely because of a guilty plea, standing 
alone. I would agree that the guilty plea is one of many factors 
that could be generally considered in applying the guidelines, but 
would object to any attempt to quantify a specific "discount" off 
the sentence for a guilty plea. 

Plea Agreements 

Plea agreements are essential to obtaining guilty pleas, and 
guilty pleas are essential to the functioning of the system. I / 
have believed, both before and after taking the bench, that in any 
jurisdiction, if all criminal defendants would plead not guilty to 
all charges, and insist upon all their legal rights at every turn 
of the proceedings, they would bring the criminal justice system to 
its knees in a matter of months. It would certainly be true for 
me, where I have just taken a plea in criminal case No. 323 for 
1986, with three months still remaining. 
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The Congr~ssional concern "that plea agreements not be used to 
circumvent the sentencing guidelines" impresses me as being based 
on a questionable view of the entire process. It seems to 
presuppose that the criminal charges either had an origin beyond 
the prosecutor's office or that they somehow acquired a life of 
their own after being filed. The fact is that the charges are the 
creation of the prosecutor and remain his until disposition. The 
Fifth Circuit, for example, has held that the prosecutor has the 
power to obtain dismissal of criminal charges against the defendant 
even after sentencing, where the sentence was more severe than the 
prosecutor felt warranted because of the Defendant's previous 
cooperation. United States v. Hamm, 659 F.2d 624 (5th Cir. 1981) 
(en bane). The Court held that the "leave of court" requirement in 
Rule 48(a), Fed. R. Crim. P., is primarily intended to protect a 
defendant against prosecutorial harassment and that the court can· 
deny a motion to dismiss only ih "extremely limit~d circumstances 
in e~traordihary cases." The Court further held that the trial 
judge would have to find affirmatively that the dismissal was 
cotitrary to the public interest in order to deny such a motion. 
Thus, at least in this circuit, a prosecutor has virtually total 
control over what charges are prosecuted. 

Many is the time that, as a result of ~ plea bargain, a 
prosecutor has moved to dismiss;the entire indictment against the 
defendant, filing instead a criminal information ch~rging misprison 
of a felony, a communications vi.olation in a narcotics case, a 
smaller quantity of controlled substance, or some other reduced 
charge. I am unaware of any l~gal authority allowing me to prevent 
this. 

It is, after all, the prosecutor who drafted the charges in 
the first place and exercised wide discretion in doing so. It is 
the prosecutor who first decided whether to file a felony or a 
misdemeanor or to file at all. It is the prosecutor who decided 
whether to charge one count or several for basically the same 
conduct. In short, I do not think that the guidelines can or 
should attempt to limit the prosecutor on what charge is ultimately 
offered to the defendant who wishes to plead guilty. 

Once that charge is selected, however, I believe the 
prosecutor's role in the sentencing process should diminish and at 
most take the form of a recommended sentence under Rule 
11(e)(1)(B). I am opposed to Rule 11(e)(1)(C) stipulations even 
under the present ·system. I strongly urge that the Court should 
have -the ultimate perogative to determine the true facts in the 
case, after obtaining a presentence report. While the prosecutor 
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is free to define the final charges, the Court should not be 
blindfolded to the facts in determining the sentence. For example, 
if a defendant is transporting fifty aliens, the prosecutor is free 
to file one count charging one alien, but the Court should not have 
to pretend at sentencing that the case is so limited. The same 
would be true if a defendant is charged with distributing a small 
sample of narcotics when in reality he also concluded the sale of a 
much larger quantity. Accordingly, the guidelines must be defined 
in terms of the facts and not necessarily in terms of the precise 
charge to which the defendant pleads. 

Cooperation 

This is an extremely important factor in my judgment, but I 
cannot imagine how "different levels of cooperation (could) be 
objectively identified" or how they could be quantified in a 
guideline. The varieties of cooperation a~e almost limitless. Is 
the defendant a simple "mule" who has furnished information on key 
members of a massive criminal conspiracy? Or is he a substantial 
criminal offering information about subjects probably less culpable 
than he? Is he merely furnishing general "intelligence" 
information or did he actively cooperate, as in the case of a 
controlled delivery? Did the information actually lead to the 
arrest and conviction of another individual? What if the defendant 
were willing and.ready to cooperate but the agents had not the 
time, resources or interest to pursue the matter further? I would 
urge the Commission to adhere to the historic division of 
responsibility between the Executive and the Judicial Branch. 
Whatever benefit the prosecution wishes to confer on a cooperating 
defendant can and should be done through the shaping of the 
charges, either in the original indictment or in whatever 
substitute indictment or information is filed prior to a guilty 
plea. Thereafter, however, the sentencing should be in the hands 
of the court. The prosecutor can and should advise the court as to 
the extent of cooperation and make whatever recommendation he deems 
appropriate. In the end, however, the court alone should make the 
evaluation. The cooperation should simply be a general factor that 
causes the sentence to be reduced in whatever manner the Court 
feels appropriate. If there are disputes concerning the level or 
quality of cooperation, they should be resolved by the court after 
hearing both sides, as is true in· the case of any other dispute 
concerning matters in the PSI. 

GPK/gsh 
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September 17, 1986 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, D.C. 2004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

With reference to your letter of August 20, 1986, 
the following views which, I believe, reflect the 
a substantial majority of our members. 

I offer you 
opinions of 

Guilty Pleas 

While a large percentage of criminal cases are resolved by guilty 
pleas and this is important to the Criminal Justice System as 
a whole; it is of small significance to the average sheriff 
even though some part of the time of an investigating deputy 
is saved such as his duties in assisting the prosecutor in case 
preparation, giving testimony, etc., and less time may be served 
in jail by defendants who plead guilty, although most defendants 
are released on bail pending trial. If a defendant's guilty 
plea is induced by a genuine recognition of the nature of his 
criminal acts and remorse therefor, and not the overwhelming 
evidence against him, I feel the sentencing judge should be 
entitled to consider this fact in sentencing a defendant. 

Plea Agreements 

Law enforcement officers are generally opposed to plea bargaining 
with the possible exception of agreements _that bring about a 
substantial commitment by the defendant to cooperate in the 
solution of other crimes. It is recognized that there are 
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instances where the evidence available," or the law, compels 
a prosecutor to reduce the charge against a defendant but, this 
should be scrutinized closely by the judge. If the sentencing 
guidelines are fair, and I am certain they will be, then there 
should be no modification because of a plea bargain. If, however, 
plea agreements are to continue, even under more limited 
circumstances, then we believe judges should review them with 
particular care to insure that the public interest is fully 
protected. To this end the judge should not accept just the 
views and factual presentations of the prosecutor and defense 
attorney, but broaden his inquiry to include the views of the 
victim, the investigating officers and other interested public 
officials. 

Cooperation 

It is in the area of recognition in an appropriate way of those 
criminals who cooperate with law enforcement officers that the 
sentencing guidelines can have the greatest benefit to those 
whose. duty it ·is to investigate and control crime. It is an 
old adage that, "You don't catch criminals in church." Organized 
crime, both national and local, narcotics, white collar and 
other crimes where multi-offenders are involved are secret and 
conspiratorial in nature. Those who can provide truly significant 
and valuable information are usually themselves involved either 
directly or peripherally in the criminal underworld. To induce 
cooperation is difficult because those criminals who do so 
frequently run the . risk of serious injury or death be they in 
or out of the penitentiary. ·.The possibility of some mitigation 
in punishment is a powerful factor in obtaining cooperat·ion. 
This is not to say that it cannot be accomplished in other ways 
but it is exceedingly difficult. Practically all law enforcement 
officers feel that getting murderers, rapists, burglars, narcotic 
dealers, etc., "off the streets" particularly the leaders of 
organized groups (they recognize this must be done 
constitutionally) is in the public interest. Consideration 
in the sentencing of a convicted criminal may be a small price 
to pay for asssistance in accomplishing this. 

To identify objectively different levels .of cooperation and 
quantity each as to what effect it should have on a sentence· 
is· almost impossible to do because of the great difference in 
criminal activities. One would ordinarly think that a felony 
charge is more important than a misdemeanor, but this is not 
always true. I do not know how any sort of standard can 
distinguish between cooperation which for example enables the 
authorities to locate and defuse a time bomb on an airplane 
as contrasted to information that solves a single murder case. 
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Unless some one can devise acceptable standards, it would seem 
that some discretion must be given to the court to evaluate 
differences in value to the public. Similarly disputes as to 
level or quality of cooperation seem best decided by the court 
after such hearings as the court may find necessary. Again 
those involved in obtaining and using the information obtained 
should participate in such hearings. 

I regret that ·I am unable to be of greater assistance to you. 
I reiterate that I speak only from the point of view of the 
law enforcement officer. There are others far better qualified 
to address this matter on behalf of the prosecutor~ the defense 
attorney and the judiciary. 

Very truly yours, 

~~·· ·~ 
_,.. Ca~ Bittick 

Execu ve Director 
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UNITED $TATES DISTRICT COURT 

CHAMBERS OF 

ROBERT R. MERHIGE. JR. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA 23219 

September 15, 1986 

Mr. William w. Wilkins, Jr 
Chairman · 
United. States S.entencing_ Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania_ Averi'ue ~, NW · 
Suite 1400 · · 
washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Billy: 

I acknowledge receipt of your letter of August 20 and 
respond as follows. 

Guilty Pleas 
As you may recall, I have previously expressed the view 

that I felt it entirely inappropriate for guidelines to make any 
distinction between the offender who pleads guilty and one who 
stands tri~l and is subsequently found guilty. I realize that 
some judges adjust their sentence downward on a guilty plea. 
Under that tpeory, so it has been expressed to me, a plea of 
guilty represents the first step towards rehabilitation. While I 
respect the ~iews of those judges, I feel that such a plea does 
not represent anything more then that the offender is both in 
fact and in law guilty, and is satisfied that the prosecution ·has 
more than sufficient evidence to make a conviction. My own 
experience has been that there is little about our sentencing 
procedures or our penal institutions that rehabilitate a con
victed felon. 

My primary objection to a downward sentencing adjustment 
for offenders who plead guilty is premised on my reluctance to 
put a price Dn a constitutional right. Every offender, 
regardless of the enormity of the crime or the evidence available 
against him or her, starts every case under our constitution with 
the presumption of innocence. It seems to me to be entirely 
inappropriate to put a price on one's waiving that right. 
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While I have not made a detailed study of the matter, I 
am satisfied that at least 85 percent of the criminal cases that 
come before me go off on a plea. It is well known that I give no 
credit for a plea of guilty. On the other hand, hopefully it is 
just as well known that a sentence is not increased by virtue of 
the fact that one pled not guilty and was ultimately found 
guilty. I am a little disturbed at the prospects that in our 
quest for what is perceived to be efficiency we are willing to 
make sacrifices resulting in inroads of the constitutional rights 
of our citizenry. Frankly, it more than disturbs me and borders 
on frightening. The suggestion that downward adjustment would be 
appropriate for one who pleads guilty certainly cannot, in my 
opinion, be justified under any theory of efficiency, and may 
result in some judges refusing to take a plea of guilty. While I 
think downward sentencing adjustment is wrong, I will, of course, 
follow the guidelines. 

Plea Agreements 
In my view, all plea bargaining is, as a practical 

matter, sentence bargaining. Rule ll(e)(l) and its subdivisions 
all deal with either the dismissal of certain charges which 
reduce the potential sentence, or calls for a recommendation, or 
at least lack of opposition, for a particular sentence, and 
finally (C) permits agreement for a specific sentence. I have 
had little difficulty with Rule 11 in this regard. 

Additionally, I have always adopted the attitude that 
the matter of prosecution is one that rests exclusively in the 
hands of the executive branch; hence, I have viewed the motion 
for dismissal of charges to be one which I had no choice but to 
sustain. While, I have not gone blindly along with the U.S. 
Attorney's recommendations in reference to a (e)(l)(B)(C) type of 
plea bargain, I certainly have listened to them carefully, and 
have been greatly influenced by a prosecutor's views in this 
regard, bearing in mind that he or she knows--or at least should 
know--more about the case than any judge will ever know. 

More specifically as to your inquiries, I have serious 
reservations that the Sentencing Reform Act should conflic-t with 
Rule 11. The standards a sentencing judge should apply when eva
luating a plea agreement will, or should be, in accord with the 
letter and spirit of the sentencing guidelines. It seems to me 
that a court must consider the fact that one of the goals of· the 
Sentencing Reform Act is to reserve imprisonment for those who 
truly are dangerous to society. I contemplate very little change 
in the way judges will look at plea bargaining under the Act. As 
to the extent the prosecutors and defense attorneys may stipulate 
to the underlying facts and offense in the offender's behavior, 
such factors mandate a certain sentencing result, and it would 
appear that since it is a stipulation, they should be able· to 
enter into any factual agreement in which both sides acquiesce. 
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Cooperation 
This appears to me to be the most difficult aspect of 

your inquiries. On the one hand, we all hope that offenders will 
cooperate with authorities, yet one must be careful not to let 
this truly become sentence bargaining. I have let the word go 
out that I certainly give that type of cooper~tion consideration, 
but my view is that all citizens should cooperate with the 
authorities, and failure to do so would be taken into con
sideration. 

I frankly find it difficult to see how your Commission 
can set objective standards for different levels of cooperation. 
My own view is that the Commission should simply state that a 
sentencing court is authorized to take such cooperation or lack 
thereof into consideration in imposing sentence. It would be 
appropriate to require a court to state whether or not it has 
taken such cooperation or lack thereof into consideration in its 
ultimate sentencing. I doubt seriously if there will be many 
cases in which the prosecutor and defense will be able to agree 
as to the level or quality of cooperation. Indeed, the prosecu
tor is bound to be influenced by law enforcement agencies, who 
may be more impressed by the level of cooperation given by one of 
their regular snitches than that given by someone else. 

I am afraid little of the foregoing will be helpful to 
you or to the Commission, and conclude by stating we may all be 
better off if we keep the guidelines down to a minimum. 

With warm personal regards, and looking forward to 
seeing you in the not-too-distant future, I am 

ResM-:;_ 
Robert R. Merhige, Jr. 
United States District Judge 
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Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

<FTS 487·6179) 

September 15, 1986 

This is in response·to your letter of August 20, 1986 con
cerning the role of plea agreements in the senteQcing guideline 
system. I feel the guidelines should make no distinction 
betw~en a person ~ho pleads guilty and one who stands trial 
and is subsequently found guilty. On a philosophical level, 
I am troubled by the thought that a defendant is punished 
to a greater degree because they exercised their constitutional 
right to a trial. In addition, their decision to plead 
not guilty may be the result of their attorney advising 
them, for any number of reasons, to gb to trial, rather 
than plead guilty. On a practical level, I anticipate that 
the guidelines will have sufficient flexibility that, should 
the sentencing judge desire to punish a defendant more severely 
for a not guilty plea, they will be able to do so. 

In regard to plea agreements, I feel the current right of 
the Court to accept or reject a plea agreement at arraignment 
or defer ~cceptance, until sentencing, is sufficient. Such 
a determination by the Court will undoubtedly hinge· on local 
and/or regional sentencing practices/philosophy, as well 
as local practices ·by U. S. Attorneys, pertaining to plea 
bargains. I cannot imagine any manual, detailing standards 
or guidelines which would adequately address this issue 
in other than the gener~l terms described in 3553(1)(2). 
In other words, I feel the standards to be consid~red in 
acceptance of any plea bargain, (which. includes both .II charge 
bargaining 11 

. and 11 sentencing bargainin.g 11 
) are the same as 

the standards considered by the Court in the imposition 
of a sentence. · 
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If the underlying facts of an offen.se and the offender's 
b~havior mandat~ a ce~tain sentencing result, I feel the 
pros~cutor and defen~e attorney should agree .to a written 
stipulation prior· to arraignment. 

I believe the Court ~h6tild recognize cooperation offenders 
provide to authorities and that a tentative agreement to 
·provid~ cooperation_should be formalized in the plea bargain. 
The public .. policy consideration~ are the same as those that 
exist under current s~ntencing procedures {i.e. ~·savings 
of prosecutorial, investigative, judicial resources: apprehension 
of others: decreased crime: etc.) The Court should be the 
final arbiter of the downward adjustment but the prosecutor; 
it seem~ to rna should be the final arbiter of whether or 
not the offender did in fact cooperate. 

In this regard~ tq avoid conflict at .sentencing, the plea 
bargain should. specify that the prosecutor will be the f'inal 

··arbiter of whether.or not the b~f~nder·provided the agr~ed 
upon coopetation. 

I doubt that·objecti~e standards or levels of cooperation 
which would be s·ufficiently inclusive, .can be ·identified 
and/or guanti~ied~ A~suming that the guidelines ~ill have 
a degree of flexibility oi.range, particularly for the ~ore 
serious.offende~s/offenses, I feel the guidelines ·ns~d only 

. identify coope!ation as a factor which justifies a lesser 
sentence .. - . 

. · Sincerely,· 

&1~~.···~JW· 
.. Eugene A. Mayhew 

u.· s.· Probation Officer 

EAM:l 
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Chairman, United States Sentencing Commission 
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Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Thank you for your opportunity _of August 20, 1986, 
to discuss the proper treatment of guilty pleas, plea 
agreements, and cooperation in· sentencing. The questions 
posed by your letter are questions that confront me 
frequently because of the large number of criminal cases 
that are handled by this court. Although guilty pleas, plea 
agreements ·and cooperation are very frequently integral 
parts of a single proceeding, I will answer your letter as 
close as I can to the individual topic. 

Guilty pleas constitute a critically large part of 
the disposition of the cases in this court. Without guilty 
pleas, I would not be able to·hear all of the criminal cases 
brought to the court for disposition by the United States 
Attorney, much less civil cases brought by private citizens. 
Sentencing guidelines should reflect a downward sentencing 
adjustment for defendants who plead guilty. Most agree, as 
do I, that a defendant's punishment should not be increased 
because he has entered a plea of not guilty and exercised 
his right to have his day in court; however, not to 

·recognize by a reduced sentence a defendant's remorse and 
apologies expressed through his guilty pl~a is unfair to him 
but it is not unreasonable to a defendant who 'has earned no 
such consideration. Additionally, it is entirely un
realistic not to give consideration to a defendant who has 
saved the government and the court considerable time, 
expense and effort. 

Plea agreements are integral parts of most guilty 
pleas. Plea agreements will no doubt be used by defendants 
to avoid sentencing guidelines. Whenever the government's 
case is weak, a defendant will be tempted to obtain a bene
ficial agreement and the government will likely be tempted 
to accept it. The opposite is true as well. Typical plea 
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agreements in this court are ones under Rule ll(e)(l)(A) 
and/or (B); e.g., ones in which the defendant pleads guilty 
to the charge in return for the government's silence at 
sentencing, or the defendant pleads guilty to one or more 
counts in return for dismissal of others or promises not to 
indictment for others. Rule ll(e)(l) C agreements are few. 
Most judges do not like them, but will take them on 
occasion, depending on the circumstances. 

A sentencing judge should review but generally 
respect a plea agreement. This opinion presumes an able 
government prosecutor and I think that is the presumption 
that the guidelines must recognize. The prosecutor is in 
the best position to evaluate the strength of his case. He 
is also in a position to determine which of the many cases 
on his own docket should be the focus of his attention and 
the limited resources of his office. Those same statements 
can be made with respect to the defendant's counsel. The 
prosecution of a case is not the Court's prosecution; the 
defense of the case is not the Court's defense. Again 
presumably, the attorneys are in the best position to 
dispose of the case by plea bargain. By saying the 
foregoing, I do not mean to state that there is no role for 
scrutiny by legislative and judicial branches of the 
governent. While Congressional concern may be that plea 
agreements may circumvent guidelines, and while judges may 
be concerned that a lenient agreement allows the guilty to 
escape inadequately punished, oversight has to be realistic. 

As a matter of practice, I examine plea agreements 
and I have occasionally refused plea agreements, but on 
inquiry the great majority are justified. The refusals were 
in cases where the defendant had negotiated a very lenient 
agreement. In one recent instance, the proposed sentence 
was so low that I told the parties I could not pronounce 
such a weak sentence for such a serious charge and would 
rather hold a lengthy trial with the possibility of no 
conviction than be responsible for promoting a public 
perception of excessive leniency in the judicial system. In 
another case, I essentially did the same. In both cases the 

-defendants later re-entered pleas enabling more appropriate 
punishment. I have accepted other plea agreements which I 
did not like because the reality of the case was that the 
defendants were guilty but the government's case was weak. 
Those circumstances are unavoidable. Most plea agreements 
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require no real review because the agreement leaves 
sufficient room for sentencing discretion. I would add that 
unless Congress is willing to increase drastically the 
number of agents, prosecutors, and judges, and provide more 
courthouses and courtrooms and staff for them, as well as 
increased expenditure for jury· fees, then my recommendation 
is to leave well enough alone. Having observed Congressional 
treatment of the Judiciary's needs, I believe I can argue 
with confidence that those expendiutures will not be 
forthcoming. I am not of the opinion that plea bargaining 
is a problem in federal courts and I have read no study that 
shows it to be abused. 

Your questions with respect to cooperation 
typify the problems of establishing guidelines which, if too 
detailed, will supplant judgment for a mechanistic approach 
to justice in the name of consistency. Perhaps some, but I 
suspect only a few, would debat'e with me that offenders who 
cooperate with authorities should be given recognition for 
their cooperation, and the greater the cooperation, the 
greater the returned benefits. The sentencing court is the 
applicable decision-maker upon information furnished by the 
parties. No certificate need be given, nor written 
agreement entered. Those may be tools chosen by the 
parties, but no formalistic paperwork approach should be 
required when statements of the parties in open court will 
suffice. Presentence investigations frequently state the 
revel of cooperation and a mechanism is already in Fed. R. 
Cr. P. Rule 32 to provide the defendant an appropriate 
method of challenging incorrect information. It is common
place to allow either party at sentencing to present 
whatever evidence they would choose to establish cooperation 
or the lack of cooperation. 

In closing, let me simply illustrate that only six 
to seven indictments per month, if tried to a jury, would 
consume a judge's entire trial docket for that month. 
Indictments in my court average about twenty to thirty per 
month, with a greater number of defendants. No time would 
be left for hearing the civil cases of our citizens who 
complain of and defend against alleged violations of 
property rights, constitutional and civil rights, employment 
rights, and contract rights, and on and on. I hope that the 
Sentencing Commission will recognize in its guidelines the 
need for it to trust the men and women of the executive and 
judicial branches to dispose of the cases in the courts with 
integrity and with efficiency. That trust can best be 
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exemplified by continuing the flexibility needed to resolve 
the many, many cases in court, each factually distinct from 
the other. 

HWHj r. /j dp 

ADDENDUM: 

An actual sentencing proceeding yesterday perhaps 
will illustrate best why I believe guidelines wilt be very 
difficult for you to draw in this area of guilty pleas, plea 
agreements and cooperation. The defendant was convicted in 
1981 in Florida of conspiracy to distribute cocaine and 
possession with intent to distribute cocaine, approximately 
50 pounds. Before sentence, he jumped bond to California 
and assumed a different identity. While there he engaged in 
a cocaine conspiracy of approximately 80 pounds and was 
indicted. While awaiting trial in California, he engaged in 
still another conspiracy with some 6-8 others to import 
approximately 700 kilograms of cocaine from Colombia. He 
was one of the major actors. It is this larger cocaine 
offense for which he was indicted in Corpus Christi. 

The defendant was persuaded to plead guilty by 
virtue of an offer to dismiss several Corpus Christi counts, 
as well as the California cocaine indictment and the Florida 
bond jumping indictment, and to make a recommendation for a 
concurrent sentence on the Corpus Christi case with his 
Florida 10-year cocaine sentence in return for his testimony 
against other florida cocaine dealers. Additionally, there 
would be a consecutive, but probated, 15-year term on the 
Corpus Christi cocaine conspiracy indictment, and the 
Corpus Christi cocaine charge not be enhanced. As a result 
of his cooperation, the government was able to obtain 
convictions against six associated Colombians in Miami, 
Florida, .described as among the most sinister and powerful 
drug groups operating in Miami. This group was responsible 
for the importation of approximately 500 kilograms of 
cocaine per month and is suspected of several narcotics
related murders. Without the defendant's cooperation, there 
would have been no conviction. Additionally, his 
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cooperation, I understand, is helping Florida and IRS 
authorities. 

I accepted the recommendation on the theory that 
while the agreement was generous to the defendant it was not 
unreasonably generous because the defendant was going to 
serve a 10-year sentence, had successfully cooperated 
against ruthless drug dealers, and had risked his life and 
continues to do so. Two government attorneys at sentencing 
argued in support of the agreement--the local Assistant 
United States Attorney and the Assistant United States 
Attorney from Florida, whose case this defendant made 
against the Florida drug conspirators. Both strongly urged 
that without cooperation, such as given by this defendant, 
top drug dealers will be continue to be immune from 
prosecution by the layers of insulation that they have 
placed between themselves and their drugs. 

No one likes it, but it is reality. 
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Dear Chairman Wilkins: 
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We are pleased to_again respond to the Commission's request for our 
thoughts on a -hearing topic. In the past, we have responded exten
sively, including providing oral testimony. Regarding the particular 
subject at hand, however, we trust that you will rece±ve plenty of 
input. The only input.we would like to.address is something that has· 
disturbed us·in the past and may continue to be a problem in the 
future. 

Based upon our extensive practical experience and collective exper
tise in the long~term effect of Plea-Agreements, we would propose 
the following: 

The guidelines applicable to the count(s) pled to should be the 
guidelines the Cou~t is required to be guided by. Any other counts, 
regardless of what standing they take, should not be part 6f the 
consideration for guideline concerns; otherwise, ,do not dismiss the 
counts. The defendant should either plead guilty to a particular 
count that is a particular crime and that has a particular set of 
guidelines, and be sentenced accordingly, or do not let the defendant 
plead guilty to those counts. Otherwise you are enhancing aggrava
tion of evidence that was never proven in· Court .. Additionally, no 
one ever knew. whether it could be proven or not; a·nd that ·evidence 
is being dismissed based on the fact that they do not know whether 
it could or could not be proven. 

Sentencing Alternatives/Guidelines • Legal Research 
Parole Commission Rules and Regulations • Bureau of Prisons Policies· 
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I am afraid that in the abolishment .of the Parole Commission, that 
the Courts may inherit the propensity for considering all aggravating 
feature~ above and beyond counts pled. It is not fair. It has never 
been fair. We encounter the situation repeatediy where the sentence 
exceeds th~ guidelines. It is my firm belief that the guidelines 
should be adhered to unless there is a substantial amount of.agg:ravating 
information beyond wha-t would balance with .the mitigating information. 
In other ~ords, there is a balance to look to: if there is a l~t of 
good and a· lot of bad, do not do anything. If one outweighs the 
other·the ~entence should be reduced or aggravated. But that is the 
only thing the guidelines should address. 

As we have witnessed these problems in the past we have addressed 
them in some of our previous newsletters which I am providing you. 
Although they may not apply to the future direction of the Plea 
Agreement, they might give you some insight. However, the emphasis 
of 6ur thoughts regarding future Plea Agreement policies i~ expressed 
in this letter. 

We are looking forward to the publication of the draft guidelines 
later this month as well as your visit to-Atlanta. Thank you for 
this opportunity to participate in the Commission's hearing on 
September 23rd. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia G. Shein, President 
Sentencing and Parole Consultant 
NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES 

Enclosure 

MGS/gn 
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Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr • 
. United States Sentencing Commission 
Suite 1400 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue,. Nw· 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

·Thank you very much for your letter .of August 20, 
1986, seeking ~y input on the areas of guilty pleas, 
plea agreements, and: cooperation. First, let me 
comment that these ·three topics are highly appropriate 
for your detailed consideration. Every judge has 

.wrestled with these concepts in sentencings. I know of 
no more vexing, difficult or complex questions than are 
pr~sented in these three related topics. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

It is right, proper and economical that approxi
mately ninety percent (90%) of federal criminal cases 
are disposed of by guilty pleas. I sincerely hope that 
the same result will obtain after the implementation of 
the sentencing guidelines. I do not think that the 
taxpayers or the legislators of this nation have 
cont_emplated the financial and logistical results of a 
change of a few percentage points, say from ninety 
percent (90%) to eighty .percent (80%). This ten 
percent .statistical change would double the criminal 
caseload in our courts. 

While every citizen has the right to enter a 
not-guilty plea and to put the government to its proof, 
I know of no logical or constitutional rule against 
rewarding those who exhibit remorse, contrition, or 
good citizenship by pleading guilty. Of course, we 
could .always make it obfuscatory. ·We could deny that 
rewards ~re given for pleading guilty and attribute the 
be~efits only to the defendant's demonstrated remorse, 
etc. This, however, is a charade. Most. of the remorse 
of a cri~inal defendant is manifest in his sorrow in 
being caught and prosecuted. There should be real, 
palpable, advantages to. a guilty .plea. While a 
defendant shduld not be coerced into a guilty plea, 
neither should a defendant be p~rmitted to "roll the 
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dice" on an outside chance of an acquittal at no 
expense to himself. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

These questions on plea agreements are very 
reliable indicators of the difficulties which confront 
the Sentencing Commission in formulating guidelines and 
sentencing judges in following those guidelines. To be 
sure, plea agreements should remain under the watchful 
scrutiny of the court.. Federal Rule of Criminal 
Procedure 11(e) (1) (c) which exciludes the trial judge 
from the actual plea bargaining process, provides 
sufficient safeguards to prevent abuses. On the whole, 
the process works well in the federal system. I am 
sure that abuses have occurred, but I am also confident 
that those instances predominate in the state systems. 
Abuses of the plea bargaining process are rare in the 
federal system. Frankly, most of the concerns which I 
have heard about the need to regulate or "clamp down 
on" the process of plea bargaining is political rheto
ric insofar as it applies to the federal criminal 
system. In almost seven years, I have seen one or two 
instances in which I would flatly reject a plea agree
ment and a few more under which I would apply some 
moderate upward adjustment in the sentence. 

Plea agreements should not be binding upon the 
courts. Such binding plea agreements are unseemly and 
would tend to lessen the dignity of the proceeding. 
The watchful scrutiny of the court over the dealings 
between the defendant and prosecution should be main
tained. It is very probable that this judicial scruti
ny of the plea bargaining process fn the federal system 
is the cause of the successes and respectability whiqh 
the federal system of plea bargaining enjoys. 

I simply cannot come up with an inclusive system 
of all of the specific factors by which a plea agree
ment should be dealt with by the Sentencing Commission. 
The questions that you ask indicate the manifold 
difficulties. I believe that it would be beneficial to 
continue to exclude the sentencing judge from the 
actual bargaining process. Because of the difficulties 
encountered by the formulation of inclusive specifics, 
and because of the benefits to be derived by continued 
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watchful scrutiny, it may be best simply to allow the 
broadest possible discretion to the trial judges to 
govern the dealings between defendant and prosecution 
in plea agreements. 

Judges are not eager to upset plea agreements 
because to do so exacerbates the problems of busy trial 
schedules. Nevertheless, neither are.they loathe to do 
so. It seems to me that this element of generous 
judicial discretion could be beneficially retained. 

To answer one of your questions very specifically, 
it would seem appropriate still to obtain the prose
cution version of the offense independent from any 
stipulation with the defendant. Of course, the court 
must always determine a sufficient factual basis for 
the plea. In any event, any stipulation of fact 
between the prosecution and defense should be made · 
subject to the court's inquiry. Further, any 
stipulation should be by certificate of truthfulness, 
after investigation and to the best of the knowledge 
and belief of the attorneys, and subject to 
disciplinary sanctions as officers of the court. 

COOPERATION 

It is my view that the 11 Cooperation factor" in 
sentencing decisions is one of the most difficult to 
deal with. On the one hand, I find the prospect of 
negotiating, dealing, and "cooperating" with criminals, 
particularly drug dealers, revolting. On the other 
hand, in some cases it is absolutely necessary and it 
produces investigations, prosecutions, and convictions 
which are otherwise impossible. As a practical .matter, 
the factor of cooperation as a mitigating force in 
sentencing must be retained. 

I particularly do not like the practice of making 
a plea agreement with a defendant, obtaining his 
cooperation and testimony, and then returning to the 
court in a Rule 35 proceeding in which the prosecution 
gives the most glowing report of the defendant's 
performance in which he is depicted as the next best 
thing to Dick Tracy. The transition from "scumbag 11 to 
cooperating prosecuting witness, ergo hero, is all too 
rapid and frequent. Somewhere in all of this criminal 
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defendants become far too impressed with their· own 
importance, value, and prominence in the system which 
is organized to punish them. 

Sentencing judges now find the aspect of coop
eration to be among the most difficult they deal with, 
and so will the Sentencing Commission. Once again, I 
cannot suggest a checklist of inclusive specifics. 
Again, perhaps it would be wisest to leave the court 
with an element of broad discretion in the consid
eration of the "cooperation factor." In any event, it 
would be best to make the assessment of the value of 
the defendant's cooperation as soon after the guilty 
plea as is possible, and it should not be deferred 
until after the defendant has given information or 
testified. To defer sentencing or the factoring of 
cooperation until after the defendant's "performance," 
leaves too much room for imagination to.triumph over 
memory. 

I sincerely hope that these ramblings are helpful 
to you. I do not envy the difficult mission you have 
undertaken. If I can assist you, I hope that you will 
call on me without hesitation. 

I look forward to seeing you at our Eleventh 
Circuit Judges Workshop and with kindest regards, I am 

DHB,jr/cms 
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When the Commission considers the proper role of plea agreements in 
a sentencing guidelines system, I believe that the guidelines should 
make no distinction between a defendant who pleas guilty and one who 
stands trial and is subsequently found guilty. In my opinion, the 
guidelines should be based on the offense behavior without 
consideration as to the manner in which guilt is determined. I 
don't believe that this ·would result in more trials, but even if it 
did, the guidelines need to project a sense of_fairness and equity 
rather than serve as a tool to induce guilty pleas. 

In the area of plea agreements, I share Congressional concern that 
the agreements not be used to circumvent the sentencing guidelines. 
The Court should· insure that any plea agreement first meets the 
legal requirements of Rule 11. Secondly, I believe that the Judge 
needs to insist that the proposed sentence in a Rule 11 agreement be 
within the guidelines for the offense charged. If prosecutor's and 
defense attorneys can negotiate around the guidelines by use of the 
plea agreement sanctioned by the Court, then the system will not 
work as it was intended to do when it was implemented by Congress. 
In some instances now, prosecutors and defense attorneys attempt to 
structure a plea agreement so that the offense severity utilized by 
the Parole Commission will result in lower guidefine months to serve. 
If the sentencing guidelines can be manipulated in a similar manner, 
then their effect will be diluted. Therefore, I believe t~at the 
sentencing Court's primary function in accepting or rejecting plea 
agreements should be to insure that the mandates of the guidelines 
will be met, even if the Court accepts the proposed plea agreement 
and recommended sentence if one is offered to the Court. 
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The guidelines should give offenders who cooperate with authorities 
some limited consideration concerning downward adjustment of their 
applicable sentences. However, the guidelines should have strict 
qriteria, at least similar to those outlined in the Parole 
Commission Rules and Procedures Manual at 2. 63. The issue of 
cooperation should not seriously dilute the impact of the mandated 
guidelines. The ·revised Rule 35 requires the Government to petition 
the Court for a reduction based on subsequent substantial assistance 
in the· investigation or prosecution of another person who has 
committed an offense. The sentencing Court will then need to decide 
the appropriate level of downward adjustment if it is satisfied that 
the integrity of the guidelines will not be compromised. As it now 
stands, the Court defers to the u.s. Attorney to determine the level 
or quality of cooperation, and I believe this should be the standard 
in the future also. 

This is an area that is subject to a great deal of abuse by 
prosecutors; therefore, I would recommend that the guidelines be 
very sparing as to the amount of time that a sentence ·could be 
reduced for any such cooperation. 

I am .looking forward to receiving the draft guidelines, and I 
appreciate the opportunity to have input at this point in the process. 

Sincerely, 

~22eptienson 
Supervising U.S. Probation Officer 

OJS/mb 
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WILLIAM D. GRAVES 

CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER PLEASE REPLY TO: 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

DISTRICT OF COLORADO 

PROBATION DEPARTMENT 

August 27, 1986 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

C·122 U.S. COURT HOUSE 

DENVER 80294 

303·844·4155 

P.O. BOX 3066 

HIGH MAR STATION 

BOULDER 80307 

303·497·5371 

2040C N. ACADEMY BLVD. 

COLORADO SPRINGS 80909 

303·574·8615 

P.O. BOX 3508 

GRAND JUNCTION 81501 

303·245·5396 

Pursuant to your request of August 20, 1986, the fo 11 owing would represent 
my position reference the three major areas about which you inquired in 
your letter: 

GUILTY PLEAS 

No, I do not believe that sentencing guidelines should provide a downward 
sentencing adjustment for defendants who plead guilty. I believe it would 
be impossible to qevise a system which rewards people merely for pleading 
guilty without then punishing the remainder for exercising their 
constitutional right to trial. Many argue· that this would be a more honest 
system, since empirical studies show that sentencing judges presently tend 
to impose 1 ower sentences on gui 1 ty p 1 eas than those who go to tria 1 . · But 
I believe that this difference is due to so~ething else. 

When a defendant p 1 eads gui 1 ty, he often does so in a p 1 ea agreement that 
shields him from the sentencing consequences of crimes for which he might 
otherwise be convicted and sentenced. Those who take their chances by going 
to trial are frequently convicted of either more charges,'mqre serious charges 
or both, so it only follows that they receive ·a more purtitiv~ sentence under 
the present system, as rightfully they should. · 

With the tentative sentencing guidelines predicated on total offense behavior, 
I realize failing to make a distinction between the defendant who pleads 
guil'ty and the one who does not could result in a significant increase in 
the number of defendants wanting trials. And I further realize the logistical 
problems should that materialize, especially given the fact that 90 percent 
of all federal criminal cases are presently disposed of by-guilty pleas. ' 

However, I believe it is fundamentally wrong to devise a scheme that 
deliberately punishes people simply for going to trial, and I further believe 
that it is erroneous to believe ·that judges are already doing so now, but 
simply being less 11 Up front 11 about it. But·even if judges are, in the present 
system, covertly punishing defendants who go to trial, that unfairness will 
still exist even if the system tells defendants 11 Up front 11 that they will, 
in effect,· be punished vi a ·a 1 onger sentence simp 1 y for choos·i ng to go to 
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The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
August 27, 1986 
Page 2 

trial, in addition to be punished for their criminal behavior. Surely the 
Commission can find ·a better way to safeguard against massive requests for 
tria 1 s. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

... Sentence bargaining .. should be prohibited under any circumstances and 11 Charge 
bargaining .. should be allowed only to the extent that ·it does not circumvent 

·the sentencing guidelines. 

COOPERATION 

It. seems only reasonable that sentenci~g .. gUidelin~s. give recognition and· 
reward to those who have cooperated where '.tha.1> ,c·ooperation has been 
significant and ·documented. Because cooperation . can· vary, levels of 
cooperation. do need to be objectively identified with. 'the fi"na.l decision 
as to the appropriate 1 eve 1 or downward adjustment being~ decided by the 
sentencing court upon written certification by the prosecutor. Where ~isputes 
exist between defense and government co~nsel·, the probation officer could 
pro vi de a recommendation to the court. · · · · 

But I am concerned that cooperation ,_not .·be given an inordinate. amount of 
weight. Doing so tends to undermine the public·~ confidence in the way 
the system ho 1 ds sentenced offenders accountab 1 e. It Q l"so ca.n result in 
a reverse form of discrimination: while I· ·have no problem ·with this working 
against criminals who could have provided valuable information but chose 
not to, there are many situations which simply do not lend .themselves to 
an offender being able to cooperate, i.e., simply having no information 
or ability to assist in any way. Worse, those who have. the .. most information 
to provide are also the ones who oftentimes are th~ most entrenched in crime, 
and it was· through their own· criminal involvement. that they obtained 
information, which must not be a 11 owed to turn a punitive sentence into 
a token sentence. 

As always, I appreciate this opportunity to provide input. 

;Jere~ cMk 
Gary7 Crooks 
Senior U.S. Probation Officer 

GRC/mlp 



H. RICHARD GOOCH 
CHIEF U.S. PROBATION OFFICER 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

PROBATION OFFICE 

PHILADELPHIA-
SUITE 1106 9000 U.S. COURTHOUSE 

601 MARKET STREET 
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 19106·1766 

(215) 597-7950 
September 3, 1986 

EAST SHORE BUILDING 
45 S. FRONT STREET 
READING. PA. 19602 

597-2152 

Mr. William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

I am responding to your letter of August 20, 
addressed to U.S. Probation Officer Thomas 

1986, 
R. 

Maher, inasmuch as Mr. Maher does not have the extra time 
that would be necessary to prepare a response on this 
particular occasion. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

I do not believe the sentencing guidelines should 
provide a downward sentencing adjustment for defendants 
who plead guilty, and they should make no distinction 
between a defendant who pleads guilty and one who stands 
trial and is subsequently found guilty .. Personally, I 
have never believed ·that defendants found guilty after 
trial should receive a harsher penalty than those who 

, enter a plea of guilty, because it represents an unfair 
discrimination against a person who chooses to exercise 
his/her constitutional rights to a trial by jury. The 
attached materials are copies of an exchange of corres
pondence (and photocopies) between a senior district 
judge, Eastern District of Pennsylvania, and me after 
the judge informally asked me in January 1985 whether 
our probation officers considered these factors when 
recommending a sentence. You will note that there is a 
Second Circuit opinion [United States v. Wiley, 
278F.2d.500 (7th CIR. 1960)], American Bar Association 
Standard 14-1.8, and an interesting discussion by Saul 
Rubin (Law of Criminal Correction, Second Edition, Page 
64-65) that tend to support my belief. 



Page Two 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

I do not believe that plea agreements should be U$ed 
to circumvent sentencing guidelines, because my experience 
has convinced me that the reason(s) behind the agreements 
usually have· little or nothing to do with . the offense 
or offender characteristics. 

COOPERATION 

I do believe that there should be some recognition 
by the sentencing guidelines of offenders who cooperate 
with authorities, because cooperation tends to facilitate 
additional prosecutions and thus better serve the public 
and the. broader concerns and purposes of the criminal 
justice system. I agree that different levels of coopera
tion be objectively identified and given relative downward 
adjustments from otherwise applicable sentence: and in 
my opinion the sentencing court should decide the appro
priate level or downward adjustment. 

HRG/dn 
attachments 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
H. Richard Gooch, Chief 
U. S. Probation Officer 
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January 28, 1985 

TO : Mr. Gooch, Chief Probation Officer 

Dear Mr. Goo~h: 

UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE 

INDEPENDENCE MALL WEST 

601 MARKET STREET 

PH I LA DELPH lA, PAO 19106 

(215) 597-

Thank you for your letter of January 16 and the enclosures. It has been very helpfu~:·· 

cc: DCUSPO Christy 
SUSPO McKerney 
USPO Gallagher 

( Re ·question as to whether a. defendant • s 
guilty plea and/or being· ·found guilty 
after trial is taken into consideration 
by probation officers before they make 
a sentencing recommendation. 
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597-2152 . 

MEMORANDUM 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
IASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

. PROBATION OFFICE 

PHILADELPHIA 

January 16. 1985 

TO: The Honorable 

FROM: H. Richard Gooch, Chief 
U. S. Probation Officer 

IUITl 1101 
IAIT IHOII£ IUILDIIIIC 
a I. FIONT ITiln 
lEADING. PA. 11101 . 

I am sure that Your Honor will recall our recent conversation 
in the lunchroom and your question as to whether a defendant's 
guilty plea and/or being found guilty after· trial is taken -

. into consideration by proba~ion officers before they make 
.a sentencing recommendation to the Court. My reply, in essence, 
was -that they do not~ but, I felt that my rationale was most 
unsatisfactory. For my own benefit and to be of more assistance 
to Your Honor, I have researched your question and attached 
copies ~f the followin~: 

1. Article in C. Newman's textbook, Introduction to Criminal 
Justice, Second Edition, on •sentencing Leniency for Guilty 
Plea Offenders,• Pages 286-288, which includes 

(a) United States V. Wiley, 278. F. 2d. 500 (-7th CIR. 
1960)~ 

(b) ·American Bar· Association's position in Section· ·1.8~ 
and 

(c) quotation from the National Advisory Commission 
on Criminal Jristice .Standards and Goals. 

2. American Bar Association's. Standard 14-1.8, Consideration 
of Plea in Final Disposition. 

3. An excerpt · from the Law of Criminal Correction, Second 
Edition, by Sol Rubin, Counsel Emeritus, Natiorial Council 
on Crime and Delinquency, Chapte·r 2, •The Guilty Plea 
and Related Sentence Considerations," Page 64. 



·r l .... ·· 

To1 The Honorable. Page Two 

4. The Presentence· Investigation Report, Publication 105, 
published and recommended by the Probation Division, 
Administrative Office of the u.s. Courts ·with the approval 
of- the U.s. Judicial Conference. ·section on the recommen
dation and rationale, Page 17. . (It is to be noted that 
this publication does. not address the issue regarding 
whether .there should be consideration for a guilty plea 
or finding of guilty following trial by jury.) 

HRG/dn 
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we give to judges in the fashioning of sentences are terrifying and intolerable for 
8 

society that professes devotion to the rule of law."48 ... _ 

Dawson found a wide variety of factors beyond the nature of the offense itself 

which inBuenced judicial setting of long or short periods of incarceration. Some of 
these he terms "administrative accommodations," including such things as showing 

more leniency to an offender who pleads guilty than to one who has had a full tria] 

or showing leniency to an offender who is a police informer or has been a valuable 

state's witness. Conversely, judges sometimes impose very long sentences, not to bury 

the offender in prison for many years, but to provide an extended parole supervision 

period in the belief that intensh·e surveillance and assistance will be needed on his 

return to the community.49 F~rthermore, most conscientious judges wish to "individ

ualize" sentences as much as sible, attem tin t he actual conse uences of 

sentences to e risk and reputation of the offende and also to consider the effect of 

the sentence on is ami y. ut it should be noted that individualization is only one 

sentencing objective. Judges are lawy~rs, and in sentencing as in other matters, they 

often have strong allegiances to J?recedent. 0 r time it is not unusual for them to 

strive to impose comparable. sentences for similar offenses an 

As we have pointed out, -sentencing determinations are so intertwined \\ith plea 

negotiation practices that it is sometimes difficult to determine precisely where and by 
whom the sentence decision is actually made.50 In general, overt plea bargaining prin

cipally affects selection for probation, avoids mandatory sentences, and, by reducing 

charges, acts to lower the outer limits of minimum or ma.ximum sentences. Rarely does 

a bargain include a preconviction promise for a specific term of years in prison. 

With minor exceptions, trial judges support the plea negotiation process by honor

ing bargains made between defense and the prosecutor. But apart from overt bargain

ing, there is a controversial sentencing issue regarding the common practice of judges 

sho ving vreater lenienc · to defendants who have pleaded guilty than to diose con

victed only· after triaL Sometimes called e "implicit bargain,"51 defendants w o lead 

gm ty row emse ves on t e mercy o e court an , in most mstances, r eive this 

mercy. ponents o t is practic~ ten ot er JU ges-argue t at such differential 
~ -

leniency penalizes defendants for exercising their constitutional right to trial. At a 

federal sentencing conference· this issue was debated, and among those favoring more 

leniency to the guilty plea defendant one judge commented: -"In a large metropolitan 

court it would be impossible .to keep abreast of the large number of crimina] cases if 

it were not generally known among the practicing bar that consideration is given to 

those who are willing to plead guilty ."52 Others supporting the practice felt that the 

pleading defendant has shown remorse and sho_uld be given a break, while the defend

ant who pleaded not guilty but was convicted anyway has added perjury to his 

original crime. 
This leniency issue was aired in a federal case involving four codefendants charged 

I 
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Sentencing 

with interstate transportation of stolen furs, where three pleaded guilty, but one 
demanded tria) and Was COn\'icted. The judge gptenred the tried defendant tp a 

· )onger prison term than his partners, although the record showed him to be the least 
criminal of the four.J-Ie had requested probation, but the judge said it was his "stan
d~ licy" not to grant robation to defendants who demanded trial and added tflat 
his sentence wou ave be defendant had demanded a jury trial 
instea of accepting a bench trial. The case was reversed on appea 
the lower court for resentencing. 53 The court of appeals said: 

UNITED STATES V. WILEY 
278 F. 2d. 500 (1!h CIR. 1960) 
The trial judge announced from the bench that it was the standard policy of his court that once a defendant stands trial, probation for such a defendant would not be considered. This policy or rule is self-imposed. It is contrary to the statute and the rule of criminal procedure authorizing probation. Such a rule should not be followed. A...d.e.fendant in a criminal case should not b· · b a hea sentence merely because he exercises his constitutional ri ht to be tried before an im art1al JU e or u . 

In t e case at bar, c hee, the tour-t1me convicted felon, an the ringleader, received a two-year term. The three defendants other than Wiley, all of whom had criminal records, received sentences of one year and a day. Yet Wiley, who had a good previous record except for one juvenile matter when he was thirteen years old, received a three-year term. A realistic appraisal of the situation compels the conclusion that Wiley's comparative! severe sent n d trial. er poss1 e as1s is suggested for the disparity. Consciously OI. not, the learned trial judge again applied the standard of his rule when he reimposed the three-year sentence. I agree this sentence should not be permitted to stand. 
The matter does not rest here, howevert',.he American Bar Associatio11 took the 

following position in constructing its standards for pleading and sentencing: 

Section 1.8. Consideration of Plea in Final Disposition. 
a. It is proper for the court to grant charge and sentence concessions to defend
ants who enter a plea of guilty or nolo contendere when the interest of the 
public in the effective administration of criminal justice would thereby be served. 
Among the considerations which are appropriate in determining this question are: 

i. that the defendant by his plea has aided in ensuring the prompt and certain 
application of correctional measures to him; 
ii. that the defendant has acknowledged his guilt and shown a willingness to 
assume responsibility for his conduct; 
iii. that the concessions will make possible alternative correctional measures 
which are better adapted to achieving rehabilitative, protective, deterrent, or 
other purposes of correctional treatment, or will prevent undue harm to the 
defendant from the form of conviction; 
iv. that the defendant has made public trial unnecessary when there are good 
reasons for not having the case dealt with in a public trial; 
v. that the defendant has given or offered cooperation when such cooperation 
has resulted or may result in the successful prosecution of other offenders 
engaged in equally serious or more serious criminal conduct; 

287 
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vi. that the defendant by his plea has aided in avoiding delay (including 
. delay due to crowded dockets) in the disposition of other cases and thereby 
has increased the probability of prompt and certain application of correctional 
measures to other offenders. 

b. The court should not impose upon a defendant any sentence in excess of 
that which would be justified by any of the rehabilitative, protective, deterrent, or 
other purposes of the criminal law because the defendant has chosen to require 
the prosecution to prove his guilt at trial rather than to enter a plea of guilty or 
nolo contendere.s4 

In contrast to this position, the National Advisory Commission states: "The fact that 
a defendant has entered a plea of guilty to the charge or to a lesser offense than that 
initially charged should not be considered in determining sentence."55 

ExTENDED TERM SENTENCES 

Each of the major model sentencing proposals and most newly revised state sentencing 
pr~visions provide separate sentencing provisions for youthful offenders and danger
ous or professional criminals. I!!., general, sentences for ymmg 6nt e~nders are 
shorter, more indeterminate, aRd mare e1early dii=8etcd to treatment and rehabilitat.ive 
pro ams in cia] diversion facilities than sentences for 
"ordinary" adult violators. Often there are provisions for expunging recor s if these 
young offenders show satisfactory correctional progress. It is generally believed that 
there is much more hope for successful rehabilitation and reintegration of the young, 
with corresponding attempts to reduce the stigma and negative effects of labeling. In 
many jurisdictions th~ most modern facilities- and a disproportionate number. of prcr 
fessi011al staff are allocated to youth programs. For the most part, this approach is 
noncontroversial; a majority of aU participants in criminal processing give high priority 
to early leniency and high-quality correctional programs for youthful offenders. 

Much more controversial, and exceptionally complex, are provisions for extended 
sentences for dangerous offenders, gangsters and other persistent, professional crim
inals. Few would deny the existence of some very dangerous offenders-persons who 
have committed violent, atrocious crimes--v.:ho kill, maim, rape and otherwise seri
ously jeopardize the safety of us all. The existence of career criminals, professionals 
who make crime their lifelong occupation, and gangsters and racketeers who traffic in 
heroin and extort, intimidate and corrupt is an unpleasant reality. The problem of 
distin uishing these offenders with accurac and by acceptable means from ordinary, 
limited-threat offen ers is not easily soh·ed.56 An t e secon ary pro em, w at to do 
with them once they have been convicted and identified, remains. 

These problems generate very difficult legislative questions. Being a "dangerous 
person" is not itself a crime. Nor is the appellation "gangster" constitutiona11y suf
ficient to \'Varrant locking someone up. Instead, model code draftsmen as wel1 as state 
code rev1s10msts have sought ways to distinguish both dangerous criminal activities 

288 
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section. 6 Standard 14- J. 7 should also be consiuc:reo in 
conjunction with standard i4-3.3(0. which recom
~ends that an plea discussions in which a judge partic
Ipates be recorded verbatim and preser-Ved. 

later be sustained. Thus, in Boykin v. Alabama, 1 

where the record did not reveal that the judge asked 
any questions of the defendant or addressed the defen· 
dant personally, the Supreme Court reversed, stating 
that the voluntariness of a guilty plea and the waiver of 
constitutional rights cannot be presumed from a silent ~co~d. The Cou.rt e~phasize~. that. for an accused ~aicfi~ •• s.·_ · C~~de;.;d~~ ~f-plea ID final fac1ng death or ampnsonment the Judge musJ leave·~Y'.dlspOsltlo.- ·. ~-··a record adequate for any review that may be later#,\:· - ··· · sought. • •2 ·(a) The fact that a defendant bas entered a plea of Often courts require a defendant who pleads guilty guilty o~ nolo contendere should not, by Itself alone, or noiQ contendere to execute a "guilty plea" form or be conSidered by the court as a mitigating factor in • 'transcript of plea''. form, which recites the advice imposing sentence. It Is proper for the court to grant given to the defendant. and disclaims any promises as charge and sentence concessions to defendants who having been made, except those that are part of a plea enter a plea of guilty or nolo contendere wben consis-agreement. The form may also contain questions rele- tent with the protection of the public. the gravity of vant to establishing a factual basis for the plea. While the offense, and the needs of the defendant, and when such documents are useful as a checklist and .serve to there is substantial evidence to establish that: emphasize for a defendant his or her constitutional (i) the defendant is genuinely contrite and has rights, their use should not be regarded as a substitute shown a willingness to assume responsibility for his for a verbatim transcript of the .plea proceedings. In or ber conduct; · · Blackledge v. Allison, 3 the Supreme Court ruled that a . ·(ii) the concessions will niake possible alternative defend~t·s execution of~ standard printed guilty plea cor~~onal me~ures which are better adapted to form d1d not foreclose collateral attack· against a con- achieVIng protective, deterrent, or other purposes viction, ~which defendant alleged that unkept prom- of _correctional treatment, or will prevent undue ises of a lesser sentence had been broken. The Court harm to the defendant from the form of conviction· stressed that the absence of a transcript made it ex- (iii) the defendant, by making public trial unn~-. ceedingly difficult to dispose of the defendant's claim, essary, bas demonstrated genuine consideration for ·and thus the case was remanded for a full evidentiary the-victims of his ·or her criminal activity, by desir-hearing.4 . ing either to make restitution or to prevent un-It is also important that the verbatim -record of the seemly public scrutiny or embarrassment to them; proceedings be satisfactorily preserved. This is notal- or . ways accomplished if the practice is merely to file the . (iv) the defendant has given or offered coopers-reporter's shorthand or stenotype notes, for if the plea tion when such cooperation has resulted or may is challenged some years later the reporter may be result in the successful prosecution of other offend-unavailable and another reporter may be unable to · ers engaged in equally seriou~ or more serious crim-prepare a transcript. One means of avoiding this diffi- •~·inal conduct. . . , ... ,. . ... . · culty is to have the court reporter promptly transcribe t,.(b) The co~rt ~ould not~ upon a defen~ant the plea proceeding. Another alternative is to file the ~y sentence n:t excess of that which would ,be justified reporter's untranscribed notes with an electronic .~Y any oft~e protective, deterrent," or ·otl;ter purposes sound recording of the proceedings. ~r the criminal law because the deiendant has chosen Standard 14-1.7 .is consistent with the Federal Rules to require the prosecution to prove iuilt at trial rather of Criminal Procedures and with the recommendations than to enter a plea of guilty or nolo ~ntendert. of other national groups cited in the related standards 1~ ~ · . . · . l H1story of Standard J 

1. Boyk.in v. Alabama, 395 u:s. 238 (1969) .. 
I. /d. at 243-44. 
3. en s. a. 1621 (1977). 
4. /d. at 1631-32. 
.s. ~ED. R. CRIM. P. I l(g) ("A verbatim record ofthe proceedings 

at which the defendant enters a plea shall be made and, if there is a 
plea of guihy or nolo contendere, the record shall include without 
limitation, the court's advice to the defendant, the inqui~ into the 
vo!un~ess of the plea including any plea agreement, and the in· qurry mto the accuracy of a guilty plea"). . 

The first sentence in ·paragraph (a) is new. Its pur
pose is to emphasize that charge and sentence conces-

6. The terms of state statutes also are often quite similar. See, e.g., N.C. GEN. STAT.§ JSA-1026 (1978) ("A verbatim record ofthe 
·proceedings at which the defendant enters a plea of guilty or no 
contest ... must be made and preserved. This record must include the judge's advice to the defendant, and his inquiries of the defen
dant, defense courisel, and the prosecutor, and any responses"); 
0Hro R. CRIM. P. 5(B)(7); IU. SuP. CT. R. 401(c). 



Pleas of Guilty 

sions should not be based solely upon the-defendant's 
decision to plead. Also. the inore specific phrase 
··when consistent with the protection of the public. the 
gravity of the offense, and the needs of the deferidanf' 
has been added to paragraph (a); this language was 
substituted for ''when the interest of the public in the 
effective administration of criminal justice would 
thereby be served.· • 

Original subparagraph (a)(i) ha·s been deleted. This 
provision authorized concessions to the defendant 
when the plea "'aided in ensuring the prompt and cer
tain application of correctional measures .... " But 
unless defendants plead just before or during trial, all 
defendants who plead contribute to the imposition 
against them of ·'prompt and certain ... correctional 
measures." This fact alone, however, is not believed 
sufficient to justify lesser punishment. A defendant 
who pleads early in a criminal proceeding may do so 
for a variety of reasons (e-.g., to escape pretrial con
finement or to take advantage of an attractive plea 

. offer). Such a defendant may be totally unreceptive to 
the ··correctional measures" sought to be ''promptly" 
and .. certainly" imposed against the defendant. 

Original subparagraph (a)(vi) has also been deleted. 
This provision sanctioned the granting of concessions 
to defendants who, by virtue of their pleas, .. aided in 
avoiding delay (including delay due to crowded doc
kets) in·-:the disposition of otber cases and there
by ... increased the probability of prompt and certain 
application of correctional measures to other offend
ers." Although congestion in criminal court calendars 
in many parts of the country remains a significant 
problem, 1 these standards no longer express the view 
that it is permissible to grant charge and sentence con
cessions to defendants solely for the purpose of proc
essing cases through the system. The solution for . 
crowded criminal dockets is the availability of suffi
cient personnel and other resources, so that prompt 
trials can be readily given to all defendants who want 
them. 

Subparagraph (a)(i)(which was subparagraph (a)(ii) 
in the first edition) refers to the defendant who ·'is 
'enuinely contrite • · as one deserving charge or sen
tence concessions. In the original.standard the refer
ence was to a defendant who .. has acknowledged his 

I. Criminal cases pen.ding in the United States district courts de
creased to 17,109 in 1977, the lowest number since 1968 (see ADMIN
ISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES COURTS, 1977 ANNUAL 
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR 9, 134-3.5, A-64-67). But some observers 
stiiJ regard overcrowding of the civil and criminal dockets as the 
single most urgent problem facing the federal courts. See, ·e.g., 
Freeman, Crisis in the Federal Courts: A District Judge's Analysis, 
J3 GA. ST. B.J. 130 (1977). In general, congestion continues to be 
most marked in state'criminal courts. See. e.g .. Levinson, Appellate 
Case/oad in Ha~·aii, 13 HAWAII B.J. 3 (Fall 1977). 
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guilt.·· The purpose of the change was to emphasize 
that concessions should be predicated on reasons per
sonal to the defendant rather than on explanaJions that 
are necessarily shared by all defendants who plead 
guilty. For similar reasons, subparagraph (a)(iii)(which 
was subparagraph_(a)(iv) in the first edition) now refers 
to a defendant who "has demonstrated genuine con
sideration for the victims of his or her criminal activ
ity,· by desiring either to make restitution or to prevent 
unseemly public scrutiny or embarrassment to them." 
Previously. this subparagraph referred to the defendant 
who .made public trial unnecessary ·'where there 
[were] good reasons for not having the case dealt with 
in a public trial." 

Related Standards 

NAC, Courts 3.1 
NAC, Corrections 5. 7 

Commentary 

This standard approves the granting of charge and 
sentence concessions to defendants who plead guilty 
(and perhaps also to defendants who plead nolo con
tendere)~ assuming one or more. of the criteria listed in 
subparagraphs (a)(i)-(iv) are met. Concessions to de
fendants, however, _are not deemed justified simply 
because a plea is entered; subparagraphs (a)(i)-(iv) 
identify conditions for the granting .of concessions that 
apply,. if at all, to defendants on an individual basis. 
Standard 14-1.8(b) also declares that defendants who 
elect to stand trial should not be punished for the exer
cise of their constitutional right to trial. . 

That the Constitution does not prohibit the granting 
of leniency to defendants who plead guilty was re
solved by the Supreme Court in Brady v. United 
States_ 2 The defendant in Brady argued ihat his plea to 
kidnapping was involuntary because it was induced by 
the belief that a death sentence could be imposed only 
upon recommendation of a jury. 3 in an unrelated case 
decided some years after Brady, the Supreme Court 
held the statute involved in Brady unconstitutional, 
due to the burden that it placed on the exercise of the 
right to jury .tiial.4 Brady then sought collateral relief 
on the· ground that his guilty plea was attributable to 
his desire to avoid a possible death sentence. The Su
preme Court rejected Brady's appeal, noting that there 
was little to differentiate his guilty plea from that of 

2. 397 u.s. 742 (1970). 
3. According to the Supreme Court's opinion, the defendant 

failed to request a bench trial due to the trialjudge's apparent unwill
ingness to try the case without a jury. /d. at 743. 

4. United States v. Jackson, 390 U.S . .570 (1968). 
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other defendants who plead. guilty because they are 
told ••the judge is normally more lenient with defen
dants who plead guilty than with those_ who go to · 
trial.··~ The Supreme Court further explained: 

Brady's claim is of a different sort: that it violates the 
Fifth Amendment to influence or encourage a guilty plea 
by opportunity or promise of leniency and that a guilty 
plea is coerced and invalid if influenced by the fear of a 
possibly higher penalty for the crime charged if a con
viction is obtained after the State is put to its proof. 

· ... We ·decline to hold, however, that a guilty plea is 
compelled and invalid under the Fifth Amendment 
whenever motivated by the defendant's desire to accept 
the certainty or probability of a lesser penalty rather 
than face a wider range of possibilities extending from 
acquittalto conviction and a higher penalty authorized 
by law for the crime charged. 

... For a defendant who sees slight possibility of 
acquittal, the advantages of pleading guilty and limiting 
the probable penalty are .obvious- his exposure is re
duced, the correctional processes can begin im
mediately, and the practical burdens of a trial are eli mi-

. nated. For the State there are also advantages-the 
more promptly imposed punishment after an admission 
of guilt may more effectively attain the objectives of 
punishment; and with the avoidance of trial, scarce judi
cial and prosecutorial resources are conserved for those 
cases in which there is a substantial issue of the defen
dant's guilt or in which there is substantial doubt that 

_ the State can sustain its burden of proof. 
... But we cannot hold that it is unconstitutional for 

the State to extend a benefit to a defendant who in tum 
extends a substantial benefit to the State .... 6 

Standard 14-1.8 recognizes that it may be appropri
ate for a court to grant both charge a~d;sentence con
cessions. While trial courts everywhere retain au
tonomy to sentence offenders, the authority of courts 
to approve charge concessions is not universal. 7 In 
some states, the prosecutor may be permitted to de
cide whether to dismiss charges and whether to permit 
the defendant to plead to one or more lesser offenses. 8 

Thus, the reference in paragraph (a) to charge conces
sions pertains to those jurisdictions where the courts 
have authority to approve the reduction and dismissal 
of charges: · -· 

·Frequently the defendant who enters a plea will do 

so following plea discussions. Conceivably, charge 
concessions, sentence concessions, or both, will be 

5. 397 U.S. at 75L . 
6. ld. at 75~53. See also. United States v. Thompson, 476 F.2d 

1196, 1201 (7th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 918 (1973); People 

v. Sivels, 60 Ill. 2d 102, 324 N.E.2d 422,424 (1975); State v. Lacy, 

195 Neb. 299,237 N.W. 2d650, 653 (1976); State v. Black Bear, 187 

Neb. 670, 193 N.W.2d 563, 566 (1972). 
7. See notes 3-5, and accompanying text, to standard 14-1.1. 

8. Jd. note 4. 
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part of a plea agreement concluded· between prosecu
tion and defense. Where this occurs. standard 14-1.8 
serves as an aid to the court in deciding whether to 
grant the concessions contemplated by the parties .. 
This standard, however, applies whenever a plea is 
entered; it is not dependent on whether the parties 
have arrived at a plea agreement. (Plea discussions and 
ple-a agreements are dealt with in part Ill of this chap
ter.) 

The National Advisory Commission·s standards are 
similar to standard 14-1.8 in recommending that a de
fendant's guilty plea .. should not be considered by .the 
court in determining the sentence to be imposed. " 9 

Sentencing concessions to defendants are deemed ap~ 
propriate when there is .. substantial evidence" of 
..contrition," ··cooperation with authorities," or 
··consideration for the victims of [their] criminal activ
ity ... 10 Except for the National Advisory Commission, 
no other authorities have developed standards for the 
granting of charge and sentence concessions. 

The criteria listed in standard 14--l.S(a) for the grant
ing of charge and sentence concessions are suitable for 
use when statutes allow for broad judicial discretion 
under indeterminate sentencing laws, which is the pre
vailing pattern in the vast majority of states. 11 During 
the past several years, however, there has been mount
ing criticism o{indeterminate sentencing and a discern
ible trend toward sentencing guidelines and fixed or 
presumptive sentences. 12 BasicaHy, this movement 
can be described as an effort toward greater determi
nacy in sentencing. While so-called determinate sen
tencing laws differ considerably, generally they nar
row the court's discretion in sentencing for classes of 

9. NAC. CouRTS 3.1.. 
10. NAC, CORRECTIONS 5.7. 
II. E.g., OR. REv. STAT.§ 161.605 (1977) ("The maximum tenn 

of an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment for a felony 

i5 ~ .. [f]or a Class A felony, 20 years, [f]or a Class B felony, 10 

years, [f]or a Class C felony, 5 years"); VA. CODE§ 19.2-311 (Cum. 

Supp. 1978) ("The judge or jury, as the case may be, after a finding 

of guilt, when fixing punishment in those cases specifically enumer

ated in ... this section, may, in their discretion, in lieu of imposing 

_any other penalty provided by law, commit persons convicted in 

such cases for a period of four years, which commitment shaU be 

indeterminate in character"). 
12. See M. FRANKEL, CRIMINAL SENTENCES 103-24 (1973); 

TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND TASK FORCE ON CRIMIN_U SEJ'IITENC

Il'liG. FAIR AND CERTAIN PuNISHMENT (1976); A. VoN HIRSCH, 

DoiNG JusncE 98-106 (1976). Several states have recently enacted 

determinate sentencing laws, e.g., CAL. PENAL CoDE§ 1170 (West 

Cum. Supp. 1978); IND. CoDE ANN.§ 35-5~1-1 (Burns Cum. Supp. 

1978); ME. REv. STAT. tit. 17-A, § 1252 (Supp. 1978). Other jurisdic-· 

tions may opt for sentencing guidelines establish~ appropriate 

ranges of sentences for various types of offenders and offenses. 

'These guideline·s are usually derived from a statistical analysis of 

sentencmg decisions rendered by numerous judges and require writ

ten justification for deviatisns from the normal sentence range. 
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offenses. Judges. however, normally retain discretion 
to increase or decrease a defendant· s sentence depend
ing on mitigating or aggravating circumstances.• 3 

These statutes sometimes contain their own lists of 
factors for determining whether aggravating circum
stances are present, and these tend to be relatively 
objective (e.g., whether the offense committed by the 
defendant resulted in great bodily injury or pecuniary 
loss)". 14 Philosophically. determinate sentencing laws. 
reject rehabilitation as the primary goa) of sentencing 1 ~ 
and the broad exercise of discretion that is common to 
indeterminate sentencing statutes. Implicitly, there
fore, determinate sentencing laws also seemingly re
pudiate the use of the kinds of discretionary factors 
listed in standard 14-1.8(a). Accordingly, these factors 
are probably not suitable for use in conjunction with 
the relatively limited exercise of sentencing discretion 
permitted under determinate sentencing statutes. The 
criteria in standard 14-1.8(a) could conceivably be. 
used with determinate sentencing statutes when courts 
are caiJed upon to authorize charge concessions for a 
defendant-a possibility that can just as easily arise 
under a determinate sentencing statute as under an 
indeterminate one. Again, however, since the factors 
contained in standard 14-1.8(a) are inconsistent with 

. the philosophy of determinate sen.tencing statutes, 
presumably a court functioning under such a statute 
would find the factors. inappropriate to consult in de
ciding whether to approve charge concessions.' 6 

13. In California, e.g .. rape is punishable by a presumptive sen
tence. of four years, which may be increased or decreased by one 

· year upon consideration of aggravating or mitigating circumstances. 
CAL PENAL CoDE § 264, 1170(b) (West Cum. Supp. 1978). Similar 
provisions have been enacted in Indiana, where a ten-year presump
tive sentence for rape may be doubled or reduced to six years de
pending on the aggravating or mitigating circumstances present. 
IND. CODE ANN. § 35-5~2-5 (Bums Cum. Supp. 1978). 

14. In California, the following aggravating circumstances are 
enumerated: prior prison terms, the commission of a felony while 
armed with a deadiy weapon, the use of a firearm in the comtaissior: 
of a felony, the taking or destruction of propeny valued in excess of 
$25,000, the intentional infliction of great bodily injury upon an in
nocent person during the commission of an offense other than an 
unlawful killing or one in which the infliction of great bodily injury is 
an. element of the offense, and consecutive sentences. CAL PENAL 
CoDE § 667.5, 1170.l(c), 12022, - .5. - .6, -.7 (West 1970 & Cum. 
Supp. 1978). See also ME. REv. STAT. tit. 17-A, § 1252(4), (5) (Supp: 
1978). 

15. In California. rehabilitation is specifically rejected as an ob
jective of imprisonment: "The Legislature finds and declares that 
the purpose of imprisonment for crime is punishment." CAL. PENAL 
CoDE § 1170(a)( 1) (West Cum. Supp. 1978). 

16. As one law review article suggests, the practice of granting 
charge concessions may be incompatible with determinate sentenc
ing, since the former encourages sentence disparity and the latter 
seeks to eliminate differences in sentences imposed for the same 
offense. Alshuler, Sentencing Reform and Prosecutorial Power: A 
Critique of Recent Proposals for "Fixed" and "Presumptive" Sen
tencing, 126 U. PA. L. REv. 550,563-68 (1978). 
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Paragraph (a) 

Subparagraph (i) 

This subparagraph recognizes that a defendant's 
genuine contrition and willingness to assume responsi.
bility for his _or her conduct is a valid consideration in 
sentencing the guilty plea defendant. (It may some
times also be relevant when a defendant enters a plea . 
of nolo contendere, although such a plea is less likely 
to indicate remorse.) Thus, the standard is consistent 
with prevailing and accepted sentencing criteria, 
which emphasize the relevance of the attitudes of the 
defen~ant and the defendant • s wiUingness to assume 
responsibility for his or her actions. 17 The standard 
also is supported by expert opinion on the significance 
of a confession of guilt. As one court has remarked, 
··In the present state of our knowledge of human psy
chology it is at least doubtful that judges should be 
required, i~ every case. to disregard ... [the assumed 
psychological effect of an acknowledgment of guilt as 
an important step in the process of reformation] when 
imposing sentence. " 18 

Of course, a defendant who enters a plea of guilty 
may not in fact be repentant: 

A reduction in sentence following a guilty plea is con
sistent with the rehabilitation theory of criminal 
punishmen~ only if such a plea is indicative of remorse 
for prior criminal acts. Although a guilty plea may at 
times be motivated by repentance, more often it would 
seem to represent exploitation by the accused of the 
prosecutor's and the court's reaction to such a plea. If a 
defendant who acknowledged his guilt ·were aware that 
the plea could not influence the extent of punishment, 
then perhaps his action might reflect a renunciation of 
criminal propensities. But the very fact that a defendant 

· realizes a guilty plea t;,ay mitigate punishment impairs 
the value of the plea as a gauge of character. 19 

Accordingly~ it is important that the trial court interro
gate the defendant carefully in order to determine 
whether the defendant's guilty plea indy reflects re
pentence. The court can be aided in this endeavor by 
the presentence report and by information supplied by 
the prosecutor and defense counseL 

Subparagraph (ii) 

Prosecutors are sometimes receptive to defense of
fers to plead to a lesser offense when the reduced . 
charge will pro\·ide the trial judge with additional sen-

17. See, e.g., ALI. MoDEL PENAL CoDE§ 7.01. 
18. People v. Darrah, 33 JU. 2d 175, 210 N.E.2d 478.481 (1965). 
19. Comment. The Influence of the Defendant's Plea on Judicial 

Determination of Sentence, 66 YALE L.J. 204, 210 (1956). 
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tencing alternatives. Conviction of the offense actually Subparagraph (iii) 
committed may· result in severe restrictions on the sen-
tencing judge's discretion. For example, the offense Charge or sentence concessions also are appropriate 
may carry a high mandatory minimum sentence or may where the defendant pleads guilty and, in so doing. 
not be subject to probation. Trial judges are frequently demonstrates genuine concern for the victims of the 
critical of such restrictions, as they feel that by ··ac- crime, either by agreeing to make restitution or by 
cepting Jesser pleas ... [t~ere may result] a finer ad- sparing the victims the ordeal of a public trial. This 
justment to the particular crime and offender than the standard requires the court to judge whether the de
straight application of the rules of law would per- fendant's plea is motivated by genuine concern for the 
mit. '' 20 Subparagraph (a)(ii) sanctions approval by victims. (The standard, therefore, is similar to sub
courts of charge reductions and dismissals as a means paragraph (a)(i), which sanctions charge and sentence 
by which justice for a defendant may be indi- concessions when the defendant is genuinely contrite 
vidualized. This subparagraph, of course, applies only and assumes responsibility for his or her conduct.) 
to jurisdictions where courts have the responsibility to Where the defendant evidences little or no regard for 
approve charge concessions. 21 the victim and pleads guilty solely to take advantage of 

Even if the judge possesses a sufficiently wide range an attractive plea offer, subparagraph (a)(iii) should 
of discretion to fit the sentence to the circumstances of not apply. This standard is most likely to apply in 

·the individual case, the incidentaJ consequences of cases such as rape or indecent liberties, where the vic
conviction for certain offenses may subject the of- tim would have to appear in. court and repeat the de- -
fender to undue hardship. Thus, it is not uncommon tails of what transpired. Testifying in public in these 
for courts to authorize charge reductions for the pur- - kinds of cases is. not only humiliating but may be a 
pose of avoiding certain conviction labels. severely traumatic experience for the victim. 

In most cases, it is the label of felon that is sought to 
be avoided, for conviction of a felony carries with it Subparagraph (iv) 
the loss of certain civil rights and works other hard
ships. For example, the defendant may be prevented 
from obtaining certain licenses or some types of em
ployment and will be unable to enlist in the armed 
services. Also, community reaction to a ·misdemeanor 
conviction is likely to be quite different from that to a 
felony conviction. Misdemeanors too, are often de
scribed in vague and encompassing terms, while felony 
offenses tend to be. labeled in ·terms more descriptive 

··.of the criminal conduct involved. 
In other cases, an attempt may be made to avoid a 

particularly repugnant label of the offense that covers 
the defendant's conduct. Generally these are the sex 
offenses, which often Imply that the defendant is a 
sexual psychopath or sexual deviant, but they also in
clude those crimes that tend to label the offender as an 
alcoholic, addict, or dangerous person. In most juris
dictions, the judge is powerless to affect the conviction 
label. This standard takes the position that a reduction 

·. in the c~arge is proper when necessary to prevent 
· undue harm to a defendant. from the form of convic- · 
tion. 

20. Breitel, Controls in Criminal Law Enforcement, 27 U. CHI. L 
REV. 427. 432 (1960). 

21. For a discussion of judicial supervision over the granting of 
charge concessions, see notes 3-5, and accompanying text, to stand-
ard 14-1.1. · 

Legislation authorizing the granting of immunity 
from prosecution in exchange for testimony is..:-com
mon.22 However, prosecutors often. are· unwilling to 
grant immunity to certain potentia] witnesses because 
of· the seriousness of their conduct or their criminal 
record·. When such witnesses are themselves defen
dants, they may receive instead sentence and charge 
concessions in exchange for their plea and cooperation · 
in securing the conviction of others. This subpara
graph adopts the view that such concessions are ap
propriate. Whatever is lost by the reduced punishment 
of the offender is gained by the resulting conviction of 
one or more other offenders. Leniency should be 
granted to the defendant, however, only when the de
fendant's cooperation has resulted or may result in the 
successful prosecution of one or more other offenders 
engaged· in equally serious or more serious criminal 
conduct. 

Paragraph (b) 

Frequently at least one of the considerations listed 
in subparagraphs (a)(i)-(v). will apply to defendants 
who enter a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, so that 
such defendants, as. a class·, will receive more favor
able treatment than the class of defendants who .stand 
trial and are convicted. Because each of the foregoing 

22. E.g., 18 U.S.C. § 6003 (1976); ILL-. REv. STAT. ch. 38, § 106-1 
(1977). 

... 
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considerations is related to legitimate objectives of the 
criminaUaw. this disparity in treatment is in no sense 

unfair or inconsistent with the goal of uniformity in 
sentencing. 

Standard 14-1.8(b) states specifically what is implicit 
in paragraph (a): this disparity in treatment is not to be 
accomplished by the imposition of excessive penalties 
on those who stand trial. The defendant who goes to 
trial should not be punished for putting the state to its 
proof, and the defendant should receive only that sen

tence which properly serves the deterrent, protective . 
and other objectives of the criminal justice system. 

Pleas of Guilty 

It has been contended, of course, that if any dispar
ity exists between the defendant who stands trial and 
other defendants; ·the former is receiving excessive 
punishment. 23 That view is rejected here. There is an 
essential difference. between system A, in which de
fendants who go to trial receive the greatest punish
ment justifiable under accepted principles of penology 
and some defendants who plead guilty· or nolo conten

dere receive something less because of the circum
stances surrounding their plea, and system B, in which 
disparity results from giving defendants who stand trial 
greater punishment than can be justified. Numerous 
appellate cases support the position that a policy of 
leniency following a plea is proper but that its con
verse, .. extra" severity following trial, is not. 24 

23. See Alschuler, The Tria/Judge's Role in Plea Bargaining (pt. 

J), 76 CoLUM. L. REv. 1059, 1082-87 (1976); Note, The Unconstitu

tionality of Plea Bargaining, 83 HAR\". L. REV. 1387, 1397-1407 

(1970): Comment, supra note 19. 
24. E.g., United States v. Araujo, 539 F.2d 287, 292 (2d Cir. 

1976): United States v. Thompson, 476 F.2d 1196, 1201 (7th Cir. 

1973), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 918 (1973): United States v. Lehman, 

468 F.2d 93, 1 JO (7th Cir. 1972); People\'. Sivels, 60 lll. 2d 102, 324 

N.E.2d. 422. 424 (1975); State v. Lacy, 195 Neb. 299, 237 N.W.2d 

650, 653 (1976). See also United States v. Floyd, 496 F.2d 982, 989 

(2d Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 1069 (1974). 
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§ 6 RELATED SENTENCE CONSIDERATIONS Ch. 2 

who usually controls the criminal calendar." His recommenda
tion is usualJy accepted. 

§ 7. The Judge 
Some of the reasons for the prosecutor's interest in a high 

rate of guilty pleas apply also to the judge. Theoretically he is an 
impartial arbiter between prosecution and. defense, and his func
tion includes discharge of the innocent as well as conviction of the 
guilty; but he is still an officer of the state. Although he does not 
have quite as much interest as the prosecutor in a high convic
tion rate, the judge would b_e greatly concerned if the conviction 
rate in his court was notably low. He shares the prosecutor's 
desire to avoid the hazards of trial; in addition a large proportion 
of guilty pleas enables him to administer· justice economically. 
For these reasons many judges give a less severe sentence to a 
defendant pleading guilty than to a defendant who is tried and 
found guilty of the same offense. 4' The reward for guilty pleas 
is noticeable not only in shorter commitments, but also in more 
frequent use of proba_tion rather than commitment." 

In one survey of the attitudes and practice of the federal judi
ciary, two-thirds of the responding judges stated that it was ac
cepted practice to ~entence more leniently when the defendant 
pleaded guilty; eight· out of nine Connecticut Superior Court 
judges gave the same answer.49 The judges were evidently sensi-

46. McDonald v: Sobel, 297 N.Y. 079, 77 N.E.2d 3 (1948); Friedman v. United 
States, 200 F.2d 690 (C.A.Iowa 1953) certiorari denied 345 :l1.S. 92G, 73 
S.Ct. 784; 97 L.Ed. 1357, rehearing denied 345 U.S. 001, 73 S.Ct. 937, 97 
L.Ed. 1381 (1953). "Although the preparation Of trial calendars appears 
to be a court function, hi state criminal cases and apparently federal 
as well, this function is actually exerciSed by the prosecuting attorney, 
with practically no supervision by the court in which the action is J)end
lng. The prosecuting attorney i.s ·not only allowetl to fix tbe time of ar
raignment and trial, but in some cities actually distributes the various 
cases to be tried among the tlifferent jtulges as he tlesires." Orfield, op. 
cit. supra note 1 at 383. 

47. The Influence of the Defendant's Plea, op. cit. supra note 42, reporting 
on a survey of judicial practice; also Newman, Pleading Guilty for Con
siderations: A Study of Bargain Justice, J.Crim.I. ... , C. & P.S. 780, 784 
(1956). 

48. Illinois Crime Suney at 9-1 (1929): "The cllanet•s of getting probation 
are roughly two and one-half times as great if one pleads guilty to be
gin with as they are if one pleads not guilty and sticks to it." See ch. 6 
I 29 infra. 

49. The Influence of the Defendant's Plea:, op. cit. supra note 42, at 206. The 
estimates of the extent to which the fine or prison term was diminished 
for a defendant pleading guilty :varied from 10% to 95% of the punish- · 

t~ ... 64 
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Ch. 2 INTEREST OF PARTICIPANTS § 7 
tive about the implications of a sentencing policy that gave con- . siderable weight to an "efficiency" factor that had nothing to do . with the crime or the nature of the defendant. ~any of them explained that, in their view, an accused pleading guilty was general-ly less culpable and thus le.ss in need of punishment than a defendant who had denied his guilt and proceeded to a trial which established it. _The authors of the survey considered this belief naive and suggested that generally the reason for the plea of gujJ:__ ..... ty was·lhat it drew a more ·lenient sentenceas "a reward for the aefendant's making the judge's often difficult task of sentencing ---easier b resenting an image of a repentant defendant. . -...Although a guilty plea may at times e motivated by repentance, more often' if would seem to represent exploitation by the accusect of the prosecutor's and court's reaction to such a plea." 50 

The .survey authors point out that the recidivist, a poor prospect for reformation, has no fear that admitting guilt will damage his reputation. On the other hand, the first offender might well deny guilt in a desperate effort to avoid the stigma and consequences of conviction.31 

Some judges justify h~avier sentencing after a plea of not guilty by assuming that the convicted defendant has committed perjury in his testimony at the trial and therefore deserves additional punishment.52 Of course, increased punishment on this ground is not justified without another proceeding. The plea of guilty is induced; as ·noted above, by the expectation that it will mitigate the sentence, not by an aversion to perjury.53 Indeed, the judge himself often endorses something he knows is equally perjurious-a plea of guilty to a charge lesser in grade than the crime committed.. For example, judges as well as prosecutors frequently accept a plea to a lesser charge where the original charge would subject the defendant to an unwarrantedly high 
ment which would ordinarily be given after trial and conviction; but others would not put a value on the factor, stressing the considerations in the individual case, and other considerations. 

so. Id. at 209, 210. 

51. Id. at 211. 

52. Len¥in & Myers, op. cit. supra note 9, at 221; see Peterson '"· United States, 246 F. 118 (C.C.A.Ya.l918), certiorari denied 246 U.S. 661, 38 S.Ct. 332, G2 L.Ed. 927; Humes v. United States, 186 F.2d 875 (C.A.Colo. 1951). 

53. In re Smith, 162 Ohio St. 58, 120 N.E.2d 736 (1954); 1\Iaxwell '"· Stnte. 292 P.2d 181 (0kl.1956); Commonwealth v. Cole, 384 Pa. 40, II!) A.2tl · 253 (1956); Hobson ·v. Youell, 17i Va. · 900, 914, 915, 15 S.E.2d "i6, iD (1941). 
Law of Crim.Corr. 2nd Ed.-5 65 
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sentence under a repeated offender act.54 Again, the judge must 
give his approval when prosecutors and police recommend a plea 
to a lesser charge in order to avoid excessively high mandatory 
minimum terms for certain offenses.~5 

_ Just as the judge must be alert to pressures prejudicing the 
defendant's guiity plea and negotiated sentence, his sentence 
may be reversed if his own bias appears.56 The judge who is 
involved in plea bargaining is more vulnerable, less subject to 
other controls, than the prosecutor.157 

§ 8. The Police 
Like prosecutors and judges, police covet a high percentage 

of guilty· pleas. A plea of not guilty means time spent at the trial 
to testify; -a plea of guilty saves that time. Their reputation, 
like the prosecutor's, is enhanced by convictions, and conviction 
by plea of guilty is more certain than conviction by trial. The 
police use of informers . (for example, in apprehending narcotics 
and gambling offenders) depends on judges' and prosecutors' co-

54. Ohlin & Remington, op. cit. supra note 34, at 506. 

55. ..Statutes prescribing high minimum terms are not ignore<l. The po5-
sibility that they may be used, though remote, Is sufficient to cause most 
sellers of narcotics, for example, willingly to ndmit guilt in return for 
the opportunity to plead guilty to a lesser offense of possession of nar-

- cotics or addiction. This considerably simplifies the task of _the police 
and the prosecutor nnd reduces the number of narcotics cases which gc_, 
to trial. Inadequate sentences do not, however, necegsnrily result, for 
the Jesser offense of ~~sion of narcotics typically nllows for the im
position- or a substantial prison t<'fm." ld. at 507. 

56. The judge in imposing a sentence of five to ten years stated that the
sentence was incrcns<'<l bec:~ust~ if n defendant. refused to .. take n Jllea. 
I would give him the maximum of the crime, and that this may be n 
sort of n barometer for other ln wyers and other <lefendants. 
He could have bad much less time." Reversed, the nppellnte court not
ing that a. sharp ·issue· ('Xisted as to the intent necessary to establish the 
crime charged. People T. Guiden, 5 A.D.2d 975, 172 N.Y.S.2d G40 (195SJ.
.. Taking into consideration the fact that the defendants had no prior 
record and looking at the case as a whole, we are of the opinion that 
the rtgreement the connry nttorney made with the accused lending them 
to hclievc lH' <·onld control the court's judgment, may have caused the· 
tll'fl'IHlant to ";nh·e con,.titutioual rights wliich they, otherwise, might 
have insi»tl'll upou." Seutence reduced; Maxwell v. State, 292 P.2d 181 
(0kl.105G). 

57. Judicial Plea Bargaining. 19 Stanford L.Rev. 1082, at 1088 (19G'i); 
Judicial Plea Bargaining Held Violative of Due Process, 41 N.Y.U.L.Re-r. 
1208 (1966). 

66 
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I 
§ 6 IMPOSING SENTENCE-COMMITMENTS Ch. 4 

white ratio are noted in Virginia, Wisconsin and elsewhere. "In the nine or so states· for which we have data, all show disprO: portionate numbers of blacks to whites in prison. In most instances there has been a substantial increase in the last few years in the numbers of persons imprisoned, and among them, a substantial increase in the ratio of black to white prisoners. In only a couple of states did we find it not so." 60 The implication that judicial bias is operating is stronger than the possibility that the data reflects a difference in crime by blacks and whites.51 
· 

Aside from the sociological influences on and the biases of individual judges, their views of the processes of justice produce additional biases in sentencing. Some judges impose harsher sentences on defendants found guilty after trial than on those who plead guilty. In spite of the pride the common law takes in the jury as a protection for persons accused of crime, a defendant risks greater punishment in exercising his right to a jury trial if he is foUnd guilty. It is not uncommon for a judge to coerce a defendant into giving up the right to a jury trial,52 or to inform him openly that in the event of a guilty verdict after a trial by . jury the punishment will be greater than it would have been on a . plea of guilty.63 It is common for the judge·to say that "in view of the fact that the defendant nleaded sruiltv" a lenient sentenr.e i~ being imposed, or that the sentence is more severe because the state was put to the expense of a jury trial. Such a senten·ce is reversible, although not in all courts.64 

Another influence on the sentence is the judge's attitude toward parole. "A judge who is unsympathetic toward parole can 

50. Rubin, Law and the Penal System, 15 Canadian J. of Crim. and Correc. 59 (1973). 

51. Among federal prisoners, in 1969 black~ were 8en·ing sentences averaging 88.5 months, white 75.1 months (Federal Bureau of Prisons Stati~tical Report 1969 and 1970, table A-3A). 
52. See supra ch. 2 § 7. . 
53. Ibid. 

54. State v. l\litchell, 77 Idaho 115, 2&) P.2d 315 (1955) (improper to den~· probation ·because of trial by jury); People v. Guiden, G A.D.2d 975, 172 N.Y.S.2d G40 (1958}-the l-'enteuciHg judge had bL.(..Il astonishing)~· frank, saying that 'because defendant r('fnsed to "take a plea, I would gh-e him the maximum of the crime,· and that this mnr he a sort of a barometer for other lawyers and othl'r c.lcfendauts. . . . He could haYe had much less time"; r{'\·ers<'cl. Contra, l~nited States , .. Stidham, 459 F.2d 297 (C.A.Okl.19i2). 
140 
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The Presentence.Investigation Repo~t, Publication 105 
beiDg eentenced. The national data may be obtained number Of rears·~ custody or Aperviaion, epecial ftom the most recent annual report of the Director conditions of .Probation, and dollar amount& lor a of the Administrative Office of the United States fine and/or reati~ution. · . . · · Courts, Table D~. "Crlmina1 Defendant& Sentenced Comment: If the court does not. ·diaeloae the After Conviction, by Nature of Offense." More de- recommendation, ·tt aho~d be presented ~n a aepa-·tailecl data on sentencing by offense are avaDable . rate sheet of paper ~ that it may be detached when .from the Sentences Imposed Cl&o.rt, publiahed by the the presentence report is diacloaed to the defendant Statistical Analysis and Reports Division of the Ad- or counsel. Recommendations are to be reviewed by · ministrative Office. Before using these data, first · a supervisor and it ia good practice for them to be -read the .caveat in the Sentences lmpt)Bed Chart reviewed by a staff committee or the administrative which sets out important cautions on interpreting staff. This ia especially true in eases involving multi-the tables. Remember also tkat the offeme reported · ple. defendants. . . in each of the tables iB the· most serious offense of A probation officer. may include any recommenda-conviction and that the tables do not 'rep07't the tion and rationale for a specific institution where a number of counts, or less serious additional of- sentence could be served. NO ADDITIONAL femes of conviction. The data from the tables are FACTS SHOULD BE REPORTED IN THE REC-used only to provide a national or .district pattem _ OMMENDATION SECTION WHICH WERE NOT and general guidelines on sentences. INCLUDED IN THE BODY OF THE REPORT Special Sentenci'lll/ Provi&ion8.-The probation OR IN THE POTENTIALLY EXCLUDABLE.IN-officer provides a statement of any specialsentenc- FORMATION SECTION. THE RECOMMENDA-ing provisions available to the court, exclusive of re- TION IS NOT TO BE USED AS A CONDUIT gular adult· sentencing provisions. This s.ection of FOR CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. the presentence report should include any eligibility Voluntary Surrender.-Under voluntary sur-. for sentencing ·under. the Youth Corrections Act, render a sentenced offender is ordered by the court Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act, any Special to report to the designated institution on his own . . Parole Tenn required by law, and whether .restitu- · The U.S. marshal does not transport ·.him. (See tion can be ordered (if so, urider which statute). Guide to Judiciary Policies and Procedures, Pro-

bation Manual, Vol. X-A.) Include a statement of Recommendation 

Essential Data: 

whether or not the defendant would be a good candi
date for voluntary surrender. Consider any previous 
escape history or failure to appear. Generally~ per
sons who have been released on bond and· -who have The recommendation for disposition including complied with .the conditions of their bond should be . supporting rationale and p~aes of sentenc- considei-ed for this program. The eourt order effect-.ing~ . ing voluntary surrender should include a date and a 

Include if Pertinent: 

Special conditions ·including fine,· restitution, . 
community· service,· drug or alcohol treatment. 
Include ·supporting rationale. Include the level 
of supervision activity indicating how .often the 
defendant would be seen by the probation of
ficer if placed on probation. '·Include 1l recom-

. mendation of whether or not the· defendant 
would be a good eandidate for volu·ntary 

· surrender. . 

Recommendation and Rationale.-All pertinent 
data have been gathered for the principal purpose of 
determining the most appropriate sentence. The 
probation officer is responsible for offering a sound 
recommendation with a supj)9rting. sentencing pur
pose (i.e., deterrence, punishment, incapacitation, 
or rehabilitation) which will assist the court in 
achieving its sentencing goals. The recommendation 
can be as specific as the court desires, including 

17 

time ·that the defendant is to report to the desig
nated institution. The time should be no later than. 
2:00 p.m. on_ the date designated ... 

Information Potentially Exempt From 
Disclosure (Rule 32(c)) 

Generally, in a presentence repart, under Rule 
32, the nature and source of infomiation must be 
disclosed to the defendant or hiS· counsel. However, 
when the probation officer considers information to 
be exempt from disclosure under Rule 32(c) of the 
Federal Rules of Crinllnal Procedure, it should be 
identified for the court on· a separate sheet of paper. 
Probation officers must use the standards set forth 
in Rule 32( c) in determining whether or not injor-. 

. '11Ultion can be considered exempt from disclosure. 
This information is .th~n submitted with the presen
tence report under this heading: "INFORMATION 
EXCLUDED FROM THE PRESENTENCE RE-



EASTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA 

ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 22314 

CHAMBERS OF (703) 557-3887 

JAMES C. CACHERIS September 2, -1986 
JUDGE -

_Hon. _Willia~ w. Wilkins, Jr • 
. Chairman, u.s. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

·suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20004 

Dear Billy: 

In reply to your letter of August 2 0 1 19-8 6, I 
think that guilty pleas should not be made as the 
basis for adjustments for defendants who plead guilty. 
I don't think that a person's right to trial should be 
chilled be-cause he elects to try his case rather than 
plead guilty. As a practical matter, all judges give 
discounts for guilty pleas. -

As to plea agreements, I do not accept plea 
agreements where I am bound. I think a lawyer should 
be able to stipulate to the underlying facts of an 
offense even though it mandates a certain sentencing 
result under the guidelines. A judge should not 
involve himself in the plea negotiation process. 

As to cooperation, I think sentencing guide
lines should recognize that cooperation is a factor to 
be considered in imposing a sentence. Disputes 
regarding the level or quality of cooperation should 
be resolved by fact finding by the tri~l judge. 

I also fee~ that the guidelines should 
consider the purpose of the sentencing: deterrence, 
punishment, isolation, and rehabilitation. I think 
they should make some provision for a judge to 
consider these factors in making his sentencing 
decisions. All judges are taught to use these factors 
in deciding a particular case. Ther~fore, I think the 
guidelines should make provision for these factors. 

Very tr~-your , 

c. Cacheris 

/ 



L. RALPH MECHAM 
DIREClDR 

JAMES E. MACKUN, JR~ 
DEPUTY DIREClDR 

September 3, 1986 

Honorable William w-. Wilkins,· Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

DONALD L. CHAMLEE 
CHIEF OF THE DIVISION 
OF PROBATION 

This correspondence is written in reference to your recent letter 
dated August 20, 1986, requesting my thoughts on guilty pleas, 
plea agreements, and cooperation. 

Since my earlier submissions to the United States Sentencing 
Commission, I have resigned my position as a United States 
Probation Officer in the District of Maryland, and accepted 

.Promotion to the Division of Probation as a Probation Programs 
Specialist. I am, therefore, confident my views will now be 
reflected in the information which the Probation Division will be 
submitting to you. 

I certainly have appreciated the opportunity in the past to 
present my thoughts as a field officer on the very important work 
of the Commission. 

Sincerely, 

/'·~. ~ 
C. William Van 's"coy 

Probation Programs Specialist 



) ,. 

G. THOMAS EISELE 

CHIEF JUDGE 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

EASTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

.U.S. p'osT'O.FFICE 8c COURT HOUSE 

P.O. BOX 3684 

LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203 

August 26, 1986 

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, U. S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Su i"t e 140 0 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

in response to your letter of August 20, I have the 
following comments to make: 

GUILTY PLEAS 

I am opposed to the guidelines' providing a downward 
sentencing adjustment for defendants who plead guilty. I believe 
that the guidelines should make no distinction between a 
defendant who pleads guilty and one who stands trial and i-s 
subsequently found guilty. This is not to gainsay fact that a 
judge may become aware of facts during a trial which could have 
an impact, one way or the other, upon the sentence - which facts 
he might never become aware of absent the trial. But this is 
be s i de the p o i n t • De f end an t s s h o u 1 d not be pen a 1 i zed - so ~ e 1 y 
because they choose to stand trial. 

-PLEA AGREEMENTS 

I am u t t e r 1 y o p p o s e d to , and do no t p a r t i c i p a t e i n , the 
standard plea bargain agreements, although I recognize that it is 
within the discretion of the prosecutor to dismiss counts. My 
reasons for opposing plea bargaining are set forth in the 
attached opinion which, by the way, was appealed by both the 
government and the defendant. I trust the comnission will do 
nothing to change Rule 11 to compel judges to entertain and 
consider plea bargains. 

Finally, I do not believe that prosecutors and district 
attorneys should be permitted to stipulate to the underlying 
facts of an offense. In accepting or rejecting a guilty plea, it 
is the duty of the court not only to determine that the plea is 
being entered voluntarily, with full knowledge of the defendant's 
rights and full awareness of the possible consequences, but it 
must also be convinced that a crime has been committed as charged 
and that the defendant conmi tted that crime. It therefore should 
independently and carefully explore the factual basis for the 
charge. 



COOPERATION 

I would hope that the guidelines ·would_ neither require or 

forbid the court's taking into consideration the defendant's 
cooperation with legitimate law enforcement authorities. Please 
leave some "judging" for the judge to do. 

Sincerely yours, 

Encl G. Thomas Eisele 
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elevant, ···under ~Rule;·401·: o( 'the' Federal require separa~- trials.· -There is no liker 
ules of. Evidence; :to 'a simple· charge of hood of his being linked to offenses· w· h 

i oriat1on or' the aiding ·a.nd abetting of which he is "not charged by virtue of vi
im ortation, much of it .would have to· be dence of an all encompassing cons racy. 
exc uded under Rule 403 in a separate trial Moreover, since only two defenda and 
of s ch a charge on the gro.und that its two counts are involved, the jury s ould not 
prob :tive ·value would be substantialJy ·out- have difficulty. in keeping separ 
weigh d by the danger of unfair prejudice. dence as to separate counts. . 1 

·Deta ed proof of the ·activities · of the [6] Clark argues that def dant Roman-
other ~ Ven defendants _On their trips to di's defense, which at the 0 Iginal trial WaS 
Bangko would at best be remotely rele- a proclamation of total in ocence and rejec
vant in a: separate trial of· the substantive tion of the alleged con iracy of his co-de
charges a ainst Clark; Romandi and Jack- . fendants when he fir learned of it, will 
son. The ejudicial effect of proof of the ·serve to implicate fendant Clark. This 
details of w ·other defendants on , other alone does not w rant· granting a sever
trips acquir d 'the· heroin, secreted it ·on 'a nee from Roma i. A defendant is ·free to 
their bodies; nd then returned,· would be defend himself s he chooses, and were a 
grossly dis pro ortiona:te to any ·conceivable severance req _red whenever _such· a defense 
legitimate prolJ tive value that proof would might poten ally _implicate a co:-defendant, 
have against t e three.·defendants. ··The then few i any defendants could be tried 
court would ther fore exclude it ·under Rule jointly.... the absence of a. more compel-
403 on a separate trial. To expeCt a ·jury to ling sho ing of prejudice Clark and Roman
.perform the intell ctual f~at in a joint trial .di rna be trie_d t~g~t:her._ .:"".: , · 
of using such prO() . _against seven defend- · " T e motions for severance are granted to 
ants but not_agai t -~hree is :to ask too th. exten·t ·indicated, and the motions to 
.much of lay_(and per aps ofju~icial) minds. smiss are denied. So ordered. ' . -, 

.. Accordingly .::a ::_l:~~ve nee .is·.:~ppropriate. .:_--- :-·': :::1 c;:'''.: .... ·: ·: ., ..... --"":'~·7;:·:.~:~.::~~--:.--
.. See .United States v.. anker, 39~_F.2d 881, 
~- ~888:--89 (2d .Gir. ·19~) .. ~· ·;; .·.J ?D>I'~~~. :-:.·/:·, .. :-- . ·•: · · 

'>ts] .,.Clark 'and Roma di are bo'th''na ed ;.~~- · :. 
:in count. eight and are ~fl ged to ha·ve ken ' :'.·,: -~ 
part in ·the September ·1 7 ·trip. i ark is · ·( ~ : 

·also·· alleged to·ha·v~-·parl.ici ated in-' e July · .. UNITED· STATES ·of Ame~ica .J·---; 
1977 trip; but the charges 'have een. dis-:. . . ;·: :;~; ·:.: ::: ·~ . ; ,• ' . ._.;'-'.'. 
missed as to ·all other parti ip ts on that · · · ! v. 
trip. Jackson is alleged to ave parti£!i- Charles Thomas .GRIFFIN, Joe Henry 
pated only in the April 1977 , ana has no Chambers and Charl~ding. ·· 
direct connection with Cl k r Romandi. No.· LR-CR-77-9. 
Although some of the s e w nesses will 
testify against all th e defe dants, the 
lack of substantial ov: ap betwe the case 
against Jackson an the case aga st Clark 
and Romandi wa ants a separat 
her.· ··""· 

Clark arid R mandi assert that th y will 
be prejudice by' a joint trial wit each 
other. Alt ugh Romandi ·is charged with 
participaf n in only one of the two trip for 
which ark is to be· tried, the pote ial 
prejud· e to Romandi resulting from e 
admi ion of evidence as to· the count n 
wh· he is not charged is ·not such as t 

United States District Court, 
E. D. Arkansas, ·w. D. 

· . Dec. 28, ~97~. . 
":;' : ~ ' . . . 

Defendant and the Government filed 
motion to set a date. to pr~sent to court plea 
agreement struck between -parties. . The 
District Court, Eisele, Chief Judge, held 
that it would decline to consider such _ag:r_-ee
ment, ·even though cognizant of -provisions 

·of. federal rules of criminal procedure mak
ing such consideration optional. 

Motion denied. 



UNITED STATES v. GRIFFIN 929 
· Cite as 462 F.Supp. 928 (1978) 

1. Criminal Law ~273.1(2) -;:·· .·: . _.John ·Forster, Jr., North Little Rock, 
Although .cognizant· ·of Federal Rule· of. Ark., for Chambers. . . _. ... :· 

Criminal Procedure making consideration of . Leon Catlett, Little Rock,· Ark., for Grif-. 
plea . ~greements ... optional, ·District Court fin. -~.- ·. . . ,._, 
would dec;iine to ·consider ple·a ··agreement 
struck between parties in case. Fed.Rules 
Crim.P!oc. rul_~ p(e), 18 U.S.C.A. 

2. Criminal Law ·~273.1(2) 
Addition of provision ·to Federal Rules 

of Criminal Procedure referring to plea bar
gaining was a. recognition, rather than an 
endorsement: of practice of plea bargain
ing; under said rule, it is wit~in dis~retion 
of court to consider plea bargains or to 
refuse to hear them. Fed.Rules Crim.Proc. 
~,~ie ll(e), js U~S.(j.A.· ... 

· .. :.· .. :;' 

W. H. Dillahunty, U.S .. Atty., Samuel A. 
Perroni, Asst .. U. S. Atty~,- Little Rock, Ark., 
for plaintiff.· -. ··· .. < 

·,.William R. Wilson, _Jr., Little Rock, Ark., 
r<><~i~i?hlg .. · __ J.-: .. :· -~;,,;~;~.:< .. :·:.;{. ··::;·_-; .. · .. :'.: ' .. ,, 
I. As used in this opinion, ·"Court" refers :only 
· to the authoring judge. No effort has .. been 
' made to adopt a uniform' policy for this district 

•. with ~espect to the issue discussed;'• 5. '1 ·_.,;,.: ;; 

2. For the purposes of this opinion, the. Court is 
excluding "count" bargaining, . referred to in 

.. , Rule ll(e)(l)(A), becau~e it has not found an 
appropriate way to . prevent this . practice, it 
being generally held that this' is a matter of 

· prosecutorhil discretion. This form of bargain
_:· ing can· also be ·abused, however. It encour

ages the prosecutor to pyramid charges. ·'.It has 
great potentictl for deception, intended ·or' Unin- · . 

. . tended. ·.The fact that it is considered in the' 
. context· of a "bargain" necessarily suggests to 
. the defendant that if he pleads guilty to one.or 

more counts, he gets some real benefit from the 
dismissal of other counts: But in the great 
majority of cases this .is not true since the 
sentence that may be imposed upon. one count 
generally exceeds the sentence that would ac

. tually be· imposed eyen . if the defendant had 
·pled guilty to all counts., And ordinarily . the 
·sentence on the one count will not be less than 

. the sentence that would have been imposed on 
. all counts (although it might be structured dif

ferently). An e;,:ample will make this clear. 
. Suppose an indictment charges a defendant 

.. 'and. others with a coil.spiracy to manufacture 
. and pass counterfeit bills and the· ·overt acts 
' ' .charged ' indicate that' several million . dollars 

·worth or' such bills were so manufactured and 
distributed throughout the United States. Fur-

.. MEMORANDUM AND ORDER 

' EISELE, Chief Judge .. 

. [1] . Pending before the Court is the ~o
tion of the defendant Charles Yielding ·and· 
the government to set ~ date . certain to 
present ·to the C~mrt the plea agreement 
which has been struck between the parties 
in this case. It is not now, nor has it been, 
the practice of this Court 1 to consider such 
-agreenients,2 even though the Court is cog
:nizant of the provisions of Rule ll(e), Fed
eral Rules of Criminal Procedure, which 
make such consideration optional. . . . ~ ' . . . . .~ ·. 

. [2] The additioQ of section (e) to Rule 11 
in the 1975 Amendments to the· Federal 
Rules of Criminal Procedure was a recogni
tion, _rather- than ,endorsement, of the prac
~i~e of plea bargaining: . Senator McClellan 

' ~ • . ' • • • ' ! I J • )1;..0• ;.t . • •' ! . • J. • • : • ~ • ,. • 

ther assume tha{ after the conspiracy ·count 
there were 50 substantive counts against the 
same defendant, the last of which charges the 

··,;defendant with passing a $10 counterfeit bill at 
<:the)ocal grocery store. The governm~nt pro

poses to dismiss all but the . last. count: At 
sentencing the judge will have before him the 

.. pre-sentence report setting forth all of the facts 
. relating to' au· of the charges contained in the 
, . indictment.' No court, it is submitted, will put 

.. , . on blinders ·and limit its attention to the pass
,·_:)ng of the one. $10 counterfeit.~ill. Rather, the 
. court will put the defendant under oat~ and 

question him abo.ut ·his participation in the ~n
,. tire criminal venture. ·u he admits· such partici
, pation,' the court will take such circumstances 

into consideration when sentencing him. The 
· result in the hypothetical case might ·be that 

the. defendant would receive the maximum sen
tence under t~e one remaining count, whereas 
if that count were the only charge against the 

. defendant, he might well ·have been placed 
upon probation. 

It has been pointed out that only in excep
tional cases will a defendant benefit from a 
count dismissal bargain. The example just giv
en, however, points out the potential vice 

· which occurs when, in the exceptional case, the 
defendant does receive a concrete benefit from 
the. dismissal of other counts. In those situa
tions, the defendant and the government would 

·'.be aware that the co.urt· would ·impose a sen
. tence in excess ·of the statutory maximum for 

the one count if there were a·· plea of guilty to 
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in the Senate debate of July 17, .1975, :made House Report (Judiciary Committee) 94-

th is statement: ··:: 247, in discussing Rule·ll(e), says: ·. __ 

·-~~Rule 11 of the FederaJ Criminal Rules 
deals with entry of pleas in criminal 
cases. The amendmen-ts to this rule pro
posed by the Supreme Court, particularly 
those relaLing to plea bargaining, have 
provoked much comment and some· criti
·cisrri. Plea negotiation is a· fact in the 
prese:1t criminal system ·and crowded 
court dockets make it unlikely that the 

~'"This procedure .. permits the parties· to 
.,discuss dispo~ing of ~ case without a trial 
··a~·d sets forth the type of agreements 
that the parties can reach concerning the 
disposition of the case. The procedure is 
not mandatory; a court is free ~ot to 
permit the parties to pr~sent plea agree
ments to it." 

situation will or should change. It is ·During its tes-timony'.before the Judiciary 

therefore probably a good idea that such Cori1~ittee,: the Advisory Corim1ittee· 'of 
a widespread practice_ should be dealt Cri~inal Rules of the Judicial Conference 

with by the criminal rules ·and our pro- of the United States stressed that the Rule 
posed amendment accepts the basic stru·c- do~s not·r~quire a court :to pe~mit any form 

··. ture of rule ·11, as~ proposed by _the Su- of plea agreement to he .. presented to .. it. 
preme ·court." •u . · .. 

·· ' ·. · · ·· - · • .. ,.. From the legislative history of the Rule, 
Congressman Hagedorn in the' House· ·ae~ 
bate on June 23, 1975, expressed much·.:the the'n, it is abundantly Clear that it is within 
same attitude: , ·:~ :i:•t::: -· .. ~·<L ,·}\·'r ~d·: t: i the discretion- of. the s~mrt to consider plea 

-·.:uwhile.plea bargainf~g ha~-~-~~~n-tly·b~e'n ba~gains or to refnse' to hear them.
3 

_._. · ., 

viewed in a' bad light; _it has long'serv-~d _,-~The Cou'rt Wishes to mak~ clE~ar so~e- of 

as'an integral part of the' criminal justice _its reasons for refusing to hear:. plea·· bar· 

system."_,,· ... , . <.!:I.-.;-::·. ;-:::d.i· gains._ It is the Court's opinion, probably .a· 

He al~o added:~:.· -_,; -- .- · j~,~-;: minority o·pinion, 'that the process of riegoti-

~- ~'Each judge would. ha~e the autho;it~~to iting pl~as'·_h_as ·a te~den~y to·'_dem_ean :~all 
-··allow ·or prohibit plea bargaining in ·his partiCipant~: the. ~tto~neys, the. defenda-nt, 

. .--.own court room." and ·even the·· Court.• :·There ·are· 11hack-;.. 
-··: . . . . . : l: :,· . . .; .. ::--_ ..... - .<.·J •'J 

i; ~m~re tha~ ~ne 'coun! or a verdict of_gt:i'ift~· upon -.-!__~-h~ai''theii_., pie~ ~-greeme'i-it. 'appa~ently relying 
_ ·more than one· count. In this ·context, the pros- · !: on 'the. ianguage of Rule· ll(e) that states: . 

':'ecutor, in effect, becomes the judge. He deter- ' · ._. ':If·a ·plea agreement lias bee-n ~e;~hed by the 
.. mines the sentence since he knows the court parties, the court shall, on the record, require 

will impose the maximurri for one count aod · the disclosure of the _agreement · " 
cannot assess a greater penalty. (Emphasis added.) _ .. 

To further complicate the situation (where 
. counts are .dismissed) our courts have been 
informed that the Parole Commission considers 
dismissed counts in determining the salient fac
tor scores (which determine release dates) 

. whether or not there is a proper factual record 
.. (e. g., the admission of the facts by the defend~ 

ant) for doing so. · · 

It is the Court's view that this problem is one 
· that addresses itself to very serious ·considera
tion by and within the executive branch of our 

· government and particularly the Department of 
Justice.-

3. In thl~ case the attorneys for 'the gove-rnment 
and for the defendant, perhaps in order to test 
this Court's refusal to consider negotiated 
pleas, have joined in the· motion that. the Court 

To read this language as mandating considera
tion of such agreemerlts'is to do -violence to the 
procedure the Congress clearly intended to es
tablish in 1975. Rule 11 (e) sets forth the proce
dure a judge shall follow if he permits presenta-

. tion of plea agreements to him; it does not, 
·when viewed in light of the legislative history, 
require him ever to consider or listen to negoti

- _, ated pleas.:. Any other interpretation would re-
-·. suit in a charade if it is conceded that a judge 

has the authority to reject all plea agreements 
on principle (and out of hand) without even an 

· examination o-f their content. '· 

4. Judges shculd not- shut their eyes to the dy
. -namics of the process, or its effects, upon them 
personally~onsciously ·- or unconsciously. 
Some-judges, li_ke many law~'ers, f~ar, or do not 
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room," .sinister implications (alb.eit unjusti- : ~.:Another .point: when the .convicted .. de
fied) which simply cannot be removed. ·;The fendant goes .to prison, the. opportunity to 
result: public cynicism and lack of faith in compare bargains with other inmates and to· 
the integrity of the judicial . process. .In speculate on what factors may have influ
emphasizing expediency, allegedly based on enced the various outcomes lends itself to 

. dollar costs, pie~ bargaining dero¥at~s _from the creation of cynical disdain for a system 
· ·the a~tempt of the Court to ~eal JUStice and that proclaims justice as its goal but, ~rgu
su~s~Itutes therefor a ~once_rn ~or· a cost ably, dispenses· deals . instead. ~And this 
efficie_nt method _of disp~s~ng of cases. Court is of the opinion that it is very impor
Even 1f one accepts the vahdity of the cost tant overall how the defendants within the 
argument, which this Court does_ not" (in the syst~m perc~ive the operation and effect of 
federal system), .it ·surely ·constitutes a poor . that s tern . ·. 
· "f' · f th ys · JUStl 1cat10n or e process. . . . . . , . . . 

: . . . · · ·. · And what about the rights of the pubhc? 
Inasmuch as plea bargammg provides lee- · A th t · U 't d St t Att 

way for a strong prosecutor to overwhelm ·a· .. ssume a a m e ; a es · orney 
·poorly prepared· or timid defense counsel, or cho?ses to ~resent cases agamst. a person to 
a .strong defense counsel to take advantage th.e.gr~nd Jury, and the grand JU~ c~ooses 
of an inept or overworked prosecutor, there to. Indict -~hat person .?n the ~aSIS ~f ~he 

'·is a tendency to emphasize the disparity ·of ._~v1?.~n~e. ·· No~.' ·ass~~m~ the ·I~te~~ty _of 
·counsel, .which has less impact when a case . ~~e pr~secutonal d~ci.sio~ a~~·the evid~~tia
is heard in open court, ~ith all the attend- . ry basis the;efor (a_~d why ~ho_uld th~s not 

. ant safeguards of a trial.5_ Perhaps. on~y .?e ass~med.~.' th~ ~ghts o~ the_p_ubhc -~~e 
.trial judges fully under~tan~ the p~r~asi~~- --~.m~edtately.~mphc.~_ted. ·~.~I.the: the __ m~n. IS 
.. ness.of:Jl1e. .t'fear __ 9f_tr,i~l"., exper_i~nc~d ... bY r~1lty or ~e I_snot. '!~e ~mmpeded p~ocess 
,·even excellent attorneys .. Although :good ·-w11l produce the ,Proper (just) result.·: But, 
.. la-wye~s will not perm.it this fear to. rise 'to one says, the 'prosecutor may know the. de
. the level of ~ conscious.factor )n plea nego- : fendant is gtiilty but simply cannot get the 
·.tiations, it'must often''r~m.ain subconscious- ·-necessary evidence,· so why ·not pr_osecute, 
'ly at work .in the· pr~~es~,-·encouragi~g'-ac- ·,get a deal and at least put him ·away for a 

... ceptance of a negotiated plea.on some basis ··while? ':,Prosecutorial ·int~grity?. :·,.Sound 
: othe·r than the merits.' .. ;_. ·"-· · .. ~ .:..'·'' .. , public policy?,_' Query. nJF ·:: : ·Ti.." ... ·. ···:::;~· . 

.... -~.· iike tri~is·:, T~e~ ~o·~-~~:~;;~~~~-~ ~-~o~~:~h·~~:: .~11 ·£··~tt~;n~y~:~p~l~ bl/-iess~ llkely:t~ f~~~-~he. ~ci~-
judges welcome the settlement of civil cases. · · 'pulsion to agree. · So, nationwide, the process 

.. · Few are unhappy-Y.,h_en .. a d.efendant, charged ··would tend to disparity rather: than uniformity. · 
with a crime~ decides to plead ·guilty. There :.,. .. And many argue cogently that .reasonable uni
certainly is nothing wrong with such feelings or.. . formity should be a goal of the federafcriminal 
attitudes. · Where negotiated pleas 'are not ac: justice system. · So, consciously or uncon
cepted, these natural attitudes have no effect . ' sciously, a judge may act in a way which has 
on the dispensation of justice. But now· inko- an· effect one way or· the other on the entire 
duce plea bargaining. Suddenly the decision of plea bargaining process, perhaps entirely un-
the judge to accept or reject a plea bargain may known to him. · 
make the difference between a hard six-weeks 
trial or, possibly, a chance to clean up his. s. 
motion calendar. This.could conceivably influ-
ence his decision--even if only on a subcon
scious level. Additionally, the reputation of the 

, .. .judge becomes a significant factor in the ability 
· of. the prosecutor, or. the defense counsel, to 

prevail upon the defendant to agree to a plea 
.·bargain. If ft can be demonstrated from the 

record· that those· who. go to trial and lose get 
.. the "book thrown" at them, or that it "will cost 

"Plea bargaining is inherently destructive of 
··the values of the trial process, for it is de

signed to prevent trials. The practice forfeits 
"the benefits of formal, public adjudication; it 
·eliminates the protections for individuals pro
vided by the adversary system and substi- . 

·· tutes administrative for judicial · determina
tions of guilt; it removes the check on law 
enforcement authorities afforded by exclu
sionary rules; a·rid it distorts sentencing deci-

. sions by introducing noncorrectional crite-
ria." · · · · .--·. 

· you to see the hole card" (i. e., if one pleads not 
guilty and goes to trial), chances are that the 
defendant will seek an agreement. If, on the 
other hand, the judge has a reputation for being 
lenient or even fair, 'defendants and defense 

The Unconstitutionality of Plea Bargaining, 83 
,Harv_.L..Rev. 1387, 1397_-9~ (1970). 
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· · ··Revealing the existence of plea bargains al to ·accept plea· bargains clearly results, 
and their content is, of course, superior to overall, ·in a greater numbe~-of trials, what 
the silent acceptance of sub rosa plea agree- difference should this make?_ .'That is what 
ments. It is obviously preferable to require the courts are for. ·_They should ·not be · 
that the process be spread on the record to considered agencies created to preside over 
maximize protection for the accused_ and settlement negotiations. · But what about 
the public. The 1975 Amendments to Rule delay?. The simple answer is that there can 
11 were therefore better than no change at be no significant delay in the disposition of 
all, considering then existing actual prac- criminal cases ~~·the federal system based 
tices. Bowever, it may be time to make a on clogged dockets. If the Constitution· · 
thorough review of the policies underlying were not enough, we have the Speedy Trial 
those amendments as well as the practices Act. · · ·. 
which have evolved since the addition of . 

t . ( ) · 1975 I th · · f th' Further, there must be more than a 1m-sec IOn e m . n e opm10n o IS · . . . 
Court, even plea agreements acknowledged · germg concern! when a negotiated plea Is 
.- th · d d t e th cause of heard, that an mnocent defendant has been m e recor o no s rve e · 

. justice. It ·would be better· to insist that prev~:led upon, or has chosen to '.'pla! · t~e 
there be none (except possibly in cases in- ?dds, rather than to stau~chly mamtam his 
volv!pg 'gl-eat· national. int~rests, perhaps .mnocence. In fact, must It .not t>: _accepted 
certified to, ·as such, by ~he Attorney Gener- by ~he_ proponents· o~ plea bargam1~g that, 
al or the President himself.) :Rule ll(e) at statistically, a· certam number of mnocent 
least allow's' the Court the option to refuse -.people will suffer judicial penalties because 
to he.ar bargained pleas.· .. This Court exer- ·of that system~ ·"Th~ ~ten_tial ~sk of con
~ises 'its::discretion _by so refusing,. thereby .sequences ··of mUJ.!h~·'~eater". p~nalties ·may 

. giving no sanction to the practice. . . : .· drag fron:t the mou~h of ·an mnocent man· a 
. , · · .·· . · . · . guilty plea if it is coupled with the guaran-
. It has been satd that Without plea bar- t r· • . 'f' tl" I . . ··. lt .. 0 . . · . . . ee o a signi 1can y esser pena y. ne 
gammg the wheels of JUStice would grmd -to .- ~ ·. th t ·· ·h 't t' · th ·a f · d 
a halt and that· efficient administration of .~nt ~aY_ .. al' m ~uc_ .s1

. u_a_t1?-~~· 1 ~'he . e_ e~f-
.. . an Is simp y exer.c1smg ra 10na c mces a -

the courts reqmres the use of plea aw.ee- f t' -~ h' .· ff · te · · t- ·:.·Th ·t ·· \ · · · · · d 
ments. This Court doubts the factual b~is 'tee mg Itsbse -m ~-~~ .·.b,,l·, ... f--~:·h!~,,.rtue.,_ ank 

· · · f d 1 1 may no e unreasona e or tm. o rna e for thts argument m the e era court con- h h . B h · ld th · f d 1 · · . · ·. · · · ' · . . . · sue a c oiCe. · ut s ou e e era cnmt-_ . .text . .It has been able to handle Its cr1mmal .. 1". . . .. .... ,,, . ... . . . 
·.docket .. expeditiously, .·and has not found . :nha JUhst~c~? srTsth~~Co-~ye·,-~n--~~~~N~~?: .. man. 

1 · · 'de th t th · t . t at c mce. . ts urt says, o. . . c ear-cut ev1 nee a ere ts any grea . · · · . · · · · . . · · . · o · • · • 

disparity in the percentage of its criminal' We always get back to it:· when is a plea 
cases which :proceed to trial,· when com- y~luntarily made?; J'he :plea "taken to 
pared to courts in other districts which~ do avoid the risk of being. 'convicted of a more 

·accept plea agteements.6 Even if the ref us- · serious crime is truly no more 

6. A study of the impact of acceptance of plea 
bargains on the number of c·ases going to trial 
would not be difficult, using statistics already 
gathered by the Administrative Office of the 
United States Courts. According to the statis
tics available .at present, there is a variation 
between the districts in the percentage of cases 
going to trial, but it is impossible to ascertain 
the relationship of those variations to plea bar
gaining. An empirical study wo.uld indicate the 
nature of that relationship, if any. , . Such a 

. study could also seek to determine where the 
percentage of trials, when compared to other 
dispositions, would level out i.f no plea bargain

. ing at all were permitted, since it is logical to 
assume that, because the practice is presently 

permitted, many defendants will not plead 
· guilty unless tendered some such bargain. Ab

sent such a possibility, would ·not many such 
defendants simply J>lead guilty? 

7. And it is not enough to counter that the Court 
does not have to accept c:ny barg~in and, fur
ther, that the Court has an affirmative duty to 
explore the factual basis of the guilty plea. 
Once an· innocent man has determined, in his 

· self-interest, to lie by pleading guilty, he will 
know also that it will all go for naught if he 
does not further lie about the underlying facts. 
The system should. be such as will, as far as 
possible, remo":e such ~~mpul~ions. · .· · 
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vo.luntary than .·is the choice of the rock to 
avoi~ the .whirlpool." 8 

It is therefore Ordered that the motion to 
hear the plea agreement in this case be, and 
it is hereby, ·denied. -

-. . 
... UNITED STATES of Americ.a ·. 

Steven. MANN~ Delu1is McLaughlin, ·Marc 
Shulman~ Bruce Cunningham. 

.. . 
Crim. No. G-78-4. 

. ·' . - . . ~ --. ...... ... ; .. ' . : ... . . . 
United States District.·C~urt,'.. .!-:: 
- S. D. Texas;· . .. . · · 

":' - Galv~sto~ Divistolt~.- -
• • ·:: ~.. : ':. • • : c 

Dec. 29, 1978. 
-' .,., ·,-. ,• '- . :· - ·: ~~. ,.. .. ~ ~ . ..• . . . . 

-.1 ·_ 

Defendants, charged. with conspiring to 
import marijuana into ·united. States, ·con
spiring to possess marilua~a· with 'intent.~o 
distribute in United State~ and . carrying 
firearms duri.ng·· commissio~ ·of'. felony of
fenses;~filed- motion to suppress ... The Dis-, 

· trict Court, Cowan, J ., held that: (1) two 
and one-half-day suppression hearing . .was 
unnecessary · and a substantial . waste .of 
court time, taxpayer dollars, and dollars of 
whoever,. was fipancing defense, since 
whether vessel was eight miles from Mexi-

. ~n coast, or 30 miles therefrom, it was still 
_.9n high seas and Coast. CGuard still had 
authority to inspect· it, and, ~pon discover
ing. marijuana, make -a search, s~izure and 

. arrest,. and since it was absurd to contend 
_,that_ def~ndants had a reasonable expecta
tion of privacy if they were 11.9 miles from 

_ Mexican coast, but not if they were 12.1 
miles therefrom, and (2) defendants had no 
reasonable expectation of privacy in Mexi
can waters, _even if they had been in Mexi-
:~n territorial waters, and they had no 

"possessory interest" of any kind in Mexi-
. can contiguous waters or Mexican territori
al sea, and- -~bus they had no standing to 
complain -of Coast G~ard's search, seizure 
and arrest of vessel. 

Defendants' motion to suppress over
ruled. 

1. Shipping ~9 
·Although no ''particularized suspicion" 

·is necessary to justify a boarding under 
applicable statute, grounds existed for a 
"particularized suspicion," because it was 
not unreasonable conclusion for coast guard 
cutter officers to reach that vessel in ques
tion was engaged in smuggling of narcotics, 
where vessel was not rigged for -fishing, it 
was obviously not engaged in fishing; it was 
obviously not engaged in marine research, it 
was neither a cargo~vessel nor a·:pleasure 
boat, course of vessel during period when it 
was under obf?ervation was such as to sup
port an inference that :boat was proceeding 
from Columbia to' United States, ··and' not 
many shipping ·ve.ssels ··were seen·- in . such 
waters.· 14 U.S.C.A: :§ 89(a). : ~ · ~:: ·;. J-;! · 

·t ·nrugs .. imd Na~i~iics ~~-is2 · .. · :_: ::·_, .. ,· .. ~ 
·.:._Shipping ~9 :: · .. · .:.:·,: .. ·: · · ·-· · ::! . • : .. 

~ .· i ··.Boarding -~f ~ess~l i~_ q~~stio~ w~s not -
a pretext but was exercise of Coast Guard's 
duty .and responsibility 'a.S outlined hi appli
cable statute; s~arch ·of vessel ·w·as not un
duly intrusive, and ma~ijuana was in ·reality 

. in plain view . although stored beneath 
decks, because it was plai:~tly visible during 
conduct of normal safety and documenta
tion inspection, and because of odor emitted 
by 22,000 pounds o( marijuana. 14 U.S.C.A. 
§ 89(a). 

· 3. Criminal Law ~394.6(5) .'· 
In prosecution for 'conspiring to import 

marijuana into United States and conspir
. ing to possess . marijuana with •intent . to 
distribute _in ·the United States, suppression 

· hearing ·was· unnecessary' and- a-. substantial 

waste of court ti'lle, taxpayer dollarS, and 
dollars of whoever was· finanCing .defense, 
·sine~ w.hether. vessel was' eight miles from 

::._ . ·: ; -

8. Kuh,.Book Review,- 82 Harv.L.Rev. 497, 500 (1968). -· 
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United States Court of Appeals 
FOR. THE EIGHTH CIRCUIT 

No. 79-1093 

In Re: Charles Yiel4~ng, * 

Petitioner. 
* Appeal from Petition 
·•· · for Writ of. Mandamus 

Submitted: ·April 18, 1~79 

Filed: May· 21, 1973 

Before BRIGHT, ROSS, and STEPHENSON, Circuit Judges. 

ROSS, Circuit Judge. 

This case raises the questipn of whether a d~strict 
$ ·-·· judge may refuse to entertain all Rule 11 (e) (1) _(B) ·and. (C) 

plea agreements as a policy and practice.· The. petitioner 
- ~ 

Charles Yielding seeks a writ of mandamus from .this court * . . . . . . 
directing Judge. Eisele to hear the plea agreement which 

Yielding and the government have negotiated and to exercise 

his discretion in deciding whether to accept it. 

We have carefully considered the arguments petitioner 

Yielding makes,· but have conclude~that the writ should be 

denied. 

Petitioner Yielding was indicted in July 1977 for 

alleged violations of 18 ·u.s.c. ·§§ 371 and 1006. Petitioner 

and the government thereafter negotiated a plea agreement,_ 

and on September 15, 1978, petitioner filed a motion asking t~~ 
court to set a date for presentation of the plea agreement 

* The Honorab+e Garnett Thomas Eisele, Chief Judge for 
the Eastern District of Arkansas. 



·to the court. The goveriunen~- lat.er joined the petitioner in 

:this motion ... The cou~-t-· d~~ied _.~he -~~tion; ~tating that II [ i] t 

is not n-ow, nor has it been, -the practice of this Court to 

consider such agreements, 111 even though th~-Court is cogni-

zant of the provi~ions of Rule ll(e), Rules of Criminal 

Procedure, which make such c-onsideration optional. 11 

This question has-previously been presented to the 

Fourth Circuit and was resolved 6n the basis of the clear 

legislati~e history of Rule ll(e}.· ·T~e history reflects 

Congress' determination that no court should be compelled 

to permit any plea negotiations at all. 

Addressing the issue in United States v. Jackson, 563 

F.2d 1145 (4th Cir. 1977) the court states: 

-. .e ~-~ ... 

Subdivision (e)· of Rule· 11 spells out the guide
lines to be observed by. the_court· and counsel in plea 
agreem-ent procedures, but the Rule leaves to -the .court 
the option of whether it ~ilL accept or reject the 
plea agreement. While the Rule ·is silent with respect 
to the authority of the court to decline .to countenance 
any plea bargaining whatever, such a prerogative was 

~·recognized by the Congress in iti consideration of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure Act of 1975, P.L. 
94-64, 89 Stat~ 370. The proposed subdivision (e) had 
been criticized-by some federal'judges who read it to 
mean that consideration of pl~a agreements was manda
tory. However, in their testimony before th_e Congres
sional C'ommittee, _the members of the Advisory Committee 
on Criminal Rules stressed that .the Rule does not require 
that a court permit any form of plea agreement to be 
presented to it. On this point the report of the House 
Judiciary Committee stated: 

"Rule ll(e) as proposed permits each federal 
court to decide· for itself the extent to which 
it will permit_plea negotiations to be carried on 

1 ·\ 
In making this statement the court was referring to 

Rule ll(e) (1) (B) and (C) plea agreements, but not to "count" 
_bargaining under subsection (A). 

-2-



.within its OWn--jurisdiction. ··;.No court is -compelled 
to permit ~n~ plea ~egotiationg at all. Proposed 
·Rule 11 (e). regulates plea negotiations ·and agree
:ments if, and ·_to -.the ·:·extent that, the court permits 
such negotiation~ and agreements." 

(Emphasis Supplied). H.Rep. No. ·94~247, 1975 
U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. _News p. 678. 

In our opinion each individual judge is free to decide ·· 
wh~ther~ and to what degree, he will entertain plea 
bargains, and_his refusal to con~ider any plea bargain
ing wh~tsoever will not vitiate a guilty plea which 
has otherwise been knowingly and·voluntarily entered . 

.. 

Id. at 1147-48 (footnote omitted). We agree with this rationale. 

Petitioner Yielding relies chiefly on the "explicit" 
language of Rule ll(e) (2) that "[i]f a plea agreement has 
been reached by the parties, the Court .shall, on the record, 
require the- disclosure of· the agreement in ·open.~cdurt. * .* *" 
(Emphasis added. L .. Thi·s_ ~rg~ent ._was mad(: to the. court in 
U n i ted s t a t e s-~ v ; Stamey~ ~--. 56 9 · ·F • 2 d ···a 0 5 , 8 0 6 ( 4th c i r . 1 9 7 8 ) 

and the court acknowledged that "from this it is arguable 
that the ianguage used means that £he trial.court must at 

·least consider the agreement in each instance in which a 
plea bargain has been struck.". Id. at 806. The argument 
failed in that case~ .however, because "[t]he legislative 

history of current Rule 11 * * * r~futes [defendant's] inter-
pretation. " I d .. 

In a footnote to House Report No. 94-247 the Judiciary 
Committee writes: 

Proposed Rule ll(e) has been criticized by 
some federal judges who read it to mandate the 
court to permit plea negotiations and the reaching 
of plea agreements. The Advisory Committee stressed 
during its testimony that the·rule does not mandate 
that a court permit any form of plea agreement to be 
presented to it. See, e.g., the remarks of United 

~3-



States Circuit Judge William H. Webster ~in Hearings 
. II, at 196. See also the exchange of corre~pondence 

between Judge.Webster and United States Distri6t 
Judge .Frank A. Kaufman in ~earings_ II, at 289-90. 

H.R. REP. NO. 94-247, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 6, reprinted 
in [1975] U.S. CODE CONG. & AD. NEWS 674, .678-79 n. 7a 
(emphasis added). 

Petitioner argues that the court should not consult 
legislative history in deciding this case, points out to 
the court the salutary goals achieved. ~Y. plea bargaining, 
and concludes "that it is patently unreasonable to totally 
reject plea agreements." Analysis of the pros and cons of 
plea bargainining is not,_ however, the dispositive issue in 
this case; further, we do not agree that the language of 
the Rule is.clear that the court· must listen to the· agree
ment. Sine~ Rule .ll(e) (2) giv~s·the ~ourt .~he.~±4h~.to 
accept or reje~t the plea bargain, it would be·a useless 
act.to require a district judge to listen to the agreement 
when he has already decided to exercise his right of rejec
tion under Rule ll(e) (2). 

We conclude that the district court was under no duty 
to consider petitioner's negotiated agre~ment, and accordingly 
deny the writ. . ... 

A true copy. 

Attest: 

CLERK, U. S. COURT OF APPEALS, EIGHTH CIRCUIT. 

-4'1""' 



CHAMBERS OF 

RICHARD S. ARNOLD 
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT JUDGE 

P. 0. BOX 429 

LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS 72203 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

EIGHTH CIRCUIT 

August 25, 1986 

The Hon. William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
United States Circuit Judge 
Chairman, United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Thanks for your letter of August 20 and the opportunity it 
gives me to comment on various questions relating to the work of 
the Sentencing Commission. 

I do not believe that the guidelines should provide a down
ward.sentencing adjustment for defendants who plead guilty. Such 
a provision would penalize the right to plead not guilty and go 
to trial and would raise serious constitutional questions. 

I do not believe that judges should entertain plea bargains 
at all, except for bargains providing for the dismissal of cer
tain counts. When I was a district judge, I did not entertain 
such plea bargain~, and several of the other judges in t~e 
Eastern Distr.ict of Ark~nsa~ were similarly inclined. 

The guidelines, in my opinion, should give recognition to 
offenders who cooperate, but it is not practical to identify 
different levels of cooperation objectively. If it were possible 
to do so, I would favor decision of the appropriate level of 
downward adjustment by the sentencing cour-t, and certainly not by 
the prosecutor or by the prosecutor and defendant's counsel 
jointly. Disputes regarding the level or quality of cooperation 
should be r~solved just as any other disputed questions of fact 
are resolved, by an evidentiary hearing before the sentencing 
court-as finder·of fact. 

Thanks for asking for my views, and, incidentally, thanks 
also for taking the time and trouble to come to our Judicial 
Conference in Minneapolis. The work of your Commission is most 
importantj even to those of us who are no longer in the direct 
line of fire, having been kicked upstairs from the trial court. 
Your presence at our Conference meant a lot to us. 

Sincerely yours, 

~,·c_k~r~ S · ~ cf\!. 

Richard S~ Arnold 

RSA/bh 



KENNETH B. ANDERSON 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

POST OFFICE BOX 1783 
TALLAHASSEE 32302 

904·881·7188 
FTS: 988·7188 

August 28, 1986 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PROBATION OFFICE 

Pensacola 
PLEASE REPLY TO:----------

United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

ATTN: William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 

Dear Ju~ge Wilkins: 

POST OFFICE BOX 12208 
PENSACOLA 321180 

904·438·8811 
FTS: 948·11298 

POST OFFICE BOX 980 
PANAMA CITY 32402 

904·789·8089 

POST OFFICE BOX 1599 
GAINESVILLE 32802 

904·377·18118 
FTS: 948·72311 

The following ~omments relate to your letter of August 20~ 1986. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

Guilty pleas comprise the single greatest aven~e through which 
criminal defendants reach the sentencing stage. Guilty pleas not 
only spare government the expense of a trial but they also spare 
the victims- further trauma of trial proceedings. Because the guilty 
plea does in a significant manner serve both the interest of society 
and the defendant, it is most appropriate that a downward sentencing 
adjustment be made for defendants who plead guilty. The fact that 
the downward adjustment would not be made for sentencing decisions 
on defendants who went to trial should not be seen as punishment 
to this defendant for his trial deciiion. By it being st~ted on 
the record and made a part of the sentencing formula, all defendants 
are aware of the fixed benefit that would come to them from a plea 
of guilty. The availability of this information and certainty of 
"reward" for any guilty plea would helpthe defendant make a more 
informed decision as to his plea. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

As ·presently set out in Rule 11, judicial scrutiny and inquiry of 
negotiated plea agreements is required, although it is not for the 
judge to become involved in such negotiations. The limits that 
presently exist for judicial review of plea agreements are most 
adequate. However, because of the nature of the anticipated senten
cing guidelines, i.e. the emphasis on total offense behavior, the 
rule may need to be modified to provide for the Court making inquiry 
as to stipulations by Government and defense concerning the "offi
cial facts" to be recorded in the presentence. 

StipulatiQns or agreements between Government and defense that 
involve the factual basis and details/circumstances of the overall 
offense should be reviewed by the Court in much the same manner 
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that sent·ence recommendations and agreements are reviewed on the 
record.· ·It will certainly be necessary to settle this issue at 
the plea to a'void as much as possible conflicts in application of 
the .sentencing guidelines. 

Any bargaining with regard to charge or sentence will have to be 
carefully reviewed by the Court in plea bargaining examination in 
that these are both areas responsible for disparity. Although 
"charge bargaining" may iimit the defendant's sentence exposure, 
it would not necessarily impact upon the computation of the sentence 
guidelines. "Sentence bargaining" will necessarily be limited by 
the more narrow sentence ranges as mandated by the Sentence Reform 
Act. Any "bargain" will have to fall within the then yet-to-be 
determined guidelines for that offense and offender. Presently, 
in many cases, the presentence investigation and therefore the sen
tencing guidelines would not be completed at the time of plea; 
therefore, it would be impossible to determine if the "bargain" 
is within the guidelines for the case. 

Any stipulation to the facts of the offense by the defense and 
government should be subject to review by the Court so as to deter
mine that the stipulations do not radically alter the facts to the 
point that the sentencing guidelines compiled on those facts are 
not based on the "real" offense. 

COOPERATION 

Cooperation, rendered through the providing of information concern
ing a defendant's participation in the offense, as well as the 
involvement of others, has long been taken into consideration in 
sentencing. To some extent, cooperation is akin to the guilty plea, 
in that it indicates acknowledgement of guilt. Although it can 
be seen as s6mewhat self-serving in that the defendant is hoping 
to receive some benefit from his cooperation, this factor should 
not negate positive things that accrue to the defendant and law 
enforcement from his cooperation. 

It would seem to be difficult to distinguish between different 
levels of cooperation. The extent of assistance possibly could 
be defined in terms of "cooperative attitude" whereby the defendant 
fully identifies his role and others roles, but his information 
does not result in a significant furtherance of the investigation 
or arrest of others. There could then be actual "cooperation" where
by, through the defendant, investigations are signifi~antly advanced 
and/or others indicted. In the end, it will be necessary for the 
Court to determine the actual extent of cooperation and whether 
it meets the criteria for some level of downward adjustmerit. The 
Court's findings would need to be made on the basis of written or 
in-court certification of cooperation by the prosecutor. 
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In conclusion, plea agreements are a desirable and needed portion 
of the criminal judicial process. However, they.have long been 
a source of disparity that originates outside of the actual sen
tencing role _of the Court. For this reason, if the intent of th,~ 
Sentencing· Reform Act is to be accomplished, the role of plea agree
ments in sentencing has to be addr~ssed. In no way should a plea 
agreement be used by the parties to manipulate or alter the sen
tencing process to the point that the sentence does reflect the 
appropriate sanctions for what truly happened. 

WST: cs 

Sincerely, 

w 

B. Anderson, Chief 
tion Officer 
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I do not think that sentencing guidelines should 
provide a downward sentencing adjustment for defendants 
who plead guilty. The guidelines should make no distinction 
between the defendant who pleads guilty and one who stands 
trial and is subsequently found guilty. I think that 
making a downward adjustment in the guidelines would raise 
serious constitutional questions. A defendant has a right 
to plead not guilty and it is assumed that if he does so, 
he is innocent until proven guilty. As a practical matter, 
I would assume that if a defendant pleads guilty he would 
probably receive a sentence at the lower end of the 
guidelines and if he pleads not guilty and is found guilty, 
he would receive a sentence at the higher end of the 
guidelines, particularly if the government had a strong 
case. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

It is a little difficult for me to understand what 
Congress meant by directing the Sentencing Commission to 
promulgate guidelines or policy statements that give 
sentencing judges guidance regarding the acceptance of 
plea agreements under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of 
Criminal Procedure. It must be assumed that Rule 11 will 
be followed by the sentencing judge. I do not think that 
plea agreements should be used or, in most cases, will be 
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used to circumvent the sentencing guidelines. Under Rule 11 
as it is now in effect, the sentencing judge informs the 
defendant who pleads guilty under a negotiated plea 
agreement either that the recommendation of the United 
States Attorney is not binding on the court or that the 
court will follow the specific sentence recommended. It 
is my opinion that the sentencing judge should advise a 
defendant who has negotiated a plea agreement that the 
sentence will be within the limits of the sentencing 
guidelines. I do not think that the judge has .to go any 
further than that, but if the United States Attorney 
recommends a sentence within the sentencing guidelines and 
the judge decides to follow the recommendation, he can, 
of course, do so and inform the defendant that he will do so. 

The appropriate limits of judicial scrutiny of 
negotiated plea agreements are, in my opinion, set forth 
in Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. I 
think the rule should continue to be followed with the 
additional instruction to the defendant that I have already 
mentioned--that the sentence will be within the limits of 
the sentencing guidelines. It follows, of course, that 
the pertinent sentencing guideline should be explained 
fully to the defendant. I see no problem in prosecutors 
and defense attorneys stipulating to the underlying facts 
of an offense and the offender's behavior when such factors 
mandate a certain sentencing result as long as the 
sentencing judge makes sure that the defendant understands 
what the sentencing result will be. 

COOPERATION 

I do not think that the sentencing guidelines should 
give any recognition at all to offenders who cooperate 
with authorities. The responsibility for encouraging 
offenders to cooperate in investigations and prosecutions 
should remain with the Justice Department. The basic 
question is whether a known criminal offender should be 
given special treatment because his testimony is necessary 
to convict other criminal offenders. I do not think that 
the courts can or should get into resolving this difficult 
policy decision. I recently wrote an opinion in a case 
in which one of the leading drug dealers in Puerto Rico 
received special consideration because he cooperated and 
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testified in a case against a lawyer who was also involved 
in drug trafficking. The Justice Department felt that it 
was more important that the lawyer be convicted and given 
a stiff sentence than giving a harsh sentence to the drug 
dealer. I do not fault the Justice Department for its 
decision, but it is not one that a judge should be making. 

I do not think that different levels of cooperation 
should be objectively identified - I don't think they can 
be - and given relative downward adjustments from the 
otherwise applicable sentence. I frankly do not see how 
effective guidelines can be written if they are going to 
reflect downward adjustments for cooperation with the 
authorities. The consideration to be given a witness for 
cooperating with the government can become very 
controversial. It is an area that should be off limits 
for the judiciary. If the guidelines are written to 
encourage cooperation, then the sentencing judge is going 
to have to decide how effective the cooperation was. This 
raises all sorts of time-consuming problems. One of the 
most difficult is what sentence should be given the 
cooperating witness if the jury returns a verdict of not 
guilty. It seems clear that hinging a witness' sentence 
on the result in a case would be unconstitutional. But 
that is the litmus test of the level of cooperation. I 
hope that the courts will not be called upon to decide the 
level or quality of cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

~·bJ~· 
HUGH H. BOWNES 
United States Circuit Judge 
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As I appreciate case law in this subject, a lesser sentence for a guilty 
plea can be supported and justified as a guilty plea and the defendant's 
expressions of contrition and remorse can be considered as a step towards 
rehabilitation. However, for the Sentencing Commission to build in a 
"downward sentencing a·djustment for defendants who plead guilty" will 
certainly leave the guidelines vulnerable to attack, probably on 
constitutional grounds. I believe the guidelines should be broad enough 
to allow for the court to consider a sincere expression of remorse by 
the defendant, as opposed to an obviously fabricated defense during trial. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

Before discussing this question·, I ·would first like to acknowledge that 
I am not a strong proponent of the plea agreement process. I recognize, 
of course, the purpose that the plea agreement serves to law enforcement 
officials and prosecutors, its importance in moving cases, and one would 
ha:ve to be naive not to'understand why defense attorneys strongly support 
such a system. However, everyone involved in the criminal justice system 
is no doubt ·aware of the pitfalls of· the liberal use of plea agreements, 
and I need not elaborate on them. 

That said, I will now state the obvious - the Commission must establish 
policies that assure that sentencing remains in the hands of the judge. 
I believe there are two areas where the Commission must direct attention 
in order to ensure that th~s occurs. First, it seems absolutely necessary 
that the sentencing judge be provided a description of the total offense 
behavior, and that the guidelines allow for sentencing as to the overall 
criminal activity, not just the convicted offense (limited, of course, 
by the statutory penalty). To do otherwise, would give the prosecutor 
an inordinate amount of authority over the sentencing process, a situation 
which exists in some state systems. As to the suggestion that the 
prosecutor and defense attorney stipulate to the underlying facts of 
the offense, I must raise the question "Will this inhibit the probation 
officers' investigatory responsibilities?" For example, the ·probation 
officer will interview the investigating agents and might possibly get 
a version somewhat different than that stipulated to. 
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The second· area where the judge's control must be maintained is with 
regards to the plea agreement itself. The court must have the authority 
to reject a plea . agreement, particularly when the offense charged does 
not truly reflect the alleged. criminal behavior; but also when the plea 
agreement inhibits the court's ability to im~ose justifiable penalties 
(e.g., complete ·restitution). As to Rule ll(e)(l)(C), in this district 
we do not engage in such plea agreements and I personally believe that. 
such plea agreements should be utilized in only the most exceptional 
circumstances. 

COOPERATION 

The impact of a defendant's cooperation on. tJ:le sentence .imposed is an. 
area of considerable dispute, as you well know. Moreover,. I believe 
the "rating" of cooperation will always be a subjective m~tter. Also, 
to : try to quantify cooperation and adjust the sentencing guidelines 
accordingly, w~ll place before law enforcem~nt officers, prosecutors, 
the defendant and his attorney, the temptation of trying ·to predict a 
specific sentence because of a particular level of cooperation. Therefore, 
while I believe cooperation should be recognized in sentencing, and that 
the prosecution should be permitted (or required) to describe this 
cooperation in a letter to the court, I don't feel that we should specify 
the "downward adjustment" for cooperation in the guidelines. 

I hope this information is useful to the Sentencing Commission. 

Sincerely, 

GJB:db 
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Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

In response to your letter of August 20: 

GUILTY PLEAS 

Guidelines should make no distinction between a defendant 
who pleads guilty and one who stands trial and is subsequently 
found guilty. The circumstances surrounding the guilty plea, the 
remorse of the defendant, and other matters might justify a 
difference in sentencing, just as they would in the case of a 
defendant who has been found guilty after trial, but the fact of 
pleading guilty per se should not · warrant a difference in 
sentencing. To include a provision in the guidelines to the 
effect that sentence should be mitigated in some way based on the 
guilty plea would, in effect, penalize a defendant who elects to 
stand trial. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

Rule 11, as interpreted traditionally, appears to me to be 
adequate. I have seen no efforts to circumvent the purposes of 
the criminal law by stipulations as to the underlying facts of 
the offense and the offender's behavior. Charge bargaining has 
not been the problem in federal courts that it is in state 
courts. To the extent that multiple charges are used (e.g. 
charging conspiracy and the substantive offense or offenses)-
actions that I think represent an abuse of prosecutorial 
discretion in some instances--! do not think these can be 
alleviated by provisions concerning plea agreements. 

Cooperation: the sentencing guidelines should provide that 
sentence should be mitigated to the extent of genuine cooperation 
with authorities because such cooperation does assist law 
enforcement and because it shows, at least to some extent, that a 
return to a "proper" course of conduct. 



Different levels of cooperation should, I think, be 
objectively identified and given different relative downward 
adjustments. Thus, a defendant who imperils his own safety or 
the safety of his family by cooperating should be given greater 
consideration than one who does not run those risks. The 
sentencing court should decide the appropriate level of downward 
adjustment. If there is a dispute regarding the level or quality 
of cooperation, it should be resolved by a h~ar ing before the 
sentencing judge. 

Very truly yours, 

ABR/mr 
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This is in response to the specific inquiries contained in your letter· of August 20, 1986. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

This question raises what I believe to be one of the most serious problems of current 
federal sentencing. Our systems stands solidly for .the proposition that everyone is 
entitled to their day in court. There are no lead pipe cinch cases in which it is clear 
going in that the Defendant is going to be acquitted. Most judges before whom I appear 
charge what we call "courtroom rent." In other words, if a defendant decides to stand 
on his rights and force the government to its proof and is convicted, he or she will 
ordinarily pay a heavy price for having used the courtroom to no avail. 

I therefore feel very strongly that no distinction should be made. We should not 
penalize defendants who choose to do what the system guarantees to them. 

Others will argue that such an approach wili dramaticaily increase the number of cases 
tried in the federal courts. This argument has merit. Defendants who have nothing to 
lose by going to trial will insist upon trials more often. The problem. becomes one of 
determining whether they really have nothing to lose. Even if the numbe.r of trials goes 
up as a result, isn't this our commitment to our citizens? Shouldn't every accused in 
this country be .entitled to exercise his or her rights to a trial by jury without fear of 
being penalized as a result? 

The resolution of this problem really goes to the very foundation of our system of 
criminal justice in this country. 

Although we currently have a system which in many cases penalizes defendants for 
going to trial, it is not written that such is an appropriate or desirable out~ome. We 
will really work a fundamental change in the relationship between government and 
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. the governed if we write, for the first time, that it is appropriate to penali.ze for going 
to trial or reward for not going to trial. 

If the theqry of penal sanctions has any meaning, then like offense should be treated 
alike without regard to the manner of disposition of the offense. Why is a person who 
chooses to go to trial entitled to enhanced punishment? How does that make him or her 
a more heinous offender? 

It is important to keep firmly in mind that the criminal justice system does not deal 
with issues of moral guilt or innocence. Whether or not, in fact, the defendant 
committed the acts charged, is not an issue in criminal trials. The issue is the ability or 

. non-ability of the government to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. A guilty plea, 
is, therefore, not a confession of moral guilt, but an agreement that the government 
could prove legal guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

The questions here raise another interesting and very troublesome area, somewhat akin 
to that raised above. 

Presumably, the entire purpose of the Sentencing Commission is an effort to provide 
some kind of uniformity in sentencing in Federal Courts. In some degree the 
Commission was designed to reduce the very large disparities currently occurring in the 
United States. 

Since 90% of dispositions today are based upon some sort of plea agreement, and since 
some large percentage following the institution of guidelines will no doubt continue to 
result from plea agreements, this is no small issue. If we are going to leave the · 
disposition of 80% to 90% of the dispositions up to prosecutors and defense lawyers, the 
guideline will surely fail to accomplish their objective. On the other hand, no matter 
how carefully crafted, the guidelines will fail to ad.equately account for the uniqueness 
of individual cases. 

It would seem that in the area of "charge bargaining" it really should be up to the 
prosecutor what charges he or she finally want the case to be disposed on. If the 
prosecutor decides to dismiss the majority of the counts against a defendant, this should 
simply not be a concern of the court. Charge bargaining, I suspect, has little impact on 
final outcomes, since concurrent sentencing is the· rule, rather than the exception. 

Sentence bargaining, however, "is a more serious matter. If sentencing guidelines are 
going to work, then they must apply with full force to "sentence bargaining." 

Regarding stipulations of evidence, the defense attorney should never be permitted to 
stipulate facts on behalf of his or her client. Only the defendant should be permitted 
to stipulate facts, the stipulation should be clear, and the defendant must be fully and 
completely advised by the court as to the consequences of the stipulation. 
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COOPERATION 

A great deal of the "cooperation" which goes on in the courts of this country results 
from law enforcement laziness. It is simply much easier to turn a co-defendant than it 
is to do a proper and thorough investigative job in the first place. It is also much 
easier to change the facts of a case to suit the government's theory when the 
government is permitted to purchase testimony. What is the cash value of 10 years in 
prison? $100,000? $200,000? How likely is it that "turned" defendants, who are 
admitted violators always tell the unvarnished real truth? 

A defendant who purchased favorable testimony, and his lawyers would likely be 
indicted for obstruction of justice for having the audacity to engage in such 
reprehensible behavior. Prosecutors, however, do it daily and judges are regular aiders 
and abetters of the practice! Some kind of restriction and control needs to be imposed 
on this process. 

What though of the truly repentant individual who wishes to bare his soul and testify 
against his compatriots if need be? Shouldn't this person receive some kind of 
consideration? On the other hand, what about the truly repentant individual who 
wishes to bare his soul who has no compatriots to testify against, but would be willing 
to do so if they existed? Is there any rational basis to distinguish between these two 
persons? I think not, and yet, the current system distinguishes between them 
dramatically. 

There should simply be no possible downward adjustment below the guideline floor. 
The prosecutor's role should be limited to informing the judge of the nature and extent 
of the cooperation. The judge who presided over the trial in which the cooperating 
individual testifies, should, as often as possible, be the judge who imposes sentence on 
the cooperator. 

CONCLUSION 

I hope my random and rambling thoughts regarding the issues raised by your letter will 
be of some help. These issues are very complex and in many ways highlight the crux of 
the sentencing problems in this country. There are no easy answers to the questions. If 
there were it would have been unnecessary for you to ask them. 

If I can be of any further service to the Commission please do not hesitate to call upon 
me. 
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Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Thank you for requesting my thoughts on the agenda 
established for the September 23 hearing by the 
Commission. My views follov1. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

OF COUNSEL TO 
THE LAW OFFICES OF 
HAYES & HUME 
BEVERLY HILLS, CA. 

Actual disparities in sentencing guidelines for 
dispositions by trial and by plea would,· of course, 
be unconstitutional. 

And, \vhile an offender takes a rehabilitative 
step forward by accep~ing accountability_for his wrong
doing, it is a small one, the extent to which it is 
taken for strategic advantage in sentencing. 

Therefore, an announced policy of lenity by the 
Commission for frank admission' of wrongdoing,· evidenced 
not only by guilty plea, but by "substantial, effective 
(truthful) post-prosecution cooperation,".could better 
turn an offender's attitudes, as manifest by actu~l 
conduct, toward systemically acceptable ones. (See 
discussion under COOPERATION, post.) 

No policy direction should be given by the Com
mission regarding "philosophical and practical reasons" 
to reduce a sentence on consideration of plea alone. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

The Sentencing_ Reform Act's abolition in spirit 
of "sentence bargaining" and Cqngressional concern 
for.manipulation of guidelines by litigants aside, 
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the alternatives appear limited. It is doubtful that 
a continuation of the 90' guilty plea figure will persist 
for at least those offenses where the exceptional ("below 
the guideline") sentence would be probationary treatment. 
Thus, absent either'life with an expanded judicial back
loq or a significantly expanded federal judiciary itself, 
permitting the prosecution and defense to participate 
in the sentencing process by bargained--for stipulations 
of "total offense/offender characteristics" seems un
avoidable. 

Judicial scrutiny of the entire plea process should 
be preserved, however, to allow for assessments by the 
court not only whether the agreement itself, but, in 
the proper case, whether the underlying stipulations of 
counsel, would either unduly depreciate the seriousness 
of the_offense or promote disrespect for the law in the 
eyes of the public. 

From a defense-perspective, acrimonious controversy 
over extraneous government allegations under Federal 
Rule 32 (c) (_3) (D) might be avoided by requiring·, a specifi
cation of the "core" of objectionable conduct sought by 
the government to be punished. 

COOPEF:l\.TTON 

The extent to which criminal sentencing exists to 
reorient attitudes of offenders to the mainstream morality 
of an ideal general populace, the proof of its effective
ness can be measured by the attituainal identification · 
by the offender with the interests of that populace. 
A positive incentive pattern toward that behavioral end 
can at least be set in place by a policy preference 
which-favors downwardly adjusting sentences in proximate 
relation to an offender's post-prosecution conduct--
his or her actual, substantial and effective (truthful) 
cooperation with law enforcement authorities. 

If an o£fender has sufficient social conscience to 
bear the breast of his own wrongdoing and that o£ others 
with whom he has previously identified or collaborated 
(or whom he has harbored by silence,) then the gain to 
society by detection of crime should merit a proximate 
gain to· the offender, a balance uniquely suited to the 
temperament of.the judiciary and founded in time on ex
perience. 
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If, in the ordinary course of law enforcement, crime is 
solved largely by citizen participation, this pattern 
of sentencing rewards might aid the effort to motivate 
an offender's·conduct toward a new, socially-responsible 
pattern. 

(No actual witness need ever be made of such an offender. 
But the information he provided could be lawfully verified 
and acted upon. ) 

My sincere thanks for this opportunity to speak, 

4<£_ 
Frederick r-1. Russell 

FM.R/srs 
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Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Judge, in reviewing the many inquiries that the Commission 
has submitted to those of us who serve on the Advisory Committee, 
I am evermore convinced that your work is indeed challenging 
and deserving of extraordinary acknowledgment. I submit my 
~houghts r~lating to the matters of September 23rd. 

Guilty Pleas. In the background we face legal proncouncements that 
convictions under not guilty pleas should not be treated dif
ferently than guilty pleas. In reality, we face countless 
distiricti6ns as would touch upon the respective gestures. 

· Rangirig from a plea of guilty which in effect has a Defendant 
saying to society, "Look I made a mistake, I admit it, I. am 
truly sorry" to a guilty plea in which advantage is sought by an 
individual who has a history that dbes not merit favor. The pro
cess further implicates a variance among prosecutorial 
approaches and sometimes a costly exercise dealing with the fun
damental ·right. Humanly speaking, a Judge's exposure to evi
dence by way of a plea of guilty proceeding as opposed to 
extensive details in the trial of a cause, ·requires more than 
ordinary temperament to assess punishment on an equal basis. It 
would seem to me that the guidelines should make no distinction 
in general terms but should most certainly include consideration 
for. what ensues or results from the Defendant's .choice.· 
Remorsefulness·is a circumstance that guidelines should include, 
but likewise factual particulars which are emphasized or are 
enlarged because of the pursuit of the right to a trial become 
guideline elements. It is not the pursuit of the fundamental 
right that aggravates or non-aggravates but. it is simply the 
natural att-endant consequences that are revealed which 
distinguishes between the choices. Again, there must be left to 
the sentencing judge that discretion which cannot and should not 
be denied for matters that most certainly should be considered 
in the final decision and which cannot and should not be com
mitted to hard-fast written rules. Otherwise, we repeat, we 

. simply punish the crime •. 
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Plea Agreements. It would appear that for the objectives of the 
Enactment to be accomplished that all plea bargaining must con
form to the guidelines to be established. We should remember that 
much of what is entailed in plea agreements relates to Executive 
functions (with regard to Counts) and hence does not affect the 
role of the judge. This judge does not perceive that the guide
lines will hinder plea bargaining as this is one of the busiest 
criminal docket centers in the country and despite the fact that 
we rarely accept binding plea agreements, there has been no 
decrease in the number of guilty pleas. Further, in a real 
sense, the guidelines will lend far more certainty than is now 
available to the bargaining parties. Consequently, it is this 
writers opinion that plea agreements should not interfere with 
the letter and spirit of sentencing guidelines. If the legisla
tion is effectively applied, as is apparently contemplated, the 
Executive (Prosecution) should have no less of a duty than the 
Judiciary. It follows that the Prosecution will still preserve 
control over indicments and to what extent offenses are pursued 
thereunder but under no circumstances should distinctions be 
drawn other then those included in this report under the item of 
Guilty Pleas. Accordingly, false stipulations as to underlying 
or withheld facts and behavior should be rejected. 

Cooperation: Nothing in this Judge's experience has been more 
perplexing and-inconsistent than plea agreements and how coopera
tive individuals are treated. Constantly, we are faced with the 
most culpable individual receiving more favor than less culpable 
persons purportedly because of their cooperation. Worse, there are 
times when sentencing of lesser offenders must be structured 
around that assessed against the main party in an effort to pre
serve a semblance of consistency. 

Most certainly, offenders who cooperate with authorities 
deserve some consideration. If a case is made as a result of an 
offender's testimony and cooperation, such conduct must be 
weighed as a factor in passing upon that person's case. Drug 
cases come to mind where, but for the work of the offender, 
countless cases would never be prosecuted and the effect of 
removing the practice as a tool from law enforcement might well 
produce adverse results. 

Levels of cooperation should be objectively identified by 
proof, in writing, of what the accused performed, and the conduct 
can be categorized by such considerations as 1) the exposure of 
the Defendant, 2) the magnitude of the case, 3) the willingness 
to testify, 4) the extent of the cooperation. The guidelines 
should then establish an adjustment that would conform to the 
circumstances. Disputes can be resolved by the sentencing judge 
by giving the accused the opportunity to present his proof in 
writing. 

Respectfully yours, 

cy .)~-
Fl.:temon B. Vela 
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August 29, 1986 

William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilk{ns: 

I am pleased to be able to respond to your August 20, 
1986 letter· regarding the subject matter of guilty pleas, 
plea agreements, and cooperation by offenders. 

Speaking for myself only, I am not known to grant lower 
sentences to a _defendant simply because he pleads guilty than 
if he had been found guilty in a jury trial. I believe the 
judge should maintain his discretionary power to seritence the 
offender based on the defendant's culpability~ his previous 
record, and extenuating circumstances, should there be any, 
as well as his entire background in imposing the .appropriate 
sentence. I do not feel guidelines should make any dis
tinction between a defendant who pleads guilty and one who is 
tried and subsequently found guilty. 

I also feel the sentencing judge should be the final 
decisionmaker in giving credibility to any plea agreements 
betwee·n the prosecution and the defense attorney in criminal 
matters. If it should be that sort of plea bargain under 
Rule ll(e) in which a defendant has the right to withdraw a 
guilty plea and go to trial, he should be told in advance 
that the plea agreement is not binding upon the Court, and in 
fact, should be given the opportunity to withdraw the plea 
and go to trial. 

All cooperat~on by offenders should be brought to the 
attention of the trial judge at trial and it is he who should 
be given the oppo~tunity to give credit to the defendant for 
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such cooperation and lessen the potential sentence as a 
result. The value of such cooperation should be. determined 
by the prosecution and it should make the Court aware of it 
at the time of ~eniertcinq. 

Good luck to you in your September 23 hearing and future 
work in this important project. 

Sincerely, 

~ L. [L ~ - _I_. 
~'~~-·-
Frank H. Freedman 
United States District Judge 

P. S. : The Court·: also considers .the~ pro.secution' s recommenda
tion at the. time. of sentencing arid the prosecution can 
consider the defendarit's.cooperation in making its 
recommendatio'n. · 
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·REPLY TO: MIAMI, FL 

The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Pursuant to your correspondence of August 20, 1986 the 
following is submitted relative to the issues that are recently 
under .consideration by the Sentencing Commission as pertains 
to the imposition of sentencing guidelines. 

GUILTY PLEAS: It would seem only appropriate and 
practical that individuals who choose to enter a plea of 
guilty be rewarded in some fashion for acknowledging the 
guilt for the offense to which they have been charged. As 
a result, I would recommend that the Sentencing Commission 
offer some type of downward adjustment to defendants who 
plead guilty as oppose·d to those who exercise their right 
to go to trial. Those opposed to such consideration may 
suggest that individuals exercising their constitutional 
right to a trial are being punished. This is simply not 
the case. 

Those individuals who choose to exercise virtually any 
constitutional rights do so only after expending some personal 
sacrifice.. For example, the Constitution· addresses the fact 
that individuals 'may not .be discriminated against on the 
basis of gender or race in exercising their right to vote. 
This is not to say however that there are not certain costs 
in exercising one's right to vot~. The individual must 
generally go through the ·expenditure of time and resources 
to fulfill some type of regi~tration process. The individual 
must also expend certain amounts of time, energy and suffer 
some degree of inconvenience as a result of going to a polling 
place to cast ones vote. Those citizens who choose not to 
exercise the right to vote conversely do not endure these 
personal costs. 

Likewise, there are certain rewards for individuals 
~ho choose not to go to trial. These have been and are a 
part of the criminal justice process. For example, 
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-Individuals who 'choose not to ex~rcise their ·right 
to trial oftentimes are rewarded economically via a lessened 
cost for legal representation. 

-The offender who chooses to 
shortens the amount of emotional 
the pendency of a criminal charge. 

enter a 
turmoil 

plea of guilty 
associated with 

-Those individuals choosing to enter a plea of gui 1 ty 
often indicate that an element in their choice was one of 
bringing ·closure to their case in terms of sentencing. In 
this fashion their families do not suffer needlessly in either 
an economical or emotional frame of reference. 

-In almost all instances of plea, there is a promise 
by the government fiS to a dismissal of other counts in the 
indictments or limitation as to the government's role in 
sentencing (eg. the government may not allocute as' to the 
quality or quantity of punishment at sentencing).~ 

-The defendant who elects to enter a plea of guilty 
dramatically limits the courts potential for imposing 
punishment (imprisonment on consecutive counts) as well as 
other types of sanction (restitution on multiple counts in 
an indictment as· opposed to a single count disposed of by 
plea. ) · 

-By publicly acknowledging one's guilt in an offense, 
many offenders are given consideration in sentencing as they 
have taken the initial step towards rehabilitation. 

-As is often pointed out at sentencing by defense 
attorneys, there should be some type of reward for those 
defendants who appreciate that the resources of the criminal 
justice system are finite and would prefer not to utilize 
those limited resources. Instead, th~y acknowledge their 
guilt, accept their sentence and attempt to rehabilitate 
themselv~s under whatever constraints the sentence imposed 
by the court offers. 

In summary, it· would appear that such a consideration 
by ·the Sentencing Commission would be appropriate, not in 
the framework of.· punishing those who elect to exercise a 
constitutional right, but in an effort to provide an additional 
reward other than those indicated previously for individuals 
who elect to enter a plea of guilty. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS: This is an area that provides an 
·incredible- amount of p6tential to totally c~rcumvent whatever 
guidelines the Sen-t;:encing Commission ·formulates~ At present, 
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many defendants are sentenced under negotiated pleas to a 
charge which has little or no relationship to the offense 
behavior in question. For example, in drug offenses many 
defendants are given the opportuni.ty 'to enter a plea of guilty 
to the charge of Title 21, United States Code, 
Section 843 (b) (Use of a communication. facility in reference 
to a drug transaction). The reali±y of the situation is 
that the offense behavior had very little to do with a. 
telephone call but in fact had much to do with a defendant 
who was in possession of a large quanity of a controlled 
substance. The court, of course, is limited as t6 the 
potential sentence (four years) that may be i~posed. Another 
common plea of convenience is when the defendant enters a 
plea of guilty to simple misdemeanor possession (Title 21, 
United States Code, Section 844). This plea of convenience 
restricts the court to a one year sentence. The obvious 
question is should the offender in Boise, Idaho be forced 
to enter a plea of guilty to a five year felony for possession 
of 10 pounds of marl JUana while his counterpart in Miami, 
Florida is permitted a plea of guilty to a one year misdemeanor 
for the same offense behavior. 

In this respect it ·would seem totally appropos that 
the Sentencing Commission off.er standards to the sentencing 
judge in terms of plea· agreements. Those standards should 
revolve around a stipulation that no plea agreement may be 
accepted by the Court that deviates from the factual reality 
of the offense behavior. Without this consideration, the 
door would be fully _open for plea agreements to be entered 
into in which defendants are sentenced, as is unfortunately 
the· case at present, . under circumstances and conditions that 
have little or no connection to the behavior that precipitated 
their prosecution in federal, co~rt. 

COOPERATION: C,boperation is an issue that should also 
be taken into consideration by the Sentencing Commission 
in profuulgati6n of ~h~~ guidelines. However, it should be 
done so wi thiri a very. limited context. Consideration should 
be given ·~o. those defendan~s who actually enter into a 
cooperative· posture· with. law· enforcement in such a capacity 
that real results are produced. Specifically, real results 
would include heretbfore infbrmation unknown to law enforcement 
agencies prior :to the _arrest, cooperation that leads to the 
arrest of other individuals (confidential informant-type 
drug buys leading to .. an :arrest) and actual testimony against 
codefendants in either a grand jury or trial proceeding~ 

who 
In 

No 
do 

many 

consideration should be given to those 
not provide cooperation as stipulated 
instances the sentencing. ·proceedings 

defendants 
previously. 

are clouded 
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by a remark from the defendant or his attorney suggesting 
that there was willingness to cooperate, however the governmept 
did not respond. As the Assistant U.S. Attorney who actually 
prosecuted the case or the case agent who actually invest~gated 
the offense may not be present, a reasonable rebuttle is 

'simply not. available. A desire or verbalization of willingness 
to cooperate is an empty promise. The quality and quantity 
of cooper_ation is an issue that should be solely determined 
by the government, ·and in almost all instances, an issue 
that should be resolved by the case agent ··as opposed to simply 
the U.S. Attorney. 

In summary there should be a recognition as to cooperation 
offered by a defendant. There should be different levels 
of cooperation identified. If a dispute occurs relative 
to the degree of cooperation, it should be settled by the 
Court. 

As always, the opportunity to provide any input to_ the 
U.S. Sentencing Commission relative to the development of 
sentencing guidelines is greatly appreciated. I look forward 
to the time that the Sentencing Commission·• s · guidelines are 
finally implemented within the federal court system. 

JMS/mds 

cc: Mr. L. Russell Burress. 
U. S. ~robation Officer 

Sincerely, 

MLt·r(~ 
John M. Shevlin, Supervising 
U. S. Probation Officer 

United States Sentencing Commission 
Washington, D.C. 

Mr. Carlos·Juenke, Chief 
U .. S. Probation Officer 
Miami·, · Florida 
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UNITED ST.ATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF HAWAII 

PROBATION OFFICE 

ELIZABETH L. TAYLOR August 28, 1986 ROOM C • 126 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 300 ALA MOANA BLVD. 

BOX 50111 
HONOLULU. HAWAII 96850·9987 

The Honorable Willia~ W. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, U.S. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1400 
Washingt9n, D.C. 20004 

Dear Chairman Wilkins: 

TEL. <8081 546·3100 

I am responding to your most recent request for input 
to the Sentencing Commission. 

GUILTY PLEAS 

I do not believe that sentencing guidelines should 
provide a downward sentencing adjustment simply because 
a defendant has pled guilty rather than been convicted by 
trial. Aside from the fact that this issue would seem to 
pose a question of constitutionality regarding a defendant's 
right to trial, it has· been my experience that there are 
a number of motives which prompt an individual to plead 
guilty, not all of which are positive. It is true that 
a guilty plea can indicate remorse and a step toward rehabili
tation. As often as not however, a guilty plea is more 
a tribute to the quality of the comprehensive investigation 
than it is a mark of positive change. Therefore, I don't 
believe that the .sentencing guidelines should make a distinction 
between a defendant who pleads guilty versus one who stands 
trial. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

My only opinion ~egarding plea agreements is that they 
should never contain a sentencing limit which is binding 
to the Court. Instead, they should state, in effect, that 
the U.S. Attorney at the time of sentencing will only recommend 
a sentence but that the Judge may use his full discretion. 
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COOPERATION 

Cooperation with authorities by defendants deserves 
significant consideration at time of sentencing only, in 
my opinion. I believe it is very practic~l that it publ£cly 
be made known that cooperation with law enforcement will 
lighten a sentence. 

Different levels of cooperation. should 'be objectively· 
identified and given relative downward adjustment. ·A- defendant 
who only agrees to identify co-conspirators but refuses 
to testify in court against them, for example, deserves 
far less consideration than the defendant who acts in an 
undercover capacity on behalf of a law enforcement agency, 
develops new cases and is willing-to testify in court against 
them. I feel the sentencing Court, after reviewing in~ormation 
provided by the prosecution and defense, would be best able 
to resolve disputes over the level of cooperation. These 
disputes would probably best be resolved in camera. 

Should you wish further input, please contact me. 

JAM/ah 

Sincerely, 

. ~ Cl. "(_.;__ 

~~o~n A. Moccia, Supervising 
.U.S. Probation Officer 
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Hon. William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman, United States 

Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

August 28, 1986 

This is in response to your letter of August 20, 
1986. 

Guilty Pleas 

While there are a few rationalizations for the ·com
mon practice of giving a lesser sentence to those who plead 
guilty, in the final analysis it is merely done as an in
centive. As an incentive, it is critical to the functioniong 
of the criminal justice system. If the sentencing guidelines 
were to require, or even make it likely, that no consideration 
would be given to the fact that there has been a plea rather 
than a trial, the number of trials will escalate substantial
ly. The problem, however, is that if you institutionalize the 
practice you will face an immediate constitutional challenge 
claiming that persons who exercise their right to trial are 
being punished. This is one of the dilemmas of the guideline 
approach. You will have to find some acceptable way to allow 
judges to give credit for the offering of a guilty plea with
out provoking a constitutional attack. 

Plea Agreements 

Plea agreements have always been something of a 
problem and the problem wi 11 be more acute with sentencing 
guidelines. I think that the practice of charge bargaining 
can continue since realistically the prosecution has control 
over the charges in the first instance and the Court has the 
limited option of accepting or rejecting pleas to less than 
all of the charges. Sentence bargaining, how~ver, would seem 
to be contrary to the spirit and purpose of the guidelines. 
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Cooperation 

Of all of the factors to be considered with respect 
to sentencing, cooperation is the most variable. In some in
stances, it can be of little or no consequence. At the other 
extreme, if the defendant has assisted the Government in mak
ing a case against other important defendants, and has done so 
at personal risk to himself or his family, very great con-:
sideration must be afforded. The prosecutorial function would 
be severely impaired were cooperation not acknowledged as be
ing a pertinent consideration in sentencing. It would be ex
tremely difficult, however, to attempt to factor different 
levels of cooperation objectively. It is quite proper for the 
prosecution and the defense to give the Court their views as 
to the value of the cooperation. Where there are disputes in 
this regard, the Court must resolve them. Again, as with 
guilty pleas, I do not think the factor of cooperation can be 
quantified into the guidelines and should be covered simply by 
a broad statement to the effect that a lesser sentence would 
be appropriate in the presence of cooperation and the amount 
of the diminution must depend upon the circumstances. 

Very truly yours,· 

~/~ 
Gerard L. Goettel 

GLG:ekd 
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DISTRICT OF ARIZONA 

·UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85025 

September 10, 1986 

The.Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 1400 
Washington, n~c·. 20004· 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

Here are my thoughts on your questions relating to the proper role 
of plea agreements in a sentencing guidelines system: 

GUILTY PLEAS 

While i·t may be true that sentencing judges generally impose lower 
sentences after guilty pleas, I do not believe that sentencing 
guidelines should provide a downward sentencing adjustment for a 
defendant. who pl_eads. guilty. The guidelines should not ·penalize a 
defendant who exerdises his right to go to trial. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS 

I seriously doubt that any guidelines· or policy statements can: be. 
written that will prevent ·plea agreements from being used to 
circumvent the sentencing guidelines·. Even now, with .the broad 
discretion vested ·in sentencing judges _to determihe an app~dpriate· 
sentence, the·people in the criminal justice system who have the 
most influence on what sentences will be are 'the prosecutors. They 
.have complete discretion in deciding what charges are to be filed 
against any given defendant.. Of course,. the nature of· the charge 
fixes the limits of the possible·punishment. A prosecutor's agreement 
as to what is appropriate FUnishment fairly effectively establishes 
the upper limits. I do not· believe that I have ever refused to acc~pt 
a plea agreement because the sentence was too light. My reasoning has 
always been that the prosecutor knows his case, knows the defendant· ·and 
his ·record,· and knows the injuries sustained by victims and others. 
Given his knowledge, deference should be given to his feelings as to 
what is an appropriate sentence. · 
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I think thaf the ·factors set forth in 18 u.s.c. § 3553(a) are the 
standards a sentencing judge ·must apply in evaluating whether a plea 
agreement is acceptable. 

Given the discretion vested in a prosecutor to determine what charges· 
to bring against a defendant, I do not see how the Sentencing Reform 
Act c·an have any impact on 11 Charge bargaining." The Act will 
obviously.·have considerable impact on "sentencing bargaining," but I 
have no doubt that imaginative prosecutors and defenders can contrive 
ways of ~voiding the guidelines. 

I do believe that prosecutors and defense attorneys should not be 
permitted to stipulate ·to underlying of facts that mandate a specific 
sentencing res:ul t. · A defendant should be convicted for acts that he 
did that constitute ·a crime. He should never be convicted for 
something.that he did not actually do simply for the purpose of giving 
him a sentence different that what he would have ~received for what he 
actually did. 

Perhaps one way to res·olve the whole plea bargaining problem would be 
simply to outlaw plea negotiations. It is my understanding that 
prosecutors in Alaska are ·forbidden to enter·into plea bargains and 
that the po·licy ·has worked out very well. Of course, I suppose that 
congress-ional action would be required. 

In many cases the prosecution and punishment of all·persons who have 
participated in an offense is possible only through the cooperation 
of _some of the offenders. The ·cooperation of an offender. should be 
rewarded by a downward adjustmen·t of an otherwise applicable sentence. 
I can think o£ at least three levels of cooperation~ the offender 
who gives' ·s·ome. ·information regarding other participants, the offender 
who. gives·· ·fuiT ·information regarding other participants, and the 
offender who gives full infonnation regarding.other participants 
and is willing to testify against them. 

Without being able to articulate a reasoti, I have a feeling that the 
appropriate level or downward adjustment should be decided by the 
sentencing court. Disputes regarding the level or quality of 
cooperation should be ·resolved by the sentencing court. 

CLH/js 
. 



FRANK A. KAUFMAN 
United States District Judge 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 

September 5, 1986 

Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 1400 
Washington, D. c. 20004 

Dear Billy: 

I have your letter of August 20, 1986. 

I would think that the answers to the questions which 
you pose under the heading "Guilty Pleas" would depend, in 
the first instance, on constitutional considerations and, 
secondly, on policy considerations. Insofar as the former 
are concerned, the question arises in my mind (without the. 
benefit of research on my part) as to whether the adoption of 
specific sentencing guidelines providing a downward 
sentencing adjustment for d~fendants who plead guilty would 
put an unconstitutional burden upon the exercise by a 
defendant of his rights to stand trial and to require the 
Government to prove him guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. If 
the answer to that question is in the negative, then I must 
admit that the question of whether the guildlines should 
distinguish between a defendant who pleads guilty, on the one 
hand, and one who stands trial and is subsequently found 
guilty, on the other hand, raises very difficult 
philosophical considerations. While I, for one, would prefer 
that there not be such a distinction, I would think that the 
practical fact of life is that usually such a distinction is 
in fact made by trial judges. 

Perhaps, the way to approach the matter is to equate a 
guilty plea with at least a minimal type of cooperation by a 
defendant. In many instances, of course, guilty pleas do go 
hand in hand with some type of cooperation, albeit, in some 
~ases, very minimal cooperation. If your guilty plea 
questions are approached in the context of cooperation, that 
would lead one, it seems to me, to consideration of the 
questions which you have posed under the heading of nPlea 
Agreements.• In that latter regard, I would think that a 
sentencing court will need to determine specifically whether 
plea recommendations are within the sentencing guidelines. 
If, either within the tour corners of a written plea agree
ment or at the time of rearraignment, the court could be 
informed of all relevant facts relating to the application of 
the sentencing guidelines, then the court would be in·a 
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position, bef6re accepting the guilty plea, to have such 
facts stipula~ed to by the-Government and the defendant, or 
if there is a disagreement.with· regard to the same, to take 
evidence· and make findings with regard to the .same at the 
time o~ rearraignment or .in a further scheduled _proceeding 

. prior to sentencing • 

. Insofar as Federal Civil Rules ll(e) (1) (B) and (C) are 
concerned,-the piactice, I believe, of every judge of our· 
Court---and· I know ··my own practice--has. been not to accept a 
(C) _type_ of plea, except 'in the most extraordinary type. of 
circumstance~. ' I can onl~ remember two occasions upon which 
I have ··accepted ·_ (C)· type pleas-.;..and in those instances I 
really ·have not accep~ed what .is usually thought of as a (C) 
type_ plea. What: I have done is to agree, at the time of 
rearraignment,~. tha~t I will" inform the defendant. at the 
commencement of" the sentencing proceeding whethe.r· or not I 
will- senten·ce no. mo.re severely than called for by the plea 
agreement and that. if I-· then inform the defendant that I will 
not commit myself so to ao·, t'hen the defendant will have .a. 
-right to withdraw from the plea agreement. I could i~agine 
an instance in which the Gove~nment might also request an 
opp-ortunity· t·o opt out of a plea agree-ment if the court 
statef? that it will not commit itself to sentence as severeiy 
as provided by the plea agreement, but in the two instances 
'in which·I have proeeeded under what might be considered (C) 
.type plea, agreements,· the Government has not asked for a 
chance so to opt out. I would think that the statutory 
provisions which your Commission is seeking to implement 
would seem to suggest that (C) type agreements, ·other than on 
the type· of opt-out basis indicated above, would not be 
permitted7 otherwise, ·the Government and the .defendant could 
bypass the sentencing guid~lines by their own agreem~nt •. 

I would .think that all undetlying relevant and material 
facts of an-offense ~nd th~ offender's behavior should be 
stipulated to _by' the parties to the fullest extent possible_ 
and that the judge shoul~_accept such stipulation~,.provided 
that he gets an assurance from counsel on both side~, as · 
officers of the court as well as advocates,· that, insofar as 
they know, the stipulated facts are truthful and may be· 
relied upon. by the court. . . 

With .. regard t9 level or quality· of .. cooperation of a . 
·defendant, I w6uld suggest that findings of facts concerning 
the. same be made by the Court at the time of rearraignment, 
hopefully, on the basis· of stipulations by the parties and, 
if not, on the basis of presentation of evidence. 

. I want· to add one caveat to the "thinking out loud" 
which I have indulged in in th-is letter and that is that,·· 
rather obviously, our_._criminal_ justice· system will br~ak· down 
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if w·e ·have too :many disputed factual. ·evidentiary hearings .in 
connection with the application of_ the new sentencing 
guidelines. Further, in any event, if·we have-a large number 
of such ev.identiary hearings, we will surely need to. 
establish procedures pursuant to-wbich the judge can deter
mine. disputed quest.ions of fact .o·n the basis of proffers. and 
the .like without taking lengthy question-and-answer 

. testimony_. 
' . : 

I know I n~ed not point out to you· and· to your fe~low 
Commission members 'the complexities of. the issues which the 
questions posed in your _·August· 20, 1986 ·letter present. I 
have just returned from ten days at the beach and have riot· 
had too much time to ponder about the matters discussed in 
your letter.and in·this·response, though I have thought a 
great deal about th~se issuei over the·y~ars. If I get any 
additional thoughts before your September 23,· 1986 deadline 
rolls-aroun~~-I will pass them 6n to y~u for what they are 
worth. .·.. · ... ~.,: . 

. . 

Best regar.ds.-

Sincerely, n 
Frank A. Kaufman 



MICHAEL J. LUCIANO 
CHIEF PROBATION OFFICER 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW. YORK 

PROBATION OFFICE 

September 3, 1986 

Honorable William W. Wilkins Jr. 
Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylyania Avenu·e NW~ Suite 1400 
Washington, DC 20004 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

207 U;S. COURTHOUSE 

FO.LEY SQUARE 

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007 

(212) 791·0088 

Reference is made to your le.tter .of August. 20, 1986. In regard to guilty 

pleas, I would be in favor for flexible downward sentencing adjustment 

for det'endants who plead guilty·~ It seems· to me that the sentencing 

judge should be able to gl:ve more credit to .a defendant who enters a 

plea of guilty early on in a. matter which would have resulted in a long, 

complex trial had he or she ·not entered the plea, and less credit to 

a defendant who enters a plea of guilty in a simple matter which would 

have resulted in a one day trial. 'Similarly, in a complex matter, the 

defendant who enters his plea on the morning the trial was to have begun 

or during the course of the trial. should be given less credit than if 

he or she had entered that plea before trial preparations had begun. 

One judge in this district uses an· informal "20 percent off" s.tandard 

in regard to pleas. However, the nature of the plea bargain may affect 

the amount of consideration .a plea should be given inasmuch as if the 

defendant has been allowed to plead guilty to an offense which carries 

a penalty far less than normally would be associated with the crime 

committed, less consideration should be given to the simple fac.t that 

the defendant 1s before the Court for sentencing as the result of a plea 

rather than after trial. 

In regard to plea agreements, it is not uncommon in this district for 

an individual who ·has cooperated in a drug investigation to be allowed 

to enter a plea of guilty to a "telephone" count (21 USC 844) or a 

conspiracy count ( 18 USC 371), thereby reducing the maximum exposure 

at sentencing from 15 or 20 years to four or five years. Iri check case, 

the prosecutor can treat each of nine or ten checks as separate counts 

to achieve a maximum theoretical penalty of 4.5 or 50 years or lump them 

altogether in one five year count·. Sometimes indictments are rewritten 

to create informations· which artif~cially reduce the penalty to a 

misdemeanor ·leve 1. While I do not oppose any of these . maneuvers, it 

seems that such factors as cooperation, the nature of certain specific 

offenses and . some element ·of overall fairness need to be included if 

specific limits on plea bargains are to be imposed. It would be a 



nightmare if, for example, an 85 year old widower _is,. prosecuted for cashing 

six of his wife's soc~al security checks following her death and due 

to the limits placed on "charge bargaining" he must enter a plea to six 

counts, each carrying five years Even if the guidelines are 

geared more toward the amount of money stolen or defrauded, such . as the 

present parole guidelines, an overly rigid system could present the 

possibility of serious inequities. For example, a judge in this district 

is soon to sentence an 82 year old individual who evaded millions of 

dollars in taxes. As far as can be determined, this individual was not 

otherwise criminally oriented, has no prior record, and his co-conspirators 

have died of_old age. The defendant is not in good health. He has agreed 

to mak~ full restitution including interest and penalties. Current parole 

guidelines woulq have him serve 40 52 months, but I suspect few judges 

w~uld wish to sentence this individual to more than three years in prison. 

Inasmuch ·as this district does not engage in "sentence bargaining," I 

have no comments on that matter. While .I do not feel qualified to suggest 

the _appropriateness of judicial scrutiny of. negotiated plea agreements 

or the standards which should be applied, as a practical matter it may 

be useful in certain difficul~ situations to withh~ld the final acceptance 

of a plea agreement until after the presentence report has been received 

by the Court. 

I have had extensive contact with cooperating . individuals and judges 

who have had to sentence these defendants. Since this district does 

not engage· in sentence bargait1ing and, as a rule, the U.S. Attorney's 

Office makes no recommendations as to sentence for cooperating individuals, 

the burden of determining a .fa~r sentence falls fully on the sentencing 

judge. Some examples. of_ recent cases . in· this district may be of use. 

A) A defendant who was serving a parole term for a huge narcotics 

conspiracy was caught dealing oun:ce amounts of highly pure heroin. He 

cooperated and his unique. abilities_ and contacts resulted in the .seizure 

of many kilqgrams of heroin and the successful prosecution of eight or 

ten very high level, intensely conspiratorial and very hard to prose~ute 

individuals.. ·The Court's view was. that the only _way high level traffickers 

can be successfully prosecuted is through the cooperation of individuals 

such as . the defendant . and the only way to encourage such cooperation 

is to suitably reward these individuals·.· The defendant was sentenced 

to probation. B) "MitigatiOJ;t but not -exoneration" applied in another 

case ·where the Court attempted find a balance between the extreme 

seriousness of the offense to which the defendant had admitted (which 

were previously unknown to the ·authorities) against the great public 

service he rendered by testifying against his former associates, a public 

service done at considerable risk to himself and his young children. 

In this . instance the ·defendant was sentenced to ten years imprisonment; 

the maximum exposure had been 20 years. This officer knows of a number 

·of instances where individuals who engaged in the importation of 

multi-kiiogram amounts of heroin were eventually sentenced to probation 



terms due to their cooperation. 

In terms of getting the cooperation of individuals involved with high 
level narcotics trafficking, it~ would be a disaster in my op1.n1.on if 
the Commission's guidelines made it such that, for example, any _individual 
involved in the distribution of mor·e than three kilograms of heroin must 
spend 80 or 90 months in prison whether or not he or she cooperated with 
authorities. It is my: strong opinion that the more stringent the 
restrictions placed on "charge bargaining" or stipulation as _to the 
underlying facts, the more . generous the maximum reward for cooperation 
should be. There must be. substantia'! rewards available. for those who 
make it possible to convict high level, conspiratorial defendants against 
whom succe_ssful prosecutions could not be mounted without the assistance 
of cooperators. 

Your letter refers to levels of cooperation and perhaps distinctions 
should be made between an individual who provides only information and 
documents as opposed to someone who goes "wired" against armed. and 
dangerous . individuals who would surely do him (or her) bodily harm if 
they discovered that their cqnversations w~re being recorded. Of cour~e, 
depending upon the. target of the prosecution, simply· testifying against 
certain individuals can place the cooperator and/or the cooperator's 
family· at great risk~ The more difficult issue is the "quality" of the 
co6per~tion. In cont~~ted ~atters, it is ·unlikely that either the 
prOsecutor or the prosecution to defense in tandem ar~ likely to be able 
to produce a useful document for the Court and it is thus only the 
sentencing Court which can resolve such disputes. From my own experience, 
all other ·the factors .be.ing equal, ~n individual who has cooperated and 
reformed is far more deserving of reward than someone.whose sole motivation 
is to reduce the severity of the p_u~ishment to be meted out. I am highly 
skeptical as to the likelihood that all 'the significant factors in the 
plea bargain and s·entencing of an individual who has cooperated with 
authorities (especially in a major investigation) can be' quantified and 
statistically plugged into a numerical system. However, based upon 
personal experience, perhaps th_e chart below will be of some use. 

See Next Page 
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Circumstances of Decision 
to Cooperate 

Immediate, upon confron
tation~ . without sub
stantial persuasion 2 

After consulting 
~awyer & negot ia
'ting· 

Other 
(such as l.imited 
etc.) 

1 

0 

Level of Cooperation 

Very high, .including 
personal risk 4 

Very high, 
without risk 

High 

'Lukewarm or 
less 

2 

1 

0 

Usefulness 

Results in successful 
prosecution of high 
lev:el individuals 4 

Result successful 2 

Not successful 1 
(no fault.of 
cooperation) 

Other 0 
(Conviction not 
obtained or made 
difficult by) 

Score of 3 or below: reduce by up to 10 % 

Score of 4 to 7 : reduce by up to 25% 

Attftude of 
Cooperati,on 

Remorseful, 
attempting 
reform 3 

Remorseful 1 

Other 0 

Score of over 8: .reduce by up to 50%, probation available. 

Yours truly, 

MICHAEL J. LUCIANO 
Chief U.S. Probation Officer 

.1::!-w~~ 
U.S. Probation Officer 

JW/dh 



. Unitarian Universalist Service Committee 
National Moratorium on Prison Construction 

2519 ·Mission Street Suite 3 San Francisco, CA 94110 (415) 647-1890 

September 8, 1986 

Mr. William W. Wilkins, Jr. Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave. NW Stuite 1400 
Washington, D. C ~:, 20004 

Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

Thank you for your·,letter of August ·.·20y 1986 seeking my 
input on sentencing guidelines. Since we have an office 
b~sed in D.C. I have.fo~~arded your letter the D.C. 
office for a'response. 

Sincerely, 

?.-:::~l;f1i;;! 
Coordinator 

FT/mec 

UUSCHEADQUARTERS 
78 Beacon Street 
Boston, MA 02108 
(617) 742-2120 

NMPC WASHINGTON 
309 Pennsylvania A venue 
Washington, DC 20003 
(202) 54 7-3633 
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Hon. Margaret Burnham 
Leonel J. Castillo 
Dr. Julius Debro 
Prof. M. Kay Harris 
Rev. Virginia Mackey · 
William Marsh 
Elizabeth Martinez 

Dr. Garry Mendez 
William G. Nagel 
Mary Ann B. Oakley 
Trinidad Sanchez S.J. 
Dr. Lawrence Trujillo 
Leonard Weinglass 
Stanley Wise 
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September 10, 1986 

Hon. William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairman 
United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. #1400 
Washington, D. C. 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkins: 

RE: PLEA AGREEMENTS, ROLE OF 
Your ltr 8-20-86 

Treasurer 
Carol D. Erichsen 
Grand Rapids, MI 

Before addressing the three (3) questions posed in the referred 
correspondence, please be advised you will be receiving comments 
from FPOA Executive Vice-President Charles Stearns, and Legisla
tive Coordinator Greg Hunt. Susan Smith is on annual leave and 
may not be back in time to provide a written statement, but has 
indicated a willingness to appear in person at the 9-23-86 hear
ing. Please contact her directly if that is your desire. 

GUILTY PLEAS: 

I do not dispute the figures or explanatory statement made in 
your letter. I strenuously object to a further downward adjust
ment of the sentencing guidelines for those defendants who have 
pled guilty. 

I do not have documentation to support this next statement, but 
if obtained, such figures probably would support the contention 
that 99.9% of the 90% mentioned resulted from a plea agreement, 
thereby effectively downgrading the seriousness of the offense, 
and the Court imposed penalty. 

Because an individual "believes" he/she is innocent and goes to 
trial only to be found guilty, should not dictate a harsher or 
lighter sentence, although the former may result because the 
offense of conviction is not bargained down and thus possessing 
a heavier penalty. The reverse is true for a voluntary guilty 
plea. 

Northeast Mid Atlantic 
Tommaso D. Rendina Susan I. Smith 

Burlington, VT Richmond, VA 

Regional Officers 

Southeast 
Larry J. Burris 

Jacksonville, FL 

Central States 
Gilbert Montoya 
Albuquerque, NM 

Great Lakes 
James D. Sager 

Belleville, IL 

Western 
Craig R. Fenwick 

Boise, ID 
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In other words, the "adjustment" is built in to the offense of 
conviction, whether by plea or trial; nothing should be added or 
subtracted - let the offense penalty determine the time, not how 
it was achieved. 

PLEA AGREEMENTS: 

My response to this concern is: Judges should not be party to 
underwriting plea agreements when they do not have all the facts, 
and the facts they do have are biased on prosecution and/or defense 
interests. One purpose of the presentence report is to provide the 
Court with information necessary to make an informed sentencing deci
sion; the same philosophy holds regarding accepting or rejecting plea 
agreements. 

The Federal Judge is a qualified trier of fact, a process not com
plete until ~ the facts are in - premature decision making serves 
only to deny justice - society's and/or the defendant's. To do 
otherwise limits the judge to the role of overseer, rubber stamping 
prosecution deals. Plea bargaining is an administrative process 
involving prosecution and defense interests. In my view, the Court 
is there to decide the merits of the agreement after all the facts 
are known - not before. 

COOPERATION: 

Response to concerns about rewarding defendant cooperation is akin 
to that offered on a reduced plea reward, i.e., the gratuity is 
built in the terminal offense and penalty. 

Prosecution and defense have given suspect legitimary to a cult of 
informers, bolstered by dire predictions of a crumbling judicial 
system and threats of clogged court calendars, if these people 
do not receive certain "rights" in the form of special treatment. 
Defendant cooperation should be acknowledged, not rewarded, via 
the mutually agreed upon offense, and penalty imposed within 
guidelines for that offense. 

We cite deterrent effect as one purpose of criminal sanctions, but 
what about criminal and crime incentives resulting from plea bargain
ing, downgraded sentencing guidelines, special privileges for coopera
tion, early parole release, government moot at sentencing, etc., etc. 

From the public view, there is much wrong with our criminal justice 
non-system. Do we reinforce that disillusionment and distrust by 
making it easier for criminals in the name of bargained justice? 

Finally, the attached article may be of some benefit in your deli
berations. 
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Again, thank you for asking FPOA to participate in this important 
work. I only ask you and your Commission recognize that, if there 
is discretion and perceived disparity, it is better in the hands of 
a trier of fact than a prosecutor. 

R. L. THOMAS, PRESIDENT 

vi 

Attachment 
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(e) Schedule of Permissible Reductions for Superior Program Achievement. 

Total months required by original 
presumptive date: 

Permissible 
reduction 

14 months or less ................................................. Not applicable. 
15 to 22 months .................... ~ .............................. Up to 1 month. 
23 to 30 months .................................................. Up to 2 months. 
31 to 36 months .................................................. Up to 3 months. 
3 7 to 42 months .................................................. Up to 4 months. 
43 to 48 months ............................................ ; ...... Up to 5 months. 
49 to 54 months .................................................. Up to 6 months. 
55 to 60 months .................................................. Up to 7 months. 
61 to 66 months .................................................. Up to 8 months. 
67 to 72 months .................................................. Up to 9 months. 
73 to 78 months ................. · ................................ Up to 10 months. 
79 to 84 months ................................................. Up to 11 months. 
85 to 90 months ................................................. Up to 12 months. 
91 plus months .................................................. Up to 13 months. 

Plus up to 1 additional month for each 6 months or fraction thereof, by which the 
original date exceeds 96 months. 

Court-Prosecutor-Probation Officer: 
When Is Discretion Disparity in the 

Criminal Justice System? 
BY ROBERT L. THOMAS . 

Supervising Probation Officer, U.S. District Court, Phoenix, Arizona 

Absence of Unified CorrectionBJ.,P.IJilosopby 

57 

THE INTENT of this article is to examine those 
less obvious factors which affect the proba· 
tion officer's decisionmaking process leading 

to a recommendation to assist the court in sentenc· 
ing a criminal defendant. Current research does 
not directly speak tO the issue. There is abundant 
literature on the discretion-disparity question, 
but as it relates to prosecutors, judges, parole com· 
missions, legislators, and, to a lesser degree, an 
ambivalent public, - overcrowded correctional 
system, confused media and a disorganized 
criminal justice system (Harris, 1975). 

All the above affect the probation officer in the 
performance of statutory responsibilities. The of· 
ficer is part of the system and subject to the same 
pressures, myths and misconceptions surrounding 
the sentencing disparity controversy. 

There is not yet in America any clear, consistent, 
rational policy regarding whether to pursue a cor· 
rectional philosophy of rehabilitation or one of 
retribution. Criminologists, legislators and correc· 
tion officials operate at cross purposes; some 
perceive criminals to be accountable for their 
misdeeds and emphasize retribution; others- see of· 
fenders in need of rehabilitation or therapy since 
their behavior is the product of external forces and 
not the result of free and responsible choice. Some 
scholars hold a "nothing works" doctrine, arguing 
neither rehabilitation nor retribution lowers 
recidivism rates. Proponents of this third view 
have pushed for a correctional philosophy of 
humane incapacitation. Incapacitation without 
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· therapy comes down to a variant of punishment; 

hence, the ''nothing works'' doctrine results 

pragmatically in a punitive approach. This means 

one is left with a choice between some form of 

retributive correctional philosophy and some form 

of rehabilitative theory. 
Not only is there wide disagreement regarding 

what should be done in corrections, there is no con

sensus as to what is currently being practiced. 
Schrader-Frechette ( 197 8) argues that rather 

than attempt the impossible and try to develop a 

correctional policy which admits the importance of 

both retribution and therapy-because the of

fender is both responsible and, in some sense, not 

responsible-there is another course of action 

open. This is to recognize that after-the-fact solu

tions to crime do not work but, prevention might. 

Prevention is much more difficult because it 

challenges a societal system of values and not just 

the adequacy of human skills or financial 
resources. As Friday (1976) noted, crime preven

tion is successful only to the extent every in

dividual is essentially a community-oriented per· 

son. It is simplistic but, nevertheless, correct to 

· point out that correctional institutions cannot be 

expected to compensate for the many ways in 

which we all fail to be, and expect others to be, 

socially responsible. 
One reason we have failed to become (and to 

teach our children to become) socially responsible 

is that we in America have valued our constitu· 

tional freedoms highly. American liberal tradi· 

tions have created, to an extreme degree, a ''cult of 

personal liberation.'' Consequently, neither the of· 

fender nor the nonoffender has developed a true 

social conscience. Realistically, the persistence 

and the acceleration of the crime rate is testimony · 

to more than the absence of social responsibility; 

rather, in a positive but often extreme sense, our 

current correctional problems, of which disparity 

is but one, bear testimony to the success of a far

reaching system of civil liberties. Without such 

liberties, crime prevention would be easy. Correc· 

tional officials have the difficult task of maintain· 

ing one while. achieving the other. 

Disparity: A Traditional Definition 

The former emphasis on treatment or rehabilita

tion is being replaced by an emphasis on certain 

punishment; the indeterminate sentence is being 

replaced by determinate sentences designed to 

achieve equal treatment and certainty of punish

ment. Dickey (1979) points· out that regardless of 

which sentencing option is used, an effective deci

sion requires knowledge of facts, whether those 

facts relate to characteristics of the defendant, 

which might indicate responsiveness to treatment, 

or to the facts of the offense, upon which a judg

ment as to suitable punishment should be based. 

At the very center of the concept of rehabilita· 

tion has been individualized sentencing-the belief 

that a sentence should fit the offender and the cir· 

cumstances of the case rather than being deter· 

mined solely by the nature of the offense. This 

practice has been implemented by providing 

discretion at various points in the criminal justice 

system. Discretion is given to judges in choosing 

the type and length of sentence, and to parole agen

cies who can reduce the length of time served bas

ed on assessment of iiunate institutional progress. 

To individualize sentences means that different 

people who commit the same crime may receive 

different sentences. To reformers this is tradi
tionally referred to as "sentencing disparity.". 

This so-called disparity may be completely ap· 

propriate since crimes can and do vary widely ir 

their circumstances. No crime can be viewed 

realistically without a consideration of its cir· 

eumstances and consequences. 
There are currently a number of legislative and 

administrative proposals · designed to limit or 

eliminate discretion previously given judges and 

others. Unfortunately, many of these proposals do 

not provide any alternative method of tailoring 

sentences to circumstances. To the extent they 

limit discretion, they limit the possibility of in· 

dividualizing sentences. It can be dramatically un

fair to give the same or similar sentences to two 

persons convicted of identical crimes when the cir

cumstances of those crimes were extremely dif

ferent. 

The Court: Scapegoat or Villain? 

The protection of society ~s the ultimate objec

tive of all criminal laws and, it should be so of 

criminal sentence. According to Boldt (1963), this 

objective may be sought through punishment of 

the offender, incapacitation by confinement, 

rehabilitation through treatment, or by deterring 

others from committing similar offenses. 
Evans and Gilbert (1975) describe the criminal 

court's two basic functions as establishing in

nocence or guilt and imposing judgment. In the lat· 

ter area a void of guiding law and expertise exists. 

Sentencing options available io judges are too 

often neither fully understood nor do they address 

the specific needs of individual offenders. 

Criminal courts have not been imaginative in the 

area of sentencing alternatives, and new judges are 

well trained in the social sciences. Most courts 
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labor under the burden of inadequate time and 
staff necessary to satisfy the important task of 
sentencing. As expected, critics attack sentencing 
variations and statistical studies reflect a wide 
range of dispositions for ''identical offenses.'' 

Morris & Hawkins (1970) note that inherent 
within the goal of achieving a higher level of quali· 
ty in judicial sentencing is not only the desire to 
reduce unwarranted "disparity" but, the need to 
work toward a more rational approach to the entire 
correctional process. This involves a diligent 
search for more realistic alternatives to the tradi· 
tional dispositions of criminal cases and a clearer 
understanding of who should not go to prison. 

Evans and Gilbert (1977) believe judicial discre· 
tion is essential. The court is the institution to 
which society brings its ills for treatment and 
resolution. To the extent the court is limited in its 
discretion, it is prevented from achieving the goal 
of justice. It is simply not possible to legislate 
specific solutions for all peculiarities and out· 
croppings of mankind's social problems. 

The potential for abused discretion is nurtured 
by 'legislators, law enforcement, prosecutors, 
releasing authorities, the public, scholars, and 
courts. Should the court's discretion be singled out 
for substantial contraction? 

Constraint upon the courts will merely transfer 
the responsibility to other nonjudicial components 
of government. Plea bargaining has already placed 
substantial limitations upon judicial discretion; as 
a result, present imperfections of our justice pro· 
cess frequently dictate a disposition beyond the 
court's control. 

Prosecutors: Plea Bargaining Justice 

Plea bargaining pervades the administration of 
criminal justice. Plea bargaining is supported by 
those directly involved in the middle of the justice 
process: judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel. 
Agencies at the beginning and end of the justice 
continuum, police and probation, are the most 
critical. Job tasks explain the difference in at· 
titude. According to Parnas (1980), judicial, pro· 
secutorial, and defense support for plea bargaining 
can arguably be construed as partially colored by 
personal considerations. The police and probation 
view might be looked upon as more objective 
although, less knowledgeable because of their 
limited involvement. 

Prosecutors have, in practice, a greater influence 
on sentencing than the other agencies; the· knee· 
jerk reaction for sentencing reform has largely ig· 
nored this extensive prosecutorial _ power. 
Alschuler (1977) holds that fixed and presumptive 

sentencing schemes are unlikely to achieve their 
objectives if they leave the prosecutor's power to 
formulate charges and bargain for guilty pleas un· 
checked. Indeed, this method of reform is likely to 
produce its antithesis-to yield a system every bit 
as flawed as the current sentencing regime and one 
in which discretion is concentrated in an inap· 
propriate agency and in which the benefits of this 
discretion are made available only to defendants 
who sacrifice their constitutional rights. 

As judicial discretion, the discretion of the pro· 
secutor lends itself to inequalities and disparities 
based on disagreements concerning issues of 
sentencing policy; it · permits the occasional 
dominance of illegitimate considerations such as 
race and personal or political influence: it may 
lead to a general perception of arbitrariness and 
uncertainty, contribute to a sense of unfairness, 
and even undercut the deterrent force of criminal 
law. The exercise of prosecutorial discretion is 
more frequently made contingent upon a waiver of 
constitutional rights; it is generally exercised less 
openly, it is more likely to be influenced by con· 
siderations of friendship and by reciprocal favors 

· of a dubious character; it is commonly exercised 
for the purpose of obtaining convictions in cases in 
which guilt could not be proven at trial; it is usual· 
ly exercised by people of less experience and less 
objectivity than judges; it is commonly exercised 
on the basis of less information than judges 
possess; and, its exercise may depend less upon 
consideration of desert, deterrence, and reforma· 
tion than upon a desire to avoid the hard work of 
preparing and trying cases. The discretion of 
American prosecutors, in short, has the same 
faults as the discretion of American judges and 
more. 

Probation Officer: A Leveling Innuence? 

The probation· system did not, according to Im· 
lay and Reid (1975), ·autogenously emerge like 
mushrooms after a rain. It originated as part of an· 
tithetical reaction to older theories of retributive 
punishment, and in response to the newer premise 
that a person's actions are socially determined 
rather than the result of "free will." A corollary of 
this assumption is that the logical social response 
to crime and punishment should be to attempt to 
reinstate the errant individual as a functioning 
unit of society. 

The notion of rehabilitation finds countervailing 
influences in the law which, in its primary em· 
phasis on maximum prison terms in defining each 
enumerated crime, assumes that punishment 
should serve as a social dissuader rather than as a 
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method of individual rehabilitation. The law is 

founded on morality; its remedies have been tradi

tionally looked. upon by its high priests not as 

tools of social engineering but, as retribution for 

moral derelictions. The law abhors social 

relativism. It deals with the clear cut: guilty-not 

guilty, sane-insane. The notion that, in the process 

. of sentencing, two criminals committing the same 

crime should be ·dealt with differently because of 

existing circumstances, runs afoul of the grain of 

traditional legal thinking. 
Based on the retributive or exemplary theories 

of punishment, all sentences should be equal; 

based on the theory of rehabilitation all sentences 

should be individually tailored to insure that those 

who are most likely to reassimilate receive lighter 

sentences or probation. The hue and cry today is 

for uniformity in sentencing sanctions. Uniformity 

in sentencing is antithetical to the humanistic no

tion of individualized rehabilitation. 
The Supreme Court in 1949 (Williams v. People of 

New York) announced: "Retribution is no longer 

the dominant objective of the criminal law. Ref or· 

mation and rehabilitation of offenders have 

become the important goals of criminal 

jurisprudence.'' 
Notwithstanding this pronouncement, a critical 

public cannot readily comprehend a system of 

justice which treats one offender differently than 

another. The public demand is for equal punish-

- ment for any given offense; retributive punish

ment is still a dominant public objective. 
Our present law-making procedure insures that 

sentencing provisions will emphasize the ex

peditious rather than the rehabilitative goals of 

sentencing. For this reason, probation officers 
must have assuasive roles in the sentencing pro

cess to offset the vocal demands that punishment 

should fit the crime rather than the individual. 

Czajkoski (1973) argues that as judges shed more 

and more of their judicial functions, the role of the 

probation officer undergoes sympathetic change. 

Under circumstances where judicial and ad

ministrative powers become increasingly blurred, 

the probation officer seems more and more in a 

quasi-judicial role. Questions are raised to the pro

priety of the probation officer achieving judicial 

effect without judicial process. 
Abdication of judicial sentencing responsibility 

to the plea bargaining system leaves the probation 

officer in an even more peculiar position than it 

leaves the judge. 
Theoretically, the probation officer is supposed 

to make sentencing recommendations based on a 

professional estimate of the defendant's 

rehabilitation potential. Whether or not a defen-

dant is sentenced to probation probably depends 

more now on success in plea bargaining than on 

any promise of reformation. How does the proba

tion officer fit into a scheme of extensive plea 

bargaining? 
Blumberg (1967) says the probation officer 

serves to ''cool the mark'' in the production

oriented and confidence game-like system of ex

peditiously moving defendants through the court 

by means of plea bargaining. Like the judge's role, 

Blumberg sees the probation officer's role in 

sentencing diminishing. It has become the judicial 

role to simply certify the plea bargaining process, 

thus the probation officer's role is quasi-judicial in 

that he/she does the same. It is admittedly a 

peculiar argument, as Imlay (1975) notes, but 

where the probation officer does a perfunctory 

presentence report and aims the recommendation 

toward the predetermined plea bargained 

sentence, the officer is indeed playing out a de fac

to judicial role. 
It has long been argued the probation officer's 

role in sentencing is a quasi-judicial one, especial

ly where the judge more or less automatically im

poses the officer-recommended sentence. Em

pirical studies have shown a very high correlation 

between officer recommendation and court 

disposition. Carter and Wilkins (1967) pointed out 

that judges follow probation officer recommenda

tions in better than 95 percent of the cases. Among 

the factors which might explain the high level of 

agreement it was postulated that officers make 

recommendations in anticipation of judicial 

preference. Today it is more likely the prosecutor 

has communicated the plea bargaining agreement 

to the officer and the officer responds with an ap

propriate offering. Insofar as it firmly determines 

sentence, the plea · bargaining process clearly 

undermines the probation officer's professional 

role. It is now more appropriate ·for the officer to 

counsel the prosecutor on rehabilitation potential 

than the judge. The prosecutor occasionally uses 

the officer's professional estimate in the plea 

bargaining. Probation officers now conduct 

''prep leading'' investigations which are used by 

both judge and prosecutor to decide plea matters. 

The probation officer's role is multi-faceted. 

Many of the facets are not easily recognized, par

ticularly in the areas of setting the conditions of 

probation, initiating violations procedures or en

forcing the conditions of community release. It is 

difficult to say whether the officer's quasi-judicial 

role is increasing. It is still very closely tied to the 

judge but, the judge seems to be giving up more of 

the judicial role. If the probation officer ties in 

more with the prosecutor, the quasi-judicial func· 
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tion may paradoxically increase because of 
judicial aggrandizement of the prosecutor's office 
through plea bargaining and pretrial diversion .. 

Regardless of role perception, probation officers 
make decisions affecting defendants, com· 
munities, and the total justice system. The majori· 
ty of these decisions become apparent in the 
presentence investigation report. Reports are also 
used as a guide for supervision and a basis for 
classification and treatment by institutions. 
Parole authorities use the report when considering 
individual release eligibility. Obviously, the im· 
portance of the data collected relates to the use it is 
put. While some of the data collected and recorded 
may not have significant or immediate use in the 
sentencing, the probation officer is in the best posi· 
tion to develop information which may be of 
significance in the total correctional process. 

Within the probation officer's role the potential 
for misuse or abuse of statutory discretion is ap· 
parent. But, is ·the reported disparity critical or 
simply judgmental use of discretion similar to that 
afforded police in the decision to arrest; the pro· 
secutor to under or over charge; the court with its 
sentencing options; or, the parole authorities in ex· 
ercising release guidelines? 

The majority of articles discussing disparity are 
in reality an attack on lack of uniformity in 
sentencing. Researchers examine more the 
mechanical outcome rather than what caused the 
discovered difference in specific cases. Proper use 
of discretion is a legitimate correctional tool. The 
misuse or abuse by agency or individual is more 
the fault of that agency or individual than in the 
concept. Is lack of uniformity evidence of dispari· 
ty or only that which must be expected in a sys~m 
offering such a wide range of alternatives and out· 
comes while attempting to resolve, prevent, or con· 
tain human weakness as manifest in behavior 
termed "criminal" or "illegal"? 

For the probation officer, it is at the investiga
tion level and formulation of a sentencing recom· 
mendation that the problem of "disparity" is 
greatest. Bernard (1976) noted that sentencing 
disparity is based on entirely inappropriate 
criteria such as race of the defendant or personal
ity of the sentencing judge. "Disparity is un· 
justified if the rationale for these differences can· 
not be traced to relevant distinctions of character 
or behavior which bear a certain known relation· 
ship to the aims of punishment." It is this unfair 
and inappropriate disparity which has compro· 
mised the effectiveness of the entire criminal 
justice system and not discretion. 

The real problem goes beyond Bernard's de scrip· 
tion of disparity to include individual affective 

learning and resultant behavior. The literature is 
inconclusive, or at best, confused in defining 
statements of affective objectives. Bloom (1956) 
uses the term ''primative. '' Learning experiences 
generally determine the direction of growth in the 
affective domain and components form· a con
tinuum ranging from simple awareness of a 
phenomenon to complete internalization, becom· 
ing a part of the individual (bias or prejudice) and 
forming value judgments which determine 
ultimate conduct toward others whether conscious 
or unconscious. 

Thus, "disparity" is deciding to arrest, pro· 
secute, sentence, release or revoke an individual 
because of race, color, creed, political beliefs or a 
multitude of other internalized factors and not 
because of a crime's seriousness or potential for in· 
dividual rehabilitation. All else is a matter of 
discretionary judgment, the resolve of which re
quires an entirely different approach, be it 
legislative or administrative in scope. 

Probation officers as a work group universally 
pride themselves on objective case investigation 
and recommendation. However, certain offenders, 
offender attitudes and offenses lend themselves to 
unacceptable and unprofessional breaks in deci· 
sionmaking objectivity. It is against these tenden
cies a probation officer must guard. Examples can 
be advanced to support the contention that proba
tion officers, like all other actors in the justice 
system contribute to disparity. 

Carter (1966), in his article "It Is Respectfully 
Recommended," started out examining the rela
tionship between the probation officer's recom· 
men dation and the court's disposition. He offered 
that one of the more important areas upon which 
attention should be focused was the internal fac· 
tors-the officer's experience, age, ethnic 
background, culture, academic , training, pre· 
judices, and personality-all which contribute to a 
court recommendation. 

What specific biases or prejudices are displayed 
by probation . officers and directed toward the· 
alcoholic, addict, homosexual, or certain racial or 
ethnic group? Are reports "slanted" to a specific 
judge? Why is there such a high relationship be
tween recommendations and dispositions? Is it 
because there is a large number of individual cases 
who are obviously probation or prison cases; a 
matter of complete trust and faith by the court in 
its probation staff; the product of "knowing" the 
court and its views on certain matters? How much 
of the information collected during the course of 
the presentence investigation is genuinely impor· 
tant in helping the officer formulate a recommen· 
dation? At what point in the fact-gathering process 
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does the officer decide on the recommendation? If 
a decision is made early in the collection process, 
does the officer then seek out other factors which 
will support the conclusion? Does this, then, lead 
to the preparation of a disparate biography? 

The current literature does not delve into these 
questions with any degree of authority or resolve. 
There is realization of good and evil within any 
group of practitioners, be they doctors, lawyers, 
merchants, or probation officers. The path to ob
jectivity is paved with good intentions, but more 
than one well meaning probation officer has taken 
an occasional detour to disparity. The question re· 
mains: How does one empirically examine dispari
ty as defined here? What methodological approach 
is best? How valid or reliable will the findings be 
beyond a specific sample at a given time and 
place? No one has the answer. Maybe there is not 
one-only generalizations, inferences, supposition, 
conjecture, and suspicion. 

The best source of information to answer the 
questions may be the probation officer. Bartoo 
(1963), informally investigated nine identified fac
tors that directly or indirectly affect the officer's 
recommendation. He examined areas involving the 
officer's tendency to avoid problems for personal 
convenience; to what extent community interest or 
public opinion influenced the recommendation; 
how do the officer's moral standards, code of 
ethics, and attitudes affect decisionmaking; and, 
what influence is exerted by the nature and 
magnitude of the offense or attitude of the of
fender. The outcome of this limited investigation 
found that disparity resulting from internalized at
titudes and behavior did, in fact, color judgments; 
however, it-· was also discovered that generally the 
probation officer is aware of the problem and con· 
scientiously works to evaluate each offender objec· 
tively. 

To this writer's knowledge, little has been done 
to prove or disprove Bartoo's conclusions. There 
has been much said about the universal problem of 
abused discretion; but, for probation officers it is a 
wide open avenue of investigation affecting a very 
large and important segment of the justice system. 

Conclusion 

There is in all of this a substantial need for 
research to expose the problem and training to cor· 
rect deficiencies. As the trend cont~nues for the 
probation officer's earlier involvement in the 

criminal prosecution process through pretrial 
diversion and bail release investigation, it 
becomes important to insure that officer objectivi
ty is paramount and that decisionmaking, while. 
acknowledging statutory discretion, is not 
perverted or faulty due to disparity. Disparity is 
real. Attempts to identify, correct and eliminate it 
are, at this point, within this role, not on the 
horizon. 
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Mr~ William W~ Wilkins, Jr. 
Chairman 

U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Attorney 

Middle District of Tennessee 

879 United States Courthouse . 

Nashville, Tennessee 37203 

September 5, 1986 

United States Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania IJ.venue, N .. W .. - Suite 1400 
Washington, D .. C.. 20004 

Dear Billy: 

This is in response to your August 20, 1·986 letter 
requesting comments on sentencing guidelines involving 
guilty pleas and plea agreements .. 

With respect to guilty pleas, the guidelines should 
make a provision for- a downward sentencing adjustment for 
a defendant who agrees to plead guilty substantially in 
advance of·the trial date. I believe ~h~t a defendant who 
enters an early guilty plea should be g~ven some cred~t 
for his willingness to admit guilt,- accept responsibility 

6151736-5151 

FTS/852-5 151 

for his violation, and save the government the·time and 
expense of a trial.. In order for the benefits to he gained 
by the government, it is necessary that the defendant plead 
guilty well before the government has gone to full trial 
preparation.. A plea entered after the jury has been assem
bled should receive perhaps some slight credit~· but certainly 
should not receive the credit of a defendant who enters an 

·earlier plea. The. guidelines might well requ~re that the 
g6ve·r.rtm_~nt 'ptate to .the Court the amount of time· and effort 
the guilty plea has saved the government in order to have 
an objective basis for such credit .. 

Plea agreements are one of the most difficult issues 
facing prosecutors and judges under the sentencing guidelines .. 
It is my perception that in many cases, in order to avoid 
trials and to show the defendant that he gains somethirtg by 
pleading guilty, prosecutors and defense attorneys will 
attempt to arrive at a plea bargain that will ensure ~ 
sentence less than that proscribed by the guidelines .. 
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This is quite simply a fact of life, that a defense 
aftorney will have great difficulty iri convincing 
his client that he should plead guilty unless he can 
show the client that the client is in fact getting 
something out of the plea. If the sentence would be 
the same, whether ·the defendant pleads guilty or goes 
t6 trial, then the defendant may not have much incentive 
to plead and will be willing to roll the dice and hope 
the jury might·acquit on one or more charges. 

The adjustment down for a guilty plea under the 
previous paragraph would, of course, be one answer to 
this problem and may be the. strongest reason as to why 
adjustment down for a guilty ·plea should be considered. 
As a practical matter, I believe that.under the qentencing 
guidelines, prosecutors will engage much more in charge 
bargaining where the maximum sentence provided by law 
will be less than that required by the guidelines. For 
instance,. instead of charging mail fraud which carries 
a S-year violation, there might be a plea to a false 
statement to a bank which carries only a 2-year sentence. 
Pleas to lesser included violations, I believe, will 
become much·more popular. 

At~the present time in my district, in many 
cases we deal with the Rule 11(1) (c) sentence-baigain 
in which we agree that a sentence not to exceed "X" 
number of years is appropriat·e.. I would hope that such 
plea bargains would not be totally eliminated under the 
new-procedures, although I understand that a desire for 
some degree·of uniformity may in fact mandate that such 
sentence bargaining be eliminated, or at least sharply 
curtailed. One practical effect may be that the defense 
attorney will be under a great deal more pressure to 
negotiate a plea with the prosecutor before a formal 
indictment is returned. If the indictment itself 
addresses only a narrow issue, that will. in effect 
reduce the overall exposure of the defendant. It may_ 
well be that prosecutors will call up defense attorneys 
and say, we are offering you an opportunity to plead 
guilty to a one-count information or indictment at the 
present time,and; if you go to trial, there will be a 
multiple count, and your sentencing guidelines will be 
suhstantia~ly more~ This will ce~tainly -put a consider
able amourn:t '<D}f pressure on a defense attorney to ·plead 
guilty at an early stage .. 
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In ·other casesj I think there will often be 
an attempt by the defense at~orney to negotiate a 
statement of facts which will result in reasonably 
favo~able sentencing guidelihes for his ciient. To 
the exfent that such statements of fact are not in
accurate, I w6uld certaihly enter into such-agree
ments. To the extent these agreements would be bind
ing on the judge in applying the guidelines would 
have t6 he left to later case law. It would appear 
that the judge would always have the right to find 
the facts as he beLieves they exist, regardless of 
stipulation. Of course, such findings might result 
in the def~ndant attempting to w~thdraw his plea 
based on changed circumstances. 

I-very strongly believe that cooperation should 
he given substantial weight in the sentencing guidelines. 
In many complicated investigations, the only way that 
a·case can be made against a major defendant, is to 
secure the cooperatiori of lesser involved defendants. 
If that individual cannot·b~ appropri~tely sentenced to 
a le~ser sentence, the prosecutor will he faced either 
with a choice of not prosecuting at all, which of course 
is always an option.~ or prosecuting and-seeing the coop
erating individual_receive a much stiffer sentence than 
the.p~osecutor feels appropriate given fiis:cob~erat~on 
The degree o£ cooperation should be certified by the 
u.s~ Attorney •. Based· on that degree of cooperatio~, 
reductions of up to 50% should be applicable .. Should 
there be disputes ·regarding the level-or quality of 
cooperation, it. would appear to me that this would 
have to be resolved_by the judge after hearing both 
sides. Of course, a reduction for cooperation and a 
guilty plea would have to he worked out· so that there 
is not a double credit for the same act. 

If I may be of further assistance, please do 
not. hesitate to callG 

Sincerely, 

States Attorhey 
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NISBCO .r :'' 

National Interreligious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors 

September 30, 1986 

The Honorable William W. Wilkens, Jr. 
u.s. Sentencing Commission 
1331 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Washington, DC 20004 

Dear Judge Wilkens: 

I send along my testimony about plea agreements, regretably 
.tardily. I was off in California and staff did not understand 
that the text needed to be forwarded to be on hand before the 
hearing last week. 

I hope that the observations I offer will still be of help to the 
Commission in this matter where I think the concerns of NISBCO are 
specially relevant and exceptional to the run-of-the-mill 
comments. I note from the notice in the Washington Post that 
the matter of plea agreements is not included in the preliminary 
guidelines and will still have to be determined. 

I shall look for the text of the guidelines in today•s Federal 
Register. Please forward to me several copies of the full set of 
sentenc1ng guidlines. I hope that our constituent religious 
bodies, where they are competent through their criminal justice 
programs will take note and participate in the regional hearings~ 

I bave welcomed the opportunity to comment in the course of the 
hearings. I was impressed with the respectful manner in which you 
conducted the public hearings, and I hope that constructive input 
will continue in the next set of regional meetings. I look 
forward to seeing the guidelines in their final version. 

I intend to consult with our legal committee and to provide a 
written analysis in due time. I see a significant need to 
interpret these guidelines, not only to the religious leadership, 
but also to the many chaplains and volunteers who work with 
prisoners in the Federal prison system. Through the program of 
Prisoner Visitation and Support we have a group of about one 
hundred accredited visitors in the major Federal correctional 
institutions. · 

Re~;Pect ully, 

.. .::--:::->/~·-~--~ ~-, .; / .• 
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~:r;/ ·· ·I iam Yol ton 
~-
cc.: John K. Stoner, Raymond Nathan, Barry Lynn 
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This testimony is presented on behalf of National Interreli

gious Service Board for Conscientious Objectors [ NISBCO] which 

represents thirty-four Catholic, Protestant, and Jewish religious 

organizations, as well as religious organizations based on 

primarily ethical concerns. In addition, NISBCO interprets the 

concerns of several conservative religious bodies who on prin-

ciple do not participate in coalitions. 

Since 1940 has supported those who for reasons of ~onscience 

oppose conscription for military service. More recently it has 

taken an interest in the problems of those who for r·e .. asons· of 

conscience oppose payment of taxes for war or preparation for 

war. On behalf of all persons affected by conscription laws, 

NISBCO has sought to improve the fairness of those laws, their 

administration, and the treatment of those persons involved. 

The U.S. Sentencing Commission is to consider whether a plea 

agreement should be taken into consideratioR when determining a 

sentence, and in what way. NISBCO believes that the special 

category of war obj ectors1. is harmed rather than helped by a 

guideline reflecting conventional wisdom which makes allowances 

for those who "plea bargain" to se e·k rea uc ti on in sentence 

severity. 

If a guideline for reduction of sentences for those who plea 

bargain in cooperation with the prosecution were adopted, many 

1 NISBCO' s prior testimony has detailed the si·tuation of war objectors 
who may comprise as much as ten percent of the Federal prison population, if 
the e~perience of the· height of the Vietnam era is repeated. 

1 



conscienti-ous war obj ec'tors who appear before the court would be 

unfairly disadvantaged and several .purposes of the justice system 

would not be served. Whatever guideline is adopted it mus·t meet 

the situation of conscientious war objectors, who are the 

exceptions that literally ''prove the rule." . 

. 1.. Most war objectors· who appear in court have persisted in 

their convictions despite ample opportunity to register or to· 

-accept service in the armed forces or pay .their withheld taxes 

or make other concessions that would ha·ve removed them from the 

jurisdiction of the courts. Their ve~y presence in court is 

to protect their consciences from violation.. Their consciences 

will not allow ·plea bargaining. Though they may be guilty of 

violation of the law, they do not believe themselves morallf 

guilty. 

2. Some war objectors would use the courts as a forum to 

make their vli tness. They would take the risk ·of wha:tever 

sentence to bring to the public awarene.ss those wrongs they 

refuse to condone by accepting a plea bargain. The function ·of 

the courts to bring to public attent·ion great disagreements in 

the. society about public policy is an important secondary 

fu~ction of the judicial system. 

3. S6me litigants are seeking to test the meaning of 

the statute or the regulations. This process of testing is 

important especially in the inst~nce of conscription where 

personal liberty is at issue. In many instances, it was through 

the persistence of individuals who sought redress through the 

2 



courts that significant advances were achieved. Seeger persisted 

in his- case though he could not assert that he believed in a 

Supreme Being as the statute then required. Ultimately, the 

Supreme Court ruled that he qualified, and that the statute was 

unconstitutional. Welsh persisted and the Supreme Court ruled 

that persons with moral and ethical b~liefs qualified under the 

court 1 s interpretation of "religion." Mulloy persisted and the 

Supreme Court ruled that the Selective Service System could no~ 

fail to consider claims if they presented a prima facie case. 

Gardiner persisted and the Federal District Geurt in the District· 

of Columbia ruled. that the unpublished regulation under which he 

and other conscientious objectors had been ordered to-alternative 

service was contrary to the published regulations and to the 

statute • 

. Since the Selective Service System· operates with few 

safeguards of due process,2 the courts may be the only place 

where a person whose liberty is in jeopardy can have a fair 

hearing. In some instances, particularly among traditional 

pacifist groups, individuals will. have nothing to do with the 

2 Since 1945 the standard for the· review is that the local board 
decision may not be reviewed if there is any basis in. fact for the classifi
cation action. Litigant~ must rely on showing that· the local board· had no 
basis in fact for the classification action, or that the Selective Service 
System failed to follow its own regulations. Since 1982 Selective Service 
has amassed a volume of regulatory ·materials under the guise of administra
tive instructions which have never been pre-published for comment nor 
promulgated as regulations, yet according to an amendment to the statute in 
1971 and the decision in Gardiner v. Tarr these procedural rules are subject 
to the requir~ments of the Administrative Procedures -Act. It can be antici
pated that there will be many court cases when conscription is reinstituted 
which will test this anomaly. 
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para-military system of Selective Service, and.converts in the 

armed forces will have nothing to do with military ·jurisdiction. 

Plea .agreements in these situations rarely serve justice. 

Allowing the plea agreement to influence the final sentences 

would pressure war objectors to lessen their sentences through 

abandoning their arguments. The function 0f the courts to-test 

and redefine b6th statute and regulations would be diminished. 

Conscience and justice ~ould not be served.· 

Respectfully submitted, 

L. William Yolton 
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